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Preface

cfr. . -,fT 6:Ching EconorLcs is one component of a two-part publication entitled
Mcsxsv ( Guide in Ecor.c.mics for the,A:.--tion's Schools. Part I of the Guide, A
F nomew f a:. ping Economic:: 3asic C onceprT. presents a conceptual structure of the
cc:311w,, .12}, :plane and shows In, that structure .:an be used to assist in more effective

..)per-.,405,41 ecer:itnic decision-make . Part II of the Guide, Strategies fof Teaching .

Econtmzcs. demonstrates' to educr,.-...-s how the conceptual Framework can be taught at
various evels: Primary, Inte:--zdiate and Secondary. It has been packaged as several
volume. to ,,re flexible us, ,v classroom tacher: pd curriculum development
specialise:.

rhe .oint Council ,ireatl apr,7-Pates the tint .3coe-.-mon given to us by the manyini and s:hooi systeis with Jev..flopmen: of thesNcurriculum
W.1 Ire especial!. ,nci?hted to the indivrivals who drafted these/materials.

Alen:11.4B ten:- ,.!stinc ,-.11.erreed classroom tea' ',.7-7 near the dei,elopmert. sites
t,,vidart the 10'.-:. .ar shakeactuft to assure that ea..! Et son published was c.assroom-

iesteo. Whilt Cid,' made :na rtmse lessons have evaluated under all .:iassroom
rsu:71n4, wL do knov, that the its;soa.s work with tit- .1)H populations designated We

present '.fume as a documen :aft that modified versions wt he
'he -,-cars ahead.

rtro-nri7, Thumculum t was made hv general contributions --
al or :I: -ny ofeklicart:::.: sponsors. In addition, SUD73:- ,:t1.41-7 grants were received 17

Acner.1 :.x-.1 Motor -Car Fu r++ and '-!:!phone and Telegraph.
anti ine the confid--:ice mese have ex - the economic educt:

ornmendatior, s.,lotLti be giver Stowell Symmes, Direct(
ho has :oordrnated deer for th, Council fromits inceptio

We are ,..:0;,lent ,±41#41ar Teaching EL -.--r7:cs will serve teachers we
rr .-:al pit/Celt/lc-. r nuildny et,Nnomics lessons in: curricula.. Properly mei
inc .tasirf ;nide car ccorie a powerfu. . tt accelerating econorn,:"

at

A

M. L. Frankel
Former President

Michael A. MacDov.-.t
President
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Foreword
4- ,

The Master ,Curriculum Guide was published to be used ,,S a tool fyr curriculum
developmentit is not a ourricul Per se. his designed as a resource document fo;,school
systems engaged .i A-12 ef p educaticffl curriculum development. Part I provides a

.

framework for teaching- economic :ideas and Part 11,provides detailed classroom) lesSons
illustrating tested ways in which these ideas can be taught at different levels `01. difficulty.
Thus, the Master Ctirictilum Guide indicates what economic ideas can be taught, where
they can be taught, and how they. can be taught. ,

- It was decided to slice the school years into three segments: 'Prithary, Intenhediate and
Secondary, with the secondary packets oriented toward subject fields. Curriculum ,
committees were established for these segments. Teachers must decide the appropriate
grade for each less& based upon the capacity of their students. Those teaching in "middle
schools" will want to examine both the intermediate level package and the various

,..,..,secondary packages.
BY judiciously Selecting lessons from the volumes of teaching strategies, teachers can

systematically upgrade the 'quantity and quality of economics instruction in' their existing
courses. Each lessotis self-contairiod and ready for teaching, but good teachers wno have
had economic edudation traidingcah readily modify the activity to fit their special classroom-- -"
needs. The lessons ape concept-based rather than unit or thenie-oriented. Once teachers
have mastered the instructional activity, placement within existing courses or inclusion
as supplements to text units will rapidly follow. Sample materials for classroom use.
(e.g., pigpires, cards, games, eta.). may he reproduced at the teacher's discretion.

The curriculum strategies published in' this' volume have been classroom-tested.
However, field-testing has not been conducted throughout the United, States. For this

O. reason, we see the present edition 4, a working document that will be improVed based upon
responses from users throughout she country. The Instructional Activity Evaluation Form
found on pages vi-vii, or modified versions of it, may be used by superyisors to )btain oiar
feedback from teachers: We urge teachers to send copies of such evaluations to the Joint
Council. This will enable us.to obtain'insights for future revisions. Furthermore, since'we
view these collections of concept-oriented curriculum activities as starting points, teachers'
are urged to submit theieown activities dealing with concepts selected' rom the Framework. 1

Those teachers wishing to submit activities should use a format that includes, the essential
elements of the format outlined ow page viii. This guide was developed to encourage writersi;
to provide immediately teachable lessons. If the Joint Council receives a sufficient number
of a ;,,vitieS that have been classroom-tested, we will be well on our way toward supplying

4 ' 'P'. le volumes of, concept-oriented mini-lessons at various grade levels. in fact, we
wo I d have a growing "curriculuni activities bank" which, when published, wduld provide
teachers with a rich source of classroom-tested lessons designed to teach various
components of the economics " Framework.

The Master Curficulurre Guide Project, like all complex undertakings, is the product of
many people 'whose contributions must -remain unacknowledged, because it -is nearly

-impossible to assign authorship to ideas that have been shaped and reshaped as they were
molded into a published document. Perhaps by briefly tracing the evolutionary character of
the producb we can not only clarify its purpose bUt also live credit to some of the principals',.
involved. . . r

1 The Maker Curriculum Guide. Project is an outgrowth of the Developmental Economic
Education Project (DEEP). Working documents produced for the DEEP experiment in
curriculum change conductween 1964 and 1949 included the "two little red books,"
as they were called in the fief:d one a statement of economic concepts to be taught as outlined
in the Task Force Report conomic EAlcation in the Schools, and the second, some
suggestions for ade pl eme t. These materials were later fashioned into a single volume
entitled Economi in the Curric m. During the '60s and the early '70s, these publications
were extensively 'used especially those schools associated with the DEEP Cooperating
SchoolsWbgram. Literally hun s of curriculum guides and lesson plans were generated ,

from thetlocuinents and thro hem thousands of teachers and students were introduced
to econo education. °

..
..
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During the 1973 NatiOnaj Affiliated Econo 'c EducatiOn Directors Mee
Council and Center Directors, led by the California and -.Oklahoma contingents, airP
joint Council to undertake what has become knoiEn as the Master Curriculu-o
Project. It took three yea'rs for Lee Hanieh's committee to develop a nevi-frar,r-k jut

Teaching Economics. At the,saine tat theTramewiork was being prepared, task
force groups chaired by the individuals ',\whose names are affixed to dr.
volumes were estalYlished. Behind the sce4es, the 'project relied 'eavily or 5;1(! mt.
Committee of professional economic educalors: Peter V. HarrinElon, Direcar
Council for Economic Education, Purdue','.1.1niversity; High G. 2.ovell, of
Economics:Portland State ..iniversity; Clayton Millington, Executive Vic .

Oklahoma Council .on Economic Education, Oklahoma State University; Lcm
Director; Center for Econormc Education, University of Wisconsin-'vfilwaufet
Warn-Ike; Chairman, Department of Economic Education, Ohio L .uversity.

These 'individuals served in an-advisory capaciiy for various project coma
significantlyheIped to shape the nature of the ftrechict. June V lilliarz, C

prepared the Instructional Activity aluatlon Form. Each comE.
n4r.1:-111,z

strategies and prepared
Specialist for the Joint) Council, 'contributed importantiy to the design of th

given the responsibili make a first selection of th e economic coseepts whi lie
most usefully'taught i in the grade level diviston established. Welmow vial r-
than are included in th volumes can be taught. Our Objective for these firs: air
produce a' few quality' ctivities that could be imrnedately used by reacher_
have been classroom-tested at the development. sites e lOok forviard
fielikested in classrooms throughout the nation.

We are indebted to all ind(viduals who h e participated in the
Strategies for Teaching Econo ics: Intermediate Lev' I, but special thank,: k
Chairperson, MarilyirKourilsk . Through her leader hip, the Committee :ass 17- u.
with superb. models that will serve 4p accelerate concept learning itr econar.

. .

S. Stowell/Sprimes
DirecitIr ofCurriculuIn an,
"Coordinator', Master ''tirxic,

V
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MASTER CURRIC JLUM

Instructior,,_ Activity EvaLetion Form

,Lsase ::-.--evaluation form each .acti4ity -_-7-,ed-arld return 4o.

41/1
Persr Completing Fo )

Ti- r LEVEL OF ACTIVITY = ACKAGE:

-41 -rrLE OF ACTIVI
.N CLASS WITH ACTIVITY

curse

ge Rs% or 3rade Level:

.dbook (if any):

Stuc Level(s) (Check
____ A1100 Average

Average
Below Average
1-eterogeneoUS Group including All the ;-,--

=ECTIVENESS (Circle the number you think adicateE `.he appropriate

*-.7.7-RESS

(Name of Supe or)

1 Are .-plectives clearly stated?

e-.. ear 5 4. 3 , 2 Vague°

2. Are oblectiVes realistic in terms of student maturity at the specified Sge br grade
leve ?

var.},

Realistic 5 3 . 2 Unrealistic

3. Are teaching procedures stated in a manner so --, *o be easily understood?
;Easy to Very Difficult

Understlind 5 4 3 2 to Understand
1'4. Are teaching procedureg appropriate for accomp.---hg objectives?

1.

Very Not
Appropriate 5 4 3 2 Appropriate/5. A re Ching procedures appropriate_for students of is age Of iradedevel?

Very '. i Not-

Appropria 5 4 4 3 2 1 It' Appropriate

6. Are rep mmended student materials, appropriate tc the age OD grade level
specified ? -A , c
Very,
Appropriat 05 3 2

VI

\ / ft{

Not
kopropriate

r-
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7. To what exter ,:oes this activity co rinuteto pupils' under.s:t-Idir : of the
oarticularecorwmic concept it is de er,.: to teach?

Very
4 3_ 2 1

8 Jic iou use a7. -ne items suggesi---Ni for evaluation?
ves, please ee the iriformatior requested below..

''umber of Evalbar:Y- item

Not
At All

'''..\Averazte. Level of Class Performarr:: (Circle one)
Excellent Good Accep-, Poor
Excellent Good Abcec75:.:ie Poor
Excellent good Accebtan4 Poor.
Excellent Good Accept Poor
Excellent Good Accebtaoie Poor

That wouldte voL Wall rating of evaluation techniques sugpested for This
activity?

Excellent)

_ What would be yot --reran rating of the activity in terms of its effectiveness for
achieVing stated -7.ves?

Very lot At All
Effective 5 4 3 2 1 Effective

:',OviitylENTS AND 'RECO'. ",IENDATIONS: What ch4iges and/or additions would you
-9c:fr.-mend for mtiking tht rmore effective instructional activitp Please describe or, if
3vaitamie, include some sa et'es of any additional teacher or stbdent materials you might.
nave .:sed (for example' ezztuation techniques). We shall welcome specific elaboration
relative to any of the abot questions.

4 3 2 1 Poor

(Attach extra sheets with comments (and materials or use back of form)
.

Form prepared by June Gilliard, Currict:lulQ1 Specialist, JcEE.

viL

\
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,CONCEPT:

RECOMMENDED USE:

TIME REQUIRED:

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

RATIONALE:

It

RELATED CONCEPTS:

INSTRUCTIONAL
'OBJECTIVES:

4

TEACHER STRATEGY/
PUPIL ACTIVITY:- ,

EVALUATI9N:

MASTER CURRICLLUM
inetructiolial Activity Format

State the concept thi .1,1erkkk_ as the main orgariT for ttae
actiVity. /

8 rade and/or abilit of students fOr wn4i the activity
t,iAntended.

State umber of lass needed to corrDie- the;dctivity.

= List all materialsineepet-- for the actiVity (e.c., books; game$,
films; etc.)

A brief statement explifrOhg the sOnificanCe of the activity. The
,

stateinent may foco or what-students shOuid know, be aware
Of or.be able to. do. Or foCus on the importance of the
instructiona .approac- c--:inc used use of gamingf,'.
siMulatioh,for mokvati,:1-a ocposes or for purposes of havin0
students appl} certain sKlifS, knowledge; etc): /
Other eco'nOmiccono,,.--dts specifitally dealt in the activity.

Each objectiVe should specify (1) the o;--,ticular learriWg
(knowledge, skill or attitude) student ise.;:.,ected todemon-
strate; (2) the actior the student will perform in demonstrating
this knowledge, skill or attitude (e.g., write, c-frnparestate, list
etc.); (3) the condition= un&- whichthe actici is to occur (e.g.,
giVen dertain dia or 1- after view

' given 41 particuldt

Description of _t e teacning-learninb pro to be used fgr pupil
attainmeit-or o fives.

Description of strategies, test-^c instruments, or other materJls
to be used for assessing student learning.

(
Prepared by Yune V. Gilliard
sthint Council og Economic Education

z
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AcinOWIedgMentS:
(

.
. .

The fdllowing pages consist oL(I) an overview and rationale for the economic eoncepts
to b taught, in .the intermediate grades, (2) sample lesions, (3) sample units, and (4) .

. segments from-an instructional systenie Each lesson Is designed either to introduce, to
. amplify, or to reinforce a' specific concept chosenfor the intermediate grade level, The
sainple units combine several or t11.)f the concepts and are aimed mostly at introducing and
afnp l Aayingdesignated ncepts4: Thd instructional system, the Mini-Society, encompasses
all th se concepts specified by the Master Curriculum's goal committee for intermediate
grad levels; issues--of Value clarification are addressed. i .

6(. The general forme for-the lessons and units is:
II----Description of concepts and rationale . _ 4.1.

1 H. Objectives
HI. Directioins and instructional sequence " Ak

F-Room arrangement and materials
Sequence of activities'and pWcedures N.
Follow-up activities

IV. Evaluation , f -
41a.

The sample lessons aixtumts were prepared and/or. TeTted by the'subcornmittee on\
intermediate grades consisting of: Dr. Marilyn Kotrplsky, Ellen Goldman, Garry
Schultdan, Lucy Lockhart-Mumtpery. Dade* Wkon, Michaele Seholes, Russell Miller, ;

Kathleen Hirstvenc Dr. Joe Mcclifitic and students. Preliminary drafts were reviewed by
members of the Faculty at me University of California at Los 'Angeles.

'

Barbara-SRhick, /
University of Nevada, Las Kegas, prepared the annotated bibliography of supplemintary_,-- '-
materials. , I

The Mini-Society was-previously created by Marilyn Kourilsky. VVikith permission;
1-egnients are included in this currj.cular guide, ;1

I

Marilyn, Kourilsky, Chairperson
Interrizediale L.501 Cukriculiim C6mmittee
kasterCurrieulum. Project

3.
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Overview .and .Rationale '...,.

g,.

iptroduction . ,

ofeveryone makes econorniedecisions. Ever; a child
of eight,liecidIng whether to go to the movies with.friendstr
to pla baseball, is deciding how to the a scarce resourde

Jame) a could be applying economic concepts such as
opportu ty cost to this decision. Inten years this same child
will be making economic decisions in the marketplace and
willbe required to make decisions witIssignificant economic

-:_,.. consequences in the, voting Moth. These adult decisions
afire& not only the individual b , taken in the-aggregate,.-tii,c
affectus all. If individuals are to e decisions which are
intelligent, irlfotmed,tand based o ogical analysis, the time s'..

- to begin teaching th m ecotieernic concepts and economic..
analysis is at the ning of the formal education pr.

In the prim grades, economic analysis is limited by the -7
level of psych logical development attaihed by students.

.. ;They generally ink onlyin termrof themelves and their'
families."... Econ c concepts and generalizations can be
applied at those grade, levels to the individual chili and -

'family in a highly personalized manner. As the child enters
the, intermediate, grades,hit/her psychological development
entiblei himiher tO abstract further and analyze at another
leVel. 'T-heitudent is still Concerned Witkpeisonal'decision-

','makitig,' but now S(he) cal -also' vieT,v.-1Ao*, individual'
'?.. decision-mildngtan affect the socielat large. In the

; Aintermeii4te grades we begin to deal with ft onornic filkb-
lems as problems ficed by the whOle group or country': The

41- 'student can continue to apply. economy szoincepts to intli-
viduil decisi9nrnaking, but now can so.,begin the.type of

, "' anllysiS we hope willbeidtilizedlater asa voting citizen: The
emphasis .trere is on the interrelationship of concepts and

e

I .
- Scarcity . r,

Scarcityp--limitect resources versus rel
wants (uses) for-the resources=is the central economic.
.problem,which fequires that we all make choices, both as
Andividuals and as societies: While in the priMary grades
students can learn that they must decide how to use their
recess time..(whether to play jump rope or to play ball), in the
intermediate grades they, can be introduced, to sgardity as
society's problem. They can; for example, discuss the
aderhative uses to whidh the education fund Money frompe
PTA can be put. They can also learn abou,t the alternative
uses for the steel that,is produced by various companies. Steel
could be Used for theiproduction of cars or for the production
of buildin§s but the sarne.steel can be used for both.
Furttlermore, students can explore r own career deci-
sions7. Will they usetheir time to beco teachers ordentists?
'They can-speculate on how their decisicsisIinfl(e.aggrente)
will affect the society at large.

A ai°

unlimited

.
It is host important in thel review'orthis sonept and its _ :; l

further application that, students understand:
I, Scarcity.is ulversal, It s 'a problem ftce by all Nti

`' incllyiduals and by all societies. The,relative eakhof .,.t

' an iidividuab.or society does not It"cure -':_i`rarcitY, , , -....,

Even the "richest" person in the world haSOnly -14 S. ,- J

'hours ea day to iq' and -mist /allocate the hotIrs ..* \.
=among emative uses.- -.." - z.' . tr-,I2. Scarcity catindt be eliminated by

and
or al: 1

T. Wanting only for others find not for OneCelf
goes nilt remove-the faot tfae wants still 'ex'st in the

,

rt

aggregate and that,Iey are consiantly growing. Foil,
v 1, example, individual want:pr food may not increase

generalizations. --,, i', i ,

In the intermediate gradek, student can begin .to Aistin-
2--guish between die, normative and the positive; .that is, , .

between what "shoat' be" and what ',Ills." They can begin to
" .diseiss values they hold themselvesand that we exhibit as a

nation (normative) in con na. the effects of the alternaiive .
vactions based on these Valu -,psitive). They can learn that,

In economics, we analyze what will happenif, forexample,
we cut down on welfare programs rater than - whether this
"shotticit' happen. The ",positive""econ rnic approach then
helps themto ,weigh the consequences of 'their own' and the
nation's =Whs..

the concepts chosen for emphasis at the intermediate
: Scarcity, Opportunity Costs, Property-

. Econo c ystems, DemInd and Supply, Competitio
sus Monopoly, Money and Banking, and Inflati n and
'Deflation. The depth to which each copqepi, is covered is
determined by the-degree to,whi h ( I) the concept is relevant

t- to personal-,decision-making kills, and (2) the coucept
alysis jerformetby the ecoiiofnically,

o is not a professional economist. Follow -
ws of each 'concept set, including basic
and examples of their application to' indi-

e

affects reaLworld
literate citizen w
ing are ov(rvi
undertiandin
vilual decision- making' ancyto the 'analysts Of, societal
problems.

,1/44r.

but the aggregate Warits fo ood increase as populati6n ,,
.grows. r. -

ity ecessit ert_ e s:c hoice-makng for the indiv idual
an -for 'ociety. We must .make 'choices among

r, nan ve use for resources. A plot of land tan b;
used to buiLti -a school or a factory; but, not both at the

,.same time.

Opportunity Cost .

- With an awareness of scarcity as it ndces tes 'choice- .0Making, students an deal with the implica ion of choice-
makingthat for eery decision made,Some alternative was
foregone. There is a' cost to bear for eveq use of a iesource.
This cost is the real or app\uni-ly eost, and is stated in temps .

thVnext most attractive titertiativiuse a the resource; that
is, the use that was foregone; Again, students may discuss* ''
this in terms. 'of theniselves and society! A stutlent who
chooses to,iese his/her adult time to work as a school teacher
maybe giving up a career as a doctor. Society can purchase
hid /her skillsas trteacher but society is forfeiting tAe skills the ,

persoemay have exhibited as a'doctor. And main, if society r ,
chtinses to use a plot of Ian to a factory,.it forfeits the
use of the land to ba choot. 1

,It is i porta& to emphasize at e intermediate zradet
TeVels 'opportunity Cast (real c st)- is the next'besi

<_,.

.
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alternative foregone rather-than the s of ',II alternatives
fidreggn if a:,boy pahaies a chocolate bariwith 150, this
opPortufio cost is nbt the peallut Ortinchior he could Ilave
bought fo e siMe.15te dairthe 'crack of gum he eouldihave
pu eghal cat is either the gum the other candy

!t.

An Un'cleikuitiding of scarcity,-Se need for Choi,ce-maiting.>.
. and the accontanfing opportunity .costs lead, us to- file

exploration .ef economic systems=rthe
and

in whifh
societies deal ',Zit the facts of scarciM'Atid real costs. c ...* ° .

Ecotiomlit Systems
Becluseresouraes are354rce and chcfices mast be Made as

tellternatiiie us,esefor resources, societies develop economic
systems.to .answeEthree basi&econornic questions: What to
produce, How to produce it and Who will get tee output (For
Whonii to produce)''The manner.in which these questions are
answered (the,,form ofthe,econornic system) is determined
largely by. he society's basic value prernise'as to who owns
the productive resources. In the two ex-treme types of
systems, resources are eith& solely the property of individu-
als or all resources are owned in common. In the real world,
while economies tend more toward one type than another, the
"pure" form at either end of the spectrum is never actually
realized.

We attempt to avoid emotionally. loaded terms to describe
types oficonomies. Instead of using the term socialistic, we
subtitute command economy, fiat, or`collective econopiy.
Ratherthanuse the term Capitalism, we use marketecortbmy
or pri,cenFsIerk

When a group 'operates on the belief that resources should
pe owned by individuals, these individuals are apt to use the
kesourcesto their own benefit, initially producing the things
they themselves want Eventually, as the society grows,
these individuals will benefit themselves most by producing
what others want and are willing to pay for. They will
specialize. The resultant system, with prices o goods and
services, directing .goods and services into and out of various
uses, will be as market mechanism. What to produce .is
decided by the consumers, who indicate what they are willing
to pay for by casting dollar votes.

The For Whom is determined by the amount and prod-
uctivity of the resources owned by individuals. When firms
produce what is demanded from them by consumers, they
must secure and hire resources. In so doing they pay out
money incomes to the owners of the resources they buy or
hire. It is this money that accrues to'the individual as income
and that, in turn, constitutes the source of hisor hr ability to
go out in to the marketplace and vote for (buy) what he or she
wants.

When a group operates on the premise that resources
should be owned in common, the logical next step, is that
resources should be used to benefit the group as a whole. In a
group of any size, this eventually necessitates a planner or
group of planners to speak for the group in deciding what
should be produced and who should get the output.

The decisionflow to produce in a market economy is
altiiost always determined By the relative prices of the various
inputs as compared with their productivity. In a command
economy, such decisions tend to be determined by fiat.

In the intermediate grades, the social studies curriculum is

F
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such that the ettiphasis is put on our own country and
therefore 6fi our economy and its workings. St'udents at this
level can bekexPosed to an elementary cirgilarow diagram
depicting,the workings of s market 7system or modified

;market syStem, incloling the roles of consumers (house-
}holds), prodycei-S and governthent. This can be discussed and
role-played in the iclassalcn, using. examples, from the
cgmmunity or nation. Lt-canfirst be perSonalized and then be
abstracted,tobtliers. For example; the-chddren oan.tole-play
the:effects of a classmate deciding to put op a dance sho'w.

;Those hired would include proficient dancers, perhaps
someone who plays the piano, and possibly someone to write
programs or to decorate--as well as other resources such ,as
the auditorium (payMent could be to the principal orthe.
School Board). The individuals thus hired Would have dollars
to spend (so would the entrepren4rial classmatewhoUsed,
his/her management skill to comling the 'resources) and
could discuss for What they ate willing. cast their dollar
votes. The Hoy decision can als7Pe,.discu d here. Will
someone be hired to write out programs by hand, or will
someone with access to a cOpyitig machine be hired? If',
someone is hired to. write programs by hid, how will the
entrepreneur decide whom to. hire since( some people write
faster than others. (The quality of theWork can 'also. be
considered.)

.

From this personalization of the circular flow of nicome,
students can then discuss what happens ifproducersiprOduce
something for which consumers ( I) are Willinglo cast dollar
votes, such as frisbees or hulahoops, and (2) are not willing to
cast dollar votes; such as an unpopular record. (See Demand
and (Supply.) --.-

The important concepts to emphasize in this interrelation-
ship are:

I . Consumer freedomthe i'reedom to buy whateyer is
available.

2. Consumer sovereigntythe ability of the consumers to
determine what is produced (or continued to be
produced) by the way in which they cast dollar 'Yokes in
the marketplace.

3.- ModifiCationsthe possibility that ci(lizens, through
selection of candidates at the voting- polls, can in
essence vote to modify the lystem. The What, How and
For Whom can be modified through governmental
intervention.

To deal with economies other than our own, students can
participate in simulations of other ways in which these
decisions could have been made. An example of this would
be to simulate some of the country's early colonized
settlements which were based on collective ownership of
resources instead of on private ownership. It is impractical,
given the current curriculum, to study other nations in depth.
at this stage; however, after such a simulation students can
discuss the trade-offs inherent in different systems of
ownership. A system tending toward a market mechanism
allows greater 'aggregate freedom to determine What is
produced, and a system tending toward command economy
may allow greater security that an individual will be part of

- the For Whom "group.

Demand and Supply
An understanding of someof the principles of demand, of
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supply, and of the interaction between these concefAs--ailows
students in 'the intermediate grades to analyze a market
mechanism with inorekenetration than,is possible with the

\ simpler circular fib diagram. Again, the concepts tan be'
initially personalized a then abstracted to include the larger
society. At The interme late grades students are ready to -

utilize such tooks as dem d and supply schedules and graphs
depicting the inforipation, from these schedules.

Demand
It has already beep ascertained that we all have wants; but

winfs and demords differ in that demand ,referS to desire
backed by tknbility or Willingness to pay :for the good or
service desired. Demand is a future concept and an atletiipt to

.systematize_the way consumers believe,they vi11 act,- not to
the vartheyacted in the past.

Demand strength is influenced by'several factors: (1) the
tastes.aZ.prererences 9f.consumers, (2) the income level of
Consumers, (3Y the piltes.of substitutes and complements,

and (4) the view of ,the future htld by consumers.
Theldrnard for -aprodtict refefs to the 'willingness to

purchast 'various quantities of a good (or service) at various
prices in a stated period of time, not just to the quantity which
consumers will purchase at one particular price. It refers to an
entire schedule curve. In general, at higher prices the
quantity Remanded will tend to be lower than at lowerprices.

At the intermediate' grade 'levels, students can create_ a
demand schedule (and later graph it) representing their ptvn
class's demand for milk at lunchtime for'the next clay. They
can discuss how the factors named above influence the
strength of demand: (1) Tastes- and preferencessome
children may like milk more than others or may be more
influenced by the health factors emphasized by parents. (2)
Income levelstudents may receive differing amounts of
money forlunch or as allowance, and this may influence their
willingness to spend money on milk. (3) Prices of comple-
Aents and substitutesthe prices of.other food items sold at
lunch, indeed of any other, items to which the students have
purchasing access, may influence strength of demand. If -

cookies are -cheap," students may tend tobuy more milk to
co element Or go along with the cookies. Onthe other hand,
coolies (or orange juice or candy-,or movie tickets) may be
seen. as a substitute for milk, children being willing to
purchase less milk at varying .prices, preferring to use their
money to purchase cookies instead. (4) View Of thefuture--
if students believe they will soon receive an increase in their
allowances or that the price of milk .(or of a substitute or
complement) will soon change, this may influence strength
of demand.

From this persons$4tion, students can expand their
discussion, for example, to the strength of demand for
various goods in a western town whose formation they are
simulating or to the current national demand for automobiles.
A discussion on automobiles could include questions such as:
"At current prices are bicycles a substitute for cars?" '"At
current prices does a concern-with airliollution change
people's preferences concerning automobiles?"

Supply ).
Supply refers to the willingness of producers td produce

and sell varying quantities of their good or service at various
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prices. As the price of the item goes up, the quantity supplied
of the good or ervice tends to go 110, and as the price goes
down, the.quahtity supplied of the product tends to go down.
Supply is determined by the costs involved in production.
The two basic types of costs which are considered by
producers in deciding how much they will supply at' various
prices are (1) out-of-pocket costs or money which is.spent in

. hiring the factors of prodgction (land, labor, capital and
management), and (2) opportunity cost, or the alternative
foregone if their time and money are to be used in this

' partitcular production. A complete understanding of supply
would necessitate extensive study of the determinants of
costsa study of the "factor market"and is not necessary
at ,this grade level for Understanding the basic market
mechanism

Like demand,. supply is a future concept and refers to an
-entire schedule rafter than to the quantity produc,ers are
willing to supply at just one price. The supply schedule, like
the deMand schedule, depicts the quantity producers are
willing- to supply in a given =time period at various prices.
Students can create a supply schedule concerning a highly

sonalized topic and proceed to graph it and internalize the
implications before they attempt to,apply the concept to the
real world. For example, your class can form partnerships (to

. cut down on time) and create a supply schedule (after a few.
-minutes' discussion) fot car washerg, answering the question,
"How many cars are you willing to wash for x0 (substitute
various prices) next Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.M.?" The
students can...then discuss what types of information and
considerations went into their decisions. (Expect answers, or
elicit ones such as "The two olus couldn't wash that many by
ourselves, but weco,uld hire someone to help us, for that
price per car.") Students will probably indicate that they
considered the cost of space ("How 'much will the gas station

' charge you to rent their 'empty' .lot next door?"), water,
soap, brushes or chamoises, advertising, and hired help.
They should also consider. payment for their own labor (and
profit for the management) in terms of their opportunity
costs. ("How much money could you earn in-thesame period
by mowing lawns in the neighborhood?" and/or "Is it worth
that much money to you to give up going to the park to
play?") Students then can extend these considerations to
analogous ones examined by, for example, U.S prOducers of
automobiles or gasoline. )

....,

Equilibrium
_

It.may seem to the students that a sort of war is in progress
between suppliers and consumers and, in a sense, there is.
Suppliers tend to be willing to sell more at higher prices (and

. less at lowei.- prices) while consumers tend to be willing to
buy more at lower prices and less at higher prices. This
conflict is resolved at the equilibrium price or market price:
that price at which the quantity consumers want to buy is
equal to the quantity the suppliers-are willing to supply.
Students can consider what: would happen, for example, if
their car wash became a reality. What would happen if they
were willing to wash 20 cars on Saturday for 8,1.00 per-car,
but consumers. in the neighborhood wanted to have 30 cars
washed on that day for that price? Some consumers would be
unsatisfied if the car wash closed down after the twentieth
car....11 the car washers had known the situation beforehand,, -



they probably would have raised the price per car (perhapS to
$1.25 per car to wash 25 cars) so that the number of car
washes dernanded at that price, was equal to the number they
were willing to wash. On the other hand, if they had been
willing to wash 35 cars for $2.00 per car but at that price only
15 car washes were demanded, they may well have lowered
their price. (To get amore realistic apprpach here, students
might survey the teachers in their school and/or their parents
to create a demand schedule and curve for the car washes,
enabling them tb' work from -real figures.) An important
understanding here is that, equilibrium is not a magic number,

; arrived'at by 'some incantation. In the real world, prices are
"'Sot by suppliers to approximate what they think the current '

market price will be; and, if the market is left to itself, the
prices fluctuate, seeking (in a slightly more complex manner
than described above) the price at which there are no
unsatisfied buyers (no one leayes having been willing to
purchase more at that price and unable to "buy more) and no
unsatisfied sellers {suppliers do not have surpluses nor do
they run out of a good they are willing tb sell at the market
price before all demand is satisfied). This ideal situation is
seldom completely attained.

Interferences with the Market Mechimism
In the real world the market is not always left td itself to

allow equilibrium price to become established. For various
reasons the governinent sometimes interferes with this

mechanism by setting legal Minimum or maximum pric on
some goods and servicesThese two types of interferences
are calledpricefloors andprice ceilings. It is important at this
grade level for students to understand the results of prices set
legally either above or below the market price and to attempt
to analyze the difficulties caused by such price setting rather
than to judge the motives of legal attempts to "repeal the law
of supply and demand."'

Price ceilings. A legal maximum price for some good or
service which is set below the market price is referred to as a
price ceiling. A price ceiling makes it illegal either to buy or
sell the commodity at' a price greater than' the one set.
Students who have had practice graphing supply and demand
curves can see from a sample set of curves that, at the price
ceiling which might be set on any commodity, the quantity
demanded of the commodity and the quantity suppliecLatthe
same price are not the same. The 'quantity demanded' is
greater to some extent than the quantity supplied at that price.
The resultant "gap" is called a shortage. Some dernanders
would go unsatisfied. A new.problem-then exists: Who will
getthe quantity supplied? On what basis will the commodity
be rationed?

For example, what if the market price of milk is $1.50.per
gallon but, wanting to insure that poor children could afford
to buy milk, the government placed a price ceiling of $.75 a
gallon on milk? Students already know that at lower prices
customers tend to demand more. (People might drink more
milk themselves, serve into friends more often, feed the cats
in the neighborhood or eat more ice cream and cheese.) Since
consumers would be figuratively standing in line to buy milk,
how would the sellers decide who was to get the milk for sale
at the new $.75 per gallon price?

a. First come, first servedWhoever got to the store to
buy the milk first could buy as much as he wanted.
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b..

Anyone who was late could go without. (What about
people who go to work?)
Rationing on some other basisFor example, each
person could only buy one gallon of milk each week..
(What about larger families?)

c. The seller and buyers could go outside the lawThat
is, the written records might show that $.75 per gallon

y. Wris paid but the ,seller might sell to those who. were...)
.willing to pay hiin an extra $1.00 per gallon "under the
table." (Does this make people criminals?)

StujOeirtS dan discuss these possibilities in terms of the added
problemsausechnd alsb in terms of accomplishment of the
original goct1-49 the Igor children really get the milk?

Plice,flbors.;Price floors are legal minimum prices set
above the equilibiium price. They create a situation which, in
a seRse, is opposite to the price ceiling 'situation. Again,

-through a sample set.of curves students can see that with a
price floor the quantity demanded of the commodity is less to
some degree than the quantity supplied at that price. One of

''the most prevalent examples of price floors which can be
discussed at this grade level is that of minimum wage laws. If
a minimum wage were set, for example, on babysitting at
'$1.50 per hourin a community, where the going rate was $.75
per hour a surplus would exist since the quantity of hours to
be supplied at this price would. out-run the quantity de-
manded. This might be wonderful for those who could then
sell their services for $1.50 pets-hour, but what abut those
Who were not hired? Students can discuss Analogous situa-
tions such as governMent policies toward, farm products.
When price flpors are imposed to "help" the farmers
(purportedly to increase their profit) what can be done if there
were a surplus? An important point to discuss in relation to
price controls is whether they really help those for whose
benefit they were intended.

Changes. in Demand and Supply
A change in demand (the creation ()Ca whole new demand
rye) occurs when people generally are willing to buy more

(o less) of a commodity at all prices than they were
previously, due to a change in: tastes and preferences;
income levels; prices of complements and substitutes; and/or
view of the future. New discoveries (real or alleged) about a
product can change people's taste concerning that product.
For example, if scientists discover that the use of a certain
product probably causes cancer, people might be willing to
buy less of the product at all prices. If students come to
believe that using a certain type of _pen will improve-the
quality of their school work., they will probably be willing to
buy more of the product at all prices than previously.
Advertising enters as a consideration here. Advertising is an
attempt on the part of producers to inform or change the tastes
and preferences of the buying public. Changes in income
levels and their effect on demand will be dealt With under
inflation and deflation. Changes in the prices of comple-
mentary or substitute goods affect demand because of the
relationship between the product's in the minds of the public.
Students can discuss what would happen, given a rise in the
price of baseballs, to the demand for baseball gloves or bats.
It would tend to go down if these goods are seen as
complements. What would happen to the demand for
bicycles if there were a very great rise in the price of
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motorcycles (or of a 'comp ement to motorcycles such
gas)? If people began to define bikes as substitutes or
motorcycles, the demand for bikes would increase.

A change in supply occurs when there is a change in the someone has decreed that it will be/honey or because of the
cost of production or in the opportunity cost for producing bacIA of the money supply of a country. (The legal
one commodity over another. Students studying. U.S. history definition of money and the functional definition of money in
can discuss, for example, the effect of the invention of the , a society can theoretically differ) Students should' realize
sewing machine on the cost of factory production of clothes. that the reason the man who owns the corner store will accept

dollar bills in exchange for what he is' selling is that he has
Compedtion versus Monopoly, faith that he can take the dollars and satisfy his gown ,wants

In the intermediate grades, monopoly and competition with them. He believes that other producers will accept the
should be dealt with in terms of monopolistic versus ' . dollars in exchange for the goods and services he wants.. His

exchange for goods and services within a given society. The
important understanding to convey about money in the
intermediate grades is that it is not valuable simply because

competiti practices. It is not necessary.st this level to deal
with de s of economic compethtfon or concepts such as
oligopoly. The appropriate major points of discussion at this
level are the amount of control over price levels held by -a
supplier in, monopoliitic versus competitive situations, the
benefits tcicSnsumers of competing firms, and the types of
tactics- followed by some firms to attempt to gain a greater
degree of monopoly power.

The existence of monopoly (one seller of a commodity) is
often confbsed with absolute power on the part of the seller
over prices for that commodity., For example, if there were
only one seller of gasoline in the U.S., many people believe
that that seller' would be able to "charge any amount he
wanted" for gas. However, at some price, people would
simply buy less gasoline than the supplier was willing to sell.
The control of the monopolist is not absolute for at some price
people would even stop buying entirely,c-Whenrmany sellers
of a coma odity. exIst, they competewith each other for sales,
commonly by charging less than competitors (but alsO by
nonprice competition such as advertising, bonuses, pleasant
surroundings in which to shop, etc.). It should-be emphasized
that any seller has some restrictive p'ower if she or he can
affect the price of a commodity.

In order to be able to have more power (and to charge
higher prices) some suppliers use collusion (getting together
to agree on setting higher prices) and predatory tactics to keep
new sellers of their commodity out of the market. LicenSing
laws and other attempts to lirti the entry of new sellers into
the market may be rationalized or justified in the name of
quality control, but in essence they serve to increase the
monopoly power of those sellers alreadyn the market. When
freedom of entry of sellers into the market exists, prices to the
consumer tend to be lower due to the price competition
among the sellers of the commodity. Current antitrust laws
whose effectiveness depends on prosecution by the Justice
Department are an attempt 'on the part of government to limit
the collusion efforts of Monopolists and to ensure greater
freedom of entry into the markets. 'Students can observe the
effect -of competition versus monopoly by allowing one
student to set up a punch stand after school. A few,days later
they can allow other students also to set up punch stands and
observe what happens to the price and quality of the punch.
Relate their experience to real-world examples of the effect
on price of allowing freedom of entrye.g., in the case of
ballpoint pens./ ,

Money and' Banking
Money

Money is anything which is commonly accepted in

faith in the dollars may be increased because the government
says that they are money or because he knows, that gold and
silver 'back" the money, but the determining factor is the
faith itself and not the source of that faith. Children in"the.
intermediate grades studying VS. history can discUss other
iterns such as shells and blankets, which have historically

served as money for some native American tribes.
Students can also simulate and/or discuss the aaantages

of a money economy over a barter. economy.. AMOng these
are that money saves time in loOking for an acceptable trade,
and that'time is a resource which could then be used in
'production. Because time and effort are saved ,in having 'a
common unit of exchange (money), people can specialize
produce many of one item rather than some of the many items
each one wants.

Students can discuss briefly the types of money transac-
tions used in the. U.S. (cash and checking accounts) and can
learn that money is not only a medium of exchange but also a
common unit of value. They can briefly discuss a question
such as "Are credit cards money?" (Credit cards allow for
payments to be put off or deferred with the payment being
specified as a set. amount of money due.)

Important understandings about money are that a money
economy as opmed to a Dartereconomy (1) saxes resources
(mostly time) which cah be put to productive uses, an (2)
facilitates specialization; therefore greater output results..
Students should also understand that the effectiveness of a
money system is based on the faith of the consumers and
producers in the acceptability of the money.

It is not appropriate to introduce at this level the complexi-
ties of international trade and its relationship to. money
systems, the buying and selling of money on the international
market, etc. Similarly, the historical accident of gold backing
for money should be left to the secondary level. However,
one might give the students some basic idea regaring money
policies. Such policies shoul4 be related to the circular flow
diagram further to emphasize inflationary and deflationary
processes.

tanking
The idea of banks and savings and loan institutions should

be introduced at the intermediate grade levels;.the importance
of these institutions to the growth and operation of market-

. type systems should be discussed. An easy point to overlook
is that some children believe that banks are government
owned. Children can discuss the profit-making functions of

'banks as private businesses; they can participate in banking
simulations as well as visit a ban or invite .a banker toI\
explain how the bank operates as a rivate business. The



temptation here is ofteroo teach about ba :s and banking
solely in terms of learning to write deposit ps_and cl-oks;
however. enhancing economic understan, ig necessitates
thai the children also learn about the broasier functions of
banks. Students can discuss the importance of banks and
lending institutions to thf continued functioning and growth
of a community or nation, attempting to answer questions

Asuch as "How uld an 'individual go about starting a
business if there were no lending institutions?" "Do yo6
think as,many businesses would be started?" It may also be
desirable at this level to provide for theJnore gifted students
an explanation of the rudiments of a central banking system.-
A- very simplified simulation can accomplish this' goal.

Inflation and Deflation
Tfie attitudes of public officials toward the control of

infttion or deflation -through fiscal and inodetaiy policy
affect every citizen to some degree. For this reason it is
desirable that intermediate grade students, as current coil,'
sumers and future voters, begin to explore these important,
concepts., 2

By the intermediate grades students are able to distinguisn
between the cause of a phenomenon and its effects. Inflation
is caused by an increase in the money multiplied by its
velocity, while the quantity of goods and services available
remains constant or rises less. A symptom of this situation.
expressed in every day parlance is "more dollars chasing
fewer goods." The result of inflation is a rise,in the average

price of all produced goods and services. Deflation is simply
the reverse situation. inflatiqp and deflation tan be illustrated
to the students by using the-circular flow diagram to trace the
spiraling effect of an increase or decrease of spending by the
government. Saxe that the people are the government's majOr
source of funds: For everything it provides, the government
must first tax, borrow or otherWise obtain funding from the ,

income or property of people. When the government spends
more than it receives, the resulting deficit is a major cause Of
inflation.

Using personaOxperiences or those of 'their parent,
students can discuss. recent price level clianges relative. tb
their effect on the consumer. 'Through these experiences
and/or role -play] g. and simulation, students can begin to
understand that personal yencling taken in the aggregate
affects the spiral of prices (either up or down). While an
in -depth understanding of the complex mechanisms of fiscal
and monetary..politc should _le lefQo the secondary level,
students in the intermediate elementgy grades can be .

introduced to some basic definitions of fitonetasy and fiscal
policy.

Fiscal pplicy essentially refers to the -use. of the federal
government's -taxing, horrOwing and spending powers in the
hope of t ounteracting- ..recelsions and inflations: wfiereas
monetary policy refers..eisentiallyto the money supply as
influenced by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
over the lending ability of commercial bankse.g., through
control over their reserve requirements, the discount rate,
and open market sales and purchases.

1
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Scarcity = An fintrocluction.t,
,

I. DescriVkin of Cbndepts and Rationale
Definitions

. 1. Scarcityunlimited wants versus limited resources.
2. Wantswhat an individual would like to have. (
3. Resources--anything that is useful and can satisfy a want:

Rationale II

The pniposepf the lesson is to learn the central economic
concept of scarcity. Scarcity (unlimited wants versus limited
resources) a dilemma which arises in eveiyone's daily life
regardlesS of the political situati4i or geographical location.
Since children have to cope with scarcity situ 'ons in the
home, school and community settings, it is 1. erative that

" they learn to identify the problem and resole it through a
rational decision-making process. A scarce source can-be
time, money, raw materials, goods, services or any item of
which there is not enough to satisfy a particular want.

Through active participation in a scarcity situation; the
children will directly experiene the probleih of unliniited
wants versus limited resources. As a result of the experience,
the children will have to make a decision on' the'allocation of ,
the scarce resource. This concept will be further reinforctd
by a follow-up assignment.

The situation will be resolved,.by group interaction and
discussion.

II. Objectives
1. The learners will be able to define scarcity in writing or toy

illustrating a scarcity situation.
2. ,-The learners will be able to identify the scarce resource in

a 'scarcity situation.
3. The children will be able to recognize the dilemma of

scarcity by 'being able to define its components and
_ verbalize that -there is not enough of everything they .

want.
4. The children will be able to react i the scarcity situanon

in their discussion groups by off?n&tentative solur_ons
to the problem of scarcity, e. --st come, first served,'
needs, teacher decides, lottery. r_ for what you want.

5. The children will be able g e an advantage and
disadvantage for 'each tentat: s lution to the scarcity
problem.

6. The children will be able to decide upon one particular
method for dealing, with scarcity, e.g., pay for what you
-want.

III. Directions and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

Priori° class' opening one day, the teacher replaces six of
the correcting pencils or crayons with six new felt-tip pens.
(This assumes that normally there is a one-to-one ratio of

, 7

Lessons

\-'

co Cting crayons to .sfudents, and that there is already a
sel

Vc
orrecting system in existence in the class.) If a box of

correcting crayons' exists per tat* or per class, the teacher
may place tie felt -tip pens in the boxy If each child tias a --

correcting crayon, at his/her desk. the teacher may select
randomly the correcting crayons of-six children And replate
them with felt-tip pens. ,

There i's no reqnirement foraspecilfic room arrangement as
the scarcity situation will bcincorporated into the regular
school day. ' .

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
DAY' 1: When% a time arises in the Clas3 self-correct

papers, the teacher requests that corrects rtei4 be taken
out. child,ren will discover that some ha e claire g pencils
(or crayons) while others have felt-tip pens. Th eacther lets

.

this pass by -without discussion. (This explains that the
teactier was the instigator of the switch.)

DAY 2: Same procedure. f
DAY 3: By this time childreh will have discussed the:,

scarcity problem (without using the term scarcity) and
efibugh interest should now have been generated.

Distussiop Circle: Children arrange chairs in circle for
discussion of problem..-

Teacher: During correction time I have heard comments
and talking: Do you have a problem?

Possible Noneconomic Response: There were some felt-
tip pens mixed in with the pencils. (Frustration about not
getting to use one.).

Possible Economic Response. Not enough-felt-tip pens for
everyone.

Teacher: How many studenzs want felt-tip pens9
How many felt-tip pens do we have9
Do you know 'the word that describes this
situation of not enough-items for everybody's
wants9

Possible Ross ?
Teacher: "Scarcity"

What is scarce?
Possible Response: Felt-tip pens.
Teacher: What are other things at school that are scarce?
Possible Response: Time at recess, balls, paper, glue.

- Teacher: ,What is scarce at home?
Possible Response: Money, play-time, good things to eat.
The teacher should then ask student to redefine the ,

problem. Next, the teacher should elicit responses from the
class regarding who gets the scarce resourc4sthe felt-tip
pens. What, is .a "fair" method of distribution?

The Children in their own words will come up with such
solutions as:

(1) teacher decides, (2) force, (3) lottery, (4) fight,
5) first come, first served, (6) share, (7) a market solution

(pay for what you want).

..o



The teacher should put each solution on the btard and slidifly
from the class its advantages And disadvantages.

Follow-up, Activities .

1: -Early, in the day the teacher and skid is shOuld
reevaluate their scarcity. situation. The Mach 1,T.ild ask,
students to keep their eyes open during the day in order to be
able to cite a scarcity.situation in the school and listVlutions
they Think: viable... i e

27 Draw scarcity situationsdivide paper into four parts..
Describe the situation on cassette machine. This can be
placed in a Teaming center . on scarcity.:'

3. Te hey draws pbjectieion .dittomaster. Students add
objects hat dd not mike J: I ratio = scarcity situation.
N-4,. Children 4ole-play a scarcity situation and discusA
responses with class.

5. Map' and ,globe skills. Give each. child a product. and
ekource map of U.S. Point out one rerurce n6t produced.in

. ...
r

t
theiV statewhere could they get it?

_

IV. Evaluation
1. One dayit waA raining.J There were five people in the

family and four umbrellas. Identify the Scarce Item.
Answer: Umbrellas
(Mori of the same type of situations should be presented
to the children.)

2. Draw an example_bf a scarcity situation. In your ow4 N

words define what the problem i's; state the scarceresource;
hOw cloulclie problem be solved?

3. Mary is'a divorced nibbther of 9 children; she works . ,

flidm 7:00a.m. until noon at the nursery and from 1 to 6 at the
bank--then runs to1h9,ufarket and_buys:frozen dinners. Witt
scarce resource is c using
than starting from scrkch

Answer: Time 1 ,

frozen dinners rathe,'
th fresh food?

e=

1'

7:
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.A Scacity (SimUlation j.

I. pescripti4hbf Concepts and 'Rationale, ,DollarVotes-
(: , 6* What .

6.5unlimited wants v s, lijnited re-' , 4
A

rarcity
s

.

film

circular flbw-fliagraM

, . allocapo
. dOilitUM r

producer .

C :
i resource

sources. , Fms°
graphic representation of simplified

Tarket meclyusm ,,
'distribution
one who'ises up oripurehIskia

.oryseryee
one who combin resources to pro-

duce cods or services
, any 41emen in man's environment

tois.
Rationale( f

The problem qkgscalicity is universal in that all societies
must face it. Once the dilemma of scarcity has been realized,
penple must decidehoto resolve it. They must decide ho
to allocate the scarce resources.

chip faces the dilemma of scarcity each day. Should I
use the time to play or do my homework? Should make my
m ra necklace or bracelet with the materials? Should I go,
t the Reading Game Center iow or complete my math? A
d ision must be made on how to allocate resources by all of
us.

The children will be preVnted with a situation in which
they have a limited a ount o resources. Their task will be to
produce an item. c sions will ve to be made as to whatto
produce, how t roduce it and for to produce it. he
decisions king from the questions abovear central all

,4'

economies. By ekperiencing this choosing a ong alterna-
tives, the children will better understand how an economy
solves its dilemma of scarcity. The graphic representation of
the circular flow diagram will aid the children in understand-
ing how our economy (a market mechanism) solves this
problem. This lesSon would be taught.if the children had
decided that a solution to scarcity was "pay for what you
want.".,Teaching national decision making process is
essential in elementary education. This exercise will provide
important practice in this process

I. Objectives
1. The learners will be able to list the three questions faced.

by all societies:
What to prodUce
How to produce
For whom to produce (who will get what is
produced)

2. Given a list of resources, the learners will list three
altrhative uses for the given resource. -

3. Given a blank diagram of the "circular flow" diagram,
the learners will fill in the appropriate terms.

4. The learner will demonstrate knowledge of scarcity by-
drawing pictures to illustrate a scarcity situation (i.e.,
unlifnited wants vs. limited resources.)

.

ti

Z- --i;..F For W.Iti,o to_
I 4.,c oSm e's.

it .
. ,

I fl'i Lyectior4 and Instrifctional ikSectwer f-.

Room Arrahgemint and Mgrerials ' ,.

The teacher shAild gather -prior types of kin m terials .

such a It -tip peas, glue, beads, snit*, paper,,,felt, ribbon.
These ateriali1/4 should be divided into .six groups. Theme(
teachers ould make sure that the mate Is in one group re
not identical to those in anothergroup. However. ea group

L
of materials should be capable of being used to pro .uce an
item. You may place the materials in a bag, box, or laskeT.
However, make sure they are covered:

The class should be divided into six groups. Ea_ _I! oup
should 'have a "boX" of .materials. The room sr .id be
arranged to- facilitate the production of an item. IL _ :efore.
the desks should be arranged so that the members )i each
production group can easily work together.*

Sequence of ActivitieSand-ProCeefures.
DAY
each

the class has been divided into si :-. 2.roups
and each gtoup has been given a set of materials, the teacher
explains that each group has, a set of materials with which
they are to produce 3 giarketable good. However. first they
are to take one resource at a time and list three uses for that
resource.,The children.should then proceed with the :Ica vit \
The list of alternative uses -for each resource should he
recorded for class discussion. Have the children arrange their
chairs`for a discussion group. One member from each group
should na e uses they came up with for each resource in
their set. At e end of the.discussion, the teache' show
-explain that ring the next session the groups
required to produce a good. The teacher then isi:
children what' the three economic decisions they, rr:st r
are. Guide isetission to the following ena: T.-1:,!
decide "w t prOduce,""how to produce,' . :lc
*horn to produce."

DAY 2The teacher again arranges the children lot;
groups. The three main questions to be answered ( -vr,
produce, how.to produce, and for whom to produce- _la
be reviewed with the children. They should be instn_ . .tat
they..are to produce a good and be able to answer , --te
basic economic questionS. Production. should ther. _ n.
After a sufficient amount of time has been alloy- ,-

*This lesson is based on the scarcity, lessonfound in Beyond Simuiut,
Mini-Society Approach to Instruction in Economics and Other
`SClences, by M. Kourilsky (Educational Regources Associated. Los
Angeles, California, 104).



.
product ring the group togetheifor discussion. Teacher.
Did you any trouble,snaking your decisions-sitbout hpw

eka use yo, arce resougces?PosfibkEconomic Responses:" ..
infficult: iCiding hoW to ur (he resource; had to decide
who in group wa's going to prdduce.- Possible '

.

'noneconor7.._ respowes: We couldn't apcick who was going
td'inake thy; decisbns; they didn't make Whatr,1 wanted; Ii,_
didn't get to do-what I wanted. The telasher should then
display a.copy ofkle ciqtar Flow Diaideou page IL* 1* ... .-I
The.le-ssorrshotrld revolt/e.around the three basic egnornics1

,. questions and how-Aley fit into the diagram. "0
. Arr.---

to- ) 171 ,
.0

Foitow-up Activities
1.. Have the children fill in blank Circular flo'w dia5ratts.---Y
2'. Set up a le,arrilng center inwhjichtarlous'nfsourc

displayed, The 'Wren must, list alternative uses or

4. Make abulletin board displaying the 'circular flow
Zfiagram. 1

*66
,5. Tbimore capable ch;'-irenr tan researoh hovif other

societies solve the three a-
/A. Set upa learning cer
draw pictures of scarcity si

IV. Eyaluationr.
. .

1. Fill in the folAxin
(Provide bl n diagFams

2., List three
(Samples:kfelt-tip pens, tissue

3. Draw an exaple of three scarcity situations.
-..) .

e had siring.; ..bead and -macaroni.. Since it was near
1%4/ether's Daylchlfelt his good Vpuld be 41,311e-table. liqw 44t..---'
did4im decide the'folloWing three ecpnonuc questions?

cOnomic decisions.,
it th?%cfildren must

z.

rce resoLree-can be used®
r, gasoline,

4. Jim decided o produce necklaces with his materials.

,resources.
3. Role-play the ous steps. tie circular flow di-

agram.
9

*An alternative flow chart can be found in the Mini.Society Impamentation ,

leis by M. L. KouFilsky (Rality Systems Incorporated. P.O. Box 35188.,
Los Angeles, CA 90035

-\;What to produce?
- ,

How to produce?

For whom to produce?

10.

,r
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) /Every DecisjOn involves A Cost

`.''', I. DescriDticir-LoiCcoriCepitsyaildllgtionle
Definitions- el

..oppOrtlitty cost . refers te the forgotf fternative lis$.
V of tIle resouece ° Ili

-... '3scarcity 4 G irttite resources versus eglirtited ,
.- . ..eep, IF

, 4. - vitt - . Os - .T. ,
real cost , '&44411fiers .to what was given t e ..s,

rt 0
ft.) 4

a , alternative foregone. Synony-,
>

_, .

11 , PM s with opportunity cost:

,--
. cost-benefit...analysis the etween whet you
.

lc .4
ad r'ii are giting p a1d what you be-

s. v 1i ve vvillaecVie m.'. your' 4cc.i-:-...
sion;

'A.
Rationale 5

TIe purpoSek this lesson is to have the learn experienee,)
- and analyze the-dicision-making process that 7Ineates nis

or her 'Very existence. He or she shoUld be fully cognizant tha),,
in every decision -there is a. cost, the'alterhatiN foregone

-.

Objectives
1. Giyen $1 spen0 on one item the learner will list the.

pasiti an negative qualities of the item bought and the
one )4 given up.

2. The learner will define opportu nity cdst as givir2 up the
second best alternative (using multiple choice, t-..1-in and
essay-type questionO

-.31. The learner will relat and explain the opportunity Cost
involved iri:a recent decisioncs) he or she has made.

III. Directiotts.and InstrLtctional Sequence
Rpcim Arrangement and Materials

The class may be arranged in any way convenier- or class
discussion and so that the teacher is able to wr:. upon a
chalkbOard or chart. Materials necessary are h :-rework
assignment papers, chalk and ahalkboard for the .z.-acher.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures IP

Entry Behavior' Knowledge of tlfe concept o: scarcity.
Homework assignment: Teacher: "You have been given
$10. Choose two different items that you might want to buy
with this $10. Each- of these items. must '-)e priced at
apprvimately $10. After making these two choi,:es, make an
exhaustive list of both the benefits and problems of each
possible decision. I would hope that you can think of at least
three problems and benefits for each decision."

Put an example on the board of .4iypothetical decision-'
making dilemma. Have the childre work through the
dilemma listing possible problems and benefits.
,,'ExafriOle: Skateboard versus what else you coulp buy with
the money for the' skateboard. The learners.; with teacher
direction, will 'compile a list of, the problems and benefits.

L./

12

Be.,:efits
un
veryone has one , .

) b ds balan,:e s s

fast ar kind
shOW-o in 1-ront of frie\

dange
rk9
m

s

around,
her is against it

1

Elt

4 brothers or sisters may boil
, C N. , -am

-Pasiout worksheet! oh decision- making a lysis.. Em- . .
phasize t necessity to'retuM4he papers -on the following
da'jy.so that e class ca'n_discuss ti imPortant_ concept of;
oi5portunity st anti decision -makin

..
`-

Homework Paper-
.1,

r
.'

Name ' ----,-"' 1 Date
, . ,

Directions:. List two items that have a value of about $10.
Under each category list at least three benefits and at leaSt
three problems that might result if you owned the items:

Item I
-Toblems -- benefit-

Lein 2
problems benefits

The mkt day :when al! the children have returned th'eir
homewyrk papers, take orr child's and reproduce it

on the chalkboar.:.. Choose a paper in which -the
prOblems and benerts. are about the same for each item
therebvtinalcini-the ..:hoide a difficult one. Focus upon. the
tincertaintyinvol,vec. in c

Teacher: "What is -ne of John buying? skateboard?
tt :s one of the other he cOuldn't buy with the $10."
-Try and get the.chilc.--m to formulate this idea; but stateit for

at.the.end, ant: vrite it.on the board.)
Teafhei- writes on Doard: The realtost or opportunity cost

of buying the $1-0 skateboard is the giving up of the next best
alternative,which in this case might be.going to the school.
fair ($10 total).

The tetacher orally should, give another example to rein-
force the concept and to check to see how well the children
have learned the c.-mcept.

Have the children then make a choice on their homework
papers of whichthing they would actually buy. At the bottom,
they will write and fill in: Ileopportunity cost or real cost of
bUying a

for $10 is the fact that

Collect and correct the papers and go over them with the
children as'sbon as possible. Restate the concept in terms of
what you give up is your second-best alternative.

2)
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Follow-tip' Activities g ? ). 'k U.3. If Sam . doesn't` eat hi,s,:,greeivbeans,. he ,doeSn-=t-tet
1. Class discussion jpn the opportunity costpf ittic asIng dessert. What is tithe real cost of Sam not eating hi green

nod by 13 thihutes. I.

lass disclission oiv the opportunity sost ,of reduciffg
'periolit by 15 minutes. s .

... ..*4.
List the opportunity cost of being trA,,chet's pet. -
Have the children write a list of those Items on 'which,

_

y spent their il/kiw,ance -cassuisting4iflost children in yotir
class haye an allowance) and the opportunity cost of each

. -'expenditure.

Iti Evaluation! ........\

1. Opportunity cos r real cot is "- .- cost_is -\
f- 1 e

2. Susan wanh,to play with her friend or she can babystt .-"------ (The money or whatever
for $1 arlVir. What is the "rear cctsi" Of matt choosing to. she got fronwher s` and -best which in this'..case.. s,

. , play ,w`il),.her friend?' . i. 3 - was makinillowyrs.) - it .

4`

beans2 .
f A':1-le will have isimin defici&cy tl, .0

°, b.' He will have o do the dishes .:4 ''' C4

4: / -el c. The Jolly Green ()lank wild, rngry ith hii'd-
4 . 'No essere .a1 N

4.` In.any decision - making p.rocess there-is a cost. That
(A er is D . ) . -

. . .cost ccrisists of - °:` 4 , ... ,
1

S. Alice has a business-where she is making silk floweis
but chatigis to.onewhere she teaches soccer. HeLopportunity

What is scarce.?

r

l. "-. 41'. What is another term for opportuity,cost9.,
A(real co .t).. . " --' - , ,.41

*.:

.."--..' ....- -)/ 11. 4.
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; Opportunity Cost Larnih9 Center

. .4' .___/'
.4-

4.

<j). .r. \

.

es -I. De criptickp of Concepts aid Rationale
Definition

dl IAo limited resources versus u imittdarcity
lb 1 wants -. As(' 1

.opportunity cos(,,,,... ji fife* is to the,foreg.one alternative use,
.

_of the resource -

0 'cereal cost --efers0 to Wha/Was given` tom- -the
alternative regone; synony-
Mous with og ortunify cost. '

accounting prol okhen sales.(total revenue) a4 more
- . ..° than expenses (out-of-pocket-,

.,,s. NI, costs)
accounting loss , when expenses (out-of-pocket costs)

'- are more than sales (total reve-
nue)

,
.economic profit .an an mount earned in present

employment that. is greater than
..9," the individual's best alternative.

economic Idss an a oun earned. ip/Present
.i em o t-that is less than the

individual's bes,calternative
normal profit _an amount earned in present'

employment that is equivalent to
the indiVidual's best alternative

the comparison between what you
are giving up and what benefits
you believe will accrue from your
decisio

a monetary consideration
monpecurnary a,nonmonetary cOnsideratiOn

cost-benefit analysis.

vs.

pecuniary

Rationale
The purpose pfthis learning center is to have the children

work with and reinforce theetconomic concepts of opportun-
ity cost, scarcity and cost-benefit analysis: Due to,scarcity,
the learner [mist make decisions about his limited resources.
The "real cost" or "o nuttily cost"-is what must be given';; .,

up, or the cost borne b giving up the second-best alternative.
The learning cent r will provide the children .with many

opportunities to compute accounting profit or loss, economic

.4
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e . , -.. ,

a.;3 , -,. ' k -- > I .,

profit or los;'andliiol-nial profit."Self-cheCICSheels .V,iiil be
'available to helpa-ildreit to find out Whether thepindeistand,_
how 'to Seterntin2 correct! whether they have made a prolt

1..kitioss. $y using botp.peekary and,npripettiniarj, eleminTS
---, the students Will ke ab14.t9 discoyer.thalements which dre
*tfre main rupction of tbi learningA-that of Making a Rana!

decision. -Ybu dc; ifcit j cdn e..r your out-Oficket costs
and total saleg;y9u mus also nsider:the altrnative uses for .
yciur r4Oilyees and time.

Obje9tives
1. Given ttvo setl of figures, expenses and sales, the learner

wiH ,d'etermine if there an accounting profit or loss.
2.''Givelti the accounting proM or loss in edition to some

alternative uses for resources, the student will beible to
ascertain whether they individual is making a normal

fit, economic profit or economic loss.
3. Given a Statement, "VVha.t is the 'real cost' of taking the

job?" thesedent will 'reply what (s)he has given upthe
value of the second-best alternative.

\. .

III. Directions and-Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

the following describes a portable learniracenter. wNch
can be used by one or two children and is teacher -]:, -
independent. It contains directions, worksheets, check
sheets and evaluationi. Delete answers when reproducing
worksheets.

Directions
I_. Take worksheet.
2. Follow directions and complete the worksheet.
3. Check your,difswers with the check-sheet an4i score

your paper.
4. Mark on the record-keeping sheet which worksheet you

have done and mark the score.
5 Put your paper in the finished-paper box.
6. Do evaluation sheet and place in proper place.
.7.. Have you cleaned up and replaced all necessfiry,materials?

25.
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WORKSHEET'.L
Name' Date

'SITUATION: CANDY BUSINESS
EXPENSES SALES
Sugar
Chocolate

89 golds,
-100 golds

Billy
Jose

10 golds'
50 golds

Vanilla
Butter .

29 golds,
. gold's

Susie .

Marilyn
75 golds
10 golds

Rent 10 golds,: Leroy 20 'golds
Dolores 75 golds

MONEY EXPENSES 253 golds Darlene 30 golds

TOTAL SALES = 270 golds

o

Determine if there is an accounting profit;or accounting loss. How much
losing? DO the figuring necessary to.tell which is the correct ansWer.
statement and fill in the blank=space.

There is an accounting profit of golds'
Theme is an accounting foss of golds.

Response: Accounting, profit of 17 golds::

WORKSHEET II.
Name

are they Making or
Circle the correct

Date

SITUATION: WALLET BUSIVESS
EXPENSES
Felt
Thread
rsidle
Worker
Rent

10 golds
5 golds
5 golds

30 golds
10 golds'

MONEY EXPENSES = 60 golds

SALES
Chip-
Gary
Dominick
Carol

(custom made)
Darlene

(ith initials)

10 golds
5 golds

10 golds

20 golds

20 golds

TOTAL SALES

Determine if there is an accounting profit, or accounting loss How much
losing? bo the figuring necessary to tell which is the correct answer.
statement and fill in the blank space.

There is an accounting profit of
There is an accounting loss of

Response: Accounting profit of 5 golds.

golds.
golds.

65 golds

are they making or
Circle the correct

.4



WORKSHEET HJ
Name - Date

SITUATION I:
Dick and Darlene have two businesses but
They must give up one of the businesses.
accounting profit of $125.00 per week.
$100.00 a week.

(
haven't enough time to keep tkiem bothworking.
Dick and Darlene's Dog Kennels have made an
Their Housekeeping Service has been earning

What is their best economic decision?
Aiisiver: Keep the dakennels.

Will they make an economic profit or lois or a normal profit by keeping the kennels? _

Answer: economic profit.

How much will their profit or loss be?
Answer: $25.00.a week.

SITUATION II:
Now suppose that Dick and Darlene still have the sameproblem of being able to run only
one business. However, instead of making $125 for the Kennels and $100 for the
Housekeeping Service, suppose that they are making 1125 for the Kennels, as we
previously said, but they are earning $150 for the Housekeeping Service. Now what is their
best economic decigion?

Answer: Keep the Housekeeping Service

SITUATION III:
Dick and Darlene still have the two businesses, and they still must make a decision as to

- which business to keep open. The Kennels are making $125 per week and the Hoysekeeping
Service is making $150 per week: Now we have another consideration. Dick add Darlene
love taking care of their kennels and theyHATE having to clean up. They love their kennels
so diiich thatThey feel it is worth at least $50 a week to them to run the kennels. Now, what is
their best economic decision?

Answer: to run the kennels.

Will Darlene and Dick be making an economic profit, economic loss, or a normal profit? _

Answer: Economicyprofit.

How much will their profit or loss be?
Answer: $25.00 a week.



WORKSHEET IV
Name Date

SITUATION I:
Carol and Susan are real entrepreneurs in the classroom town of Starville. They are running
five different businesses. They own a candle shop which is making $20 a week; a wallet
business making $15 per week; a candy business making $50 a week; a plant shop making
$10 per week; and a calendar business making $35 per week. The girls decide that they must
close some of these businesses. They have no time to be consumers. They are constantly
working, having no time to shop. They decide to close all but one of their businesses. Since
they have made an accounting profit in all of their businesses,first they need to compare
their earnings in each business.
What is their. best economic dgcision? Which business should be kept open?

Answer: Candy business.

SITUATION II:
Carol and Susan have kept their candy business and given up their other businesses. Carol
and Susan realize that they are making the most money from their candy business, but their
mothers are angry with them for messing up their kitchens, and materials cost a lot both in
terms of time and of money. The girls really used to enjoy the calendar business. They were
able to play together,, using markers, and they could work on the calendars both at school
and at home. The girls decide that the calendar business has extra benefits worth $15 per
week. ,

Now what is thei6best economic decision?
Answer: Still the candy business (there is a cost to changing businesses).

Will they be making an economic profit, economic loss, or normal-profit?
Answer: Normal piofit.

SITUATION
Carol-and Susan are still' not happy with their candy bUsiness. They sit down together and
talk about the difference between running a candy store and a calendar sore. Aftera 16t of

.talk, They decido that the calendar business is really worth an additional $25 per week
because they don't get in youble at home and they don't have to buy so many ingfedients.
What is their best economic decision, now?

Answer: Calendar business.

Will they be making an economic profit, economic loss, or normal profit?

Answer: Economic profit.

How much will their economic profit or economic lOss. be?
. Answer: $10.00 per week.
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IV. Evaluation
1. Opportunity cost or real cost is

2. Situation: STATIONERY BUSINESS

EXPENSES
Paper
Markers r
Workers
Rent

25 golds
10 golds
40 golds
5 golds

MONEY EXPENSES =

SALES
Carol
Clarence
Susie
Mrs. Schulman
Mercedes
Andrew

20 golds
5. golds

10 golds
25 golds
20 golds
5 golds

TOTAL SALES =

I

Determine if there is an accounting profit or accounting
loss. Circle the correct words. Do the figuring neces-
sary to tell which is the correct answer. -

3. Ellen and Tom own two businesses and are finding that
they do not haye enough time for watching television. They
deCide they must give up one of the businesses in order to

( have more free time. Their first business is a candy factory
from which they are making $150 per week. Their second*
business-is a flower shop from which they make $275 per
week. Which business should they close? What is their best

. economic decision9

Now suppose that Ellen absolutely adores chocolates and is
allergic to flowers. She and Tom discuss this matter and
finally decide that it is.worth at least $50 per week to them to
have candy easily accessitile. Ndw, what is their best
economic decision''

Are they making an economic profit, an economic loss, or a
normal profit? Show your figuring.



Let's Make Bread: A Simulation Activity on the Economic
Problems of What, How, and For WhOm to Produce

I. Description of Concepts and Ftationale
Using bread as a sample product, this series of activities is

intended to give children in the intermediate grades a basic
understanding of the three economic questions which each
society or group must answer: what to. produce, how to
produce it, and for whom to produce. Students will also
explore the concept of demand, eventually creating and
graphing their own demand curves for the product being
produced. These understandings will evolye from participa-

%don in an actual production activity: the making and selling
of bread within the classroom.

I. Objectives
.

1. Students pill be able to explain that all societieg must
make three basic economic decisions: what, how, and for
whom to produce.

2. Students will be able to explain the concept of demand as
wants backed by the ability'to pay.

3. Students will be able to explain some of the factors which
affect demand and the quantity demanded of a good or
service.

4. Students will be able to explain that the how-to-produce
decision is-generally made on the basis of the relative
prices of inputs as related to their productivity.

5. Students will be able.to explain that the what-to-produce
decision is made on the basis of consumer demand in a.
market system.

6. Students will be able to explain that in a m ket system the
for-whom decision is basedlon the th of what

''.4ndividuals do in the production process;

for the bread, as well as bowls, spoons and/or mixers,
measuring accouterments, etc. You or your school can -
provide these. An oven of some type is essential. Should you
have access to a Home Economics room, arrange to use the
ovens there. Other alternatives are available, however, and
are just assuccessful. Some portable toaster-ovens are
capable of bread-baking. Bring in your own or have one of
the children bring one from home (but be sure to ascertain the .

capabilities of the equipment before production is attemp-
ted) 5 Other alternatives: some schools have a small stove and
oven in the teachers' room. See if you can arrange for its use.
Or speak to the cafeteria staffthey may be willing to
arrange for the use of their equipment.

For the discussion and debriefing phases, a chalkboard is
essential. If you can arrange for a small portable math board
(one with permanent graph quadrants and lines),, do so.
Otherwise, create your own permanent graph board using
peg board with paintedlines (use golf tees and yarn to create
curves). Or make several disposable graphs for discussion,
using large rolls of butcher paper. Students will need
individual graph paper on which to create their own curves.
Use paper on which the graph squares are quite large.

Useful items for reference are: books on bread-baking with
alternative reQipes, a dittoed 'sheet on safety in cooking.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
1. a. Ihitiate a discussion with your _students on

what kinds of things they and their parents want. Begin to
distinguish betty the things we want and the things we get.
Talk about the pfissible reasons why we do not get all the
thipgS, we Want. ventually; the reasonnot enough
money = -will. arise: 1% initiate the 'discussion you might have

7',) students will be. able to verbalize.' theisigni.tatia of a -

"market survey 'ter'dentaiwl ScheituICYand
4o a.dimaiidlettnie::StitilentsAilthe able tpgrarilid0hal* 'each.child tgii 'things he or she wants and,estimate how

f these (s e4t likgjiltaVet-irtthe next month.eurgfretibasedim demand schedules.
4."

.Directions and'Instrkictioh4f..
RownArrangement and Mattilids..":.

° As for many lessons Using-an.actiVe=paiticipati.
'.this lesson is greatly enhanced to a
environment. A room with movable tablesleidea144
not absolutely necessary. Tables and chairs are:Preferable to
individual desks, .both for the production phases and for
initiating and folk:ow-up discussions. (Movable chairs allow
students to set up"prciduction lines, and alio to adopt the
circular discussicin formatc. which enables each member to
see all other discussants.)

Certain films enhance this lesson greatly (see Appendix for
names), and the equipment for screening these is, of course,
necessary. These filmS can most probably be obtained from I

your school or district audioVisual department, or can be
ordered from the production companies..

For the production phase of the project students will be
baking bread. For this they will need the actual ingredients--

;* ' b.:141agtOal y transport,yout class to a desert island
W ith:no tkh ig.(notSeVen;heit clothing): no eye glasses, no

teeth, no food, no shelter. Draw the island on
bOirdo"))rawa lagoon with fish in it and a coconut palm

oc,fanut growingN,ery high up in the tree. These are
sliurteisS. Ask them WHAT they want to produce or

Piodueed to get their island society going Ask them
which of the foods or wharcombination of foods they want to
produce. Ask them HOW the foodS can be produced
(fishwith hands, with a net made of palm leaves,. with
bamboo poles, etc.; coconutsby climbing the tree, by
shaking the tree, by making a human pyramid to reach the'.
fruit, etc.). Ask them WHO will get the food and how much
each will get. (Wilisthe workers get all or will everyone get .

some whether or_notc(s)he works? Will people with harder
jobs get more than people with easier jobs? Review that these
same decisions (WHAT, HOW, and FOR WHOM) are made
by all groups of people (all societies). Emphasize that the
way they make the decisions is connected with1the type of
economy they havehut that all economies make these
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decisions.
c. Introduce the idea of having a production project in

the classroom. The product being produced will be bread
(analogous to one of the first things produced on the
islandfood of some sort). Have the students discuss what a
baker does and why he does it (because he may like it, and to
earn money). Show the film "Bakery Beat" for an idea of the
things a baker does to produce bread. Depending on the age
and maturity level of your class, they may benefit from the
extra reinforcement provided by a field trip to a bakery.
Whether or not you include a eld trip, do discuss the
following points:

(1) WHAT to produce s already decided. The
baker has decided to produce brea : But how does the balker
know that people want to buy bread? Because they cast
"dollar votes" (they buy the bread). What would happen to
the baker if people stopped buying bread or bought much less
bread? He would know that theyweren't voting for bread as
much as before. Distinguish between wanting bread ( desire)
and wanting bread enough to pay money to'buy it (demand).
We all want things but we do not buy all the things we want.
This is because we are limited in the amount of money we
have to spend, and we make decisions about which of those
things (and how much of each) we will spend our money on.
When we want a good or service and are willing to back the
deSire with money, we are demanding the product.

(2) HOW to produce the bread is a matter of choice
for the baker (actually the bakery owner). Will,pach baker
make one loaf of bread from start to finish, or will many
workers each assume one phase of the baking operation? Will
the bakery owner use all manual labor (have bakers knead the
bread by hand and mix it with a spoon), or will he use
machinery to perform some of the tasks? The children will
probably already have some ideas about division of labor and
its use in producing better, faster, and/or more'cheaply. Ask
them to think about how bakers (or any businesspeople) make
these sorts of decisions. Introduce the concept of price versus
productivity by asVng questions of the following sort:

Question "

If Johnny is willing to work as a baker for $1 per hour and
Becky is willing to do the same for $2 per hour, whom
would you hire?

Possible Response
"Johnny" (or "Becky," or "I don't know.")

Question
What if I told you that Johnny can produce two loaves of
bread in an hour and Becky can produce five loaves of
bread in an hour. Would you change your mind?

Possible Response
"Yes, I'd hire Becky."

Question

Possible Response 3

"Because you get More bread per dollar paid if you hire
Becky."

s, Do several of these problems, progressing to those for which
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the children must actually tackle the division process for an
answer. Show them by performing the arithmetic on the
board thatjcnowing price or knowing productivity alone is
not enough fora logicNal decision. Emphasize that we can tell
which resource is "cheaper" to use by dividing the price (for
the use of the resource) by the productivity for that resource.
Be careful to use numbers which 'Vide evenly, or children
may get bogged, down ,with the arithmetic rather than
focusing. on the concept. Bring in the concept of using a
resource other than human labor wi examples such as:

Problem
A baker can knead dough by han . In o ne hour he can
knead enough dough for six loaves of bread. He earns $6
per hour. A dough-kneadigg machine can be recited for 112
per hour. It can knead enough dough for 30 loaves of bread
in an hour, but a person to run the machine is needed, and
that person earns $3 per hour. Which combination is
"cheaper" or has a more favorable price/productivity,,
ratio?

Anpver
It costs $1 per loaf to have the baker knead by hand. It casts
$.50 per loaf to have the machine and machine operator
knead the bread. he machine/man combination is more
economical.

(3) FOR WHOM to produce completes the cycle.
Who gets the bread the balcer produces? People who have
money and' decide to spend it to buy bread. But, who gets the
money from the production of the bread? The bakery owner
gets some of the money in the, form of profits. The bakery
workers get some of the money in the form of wages: The
owner of the building gets some as rent for the building.
People who sell mixers and other equipment also receive.
some money for their materials which the baker has used, as
do those who provide flour, eggs, etc., for the baking of the
bread. When these people get their money (for thefactors of
production they provide), they become the FOR WHO.
They can then take their money and "cast dollar votes' (buy
things). By doing this, they receive goods and services from
the producers, and they tell the producers which products are

,demanded by the consumers. The baker knows by how much
people' buy papaya bread whether or not it is popular at the
price he is charging. He may decide to continue making
papaya bread, or he may change to whole wheat or cinnamon
bread.
112. a. Initiate the production activity by showing the film
'Behind the Scenes at the Supermarket" to emphasize that

most often we buy products from ,a "middleman" rather than
directly from the producer. Those people also earn money-for
the service they provide.

b. Have students list in discussion all the tasks which
must be completed if they are toproduce and sell bread in the
classroom. Have sample bread recipes available to aid in
providing this information. The list will 'probably look
something like this:

People to measure the ingredients
People to' mix them
People to knead die dough
People to shape the dough into loaves



Peon le"to bake the bread
People to wrap the cool loaves

, People to deliver the bread to the store
People to sell the bread and collect the money in the store.

Indicate that as bakery head you will pay each worker a set
amount in "classroom money" (any paper money you
choose to utilize, including prefab play money, Monopoly
money, or money which you have the children actually
produce themselve4). The amount of money paid in wages
should be equal for all jobs for this simulation.

c. Review the WHAT, HOW, and FOR WHOM
decisions within the context of the production okbread in the
classroom as follows:

(1) HOW to produce. This is perhaps the easiest to
review in this context since your options are severely limited.
You may mention that machines would be helpful in the
production oft d, but indicate that the large (and expen-
sive) bread mixes and kneaders are difficult to bring into the'
classroom. In o er to avoid hurt feelings, review the concept
of hiring workeis on the basis of price versus productivity.
Role-play a situation.in which one delivery person dawdles,
and so delivers the bread more slowly (with the end result
being that less bread is delivered by one than another), or in
which one worker takes a great deal more time to measure
than another. You may also role-play aAituation in which the
work is comparable in speed, but in which one charges a

''higher wage than another. Ask the students observing the
role-playing to decide whom they would hire if they,were
bakery owners. Be sure to mention that you do not anticipate
this problem in your classroom since all are good workers.
Sirice all will receive the same wages for this activity, you
will not actually have to solve this problem in.your bakery.

(2) WHAT to produce. gemind the students that
WHAT to produce includes the decision of how much to
prodace of that product. Ask them to help-you make this
decision by participating in a "market survey." Based on the
stated wage each will be paid, perform- a market survey as
follows: .

Since the decision of the general product has already been
made, have students indicate their demand for two different
kinds of bread which you Might be able to make. Depending
on your omin skill, on the skills (manual); of your students,
and on the costand availability of ingredients, you might
select among cinnamon bread, whole -wheat bread, egg
bread, and wt* bread. Remind students how much they will.
earn in wages.'Ask them how much bread they would be
willing to buy with their wages (how many mini-loaves) at
the alternative prices youwill list.. Label this column "Price
per Loaf." List prices down one side of the board. Across the
top, write the .two types of bread they might buy. Beneath

. each type of bread, list theheadings "Quantity Demanded"
and "Total Revenue." Be sure to indicate the time period for

- this demand schedule you are asking how many loaves they
would be willing to buy at alteinative prices tomorrow during
the bread sale only. For each price, have each student
indicate his/her quantity demanded of each type of bread.
Add these for the aggregate quantity demanded aeach price.
Multiply each quantity demanded at a price by that price to
get total' revenue. Your "'market survey" or "demand
schedule" will look something like this:

I
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Demand Schedule or Market Survey for Bread
e
----Price

k per
Loaf

.

Cinnamon , White

Quantity
Demanded

Total
Revenue

Quantity
Demanded

Total
Revenue

$ .25
.50
.75

1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

Consider that if a student is earning $2; he cannot buy more
,.than one loaf at $1.50 per loaf; however, students may decide
among themselves when you are taking the survey that they
would split the price of a loaf two or more ways. Emphasize
that producers want to.know what products people will buy
and how much they will buy at various amounts so they can
decide what and how much to produce. Demonstrate on the
board, on graphing chalkboard, or on a peg board 'or
butcher-paper graph how to plot the demand for one of the
types of bread. Go step by step, having children come to the
board to help after you plot the first few points. For the
second type of bread, have each student plot. the demand
curve on graph paper at his/her desk. Ask. the students to
generalize, based on these two graphs, something about
demand curves. Your curves will look somethinglike this:

$2

Price

1.25
1.00
.75
.50
25

Per

Loaf

30 60 90 120 1.50,

'Quantity per Time Period
180

Students will notice that the Curves go "downward" to the
right. Qualify this for them by returning to the demand
schedule and indicating that as price goes 0, quantity
demanded ggps down. Remind them that the Inverse also
seems to be true from your graphs and demand scheduleas
price goes down, theiquantity demanded goes up. Have the

6students deci by ,true. They will discover and
1"iverbalize that .' 'eh they already k wpeople are willing

to buy more of a thing at lower pricks than they are at higher
prices. Ask.stadents to think about ho they would act if they
were the suppliers of the bread. Would they be willing to
supply more at lower prices, or just the opposite? If time
allows, do a supply schedule like the demand schedule. Use
columns labeled "Price per Hour" (Wage per HOur) and
"Quantity Supplied (Hours)," and have children indicate
hovrmany hours they would be willing to work after school
during the next week for alternative wages. Show that the
supplier is willing, to supply more at higher prices and less at
lower prices.
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(3) Review the FOR WHOM decision. Within the
context of the bakery lesom in the classroom, all'become
"FOR WHOM" during the buying phase since all will be
employed :and all will have dollar votes to cast. However,
what if there were not enough jobs to go around? Who would
become the FOR WHOM when time came to buy bread? The
FOR WHOM would be those who were chosen for the jobs of
baking, kneading, delivery, etc. Remind the students that in
the real world people would be chosen for these jobs based on
price arsus productivity.

Vote on the type of bread which will be oduced
the next day, and announce the iirice at which it will be rd.
Explain that you (as the supplier) have decided to'sell at that

... price to cover the cost of the factors of production you must
hire, including some profit for yourself (so that you may be
included in the FOR WHOM group). Arrange this so that
each child is table to buy one or two loaves with his/her
money.

3. a. Before the culminating activity, the production and
consumption of bread, review safety and health rules with the
students. Cleanliness is an important factor to cover, espe-
cially if your baking session follows recess or lunch.

b. Divide the children. into groups to cover the tasks
they have already listed. Each group performs its function In
turn, ending with the delivery, of the bread to the store, the
payment of wages, and the buying of bread from the store.
(The "store" may be as simple as a corner desk in the
classroom. Be sure to pay the store salespeople before they
actually perform Uie sales function so they will be able to buy
too, or perform the sales'runction yourself.)

Follow-up Actiyities .,,

I. As a follow-up activity, have students discuss what
makes them want (and decide to spend money on) various
things. Use the demand schedule and curves created cier as
a lead-off example. Ask questions about the demi-016r two
types of ead. There was probably not much difference in
thedeman schedules for the two types of bread in your class,
since these were the only products students were offered. Ask
why they voted fdr one type of-bread rather thdn the other.
The probable answer is "Because we like it better." Redo the
demand schedule for some type of candy. Ask the
children to consider the hypotheticaLsituatipn of being able to
buy bread or candy with their wages frbm baking bread.
Many, if not all, will opt to spend' most of their money on
candy. Emphasize two points:

a. They would buy based on their tastes and prefer-
ences (what they liked).

b. If everyone bought candy instead of bread, the
bakery would go out of business. They would lose their
bakery jobs and, unless they could find other work, they
wouldn't be in the FOR WHOM group when the next time
came to bUy. t

2. Also discuss the limiting factor ofiZo-i-ne. Students
couldn't/buy more than a certain amount of bread because
they had limited incomes. Discuss the real world, in whic0'
people have Ikrnite mounts of money and can choose from
many things on w ich to spend it. How do they decide how
much of which ngs to buy? They consider what they like
and want, but i me i also a consideration. If you have $2,
and bread is $1 per loaf, youlcan buy two loaves of bread, or

you can buy one loaf of bread for $1 and something else Wr
the other $1, or you can buy no bread and spend the $2 on
other things entirely.

3. A final item to discuss is the effect of the prices of
compleinerits and substitutes on the demand for products.

" a. Introduce the terminology: a complementary good
"goes with" or is used with another good. A substitute is
used in plac of another good. Use the example of bread and
butter as complernents, and of bread and candy as substitutes.

b. Pose the following questions: Suppose you like to
eat your bread with lotse butter on it. Remember, you have a
limited income. If the price of butter is very high, would you
buy a lot of bread? Might you buy something else instead of
the bread? Suppose you like'candy very much, but the price is
very high. You could buy lots of bread for the same amount
of money as you can buy one candy bar. You are very
hungry. Might you buy bread even though yOu like it less
than candy?

4. Review those things which affect demand: tastes and
preferences, income level, and the price of substitute and
complementary goody,

IV. Evalbation
Although you will be performing forNative ev nations

informally throughout the discussion, these ,questi ns are
designed as an objective measure for the attainment of the,
specified objectives. These items should be administered at
the close of the entire lesson, and colter objectives 2-6.
Objective 7 should be verified empirically as you,observe the
children in the follow-up activity. Objective I should also be
tested in the follow-up discussion.

1. Ie economics we use the.word demand to mean:
a. when you want something very badly.

x b. when you something and are willing to pay
money for it.

c. when you go up to soffteone; grab him, and make
him give you Whht you war. o-

2. Joan is producing candy apples.%he wants to. finclibut if
they .will sell well,' so she:goes around school atking

. everyone how many candy apples they will probably want
tomorrow when she is going to sell them. Joan made a
mistake in her economics. What was it?

x a. She should have asked how many candy apples
people would be willing to buy at the price she was
going to charge.

b. She should have asked how much money each
person gets so she could figure out how many candy
apples they could buy.

c. She should have asked people if they liked candy
apples better than regular apples.

3. Ed the baker is baking and selling spinach bread. Edna
is also a baker but she is baking and "selling chocolate chip
bread. The breads sell for the same price per loaf, but people
are demanding more of Edna's bread then of Ed's bread, .r-
What do you think is the economic reason for this?

a. People can't afford Ed's bread.
x b. People like Edna's bread and would rather spe

their money on it than on spinach bread.
c. People feel very sorry for Edna and think if they
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buy her bread she will feel better.



he price of Rimer is, v.ery high right now.
4. eone has just invented a new car which you Can

fold tnd put in your pocket. When you want to usekthe car,
you jut take it out and it becomes a regular car right away.
Everyone wants at least one of these, but there is very little
demand for them. What do you Think is the economic reason?

x a. 'Becausethey cost $30,000 for each car and people
might not have any money,left to buy food if they
buy a car like this.

b. Because people are funny. Nobodjytwants to be the
first to have one..-

c. Because people think the cars should cost a lot more
than that, especially if they are any gOod at all.

5. Xou owricI- business where you make signs. You want
to hire imotherartist to draw tq signs. Paul is charging $5 per
hour and Lisa is charging $ bier hour to draw signs. Using the

economic" way of deciding, whom would you hire?
a. Paul:-
b. Lisa.

x c. Not enough information.
6. Brad and Jean are both candy'apple dippers.hrhey dip

the apples into the candy and. twirl them around, *tit they
.1 have lots of candy stuck on. Brad twirls ten apples an hour.

He wants to" be paid $2 per hour. Jean twirls eight applesper
hour. She Wants)lo be paid $1.25 per hOur. Which one would
you hire to be most economical?

'a. Jean, because she charges less.
b. Brad, because he charges more.
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c. Brad, because it casts less per apple to hire h.
x d.. Jean, because it costs less per apple to hire h r.
7. Terry produces dog leashes. He lives in a m ket

system, like the one we learned about in our bakery les on.

How does he k1iow how many leashes to_produce, and'
whether to keep on producing leashes or to make something
else?

a. He knows because he likes dogs a lot. He makes as
many leashes each year-as there are dogs in the city:

b. He knows because the overnment tells him he has
to produce dog leashes nd tells himhow map/ to
make each year.

x c. He knows because he ee s track of the demand of
consumers for dog leas es. He prlduces as many as
he thinks people will buy at his price.

8. In a market system, if you produ vered
piekles and people don't dem any at your price, you
should:

a. keep produ g them becaus ou like them.
x b. produc- omething else people will demand more

of.
9. In arket system, how do we decide who gets the

money buy the goods and services-, (who is in the FOR
WH group)?

a. The government picks the best citizens for this
group.

x b. The people who sold their labor (or other resources)
get to be in that group.

c. Everyone automatically gets t9 be in the group.
10. You are a great frog 'trainer. You are the best one

around. BLit this year no one has cast any dollar votes for the
production of trained frogs. You can't sell your productive
resource. What will happen to your power to cast dollar
votes? Answer in a paragraph or a few sentences. CRITE-
RION FOR CORRECTNESS: You won't bein the FOR
WHOM group unless you find a different job or get
unemplulnent insurance paynlents.

Films
4 r

Bake1y Beat
Medium .. . Film
Purpose ... To show the children howa bakery runs.
Application The children see the film as a forerunner to

visiting a bakery.
Content .... The film illustrates the many jobs that are

done in a bakery.

Ap
IL 4

endix .A d.

Sample Recipe
Bread*

1 cup milk
1 pkg. yeyst

1 tsp §alt
1 egg'

Behind the Scenes at'theSlipermaricet:
Medium
Purpose . . . . To show the 4Idren how a supermarket

works.
Application . The children see what happens to bread

after it leaves the bakery, and also how a
store is run.

Content .. ...Shows the workings of a supermarket.

Appendix B

3 T sugar
3 T shortening

cups, flour
/ 1/4 cup water '

*Teachers using the metric system may wdnt to convert the recipe to metric
equivalents.

2,4

r
Scald milk. Add salt, shortening, sugar, and egg. Mix. Cool.
Sprinkle dry yeast on lukewarm water. Combine the two
Mixtures and add enough flour to make a soft dough. Knead.
Place in a greased bowl and let rise until double in bulk.
Shape into rolls; place in a greased pan. Let rise again until
double in size. Bake at 350° until golden brown.
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I.

A.

> Pro)perty (Collective vs. Privy te Owneiship),,
Description of Concepts and Rationale

Definitions
property
resources

collective ownership

Iprivate ownership

market

circular floe, diagram

plannedieconomi

income

productivity

tangible gods
goods and skills possessed by groups

or individuals
ownership d res urces by an entire

group
ownership of resoprces by individu-

als '
the mechanism by which buyers and

sellers exchange goods and ser-
vices to their,mutual, satisfaction

graphic representation, of a sim-
plified market me,clianisrn, show-
ing how a free.eigerprise system
solves the basic economic prob-
lems

an economy in which the ptanneis
determine what, flow, and for
whom to produce

assets received in exchange 'for re-
sources.

the relationship' between resources
used and amount of products
generated

characteristics of collective ownership: -CC,
The resources are jointly owned by all members,Of the \*.
defined group.'

Decisions concerning the use of the resource may be
made by the group as a whole or by planners.
The distribution of the income`from the sale or use, gf
resources will be determined by the 'group asa whole or
by the planners.

3. The children -will be able to discuss orally the major
aspects of the Circular Flow Diagram, and how it relates
to the concept of private ownership:

"The diagram explains the interaction of the what, how,
and for whom decisions.

e basic aspects of private ownership of resources can
aced through the diagram,`

' Rationale ., .
The purpose of this lesson is to compare how an economy,

functions under the conditions of privatejversus collective.
ownership of the resources. By participWting in either a
simulated private, or a simulated collective economy, the
children will be able to compare and contrast the advantages -
and disadvantages of both systems.

As a result of the discussion following their experiences,
the children may state a perference for one or the other
system. They will realize that the type of economy chosen
mirrors the value system of the individuals.

II. Objectives
12 The children will be able to list or discuss orally the

characteristics of private. ownership: 4,

The resources are owned by individuals.
The individual has a right to make decisions concerning
his/her own,resources.
The income from sale or use o resources accrues
directly to the individual owner.

2. The children will, be able to list or discuss orally the
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III. Directions and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangemea and Mateiials

The teacher will provide four boxes of materials, each
containing paper, felt-tip pens, glue, tissue paper, and
scissors, Adequate table space should be provided for every
student to work. A space for groups to meet should be
provided.

Sequence of Activities and rrpcedures ,

The teacher will divide he class into ,four' groups. A
ocemberof each grotto will pick a card out of the hat. The card
will determine whether they are in a private or collective
ownership group. Twa groups will be simulating.a private
ownership situation, and two groupS will be simulating a
collective ownership situation. Each group will receive a box
of materials. Each child in the private ownership groups will
select a material to own. The materials in each of the
collective ownership 'groups will be owned by all the
members of that group. In addition, each collective owner-
ship group must select a leader (planner) to make the
decisions, i.e., what to produce, how,terproduCe; and tbr
whom to produce (how the income is distributed).

The teacher should explain to the children that they are to
produce some kind of good utilizjng the materials in the box.
The teacher should remind the collective ownership groups
that they must abide by the decisions -of their respective
planners. The members of the private ownership groups must
work out individual arrangements for, the use of privately
owned resources to produce their goods.

. The children should form their groups, and begin making
decisions and producing their goods.,Sufficient timshould
be allowed for the groups to engage in the completidn of the
activities. It is suggested that two classperiods be set aside.

3



Discussion Circle -

Have representatives of each group describe how the
production period Progressed. Be Sure they include both the
positive and negative aspects of their
children who _were_dissatish$, hay
exactly what the skairce dissatisfa
voice in the decisions, ch time
materials, no one in one gr
'red pen in exchange for thetr
,are suggested questions for

ences. For those
oup analyze;

i.e., no
up sharing

Id let a certain child use a
green one, etc. Following

her to bring out:

Teacher: How did the me 'collative ownership
group feel about having a all the decisions?

Possible economic responses. It': ped time; many goods
,

produced; planner didn't decide upona wanted good; planner
o did not utilize all the

Possible noneconomic responses: Planner only let his best
friends,do the best jobs; members disliked not taking part in
the decision-making; some people had good ideas which
were never heard; planner was dictatorial.

Teacher: How did the members of the private ownership
groups so ve the'oblem of what to produce?

Possib4 ec nomic responses: Utilized oven resources and
ao skills; exchanged resources with each other to produce

goads; the decisions' were made by individuals; there was a*
variety/of different goods.

Possible noneconomic responses: The were their own
bosses; some individuals, didn't have th °resources they
wanted; sharing was hard.

Follow -up Activities
1. The teacher' will display the circular flow diagram

found on page 11. Have the private ownership groups. show
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where they fit into the diagram. The teachec.will then explain
the diagram to show, what would follO\y the production

hod.
t.)

2. The children will be given a ditto sheet with the blahlc
_circular flow diagram and must fill in the proper labels.

3. Given a list of countries, the children Will do research
to find op whether, they have an .economy based more on
'private or more on collective ownership of resources. There
are nd wholly PrivatOnor wh011y collective economies in the
modern world. FolloWing the discussion group the teacher
will explain to the class that private ship may result in aOwi
market economy while collective o rship results in a
planned economy. -

IV., Evaluation
Given the following list of characteristics the children will

indicate with a P or a C whether each characteristic pertains to
private or collective ownership. . ,

P 1. Joe decides to use his skill as an artist to paint
greeting cards.

C , 2. Sam is elected leader'. He tells the class that they
wilt all work together to produce greeting cards.

P 3. Sari' is elected_ leader. He offers- to buy, some of.
Cathy's paper. ,

C 4. Production is controlled by the government.
P 5. Market economy.
P 6. Circular -flow diagram.
P. 7. Sam receives the income from his product:
C 8. Luther gets part of the income from a product

planners told him to make.
C 9. Thelma had to spend her time making what the

gratin decided to make even though she would rather have
decided for herself.

P 10. A number of different people each decide to
produce's different good.



Supply and Demand: A:n Introductory Lesson*
L Description of Condepts and Rationale
Definitions
demand how much the buyer is willing to

purchase at various priced per
Unit time

hoW much the seller is willing to
Offer at various prices per unit.
time

e uiflibriurn price' that 'price at which the quantity
offered is identical to the quantity
demanded

market price see equilibrium price
law of demand atshigher prices less of a good will be

demanded than at lower prices; or
pin another way, at lower prices.
more of a good will be demanded
than at higher prices.

demand schedule a chart expressing the quantity de-
manded of a good or, service at
various prices both for the indi:
vidual and for the total group; an
example of such a schedule is
foikrid in Example A.
clAl expressing the quantity
supplied of a:good or service at
arious prices both for the indi-

vidual and for the total group

supply

supply schedule a

Rationale
The purpose of this lesson is to.introduce the studenis to the

Law of Supply and Demand and its relationship to price. This
lesson will enable the students to gather information and
constremand and supply schedules and graphs and
determine the equilibrium price will be.

In order children fully to understand market price,
which is the main element in the market solution of what to
produce, how to produce and for whom to produce, they must
understand the factors of supply and demand which deter-
mine market price. Because children are potential producers
and active consumers, they will find an understanding of
supply and demand concepts extremely beneficial in com-
prehending what brings about price changes.

II. Objectives
1. The learner will be able to state that as the price goes

down, the quantity demanded goes up and as the price

*The ideas from this lesson are a combination of those found in Concepts
Essential to a Basic Understanding of Economics, by J. Barron and M.
Hoff [Kourilsky] (South-Western Publishing Co., 1964) and Education
437A class notes by M. Kourilsk4:.

)

goet up the quantity demanded goes down (the universal
law of demand).

2. The learner will be able to construct a'demand schedule by
canvassing his fellow students.

3. The learner will be able to construct a graph depicting a
demand curve when given a demand schedule.

4. The lealaer will be able to construct a supply schedule by
determining his costs of production.

5. The learner will be able to construct a graph depicting a
supply curve when given a supply schedule. '

6. The learner will be able to graph and determine the
equilibritim price when given a demand and supply
schedule. 411

Note to Teachers: You will need to determine when to break
thisiesson into segments" It would be almost impossible to
teach the entire lesson in one sitting. How many separate
lessons will be ne ssary 'will be dependent on the age and
ability of the i vidual class. We have divided the lesson
into steps, and y as a teacher could break after any step or
else combine a f W steps and then break into two or
lessons.

HL Directions and Insfructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and. Nfitterialsi

The teacher will be in front of the roorn.with a chalkboard.
Children, will be -arranged so that they can easily see 4,
board.

The maten4als used will include follow-up papers, rulers;
pencils, gpph paper in standard size, large graph paperfor
teacher demonstration, chalkboard, chalk and erasers.

Sequence of Aktivities and Procedures
mand Schedule

. Define Law of Demand
3. Deinand Curve
4. Lower Valued Uses of Items
5. Supply Schedule
6. Supply Curve
7. Equilibrium. Price.

1. Demand Schedule
Teacher: "I have here a super, fantastic chocolate can dy

bar. It consists of marshmallows, nuts, and is covered with
this absolutely heavenly chocolate. How many of these
candy bars would you be willing to buy for $1.00?" Choose
five Children and depict the results on the board as shown in
Example A, low. Be sure to use the same five children
throughout tl demand schedule. It is easier to start your
chart with the la Best amount and go down to the smallest. Go
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through steadily gmalrer increments and each time list both'
individual quantities demanded at each price and total figures
as per Example A.

Example A
Price

$1.130
$ .50
$ .25
$ .15
$ :10
$ .05
$ .01

Individual Quantity
Demanded
1, 1, 3, 2, 4

Total Quantity
Demanded

11

,w

2. Define Law of Demand
After completing deman schedule, have the cldren

observe the tiata on the board and elicit from therm some
observation of what they can deduce from the data. Your goal
is ead them to express in their own words the Law of
ailliand: as the price increases the quantity demanded
decreases. Once the students have expressed this in their own
words, write on the board:

The one characteristic that is common _to all
demands is that at higher prices less of the good
wilt be demanded than at lower prices.

Example B

$1-.00
.95
.90
.85
.80
.75
.70
.65
..60

= .55
a .50
CD '.45

ct_ .40
.35

.30
.25
.20
.15
.10
.05

0

Demand Graph

Introduce Follow-up Sheet I and have students complete itin
class or as homework.

3. Demand Curve
Teacher (bring out aargsdeinonstrationyraph paper and a

yard stick): "We are going to show this demand scbedule--,..
On a-graph. If the graph follows the law of demand, the curve '
should0161x downward to the right. By tradition the vertical
axis is always price per unit and the horizontal axis is quantity
demanded per time period:" See Example 8 for manner in
which to do this.

After completing thedemand graph,,there are two possible
ways to proceed. If there.are questions regarding the validity
of the Law of Demand, yo'131 may want io go directly into Step
4 and its lesson on the lower valued uses of items in order to
clarify lb? the students that the Law of Demand always
'operates no matter how low or ihbw high the price may be. If
there are no questions regard' g this matter at ttlis time, then
introduce Follow-up Sheet 11,! either. as homework or as a
class lesson. This follow-up is just a quick check to se if the
students are coppogiending the demand schedule alid de-
mand-graph.

4. Lower Valued Uses of Items ,

A child may question the fact that at higher prices the
quantity demanded will go down. As an example of this you
can use "water:" At $Z00 a gallon, how many people would
wash their car? At $200 a gallon, what woad you use water

5 .10, 15 20 2

.4

30 35 40 45

Quantity demanded

Question for Students:
What doeg thii graph show you

.

b

°

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 11?
per time period

Expected responses:
As the price goes up the quantity demanded goes down.
or
A demand curve, slopes downward to the right.
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for? How many P ple would increase their use of apple juice
at $3 a gallon? Continue the disalssion in this manner with
the 'students using examples of their own.

The opposite of this, "At ,lower prices the quantity
demanded will increase," can be discussed using as an
example the uses of a fur soap. At a low enough price; say $5
a yard, you may want to rourMercedes Benz or carpet
y r bathroom with fur'. As an extension_of this, if desired,
yi may want to do a creative writing lesson on the following

eme: "What if the price of was 9" Have the
students fill in their on filasiks and elaborate.

5. Supply Schedule
Teather. "How many wallets would you be willing to

make and sell in a week's time, if ybu could sell them at 250,
50ft, $1.00, $2.51) and $5.00?" Pick five children and follow
the same prciC9ss used in the demand schedule. Example C
shows how you would put it oln the chalk' board.

Example C
Supply S edule

Ae Price per unit quantity supplied
(start with low and As to higher prices.)

Person 250 500 $1.00 $2:50 $5.00
1

-2
3

4
5

ti

6. Supply Graph .

Draw from the children that, on the whole, .people are
willing to supply more at higher -prices. Graph the above-
given results with the class. SeeExainple D. For follow-up to
this lesgem have tire students vilakeup a supply-schedule. See
Follow-up Sheet III for detail.

Example D

Price per
unit

supplied

Supply Graph

0
Quantity supplied per time period

Remember to useequal units of measure, i.e., 0, 1, 2:3 . .

0, 5, 10, 15 . .

7...Equilibrium Price
Teacher: "You have, a ctokie-manufacturing company

and you want to know the best price at which you can sell
your cookies. This price should maximize your profits. You
want to sell at the highest price you can with asfew cookies as

possible unsold." (You need to put two schedules on the
board.) "First, let's make a demand schedule of how many
cookies five of you wooed be. willing to buy .at various
prices." Figure the total quantity demanded at the various
prices. Keep in mind:that" this graph is for a specific time
period. Next make a supply schedule. You will need five
children vi,ho will volunteer to give answers to the amount
they -are willing to supply !during this time period at the

After the cla'ss has completed the two ,s
sched , bring out the large graph paper. Plot the demand
schedule on the graph, then plot the supply schedule on the
graph. The place on the graf)h where the demand curve
crosses over the supply curve is the EQUILIBRIUM PRICE.

The equilibrium price .(market price) takes the two
conflicting sets of attitudes of suppliers or producers and
those of consumers or demanders, and reconciles them by
shOwing the price at which the quantity offered is identical to
the quantity demanded. See Example E for a pictorial

Example E
$.24

23
22
21

20
19
18

17

16

15
14..

1i
12

' 11

10
x.09
B.08
c, .07

ds
06

.03
02
01

a

Demand
Curve

SuPPey
Cury

Z .4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

OuPntity per time period

0 Equillbdum PtjeY

representation of this phenomenon.
:I -lave the students work out several examples of this sort of

graph. Introduce Follow -tb Sheet IV andassign it as a -
classroom assignment or as homework.

, -

Follow -up Activities
I. Homework Assignment: Students will urvey parents

and other community people in order to dete 'ne for what
price to sell items at the schopl bazaar. There are many_
.possibilities such as clay ash trays, food, apple dottS, yarn
dolls, etc. Construct a supply and demand graph to determine,
what would be the market price (equilibrium price) to charge
for their particular item. A

2. Develop a. teacher-independent learning center for .

reinforcing demand schedule, supply schedule, graphing,
and equilibrium price concepts. Have individual worksheets
similar to the follow-up works heetsfpund in the next section.

29 rt -t
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Follow-up Worksheets for the various sections of the lesson on the Law of Supply and Demand

Follow-up I,
a

name
-- a

I r ettiOn5 : '11a.ke. a Demand Schedule
usin9 the --PoIlokpin.q inPormation:

I.You want\to sell-chocolate' chip
cookies.' in b xes'of a0. cookies.

--a. Rcksive people aild ask'thelPoliowin5
ricpuest onsi. , '

klow many boxes of- cookies. would yo-o bay. of

Per5 on $1.00 t t .05' $..0/

a

3

3

5

rota/

CIF jhe price 9oes up, (the ctuantity
.di)rno.nciecj9oes-doLun).
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Folio& Up. II.

riarne

Demaki Graph
Pirections: Make demand graph using the information

given below. Use the 9ro.ph paper 542plied.,

These are the peopie LJhowill buy'Whirnies, and
at whatt;rice they wiilbt,ci what numbet!

Price per Ukt-1-

Name

Alex

Ti,,'

ruby

Pedr'o

Tota/s

io
.

9j se $7 6
.

s sy i3

o .o
) N I I a a i,

0 a
.

r ,

o o a a 3. 3.
- 4 9 .

Ouantity,bemanded per Time. 'Period

Put your graph paper e,o That the long Side is on,
the bottori).

Put "Price per Unit ',tip on, to short side
("9:9 is at ifle bottom..

Put Quantity Demanded per Time Period"
along the bottom.

Add op totals on the 'demand SdedUle.
Put, in dOts on the graph cor each price and total

luciaity denlendeci.

Connect ihe dots with \11. ruler
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Follow-Up IT.

name
4

Directions:
A. Pick a product.
B. List 5prices that rni5ht be charged to supply .

the product
Canvass 5 classmates as to the cluantity they

are 4)46. to Supply at those 5 prices. %\

D. Graph your answers sirwny a supply' curve.

5chedule Price per Unit Ouanfity Supplied
(hghest)pderso-n (lowest)

3

5

ret&is
54(4 argeb

Prlee.
per
unit"
Supplied

11.

Quantily supplied per time, er;od
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Fo I lo ti,) Up TE.

name

Directions..
A. Find ihe 0101 It brim price of The "item below. .

B. Graph the supply and demand curve rnarkin3lhe eiudibrium price.

Ronnie-s Rocket Ships: Quantity Demanded. and
Supplied per total Time Period

Priceiun'il- OLaririty Oemandi4 Ouan. Sippi,ad

i ao i 5

i ,1 o
.

&
i5 . 1 9 ., 't 0,

$ 3 t 1.5

50 .

031
$30
$221

$24
$261

$22

212

sit
, $i6
Q. SIY

$1
$ 6

S a
0

Total Revenue
Sao

t50
$50
$/5
$80
$ 50

/1 6 i 13 13- 14 16 11 2013 3-9 3o 3 3- Si 34 31 410 40- 444i iii5-0

Quoilify. per time period

33
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IV. Evaluation
1. In your own words, express how the quantity de-

manded of a particular items influenced by the price of the
item at a particular time.

. 2. As the price goes up, the quantity demanded goes

3. As the price goes down, the quantity demanded goes .

4. Canvass five of your fellow students and make a
Demand Schedule showing the demand for chocolate. chip
cookies at.50 each, 100 each, 25¢ each, 500 each and 75g
each. Use one of the sheets attached to show your work. Be
sure to put labels on your work sa.that it is easy to know what
kind of schedule. you have worked out.

4'
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5. Take the data gathered from your Demand Schedule
and using the attached graph paper, make a graph depicting
the results of your Demand Schedule.
- 6. Canvass five of four fellow students and make a Supply

Schedule showing how many cookies they would be willing
to produce at the following prices: 50 each, 100, 25g, soce,
and 750. Emphasize the fact that these are giant cookies (four
times as big as normal cookies and therefore costing more to
produce). Use one of the attached blank pieces of paper to

. show your work. Be sure to label all parts of your work.
7. Take the data gathered from your Supply Schedule and

the second sheet of graph paper to depict your work.
8. Take the data gathered from both your Demand

Schedule and your Supply Schedule, and depict the results of
both schedules on one piece of graph paper, thg third sheet.
Determine what the equilibrium price for the c Icies would
be. Mark this clearly on your paper.

f'



I Demand echeciu

4

e,.

name

s V'



c,
name.

I Supply Schedule..

A .

36t
47

0

to-



rnand Gr ph,

1"4

a
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Carnival Games: E'conomic Activities On Supply and Demand

I. Description of Concepts and Rationale
Often a thought-provoking film can become the focal point

of an extended lesson. Such a film is utilized in this lesson to
introduce concepts concerning the earning of income and the
establishment of a business venture. However, the major
thrust of the extended lesson is on demand and supply and
their interaction, resulting in equilibrium or market price.

Young children sometimes have a hazy if ',not totally
incorrect conception of the price mechanism. How are the

4rices of the goods and services they or their parents buy
determined? In this lesson, children actually experiment with
market surveys, supply s,phedules and the setting of price
levels for goods and services found at a carnival.

I. Objectives
1. Students will be able to explain the conc t of demand as

wants backed by the ability to pay:'
r: Students will be able to explain some of the factors which

affect demand and the quantity demanded -of a good or
service.

3. Students will be able to verbalize the significance of a
arket survey (demand schedule) and its relationship to a

nd curve. Students will be able to explain the
re onship of a supply' schedule to a supply curve.
Stu nts will be able to graph both of these types of
curves from their respective schedules and will be able to
locate equilibrium or market price on such a graph.

4. Students will be able to explain some of the factors which
affect supply and the quantity supplied of 'a° good or
service.

5. Students will be able to explain the significance of
° equilibrium or market price.

Ill. Directions and Instructional SeqUe?6e
Room Arrangement and Materials

This lesson can be implemented in any classroom from one
with a standard arrangement to one with a much more open
structure. Assets to, although not requisites for, the lesson
would be movable tables and chairs (rather than fixed desks)
to enhance discussion and to allow the opening of actual'
carnival businesses, and access to outdoor space to alloW
more freedom and creativity in the operation of carnival
activities. ".

Materials needed for implementation include the film
"Treasure Hunt" (from the series Bread and Butterflies),
chalkboard, assorted games and P.E. equipment, as well as
some food items (should you and your class elect to provide
these through some carnival business). Games, equipment
and food can be brought from. home by the children or
bought/rented fro ou or from the school. An extremely
useful tool for tllicesson is the portable math chalkboard
with permanent grid and axes. If one is unavailable, use peg
board or other soft material to make your own permanent
graphing board. Use golf tees on the peg board to mark points
on a curve and use pins on other fiber boards. These points
Can then be joined with string or yarn to-form the curve. If

to
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these alternatives are not appropriate for your class, make
several grids on a roll of butcher paper to use when the class
participates in graphing of curves. Ih any case, be sure to

- have some large-square graph paper for individual graphing
of demand and supply curves.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
I . Begin the lesson with a general discussion of MONEY:

why people want it and how they get it. This discussion is
introductory only and should be kept relatively short. At a
later time you may wish to digress slightly for a values
clarification lesson on the various ways gf getting money and
on the'relative emotional and social values put on these ways
in our culture and society.

2. Introduce the film "Treasure Hunt" by explaining that
iris about three children who want to get enough money so
that they can go to the carnival. Ask the class to think about
the following questions:

What do people use money for?
What are some of the many jobs and business in ifi4c.
film?
What does a person need in order to go into business?
How does a businessperson decide how much to charge
for his/her product?
How does a customer decide how much of the product
to buy?
How does a businessperson decide
product he/she is willing to sell?

Show the film "TreasUre Hunt."

how much of the

3. Follow the film by a discussion during which you may
want to 'reshow some of the scenes to remind students of
points which may be unclear (scenes showing businessrple
determining how much they are willing tb supply, and scenes
depicting changes in the selling price of products). Elicit
preliminary answers to the questions posed before the film
was shown and announce that the next several days will be
partially devoted to finding more specific answers to some of
the questions.

What do people. want money for?
Possible answec. To buy' things they want.

What are some of the many jobs and businesses in the film?
P sible answer: Carhival worker, ferris wheel
wo er, food sellers, dog washer, stationery printer,
grocery carrier.

What does a person need in order to go intokbusiness?
Possible answer: An idea. (Prompt) What did the dog
washer need to start? Possible answer: dogs, shampoo,
water, comb, etc. (Prompt) What 'did the girl making
stationery need?Possible answer: paper, ink, a potato.

How does a businesspersori decide how much to charge, for
his/her product?



Possible answer: They guess. (Prompt) How did the
Whstationery seller decide? She started by charging 75¢:

at did she do then?Possible answer: She put $1.50
on her sign. (Prompt) _Did anyone buy her product
when she charged. $1.50? What did she do then?
Possible answer: She lowered her price to,;$1.00.
(Prompt) She didn't lower it all the way hick to 75g,

did she? Possible answer: No. People bough her
product for $1.00

How does a customer decide how much of the product to
buy? ,

Possible answer: How good it is, how Much he likes it,
arid how mu' money he has. (Prompt) Did people buy
more stationery for $1.00 than for $1.50? Possible
answer: Yes.IPromPt) Why? Do people buy more if
the price is lower? Possible answer: Yes.

How does the businessperson decide how much of the
product he/she is willing to sell?

Possible answer: They sell enough to get the money
they want. (Prompt) Remember the girl with the.
stationery She borrowed money from her sister., Can
she keep all the money she gets for h stationery?
possible answer: No. She has to pay her . back.

4.Allie next day, announce that you are gm s).! nto
busillesS. You have decided to have a carnival game business
because the carnival games in the film yesterday looked so
exciting. You have a problem, (though. You don't know
which kind of game would go over best. You are going to ask
the class to help you to decide what kind of carnival game
children would like best and would probably buy tickets for.
At this point distribute bunches of math disks or counting
sticks to each Child. Each one should have approximately 30
disks or sticks.

Describe two games to the children. For example, one
might be a bean bag tic-tac-toe toss with a prize to the one
who gets three bean bags into a straight line. The player gets
six chances (bean bags). Another might be a dart throw with
balloons. The player gets three darts to throw and each
balloon has a little prize inside. The player ca keep the prize
from each balloon he breaks. Another possi ility would be
the block toss in which .blocks are piled into pyramid shape
and the player gets to throw a baseball three times to try and
knock the blocks down. For eachpyramid knocked down, the
player gets a brize. When the games ace described, ask the
children to help you to decide which..business you should
open by voting for the favorite game. When the vote is in,
elicit answers to these questions, "How will I know how
many bean bag games (or.plock pyramids or balloons and
darts) to have ready? How will I know how much to charge
for each ticket to play my ame ?'After all, I must make the
bean hags and rent the tic -toe boards (or buy balloons and
prizes or buy blocks and rent baseballs). Hdw will .I fmow
how many helpers to hire or how big a booth to build unless I
know about how many children will be playing and how
many times each one will play?"

Tell the students you have )in idea. You will take
something called a market surVey. This is what most
businasspeople do when they want to know how many

a
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produets they can expect to sell. The students will use the
countcng disk s like money. They may not spend more disks
tharf they have; unless they arrange to borrow the disks from
someone (Ilse who isn't spending them. Take the -market
survey as follows:

a. Be sure to emphasize the time period: for example,
tomorrow during the play period after lunch.

b. ,Be sure to emphasize that the prices named are
alternatives: for example, how many tickets would you
buy if they were 20 disks per ticket? Now, how many
tickets would yak buy if they were 15 disks per ticket?
These are two separate alternatives; that is, two
different hyp.othetical situations. Be sure the children
understand that the "slate is wiped clean': after each

?question; that is, how mapy tickets you would buy at 15
disks is not influenced by how many you said you
would buy at the price of 20 disks.

Your market survey form should-be on the chalkboard,
with responses recorded in the appropriate column. For the
quantity demanded column, add the responses of all class
members for each price. Begin with the highest price
(somewhat over what each child has).- Continue to go
downward in price. DO NOT ask how many children would
buy at each price. Ask how many, each would buy at each
price.

Price Quantity Demanded Total Revenue
(price X quantity demanded)

25 Disk
20 Disk
15 Disks
10 Disk
5 Disk
I' Disk

Elicit answersanswers as to why students would purchase the
number of tickets they indicated. Possible answers should
fall into three main categories;

(1). Tastes 'or preferencesStudents like the p icular
game (or perhaps do not like it). You may pro ide a
possibility which students are apt not to verbalize s ch as
"Personally, I wouldn't buy'more than one ticket even at a
price of five disks because I woUldn't want everyope to see
me miss -the target more than once!" -

(2) Income levelThere are only a certain number of
disks available to each student, even assuming that this game-
is the only thing on which to spend disks.

(3) View of the futureTomorrow may be the only day
the game is available, or a child may state that he hopes to win
a prize fora sibling's upcoming birthdayor a child may feel
that tomorrow will be his lu y day for winning prizes.

In addition, prices of c mplementary and substitute
goodsi is difficult to imagine is arising since other goods
cannot b ought with the dis

Have the children imagine a wkqe carnival where thexAn
use disks. The quantity demanded of tickets for your game
might be different (probably lower) atolternative prices if a
similar or more exciting game were available. What if the
children had to rent bean bags at another booth to use in

A
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playing your game? (complements) The price of bean bags
would prohdbly affect the quantity demanded at alternative
prices of tickets for your game.

Ask the children to generalize about demand: As the price
goes down, the quantity demanded tends to go up. People

s'. tend to buy more at lower prices. Why is this true? Elicit
answers such as; At five disks each I could give a ticket to my
brother; or At one disk per ticket I could give them to my
friends, or At one disk each I could use some tickets' to play
the game and some to build paper houses! (These are called
lower valued uses.)

.

After the market survey is taken, explain to the children
that what is on the board is called a demand schedule. Ask
them the difference, between saying "How many tickets
would you want ?" and "HoW many tickets would you be
willing to buy (at alternative prices)?" Their responses
should group together to indicate that wanting s different

from being willing/able tq pay. Children participating in the
matket survey, for example, may have wanted to buy five
tickets each at the price of 25 disks pecticket; however, they
max not have had that many disks to spend and may have

dibeen unwilling or unable to securot a loan of sks from
another child. With the informationithat wantin si different
than being willing (able) to buyrtlefine demand:

DEMAND is desire (wanting something) backed by the
ability (or willingness) to pay money for it. Demand
shows the quantity of a good or service people are willing
to buy at alternative prices (per unit time).

5. Tell the children that their participation in the survey
has helped you very muchso much, in fact, that you can

t now make a graph showing hoi, they feel about the game you
are thinking of ning. Proceed to graph each point along

rythe demand sche ule arriving at a demand curve. Be sure to
graph the first t o yourself, explaining how you found the
place to put your dot. Have individual children help you to
find the next two points. Then have individuals t to find the
last two points alone. Remember to explain that t e porizon-

.

1 axis is quantity and the vertical axis is price. Th resultant
6 6 acture' , or graph showsc how, many tickets the children

d buy tomorrow for the game in question at alternative
s.

wo
pric

pric 25
20
15
10

Demand Curve
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This whole curve represents demand (the way people
would act at all different prices). Demand is not just one point
on the curve.

6. Ask the children to use the information from the
demand schedule and demand curveto help you to decide
how much to charge for tickets to the game. Confusion may
well reign for you still do not have enough information.
Remind them of the costs the dog washer and stationery
printer encountered in the film. Ask them to help you name
your costs (examples for the bean bag' toss follow).

Rent area on school playground from
principal

Rent tic-tac-toe board from friend in.
second grade

Beans, cloth and needle and thread foi' 9
bean bags.

One helper to take tickets (1 hour of
labor)

Prizes for winners
What else you could be doing with your

time

Ask the students to help you to decide how much to pay the
helper by pretending that the disk are pennies. Make a supply
schedule for their labor, in the same way a demand schedule
for the product.was arrived at. Ask how many minutes of the
hour-long play period each would be willing to supply at
alternative prices tomorroNfi

20 disks

10

18

20

Price

25 per minute
20
15
10
5

1

Elicit answers to indicate the general, though nth niversal
law of supply. At higher prices, the quantity supplied tends to
go up. At lower prices the quantity supplied tends to go
down. Question: Why is this. so? Translate answer such as,

, "But I could spend that time playing the ganie," into the idea
of opportunity cost: that the cost is the next bestalternative
use of the tirtic.leUtrie children you must add a cost to your
list: what else you could do with your time. Perhaps if there
were other carnival' games, you could work at one of them
and earn a salary.

'Quantity Supplied
(minutes)

7. Along with- the children, graph the supply curve that
represents their willingness to supply labor.

8. Present a supply schedule for game tickets based on
your c\ts, have the class plotthe curve on the same diagram
as the demand curve for tickets. Remember to explain that at
greater quantities supplied, you may have to hire more
workers, rent another tic-tac-toe board and make ore bean
bags, so the &ace must make this worth your whi

25
price 20
per 15

ticket 10
5

1

1

0 30 db 90 1h quantity per carnival day

9. Going along the supply and demand 'curves, show the
differences between the quantity demanded and the quantity
supplied both above and below the market price. Asti what

Supply curve

'°111k
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would happen if you were only willing to.:supply 20 tickets at
1. disk per ticket and 600 tickets were demanded. Ask what
would happen if y6u were willing to supply 100 tickets at 20
diSksper' ticket but they were only demanding 30 tickets at
that price. Explain how to locate market (equilibrium) price.

Role-play with the children a carnival game fqr which the
quantity demanded of tickets is greater than the quantity
supplied at some price. Discuss how the customers felt who
didn't get to play or who played lesS than they wanted to play.
Now, role-play the reverse situation and discuss how the
bu4inessperson felt with all the, left-over tickets. Role-play"
the situation at equilibrium price and discuss the feelings of
the customers and businessperson.

Follow-up Activities
To have the children experience the r I world meaning Of

these demand and supply concepts, divide the class into five
groups, each group being a business. Ask each business to
come up with an idea for a carnival booth and to list the things
they would need to start their business. Explore the idea of
putting on a mini-carnival after school or during lunch next
week for two or three days. The children must decide if they
can use mostly materials available in the classroom or for
rental from home.

With permission gf the hool administration, proceed to
plan for a mini-carnival at y ur school with children from all
classes invited to buy tickets for games and with profits going
to the .PTA educational fund. Discuss where the children
might get the capital (money,to(start) for their businesses to
buy or'rent things that areThNschool supplies. They may
decide to ask the PTA for the backing since the PTA will be
getting the profits. They may decide to become investors
(perhaps 250 per slrare) themselves.

In the course of planning for the carnival, each group,
should (1) take a market survey of at least one-fourth of the
other classes for their games, (2) translate these into demand'
curves by graphing them (eachchild may graph his or her
own group's curve), (3) list costs and produCe a supply
schedule which they translate into a supply curve, and (4)
plan for adyertising (an important cost) of the entire carnival
(perhaps a group effort) .or their individual games.'

IV_ Evaluation
" Although you will be informally evaluating your class

throughout the lesson through discussion questions and
answers, the following evaluation items are intended to
measure actual attainment of the specified objectives:The
items should"be administered at the end of the entire-lesson.
Objective 3 should be evaluited in the follow-up discussion
and through empirical yeacation durrhg the graphing,
experience.

1. You are an economist Writing a book about economics
for children. Which one of these, would you use as an
example of what the word demand means"41n economics?

a.' Demand is when' your little brother wants some
candy and says he will cry until Mother gives him,
some.

b. Demand is when the bully up the street says he will
heat you up unless you give him your roller skates.

x c. Demand is when you want a new toy and arewilling
to take money out of your piggybank to buy it.

d. Demand is when you want a new toy and spend lots
of time in front of the store window looking at the lit____
toy and wishing you Ird/d it. .

2. Freddie is going to open a hot-dog stand at the school
carnival. You are his businesS' advisor. He asks you how he
can tell how many hot dogs he will probably sell on the day of
the carnival. What will you tell him to ask the other students
to help him to answer his questions?

a. He should ask them if they like hot dogs.
x b. Heshould ask them how many hot dogs they would ..

be willing to buy that day at different prices he
might charge. .

c. He should ask them if they like mustard or catsup
or their hot dogs.

d. He shouly, ask them how many hot dogs they would
13.13, at the .carnival.

1. 3. Elizabeth and Eddie both run block toss games at the
carnival. For 10Q you can play at Elizabeth's game or 'at
Eddie's game. At each game, you get three balls to knock

4-1 down the blocks. At each game you get a
winning. But at Elizabeth's game the bloC are a lot closer to

bar forchocolate

where the players stand. Why are most of the children
demanding tickets to her game instead of for Eddie's game?

x a. They like Elizabeth's game better because it's '
easier to win so they would- rather spend their
money on her game.

',
b. They can't afford to buy tickets to Eddie's game.'
c. Hot dogs at the carnival cost $1.00 each!'
d. They think that Eddie's game booth Will close

soon. .

4. Beth just opened up a new carnival game. If you throw
the basketball through the hoop', you win a hot fudge sundae!.
Everyone wants to play Beth's new game, but there is very
little demand for tickets to. her game at the price she is
charging. What do you think is the economic reason for this?

a. Because people, don't believe that Beth will really
give them a hot fudge sundae for just throwing a
ball \through the hoop. It's too easy!

b. Becituse people would rather think about the fudge
than eat it. P

X c. Because it costs $2.00 to play Beth's game and
most of the people at the carnival don't have that
much money with them. .

-...

5. Randy has decided to go into business making and
selling cotton candy. at the carnival. He has taken a market
survey and knows how much people will buy at various,,...
prices. But he still_doesn't know how much to charge. He
decides to list his costs to decide how much cotton candy he is
willing to supply at various prices!. Which of the following
things should he NOT consider?

a. How much he will pay Dan to help him:
b. How much th sugar willteost for the cotton candy.
c. How m it will cost to rent the cotton candy

machi
d. How uch money he could make if he worked for

Doroth 's, game booth instead of making cotton
candy.

x e. How .much people said they'd buy for IN per
cotton candy :stick.



6. Dorothy lbolcs at her market- survey for Dorothy's
Donkey Game: At the price of 10¢ a turn, people are
demanding 50 turns so she could make $5.00. Dorothy adds
up her Costs:.
$1.00 rental of booth

.50 to make .donkey cut-outs

.50 to rent baseballs

.50 to hire a helper
2.00. to buy prizes for winners

$4.50
Dorothy could earn $.20 if 'she works It R.-andy's.cotton
candy booth' Using economic , would you tell Dorothy that
she should gd ahead with her Donkey Game business?

x a. Yes, beause she would be making a profit by
charging 10¢ a pm.

b. Yes, beciuse even though she's losing money
she'd have fun.

c:. No, she'd make more money working for Randy.

_

.e,.
7.At $.50 per hot dog, Hal is willing to st4pp y 40 hot-

dogs at his booth durcilig the carnival. At $.50' hot dog,
customers are demari ing 40 hot dogs during e carnival. ,r,
What is this price called fit economics?

a. a profit
x b. equilibrium

c. toosicpensive
d. too Thep

4.

8. Bess decides to charge 25¢ a rock at her paint-your- ,

own-paperiveight booth. She has 25ibcks. and enough paint
and brushes for 25 customers. But at 25¢ a rock, she only can /
sell 10 rocks.. Her economic advisor- says "You didn't find.
equilibrium." What does that mean?

a. It means her rockS weren't pretty enough.
x b. ,It means she didn't find the price where the quantity'

demanded and the quantity. supplied were equal.
c. It means people don't like Bess:
d. it means no one had that much money.

61
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Supply and Demarld ---- Price' Ceilings and Price.Flooks .

.
I 11Pcir.rIptiri of Concepts and Rationale
Definitions
supply curve graphic representation of ice

amounts of a good or service
suppliers are willing to furnisb at
diffefent prices at a given time .

demand curve graphic representation, of the
amounts of a good or service
consumers are willing to .pur-
ch at different prices at a given
time

that point on demand and supply
curves fora given good or service,
at which demand and supply...are
equalthat price at which the
quantity offered is equal to the
quantity demanded

price ceiling a legally imposed price limit which
may be below 'the equilibripm

I (market),price
price floor Ilegally imposed price lin& which

may be above the equilibrium
Op et) price

shcittage tuation in which the quantity de-
, mand exceeds- the quantity

equilibrium vice

surplus

Rationale

supplied
ituation ip which the

supplied exceeds the
demanded

quantity
quantity

The purpose of this lesson is to draw upon the previous
lessons on demand, supply and equilibrium price to set a
basis for understanding the effects of arbitrarily imposed
prices on a market system. By experiencing the effects of an
impcised .price ceiling and an imposed price floor, the
children will -observe what happens to the market when it is
thrown outof equilibrium.

In additidn, the children will be able to reinforce the
important skill of graphing by drawing a demand and supply
curve showing these phenomena. The children may develop
strong attitudessoncerningThe roles they wish government to
play in their economy. In their own society, they now have
the advantage of molding their government to suit their own
interpretations of ifs function.

II. Objectives
1.*The learners will be able to correctly' identify, both

verbally and graphically, situations involving price ceil-
ings or pricenfloors.

2. From information given to them, the learners will be able
to plot supply and demand curves, identify the equiliti-

Tium price, plot a price ceiling, and identify the resulting
-shortage.

e

3. From information given to them the learners will be able
to plot supply and demand cut'VeS, identify the equilib-

a

c.
-4i

rium price, plot a price floor .and identify the resulting
surplus.

Ill. Directions an Instructions Sequence
Room Arrangement aid aterials

The room should be. p for children to exchange goods
apd services. For the disc ss. n portion of, the lesson, the
following materials should be available: overhead projector,
transparency with horizontal and vertical axes already
drawn, grease pencil, enough graph paper for all the
children. Bulletin'boards graphically depicting price ceiling,
and price floor should be posted following the discussion.*

°

$equence of Activities and. Procedures -

During a_period of exchanging goods and services in a
classroom economy, the teacher will identify a popular
service (e.g., desk cleaning; game loans, etc.) on whieti to
impoge,a price ceiling. The teacher will also identify a good .

that has a practical classroom use (e.g., paper folders,
bookmarks, etc.) on which to impose a pride floor. At the
next class meeting the teacher announces that the price for the
service will be X units (well below the market [equilibrium]
price) and that no one can charge any higher. The price for the
good will be Y units (well above the market price) and no one
can charge a lower price. The class' then commences to do
business under these arbitrarily 'imposed regulations. Ob-
servers should be selected torecord what happens at each of
fife regulated businesses. (A new set of observers shciuld,be
selected for each.of three sessions.)

Following these sessions a class meeting should be called{
at which time a discussion will take place, concerning the
effects of the imposed price regulations. Observers will "relate
in detail what happened to each ofthe businesses which was
affected: Possible Observations: Price ceiling-=suppliers
were unwilling to provide their services at this price. There
were not enough people; to provide the service, because at the
lower price they had even more customers than before. The
teacher will idatify this situation as'a price ceiling and draw
a supply and demand curve to help to explain the effects.
Price floorat first'the- suppliers were happy because they
were going to get, a highei price; however, almost, no
customers came. The suppliers didn't sell nearly as many
goods as before. They had a lot of goods left over. The
teacher will identify this situation as a price floor, and draw a

supply and demand curve to explain the situation.

Follow-up Activities
1. The teacher leads a class discussion in which the

children suggest possible method§, of reconciling the
surpluses and the shortages. -

2.-Children will labelrice.teiling and price floor graphs
with the correct terminology.' (Give students sample graphs

*Prepared bulletin boards' on the subject are available in a Mini-Society
Implementation Kit by Marilyn Koprilsky, Reality Systems Incorporated,
P.O. Box 35188, Los-Angeles, CV- 90035.

. .
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to fill in and correctly answered graphs for checking.)
3, The children, as a group, using a transparency At

head projector, will interpret the effects on the class
businesses via prke ceiling-price floor graphs.

IV. Evaluation
1.. The teacher will describe various price regulation

situations; the children will identify them as the result of a

price ceiling or of a pi-ice floor and tell whether a surplus or a
shortage of the good or service exists.

2. Given data, the children will construct'a price celling\b:
,) graph, displaying.. he resulting shortage.

3. Given data, the children will construct a prke floor
graph, displaying the resulting surplus.

4. Given data,'the children will construct a graph depict-
ing a supply and demand curve.

tr
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. A'Way of Amplifying the Concepts of a Planned Vs.
-A Market Economy.

I. Description of Concepts and Rationale
The purpose of this lesson is to reemphasize how the

Circular Flow Diagram'operates and to help the student to
clarify differences between a planned and market economy.
At the extremes, a society may choose to honor-one of two
forms of ownership of its scarce resourcessocial owner-
ship, or private ownership. Under private ownership' of
resourcesa market economyresources are, privately
owned and economic activity is largely directed by the
interaction of supply and demand in the market. In a market
economy or free enterprise system, the problems of what to
produce, how to produce, and for whom to produce are
solved through the opei-ation of the market Mechanism.' The
operation of a free enterprise system is modified, but not
destroyed, by social interferences with its performance.

In most planned economies productive services are owned
by the government, and economic activity is directed largely ,

by central planning. In a planned economy the "what" and
"how" decisions are made by the planners, The individual
has some freedom, but only within structured alternatives.
The annual plan is a physical blueprint for tip use of
productive resources, and in essence the plan is carried out by
telling people what to do and by paying them for doingit. The
results of an economic plan, however, are not always what
the central planners had intended.

In the following game, the children are reminded of the
basiccharacteristics of a market versus planned economy by
classifying features that tend to be pervasive in one type of
economy as compared to the other. The game is helping
children to distinguish between characteristics likely to be .
found in "real-world" market economies and "real-world"
planned economies, as opposed to the perfect market or
planned economy Models.

Many children within the next generation will te making
the choiceeither actively or tacitlyas to the type of
economic system in which they want to live. It is tHerefore
important for them to become 'acquainted with and have,
reinforced some of the basic differtkices that result.from-
privine 'versus collective ownership of resources.

II. Objectives
I. The learner will be able to explain verbally how th

"what," "how," and "for whom:' decisions are made
in a primarily mar economy.

2. The learner will be Ible to explain ,verbally how the
"what," "how," and "for whom" decisions are made
in a primarily planned economy.

3. The learner will ,be able, to enumerpte at leas three
differences between a primarily market and primarily
planned economy.

Question cards
4. Markers (2 to 6) \
5. One die

Sequence of Activities and Procedures.
Two to six players may play.

2. Each player selects a marker.
3. The four sets of cards are placed on the appropriate

spaces.
4. Each playekhrows a die. The highest number goes first

and the rest of the players take turns clockwise around the,.
board.

5. All students will start in the consumer square and will
move along the Circular Flow Game 'Board answering
questions whenever, landing on one of the four question
areas. These areas are in the centers of $ Votes Area, Goods
and Services Area, Resources.Area, and Income Area.

6. Moves along the game board will be determined by the
throw of a die.

7. Students will receive an automatic five points
whenever they land on either the Producer or Consumer
Squares after the initial start of the ame.

8. There will be four kinds of questions dealing with four
different areas where decisions are made in all economies.
There are three basic decisions: (a) What to produce, (b) How
to produce (which involves what resources to use and in what
manner they are to be used), and (c) For whom to produce
(which involves who will receive the output. from this
production). Another category involves how people decide to
spend their "$ Votes," which will also vary according 40 the
kind of economy.

9. The students'will choose one of three possible answers:
Primarily a Market Economy, (b) Primarily a Plannet1

Economy, or (c) Either Planned or Market F-conomy.
10. Questions will vary in difficulty and accordingly in

value, from 10 to 25 points per question.
11. Put aside any cards which are missed for further class

discussion at,the end of the game period.
J 2., The winner of the game will be the first petson to score

300 points. For a faster game, the total winning score can be
ered.

III. Directions and InStructi&r\ial Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

1. A comer of the room ;

2. A Circular Flow Diagram board

45

Q ations for "What" Goods and Services'are Produced
You are an individual with many skills. You can choose .

among alternatives for job, but yOu need some special
training. You must apply to the state to get that traini

A
ng, You

are probably living in:
a. a Paiarily Market Economy
b, a p'inarily Planned Economy
c. etther a Market or Planned Economy

nswer.. b. Value, 15 points
You are given $500 to spend on clothes. An expert decides

what kind of clothes are most appropriate for you to wear.
You are probably living in a:
Anser: c. Value, 20 points.

You have earned $500, which you decide to spend on

5,)
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clothes. You go to many stores and choose all the different
kinds.of fashion clothes that you feel are most appropriate for
you to wear. You are probably living in a:
Answer: a. Value, 20 points.

All stores turn in reports stating how many pairs of brown
shOes, orange sweaters, red jackets, and brown pants, etc.,
they will need for the next two years. All industries are told
what they will produce_ and how to allot the resources. You
are probably living in a:
Answer: b. Value,.,15 points.

A committee decides for a country that the number of
heavy black jackets produced for the next year will be one
million. They will each have a rabbit fur lining and
for $25.00. You are probably in a:

, Answer:,. Value, 10 points.
Since the"sale of 'WACKY PACKNas decreased by 25

pefcent overthe last month, the price of WACKY PACKS
has been lowered. This is pn example of what might happen
in a,;
Ansver: -a. Value, 10 points.

The amount of coin produced in the year 1975 exceeded
the demand for this product.. The government bought the
extra corn and is keeping it in storage for a later period. This
might occur in a:
Answer: c. Value, 25 points.

In which economic system would you haVe considerable
freedom to move to another-job and spend your income on
what is avaihible but find that how you spend this income
would not determine what is produced?
Answer: b. Value, 25 points.

Questions for "How" to Produce.-
The products used by the CLEAN WHITE TOOTH-

BRUSH FACTORY in manufacturing toothbrushes for the
first third of, 1975 were changed to plastic briitles and
medium-sized plastic handles in order to lower costs and
increase prcifits. This would probably happen in:

a. a Prijnarili Market Ecbnomy
b. a Primarily Planned Economy
c: either a.,Market or Planned Ec6nomy

'Answer: a. Value, 10 points.
Farmers go to a special state committee and insist that there

is a need to change to plastic bristles for toothbrushes since
there is a shortage of feed for the hogs and they cannot
provide the needed number of bristles for production. This is
probably:
AnSiVer: tr. Value, 20 points.

Workers sloW down production of "needed" wheat
because they feel that the state is not paying enough for their
labor. This is probably:'
Answer: b. Value, 25 points. z-

Industries draw up a five-year plarrof production, listing
all the resources which they feel they will use. The lists are
turned, in to the higher-ups; who determine how these
"needed" resources will be allocated to the different
industries. This is probably a:
Answer: b; Value, 20 points.

You are a farmer. YOti own a fairly largeplot of land. You
want to hire labOrto help you to work on your farm. You find
this is illegal. You are probably living in a:
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Answer: b. Value, 10 points.
You are opening a fish market. You must decide what kind

of process you will use to catch the fish. You also must decide
. how you will store the fish and if you wbilio hire someone to

help you. You have .many decisions to make. You are
probably living in a:
Answer:, a. Value, 10 points.

You use your grain to produce liquor, but may be morally
against drinking. Your main goal is the profit motive. In what

'kind of system do you probably live?
Answer: a. Value, 20 points.

You are interested in getting the greatest Output for a given
input. You are pfobably living in what kind of economy?

,Answer c. Value, 20 points.

Questions About "For Whom," or Who Gets the Goodies
Workers for the CLEAN W1-11(TE TOOTHBRUSH COM-

PANY, a profit-making firm, all received an added bonus for
the firsthalf of1978" because of the increased sales. In what
type of econonw.vould s most likely occur?

a. Prirnarilyrvikket BFonomy
b.. Primarily Planned Economy
c. Either a' Market or a Planned Economy

Answer: a. Value, 10 points.
Playground directors received their pay from the local city

government. This is an example of what type of economy?
Answer: c. Value, 15 points.

The government decided to give all employees of the HOG
BRISTLE TOOTHBRUSH COMPANY a$50 bonus foe the
month of December. This happened in a:
Answer: b. Value, 20 points.

Congress'decides to set a tax on,all sales of luxury goods.
This tax is then redistributed to the economy in various ways
such as financing parks and schools. This most likely would
occur in a:
Answer' a. Value, 10 Points'.

The state provides employment or training for I its
citizens, and promises that'no one will ever go hungry r do .

without medical help.' This would most likely-happen in :

Answer: b. Value, 15 points.
In which system would you be most likely to find labor

unions having a powerful influence on wages? .
Answer: a. Value, 20 points-.

In which system would you be more likely to'have almost
complete freedom on Where to work, where to live, how to
spend your money, and Whether to go into business for
yourself?

L

Answer: a. Value, 20 points.

Questions for Casting $ Votes
Mr. Brown, one of the factory workers of the Clean White

Toothbrush Factory, put a deposit on a new RACER DACER
Sports Car with a bonui he earned for increased sales for the
first third of the year. He probably liyes in a: .

a. Primarily Market Economy
b. Primarily Planned Economy
c. Either a Market or a Planned Economy

Answer:, a. Value., 10 points.
You go to the store and all that is available are blue tennis

shoes. You buy these, because you need shoes. Each year
there is only one kind of shoes You probably live in a:



Answer: b. Value, 10 points.
You have decided t part of your income to purchase a

new puppy. You prob bly ve in what kind of an economy?
Answer: c. Value, 0 poilits. .r1

You go to the store and buy red jacket, orange sweater,
brown pants, and brow s because that is what is
available. You do not ha e other choices in the store. This is
most likely an example ofd:
Answer: b. Value, 10 point's)

You do like to go shopping and you-like to own many kinds
of consumer goods. There are also many consumer, goods
from which to choOse. You are probably living in:
Answer: a. Value, 15 points.

Fol %w -up Activities
z. ',Have the children select a decision that they are used to
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having the market make (e.g., production of toothbrushes);
then have them act as planners in a role-playing situation and
go through the steps with accompanying pioblems in making
that decision.

IV. Evaluation
1. In a short paragraph, state some of the primary

Irefences involved in a Planned vs. a Market Economy.'Th

at kind of decisions must be mademd who makes them?
2.' Draw a circular flow diagram showing what decisions

are made in a MarketEconomy and how this diagram helps to
explain them.

3. In a hort paragraph describe how the. What, How, and
For Who ecisions are made in a primarily Planned
Economy.



I. Description of
Definitions
barter

divisibility of a
good or service

exchange rate '

money

mode); exchange

price

reciprocal exchange

specialization

Barter, Mo y Exchange, and Money
Concepts and Rat nale

the direct exchange of goods and
services

ref., to the ability to exchange
fractions of a good or service

refers to how much of one good OP
service is worth how much of a
second good\o service in direct
exch,ge

anything which is generally .ac -
,cepted in exchange for goods and
services

the exchange of and services
for money

usually the amount of money desired
in exchange for a good or service

an exchange in which 'each party
desires the other's good or serv-
ice being offered

concentrating one's efforts in Xe
production of a very limite
variety of goods and/or services

Rationale
The purpose of this lesson is to have the children learn

about the economic concepts of barter, money exchange, and
money. By actively participating in a barter system, children.
will discover some of the inherent limitations of direct
exchange of goods and services (barter): the amount of time
required to find a mutually beneficial exchange, the limited
divisibility of goods and services; the lack ofra iQ11

frame of reference for establishing. the .yhlues of disfivailaf
goods and services; and the inhibiting effect on special `1

or production. ;6

When discussing money. exchange, the children will
examine how some of these limitations are reduced or
eliminated. The appeal of money exchange over barter will
be highlighted by an assigned field experience. The children
will explore the general concept of money in an organized
follow-up discussion.

Cerfain noneconomic learnings and social interactions wilt
also 'develop from these lessons. The children may have ice,
deal with various styles of bartering, positive or negative
feelings emerging frdm the exchange experience, and the
frustrations of setting mutually agreeable values ancrrates of
exchange.

II. Objectives
1. The learners will be able to list or discuss-orally at least

three of the following problems associated with a barter
system:

The inhibiting effect on specialization
Difficulty in finding .a reciprocal trade oreexchange
No common 'frame of reference for valuing items for
exchange

Time wasted in searching for ex
Time wasted in finding an accepta
The perishability of some exchang
melting or going stale)
The necessity for "chains" of exchanges to obtain
certain items. tt.The limited -divisibility of goods and services

2. The learner will be able to list or discuss in his/her own
words at least three of the following ways in which a
money exchange system facilitates the production and
exchange of goods and services:

Reduces the average time spent on finding and trans-
actiog. exchanges
F Rasp the exchange of dissiinilar and indivisible
oods and services

Facilitates the establishment of exchange rates and the
comparison of values of dissimilar goods and services
Promotes more efficient production through speciali-
zation

3. On a test consisting of ten descriptive statements, the
learner will be able to classify correctly at least six of
them as being more descriptive of a market economy than
of a barter economy. 1.41L.

4. The learner will be able to4Me the conceptbf money as
anything that is generally accepted in exchange for goods
and services.

HI. Directions and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

The teacher requests that each (participating) student bring
to the classroom five identical objects to be used for trading.
The, maximum total value (U.S. dollars) of the five objects
should be prespecified by the teacher at 50- cents or less,
depending. on. the socioeconomic level of the class. Ari-
altetriatile womb:'19406r the teacher to provide five such-

. objects for each (participating) member of the class. Exam-
ples of such objects might include five wrapped candies, five
sticks of gum, five marbles, five cookies, five baseball cards,
five crayons, five pencils, five erasers, etc.

The room is arranged to enable free student movement and
physical exchange of goods.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
Teacher: "Lei make a list ot what everybody* has to

trade." (14 eacher makes a list on the blackboard.) "Trading
things, or the direct exchange of goods, is called barter."
(Teacher writes BARTER on the board.) "Today we are all
going to get a chance to trade or barter things we already have
for other things we want. For example, suppose Johnny h s
some cookies and wants a baseball card. He can go to S to
and try to trade her some cookies for a card. 'You ajj, et to
work out the trades yourselveslike how many cookies for
how many cards. You also will have to figure out what to do if
you want something but you eannot trade what you have for
it. For example;Zusie might not want any cookies. What

hanges
le rate of exchange
items (e.g., foods

*The teacher can make appropriate adjustments if slot everybody is
participating.
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would you do then, Johnny?" (Teacher tries to elicit the idea
of a sequence or chain of trades from the class.)

'.'Before we start, I want each of you to think hard and then
make a 'list of three things that other people have brought
(ren1ind them of the list on the board) that you want." (Each
child, makes a list.) "After we are all finishenartering, we
will look at our lists again and see how well we didif we
were able to get most of the things we wanted by bartering.'

The teacher then tells, the students they may begin
bartering but must stop after a predetermined amount of time,
e.g., five to fifteen minutes. The teacher should agree with
the class on an audible signal which will terminate the barter
period. After the barter period ends, all 'exchanging stbps,
and the students proceed with the discussion circle below.

The teacher may want to give the class some guidelines as
to appropriate and inapprOpriate behavior during the barter
period. For example, these guidelines might include instruc-

s that, exchanges be made willingly (e.g., without
hysical force), observing safety and noise factors.
Discussidn circje. Have a few children describe exactly

what happened to them during the barter period. They should
describe What they had, with whom they traded, and the
amounts traded. .

Teacher: "Were there any problems experienced in the
bartering situation? Were youAll able to get what you wanted
by trading?" (Children can check their lists.)

Possible economic responses: Difficulty in finding a trade;
someone wanting your item and you not wanting theirs;
necessity of bartering through a chain to get what you want
(e.g., A wants B's goods, B wants C's goods, A exchanges
with C to give to B, etc); difficulty in setting exchange rates
between dissimilar and, indivisible items (e.g., how many
marbles for how many baseball cards); entire time could be
spent searching for an exchange.

Possible noneconomic responses: Variation in bartering
styles (e.g., aggressive vs. timid); a sense of frustration or
anger, At not finding an exchange; happiness or unhappiness
with the social interaction (e.g., not taking turns, yelling,
etc.).

Teacher: "Does anyone have any suggestions as to how'
we might be able to make it easier to exchange things we have
for things we want?" The teacher spurs the discussion until
the idea of a money-exchange system emerges. If necessary,
the teacher asks the children how our economy manages the
exchange of goodsand servicekii-low do they (the children)
usually get something they wanrat a store? What dicipty (or,
more realistically, their parents) have to "lb& for the
money they used to buy things? Examples: time, knowledge,
labor, goods (can cite specific professionsdoctor, lawyer,
mechanic, shoestore owner).

Teacher: "How do you think a money exchange system
can help to reduce some of the problems of the barter system
which you experienced today?"

Possible responses (with some prompting): Less time
(looking for an exchange since it need not be reciprocal; easier
to establish exchange ratesgoods andqtervices can be
"divided" via the money prices established for them; easier
to establish relative value of dissimilar items by their pgees;
easier to carry around money than some goods.

The teacher can also emphasize that a money exchange
allows people to spfcitilize in the production of very few

items or even just one specialty item (like skis). In a barter
exchange, people can only afford to produce items they will
be able to trade directly for what they, want.

Folloup Activities
Money: The teacher leads a class discussion directed

toward defining the economic concept of money. The
following kinds of questions should be addressed:

I. Is United States currency v luable by it If; i.e., can
you do anything with money exce t save it or bu goods and
services?

2. If everybody us d blue money instead of gr en money,
would our money-e change system still wo What if
everybody used -c amispecial sea shells'? an people use
anything they decide tefor money, i 't is convenient?

The issues thus raised should then lead to the following
de ition of money: .

Definition. Money is anything or any combination of
things which is commonly used and generally accepted as '

paymenj for goods and spices.
Fid&Experiment. The teacher asks some or all of her

students t*go to a store with a one-dollar bill and some other
items worth a dollar (but not a dollar bill). Each, student then
tries to purchase something worth one dollar but says to the
storekeeper: "I can pay you with this dollar bill or with this
other item worth one dollar. Which one do you want?" Once
the storekeeper has made his/her choice, the student should
ask the reason for that choice.

The teacher may subsequently raise the following ques-
tions: .

What choice did each shopkeeper make?
What reasons did they give for their choices? It should
be emphasized that the reason for most store owners
choosing money was their belief or faith that other
individuals would be more likely to accept the money
than the product hi exchange for the possible goods and
services desired by the storekeeper,. -

IV. Evaluation .

Yotrprobably noticed some problenis which go along with
a barter system. For each of tie following, describe the barter
problem: ,

1. George has a rocking chair and wants to trade for a
cow. Sue has a cow but doesn't want to trade for George's
rocking chair. Phil wants Georges rocking chair but doesn't
have a cow to trade for it.

Answer: There is a difficulty in finding trading paPtners
each Of whom has what the other Wants:,

2. Al has a horse and John has a lamb. They want to trade
but Al says his horse is worth two lambs. John doesn't have
another lamb and he doesn't want half a horse!

Ansli,er: No common denominator value for exchange
(limited divisibility of goods).

3. At the beginning of recess Linda started to go around
school to find someone with a Frisbee to trade for her colored
pencil set. She found several people with Frisbees but none
who wanted her pencils in exchange. Finally. at the end of

4thecess she found someone who wanted to trade. She didn't
get to play at all!

Answer: Time spent in searching for exchange.
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4. Joan wants-to trade half her candy bar for jump-rope
lessons.. Several good rope-jumpers wanted to gaud her
lessons bufeactvne wanted the whole candy bar. JoSn felt
thata lesson v,A only worth half a candotar and finally she
found Susie who was willing to trade for only half the candy.

Answer: Time spent in finding an acceptable exchange
rate. '

5 na. has an ice-cream cone for trade. She talks with
ltildren about trading and finally decides to trade

one for Mark's peanusibutter candy. But then

,

..,-.1ou4e cream has already melted"

.,'";;g47,4' r=iron- the usefulness (perishability) or
goods.

ants an autographed picture of the basketball
has one but he doesn't want to trade for

.12as. He wants a baseball bat. So Betty frades
tiCfor Sue's pencil case, the pencil case. or

r; and the model car for Ted's baseball bat.
'teade with John.
ivolvement in a chain of exchanges kiobtain a

esi
ParPler-Jones can tradehis two sacks of flour (each of

whC iS worth $5) for one bushel'of Farmer Smith's corn
(whic worth $10). If he goes to the store he can get $10 for
the sack of flour instead. He wants your help with his
.econonticg. Which might he prefer to do--(a) go to the store
and get the $10, or (b) go to Farmer Smith and get one bushel
of corn? Why?

Answer: (a). With the $10, he cansave time and purchase
different items (assuming he 'wants. something besides one
bushel of corn, or that it is less time consuming to go to the
store ather than to Smith's).

8. In the town of Corngrowers everything has many
prices. When you go into the corner store the signs, which
change every day, saythings like: 2 pigs = 1 cow, and 6 ears
of corn = 1 yard of cloth. When .you want to trade something,
yon musask the owner, "How many eggs does this cost?" It
takes along tirrie to buy something! How would a money
system help the town?

Answer: It would enable them to'price items in a common
unit of value; and save time since you need not find a
reciprocal trade.

9. You.have lee ten really beautiful bean bags.. You
aren't sure exactly what you want to trade for. Would you
rather (a) sell your bean bags in a money economy and gem
shopping withmoney in your pocket, or (b) look for trades in
a barter economy? Explain the reason for your choice.

Answer: You can save more time and have more choices if
goods and services are expressed in terms of money values
(prices).

Read each statement and decide whether it best
describes a money exchange system (money economy)
or a barter system (barter economy). Then Put a "B"
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for barter economy or an "M" for money economy in
the space provided.

10. (R) A chiCkenis worth one apple or four nails or
six cookies.

11. (M) Storekeepers use cash registers.
12. (M) People use wallets.
13 (R) Buying most things takes a lot of time for

everybody in the society. A

14. (M) \ You can earn a living giving dogs haircuts.
"15. (M) A storekeeper can stamp a number on a milk
carton which is its price before he ever sees the buyer who
wants it.

16. (R) If you wanted to sell a bale of. hay, you
would have to carry it with you.

17. (R) Most people produce more than one kind of
thing.

18 (M) ItIt easier to buy Sand sell.
,19. (M) Ytu can find a nice cismall town in Switzer-

land where almost everybody makes watches.

In the barter economy of Tradesville, tht following prices
wire in effect today:

Bobby paid 2 yo-yos for 1 rubber spider.
Diane paid 1 cookie for 3 yo -yos;
Brian paid 1 bread doll for 1 yo-yo.

Tradesville citizens want your help in creating a money
system. They will call their currenty Tradesbills, and each
one will be worth one toy yo-yo. Can you help them price
their other goods for sale?

20 (41 One bread doll costs how many Tralk-
bills?

21. (7) One rubber spider costs how many Trades-
bills?

42. (3) One cookie costs how many Tradesbills?

23.. In far-away Affica there lives a tribe call e Nuer.
Cows are very important to them. If you want to buy some
beads, you pay a certain number-of cows. Nuer men even use
cows to buy a wife. Are cows money to the Nuer? (Yes or
No.) Why?

Answer: Yes;-commonly accepted in exchange for goods
and services. sit #

24. In some places certain seashells are used for fnoney.
How can that be? Anyone can go to the beach and pickup a
seashell! Why can shells be used for money?

Answer: Anything which is commonly accepted in ex-
change for goods and services is money.

25. In the United States, much of our money is just made
of paper (d011ar bills, five-dollar bills, etc.), Why are dollar
bills money and notebook paper is not money?

Answer: Because people will accept dollar bills in ex-
change for goods and services and' they will not accept
notebook paper. ,



A Way of Amplifyir; the Concept of Money

I.. Description bf Concepts and Rationale
For most students, the prewnce of "money"coin and

currency*-.--in our economy is an accepted phbnomOnon. In
order to demonstrate to the learner the funeflon of money in
our society, the lesson will focus on two main areas: (1)
Barter vs. Money Economy, and (2) Intrinsic vs. ExtrinSic
Value of Money.

First, the neyless, or barter, economy will be obServed
through col laying and group discussion. The student-will
discover the major problems inherent in a 12arter economy:
use of reso ces in search for a trade, and lick of a standard
measure of value. At the same time, the advantages' of a
money economy reased specialization, a way of securing
more time for p o action or leisure, etc.) can be explored.
Next, through Socratic Dialogue with the students, the
teacher will develop the contusion that money (specifically
"paper-money") has no intrinsic value. The "value" of the
currency is sustained only by the faith of the person accepting
it in exchange for goods and services that (s)he can also use
this as a medium of exchange.

I. Objectives
1. The student will be able to State on arfessay -type exam

that money only hasqvalue if it is commonly (generally)
accepted in exchange for goods and services.

2. On a multiple-choice test item, the student will be able to
identify as one of the benefits of money that it allows for
specialization in production.

3. On a question concerning the application of the concept of
money, the student .will be able to list two ways in which
money is useful 'within our society; i.e., ( I) allows for
specialization, and (2) allows for increased production
because resources are used in producing ra(her than trade.

4. In a group discussion utilizing the problem-solving
approach the students will discern that money can be
anything as long a it is generally accepted by others as a
medium ! eXchagge for goods and services.

5. The student wilt be able to define verbally the following -'
words: (a) specialization; (b) value of money; (c) barter;
(d) currency; (e) intrinsic (optional); and (f) extrinsic
(optional)

III. Directions and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and.Materials

The room will btrarranged so that the students can sit in a
circle where all can see each other. The problem will then be
introduced to the class and a group discussion will follow.

There will also need to be an area set aside for a learning
Center. This will require an area for the worksheets to be
easily available and also a space for a bulletin board which
will be put up'to give the students information on hovfib
solve the worksheets.

' 'For the higher grades you may want to introduce -checkbook money, but
technically it is wrong to clISITfy checks as money. It is thechecking
account that is defined as. mcihey: no the check itself.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
1. Present problem.
2. Class discussion: (a) First large-group discussion; (b)

Role-play an example of how the problem could occur; (c)
Debrief the role-playing situation and draw generalizations.

3. Set up and introduce learning center worksheets.
4. -After the center has been in operation for a week, bring

/he class together for' nother discussion. Go over the various
Ways different students woriied out the problems presented in
the worksheets.

5. Review and draw generalizations.
6. Test of information presented in the lesson. Questions

will be .based on the objectives as' stated.

Present Problem
,Teacher: "We live in a county where people use money to

'b ,,y whatever they want and can afford. Suppose Merlin the
gician cast a spell on the whole countryhe made all our

m sappear. Now there were no pennies, no nickels, no
dime or quarters, and no dollars either! There was no
money. What do you think would happen?" Allow time fir'
students to think of how they would deal with this situation nr-
their daily lives. How would they get food for dinner? How
would they get the clothes they wantlptc.

After the students have described a Trading economy, label
and introduce the new concept of "barter economy."

2. Role-Pla
Have a group of three children play the parts of a

grocery-store owner and two different customers. The
situation is as stated above. The first customer wants milk for
her children and the grocery-store owner refuses to accept her
home- ade money. What should the customer do? What
should the :rocery- e owner do? The second customer
steps in and also brings in is idea of what can be done in this.
situation. Have the student. , ho are in the audience observe
one of the three people. If n seems to slow down,
you may want to draw in an alter-ego for the various
participants in the role-playing group. After the situation is

,played out, have the group debrief the situation. Discuss the
.problems involved when there is no easy means of exchange.
How long do you think our country could go on without ome
monetary system? etc. What are the main purposes of a
monetary system? What is the value of money? ,

3. Socratic Dialogue
/ a. What are some of the things we use for money?

-/ (coins, dollars)
b. What are our dollars made out of? (paper)
c. I could make a dollar out of paper tdo. What's the

difference? (Your money is no good.)
'd, Well, why? After all, mine is prettier. (No one will

accept it.)
e. Do you mean that took this'dollar of my,own to

the store they wouldn't let me buy groceries with it?
(no)
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f. Why will the clerk accept a regular dollar and not
mine?

This dialogue should continue until the student discerns
that the value of a dollar is manifested by the faith of its
holderS that it will be accepted for goods and services. The
dollar itself has no intrinsic value above that of the paper and
ink.

4. Learning Center

Whitt would you d
wilhoul money ?

Take or* of each of it
worksheets Try to
solve line problem.

Examples of vaPious worksheets, A - D
A . WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE HAD NO MONEY?

1. List five goods that you would normally buy at the
store.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2. Take each, of the above-listd items and explain a
plan of action you could use to get this item if you
lived in a society whose money ha&suddenly lost all
value.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

3. What kind of major problems would you face?

B. HOW LONG COULD A COUNTRY EXIST WITH-
OUT A- MONETARY SYSTEM?
1. What might happen if the U.S. had no monetary.

system?
2. What psroblems would a person face if (s)he lived in a

city?
3. What kinds of problems, would a person face if (s)he

were living in a rural (country) area?
4.-; What purpose would money sire in each area?

Bulletin Bowl Set-Up

'1

o

0
C. WgITE A STORY STATING AN EXAMPLE OF

HOW TRADE COULD COMPLI9ATE THE PRO-
CESS OF GETTING WHAT YOU MIGHT WANT IF
YOU HAD NO MONEY. i:

D. DRAW A CARTOON SHOWING ONE PROBLE
OF TRADE WITHOUT MONEY. (optional)

Take the four worksheets and put into individual folders or
books on MONEY. Have the Students bring these papers to a
group round-table discussion. Discuss the various ways the
students attempted' to solve the problem of a lack of a
monetary system. Help the students to realize that money
helps in the following ways: Money (1) has value id exchange
for goods and services; (2) allows for specialization; (3)
makes for more productio hen in a barter economy (due to
nutUers 2 and 4); and (4) acilitates the exchynge of goods
and services by lessening the time and e rt requiredN carry
on trade.

Follow-up Activities
. The student should investigate the many forms that money
has taken over the years. TliFtsencyclopedia offers a valuable
source of information. Some early forms of money include
seashells, rocks and beads. Once again, the issue of intrinsic
vs. extrinsic value is reemphasized.

IV. Evaluation
Cognitive TestMoney _

1. A major benefit of a money economy is:
a. You can get anything, you want.

x b. Saves time in exchange of giods and services.
c. You can use it to wallpaper ooms.

2. A major economic benefit of money is:
x Allows for specialization in prodUction.

b. More food for everyone.
c. Gives you a feeling of power.

3. List two ways in which money is useful within our
society.
(Possible answers):

x a. Allows for increased specialization.
x b. Speeds up production because resoures are used in

Irk producing rather than trade.
x c. It isna convenient unit of value.

4. Write ,a paragraph explaining what makes money
''Valuable.
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Out of Thin Air: An Econornie Simulation Activity
on Money and Bankilg

1

I. Description of Concepts
Young children (and many of their elders) have a great

many miscqnceptions concerning the concept of\money_L
what it is and what gives it N;alueand hence will often
misinterpret its importance. This can lead to affective as well,
as empirical problems in adulthood. The same group of
children are often confused as to the functions of banks, their
purpose as private businesses, and their worth to the

used (money from a board game or "play" money from the
store).

Suggested films can be found listed in Appendix C (page
58).

Seq nce of Activities and Procedures
I. e lesson is introduced by a general discussion

i'centerin around various items which historically have been
community. N or coul have been used as "money": blanket nails, shells,

The ideal introduction to moneyits real value and salt, etc. Bring in examples of'such things And direct the
alternative formsis through-an experience-based program
representing a total economy. However, some teachers are
unable to implement such an extensive program. This
simulation is designed to help children to explore a number of
concepts in the money and banking group.

II. Objectives
I . Students will be able to explain some of the advantages of

almoney economy over barter.
2. Students will be able to define money as anything

commonly accepted in a society in exchangs for goods
and services:..

3. Students will be able to explain that the U.S. economy
use botb-cash and checking accounts as money.

4. Students will be able to explain the concept of deferred
payments through media such as credit cards.

5. Students will be able to explain interest as a payment for
,the interim use of another's money.

6. Students will be able to differentiate between time
(savingsand dethand (checking) deposits and to explain
the purposes of these and other bank functions such as
loans and bank cards.
Students will be able to explain the value of banks to the
community because of time and demand deposits, loans

'and other services.
8. Students will be able to explain that banks create much of

the money used 'within our system by making loans.

III. Directions'and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

The physicil arrangement of the individual classroom is
not relevant to this lesson. It can be implemented' in a

c
classroom of any physical size or arrangement. An asset to

teithe lesson is afoom in which chairssa e arranged in a circle
--_,:.:.-okre0angle scithat all speakers can i one another.

''''''''''' Materials for die lesson include samples of items which
have histotiCally served as money: salt, shells, blankets,
nails, as well as foreign currency and coins and a small
amount of U.S. currency, coins and checks (for sample use
only). Crafts supplies and ganles usually found in the
classroom can be used' for barter and money { economy
simulation phases, although the teacher may wish to-bring
extra crafts items and : some "rental" equipment from-
outside. Facilities for printing class currency are necessary
(ditto masters and machine) unless a ready-made currency is

.,
t
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discussion by exhibiting the items one at a time and giving
examples of how they were used:

a: American colonists used nails as a medium of exchange
, but since the nails were relatively scarce and had
inherent value as fastening devices they could'be used
as fasteners or money by those holding them.

b. Ameri n Indians produced woven blankets and rugs
which ey used both to keep warm and as edium of
exchan

c. Any oth r trade situation the teacher deems instructive
for an example.

Have the students role-play the examples, emphasiiing the
fact that these money items wxalued both as a medium of

,exchange and for their ap ttse. Now role-play a
situation or two in which the money does not have an obvious
applied 'use. For example, paper currency hasn't an obvious
applied use and, whereas gold coins may have a more,
obvious applied use (they can be melted down, or made into
jewelry or other objects) they cannot be readily used for
anything but exchange.

2. Contima the discussion by briariging in various foreign
currency and coins. Allow the children to examine these.
along with some of the items from step 1 Then add some
U.S. currency, coins, and checks. Ask the students to
indicate which of the items could be taken to an auto repair,
the corner store, to a large, supermarket, to a department store
and to a hamburger stand and used to purchase goods and
services. Elicit answers as to why the storekeepers and clerks
might accept some of the items and not the others. The major
point of this discussion is that we can use U.S. currency and
coins (in some stores checks are acceptable with proper I.D.,
and credit cards are accepted in places which are subscribers
to the various card company services) to purchase what we
wantecause the merchants will accept them. Have the
children, role-play consumers s'pending and merchants sel-
ling. Ask the children who played the merehants to "go home
from their businesses" and continue to role-play the mer-
chants buying the, things they personally want. Have them
return to their stores and pay their employees, pay rent on the
store and buy more merchandise for their. shelves. Emphasize
this point of the role-playing in the follow-up discussion: The
merchants accept the cash because they believe they can then
use it to pay their business and perso debts and to buy the
things they want. Ask the role-pl ers what they would have
said and how they would have felt if the consumers had tried
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to purchase products with blankets, salt or shells. What about
foreign currency? (Should you wish to digress, or should a
student bring up the point, you can explain how foreign
Currency and coins can be exchanged at rge banks, just as
people from other countries w/ho have vi ited the U.S. can
take the U.S. currency they have left r and exchayige it at/
banks for their own countries' currencies.) Ask thegroup t
help you to define money ": whatever is accepted by a group '1'9

in exchange foi goods and services.
3. York may now wish to show the filmt`The Story of Our..

Money SyStem to introduce the next phase of activities (see
Appendix C, page 58)".

4. With the help of the studeRset up a class store to be
owned by the teacher. Students maysuggest school-related
items they wish to buy or rent during a special purchasing

'period eaci) day. Types of items for sale or rent can include
games, P.E.,equipment, special craft supplies, film viewers,
typewriters," ec. These can be Provider( from the supply
cabinet, froth the teacher, by parent donations or by some

- combination of these (don't neglect "trash" items which are
potentially craft- suppliesold milk cartons, egg-hartons,
paper bags, can, material scraps, etc.). The teacher'
can eventually hire students to clerk in the stores (during 4b

'a nel,:5 ) .

A. In stage 1, students,sae paid for daily completion of
assignments (not for grades themselves) and for school
attendance. (You may wish to use other easily
achieved behaviors but keep them objective and do not
use more than two behaviors.) For the first two days
studpnts may be paid in a variety of items such as

(1,:- pencils, crayons, or sheets of colored paper. At this
stage the teacher should run the store him/herself and
negotiate for trades. Children coming to the store with
their "pay" will have to barter for the 'things they want
to buy or rent. Do nqt make\the trading too easy, and
encourage trading among conkiiners. There should be
some discussion' of the relative 4ue of items and some
chain trades should be necessary. Follow each. day of
trlac51ing with a discussion_of the difficulties encoun-
tered. Examples of difficulties areN.
(1) I wanted to trade my .sheet of red paper for the-

rental of a game for 15 minutes; But the paper
turned out to be worth only 10 minutes of the game
rental,

(2) I watited to use my pencils to buy some craft
supplies. I wanted to trade a pencil for a coffee can
but the pricsof the coffee can was 11/2 pencils and I
didn't want to break the pencil in half. 1.

I wanted to use my crayon to trade fOr the, use of
the typewriter but the store already had a lot of
crayons. The store = keeper said that the store
needed purple paper. I. had to spend all my lime
trading with lots of people until I could get the
purple paper.

(4) I bought -an egg carton in exchange for a red
crayon. I wanted to get a green crayon to color the
egg carton but I couldn't find anyone who wanted
to trade a green crayon for my other, red .crayon.

Translate these into types of difficulties: there is no
common unit of valtie, trading can be ,very time
consuming; you may have to search for ktrade; you

(3)

-S

\

may not find situation of re fprOcal wants, and you
. may not be able to agree or kelative worth.

b. On the third day e simulation, introduce the idea of
transferring to money system. Explain that the
"money." could any of the items they have been
using in barter. For example, they could alche paid
crayons and, if crayons were accepted as money, they
would become money. However, in this activity we'are
going to--sec. what it is like to use paper money.
Depending on the maturity level of your clasi and the
amount of time you wish to allot to this lesson you may
include students inathe 'creation of currency, having
them design a few simple bills. Or you may simply
create a money supply yourself, running off ditto pages
of, perhaps, ones, fives and tenslhAlternatives to this
'would be using some other jype of token money,
already produced bill not easily available to the.
children. Albin all,your own design takes more time to
produce but alleviates most of the problems of using
monopoly or play" money (or money from any board
game) because your ?win.' money is unique and can't
easily be counterfeited or brought front outltde the.
system. For the next several- "days (*out one week)
continue to pay the children for completion of aSsigh-
ments and attendance.,Continue the follow-up discus-
sions after each day'vtrading, ompitasizing the follow-
ing points:
(1) Immediately after the change-over, ask the chil-

dren to explain the value of the money in terms of
the barter items they used previously. For exam-
ple, if the typewriter could previously be rented
for 15 minutes for a red crayon and it is now priced
at 5 kumquats (a possible name for your currency);
the 5 kumquats may be said to be worth a red
crayon or 15 minutes of the typewriter. Nothing
about the tyPewriter rental has chtinged except the
units it is exchanged for. Emphasize that the value
of the money can be expressed by the denomina-
tion (5 kumquats) but what it is worth is in terms of
what it can buy.

(2) Reemphasize the nature of money by reconfirming
that, within the classroom during purchasing time,
the urrency acts as- money so, therefore it is
mo ey.

5. As,s96n as the currency system is solidly in use (2-3
days) establish two banks. You might possibly aSsign
children to do business with one bank or the other. Before the
banks begin to operate do a short lesson on how tkeep bank
,record simplified forths for the banks, see Appendq D,
page 58) and on the nature of checking accounts and savi pgs
accounts. Also explain the#se of credit cards. To make if
more convenient for students, to use checking accounts and
credit cards, allow bank WithdrAals only at the end of each
purchasing peridd. Interest will be paid daily on savings
accounts and checking accounts will be levied with a small
service charge. There is no charge to consumers for the use of
credit cards unlesspayment (due after two days) is late.

After the banks begin operations (they maybe operated
with hiredstudents' help, as in the store), begin to manipulate
the ecouoiny in the following way: Announce the availabilay
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of consumer loans and at th6 same time. put some very
desirable items up for sale in the store at relatively high
prices. Also announce the availability of business loans and
encourage a few students or groups pf st nts to offergoods
and services through their own stor aivay of supplement-
ing their incomes. As money is depOsited in the banks,
remember to keep at least 20 percent of deposits as vault cash
but lend the rest. When a consumer or businesspersia takes
out.a loal) from the bank, sttggest that most of it not Mange
hands as actual cash but be put into the' other bank as a
cheetng account. After a week of such lepding activities,
much of thliclass money should exist in the form of balances
in checking accounts but not in the form of actual cash. As
you plan to end the simulation phase' of this lesson, ask tie
students what 'would happen i all depositors in the banks
wanted their money all at onc 'They will probably believe
that they could all collect! ter all, it's our money!"

With checking account balance sheets out, add up all the
"money'141 the room (checking account balances and cash)
note that it is a gater sum than the initial amount of money
printed for the simulation. 'Yet, anyone with a checking
account knows he an use hi "monty." Reinfpree the
concepts here that the Childreaave-already experienced:

a. Checking accounts are as much "money" 'as cash is.
b. Banks pay interest on savings accounts because they

use some Of the, money on deposit to lend to others
(who in turn pay the banks interest for the use of the
money).
Checking accounts are convenient for consumers;

ry
it,

isn't necessary to carry cash hecause the checV
represent immediate payments and are like cash.

d. Credit cards allow the consumer to buy now (since they
are accepted by the merchants as cash would be) and
pay later (si, .riee the payments are not immediately due).

FiScus on the Phlifomenon of expanding money supply..
Explain that the same thing happens inthe U.S. as did in the
classroom. People deposit savings iwthe bank (and earn
interest on them), sometimes leaving them for a long time.
Banks are allowed.to lendpart of the Money. With more than
one bank in operation, the same "money" can be lent more
than once and put into checking accounts where it acts just
like money foi the borrowers (although some orit doesn't
actually exist as physical cash). So long as people don't get
terribly worried and want all their money at the same time (a
run on the banks) it all works very smoothly. In the U.S. the
amount which can be lent.is controlled by the government so
that the depositors can almost always get their money out as
soon as they want it.

By making loans. in this way, bankers (who are private
businesspeople) can earn a,profit themselves (from interest
received on loans and investments), and 'can also benefit the
community by making money available for consumers and
businesspeople through loans. Using these loans, consumers
can get some of the larger items they wish to. purChase
without having to wait to "save up" for them, and
businesspeople, can get.loans to start businesses or expand
their businesses without having to save up their profits for
such. Besides this,. banks provide the convenience of a safe
place to store money, pay interest for those who save at thtlm
and provide added conveniences of checking accounts and

,charge cards...,

a
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Follow-up Activities t,
The following is designed to reinforce and review concepts

experienced earlier in the le von.
Going back to the beginning of the lesson, review through

discus'sion:
a. What money isanything a group decides on and is

accepted in exchange for goods, and services. It can
take any form the group wishes, either something
inherently valuable or not.

b. What are some advantages of money over barter
common uni f value,tmedium of exchange, time-

mpute how uch debt is owed, etc.
oney cyst , what acted as money?

Cash and checking accounts. Credit cards act differ-
ently because when a cheeb is written the money is
immediately -subs ractec om the account whereas with
a credit card, you may pay later, and only after you pay
does money -change hands.
The differences between time deposits (savings ac-
counts) ind demand deposits (checking accounts)
Checking accounts are just like cash but allow the user
t6 have the money safely on deposit while still using it.
Savings accounts sometimes require a waiting period
before Money ca e withdrawn (only at the end of the
day in the sinMP fion) but pay interest. This is because
the hank uses some Of the money while it is on deposit
to make loans (earn interest for themselves) afrd
sometimes needs ,time to call in loanv to return youi
savings to you. Because the bank uges your money
while you are not using it, they pay you interest (all
essence, you, are lending your money to the bank).

e. An activity for gifted students is as filllows: Simulate
the expansion of money between the two banks by
walking through the.demand deposit of $1,000., Have

h

saver,' used to
c. When we had

the bank keep,
lend 75percent

rcent of the deposit, on hand and
h is then deposited in another-bank

as a Remand deposit. This bank-rn9st keep 25 percent
of the nevi deposit on hand and lel'id 75 percent, etc.
Have'.the children role-play this and add up the
"money" created by the initial deposit.

f. Show one or both of the "banking films suggested'
(see Appendix C, page 58). e- ... 4.),../ 'r

* 14 .
IV. Evaluatio,t1 '

The following items are intended for administering, after
)pthe co letion of the entire unit. They , are designd to

measure achieverdent of the specified objectives. Achieve- t-
ment of objective, 6 should be ascerrined durint the
follow-up discussion. /

1., You are a teacher explaining some of the 'reasons
societies have(money instead ofharter (trading) economies.

ich of these is an economic reason to have money, instead
o barter system?

a. Money can have beautiful pictures and designs
drawn on it.

x b. Money' can be spent for anything the person wants
to buy, but in barter you must either use things or
trade them. '' - )

2. You live in a barter system and want to trade your cow
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for some vegetables. The Other farmer has only six headtof
- lettuce and 10 tomatoes. You don't think those are worth a
whole cow but, the farmer wants a live cow, ndt part of the
meat from a 'dead cow. How would a paper money system
help you to make this trade?
Criterion for correctness: StuclOt must indicate that with
paper money the units of value can be more easily divided
than the cow or other barter items.

3. Far away there s an island,called Foboland. When you
. go into a store inFoboland and buy something, the

storekeeper asks for blue beads. The storekeeper pays his
helpers in blue beads and they use the beads to buy food a d
other things. Which of these is true?
/- a.x a Blue beads are money in Foboland.

. b. Blue beads are not money in F oland.
c. The people in Foboland mu doing this to fool

you because it's April ool's Day..
d. People in Foboland-have a barter economy.

.4.. In the United Statesbwe use currency called dollars. In
France, the currency is called fratcs.

Could you go into most U.S. stores and t,y things
a

a.

c.

d.

with francs? '

YES
Could yotr goanto just any store in France and buy
things with U.S. dollars?

YES
Are dollars money in the U.S.?

YES ` NO
Are francs money in France?

NO

YES - NO
5. Which of the folloWing things is not used as money in

the United States? 2

a. Dollars
b. Coins such as dimes, nickels and quarters

x c. Blue beads,
d. Personal checks from a bank check4ag account-

6. When I went into a store yesterday, the salesperson
asked if I was going to pay with cash or a check. Why would
the store take.a check from my checking account in exchange
for the candy I was buying?
Criterion for correctness: A check is used in the-same way as
cash money.

7. When I use a credit .card from my bank to pay for
something I buy, what does that mean'?

a. I don't have to pay, for the things that I buy. lijust

b.

c.

sign my name.
The people from th store will call me on the phone
later and ask me to ng them some'real money for
the things I. bought.
I sign my name to show that I owe money for the
things I bought.4My bank will pay 'the store and I
will pay my bank later for those things.

8. Jimmy's store gives- credit cards to good ..customers.
They can then use the credit cards anytime' they, buy

sottiething in Jimmy's stork. How does Jimmy get the money
for thiAgs people buy with credit cards? ,

a. Jimmy doesn't get any money for things people buy
with credit cards. He just gives the _things away as-
gifts

x b. Jimmy's ,store sends a bill at the end of the month
for all the things a person bu)t with a credit card.
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/
Then the airson gives Jimmy cash OT a check for
that amou'gt. C:1

c. People can Onry Use credit cards if Jimmy owes
their} money. The credit catd is a wady for Jimmy to
pay. back the people to whom he owes money.

9. When you.borrow money from a bank or loan com:
pany, why do they usually want you to pay them interest plus
the original amount of the loan *en the time comes to pay
the money back?

Because they don't want to lend the money and they
hope having to pay interest will make yod save your
own money insteag of borrowing theirs.

x b. Because they are trying to earn a profit. When you
borrow their money they cannot use it in other
ways, so they-ask you to pay for the use-ef-their

_money.
c. Beckuse they don't you and they want extra,

money to be sure you won't leaye town with their
. money.

10. When you put money into the bank in a savings
account, the bank pays you extra money for leaving it there.
Why does the bank pay you this interest?

-a. Because they jike you and want you to like then.,
b. Because they,think you must need the extra money.

x c. Because they use'part of your money for roans and
41 you can't use the money while they are using it, so

they pay you. .-
11. Baas -provide certain services' because they are

businesses and want to earn aprofit and keep their customers
happy. Many of the services banks perform are important to
the whole community. Why are loans important td the whole
community?

a. Because the people who get the loans are happy and
that makes everyone feel better. f

ecause some loans are used to open new busi-
n sscs and makebtherbusinesses bigger. This can
provide more jobs' or people and also can give the
people more choices of things to buy.

c. Beeause loans, make sure thatpo prieSs poor.
12. Banks also allow people to open vhecking accounts

(demand, deposits). Why iS this an itnportant convenience for
many people?

4--
Because pekple like to, pay for things with checks
since they hare` pretty, pictures-on, them.

b. Because the bank usually makes you pay some
Money for the paper checks'''. This makes people
more careful about hdw many checks they write.

x c. Because people can write checks to lase just like
,money but they don't -have to carry iajl-their money
around with them.

J43. Economists sometimes say that banks create money.
What does this mean?

a. It means that each bank has a printing press and

x b.
ptrints money whin it wants to make a loan,

hat banks lend part of the money from
de posits and when lOts of-banks' do this,
th re .is ore money to use than just the paper

oney the government/prints. .

c. 'It means' that bankers e magicians, and they can
make money come out of their hats like a magic
show.

a.

x



14. Suppose all the people who had §aiiings accounts and
checking accounts in all the banks in the U.'S. decided to take
it all out at once. Woad there be enough dollars and quarters
and dimes to pay them all at once?

YES NO

Why do you say thai?
Criterion for correctness:. Because lots of the money in the
U.S. is "checking account money that you can use like
money but it is only written down on paper. There aren't
enotigh dollars for everyone to have all his money in cash.

Appendix C
Films
"Money in the Bankand Out"

Emphasizes how a bank helps a community by keeping
money in circulation. Explains such procedures and
terminology as deposits, checks, interest and money
flow.

"The Story of Our Money System"

Sample Check

Traces the evolution of the unified money system from
bartering to the convenient forms used today.

"It's All Mine".
Presents an ,animated cartoon designed to enlighten'
children on the use and valueof money, the importance
of saving, and the basic functions of a bank. -

..

Appendix D

1,

John Doe .Check No. 1

Room No. 10 ,

Pay tq the
Order 'Of

Teacher's Bank
of Room 10

Dollars

Account-No.

88

Sample Credit Card

Teacher's Bank
Credit Card

John Doe
Rod'm No.0'

Aceount Nor, Signature
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A Way of Amplifying the Concept of Inflation
I. Description of Concepts and Rationale

Although inflation is ever-present in the news, the causes
and effects

of
inflation E:e not olpaous to the student. This

lesson will Eroduce the concept of inflation by focusing on
the end-price result of constant increases in the money
supply. Simulation of our economy through a token economy
wil) take pike for one week in the classroom. The student
will obserVe.. and participate in a demand-pull inflation
situation. In this token-economy structure /the student can

adily identify witiftne real-world price rises through his/her
personal classroom experience.

Through participation in the classroom token eco H

the student will have the opportunity interact i other
students in an auction sett*. ThisQ will Lei orce such

/6o,ncepts.as changes in quantity anded as ax ult-of price
lianges, and changes in dema'n as the resylt of income

nges.

I. ObjeC/itTS
1. Cyrarf essay-t

t
inc

. (Coul I

,st the student will be able define
genera pricsaie1741 ltof an

Anefrsuidry refative. to pr uction.
coordinate with.grade level.)

2. On`a multiple-c oice test item, the student will be able to
dentify four out of six examples-of inflation as itsoccurs

dur.society. 4
3. In a group discussion, students, willl discuss experiences

they have had of inflation occ4imil1outSide of the
classroom:

4. Students will be able to enumerate various solutions to the
problem of inflation as it occurred within their classroom:
lower the rate of pay to some or all the students for the
various tasks performed (decrease . money supply in
relation to production, discover a way to increase the
supply of goods and services, establish some kind of
savings program with an ultimate goal of havinga use for
the money at a later date (decrease demand by altering
time preference patterns).

5. The-student will be able to define verbally or on a written
examination the folio rig terms: (a) inflation; (b) money
supply; (c) increase; (d) ecrease; and (e) profits.

for-Work Week. I am willing to Jyou decide On four items
of work for which you feel you should receive some token
pay. I would also like you to decide how many tokens should
be paid for each task. Some possible pay- taqcs might be
attendance,' prompt completion of work, various jobs of
clean-up within the 'room, etc."

Possible student reaction :. "What's the purpose of getting
tokens? What can we do with them?" .

. .

.

Teacher: "At the end o'f each day we will auction two
ndy barS, and the two highest bidders will each get a candy

ar. We oeed to determine how much a job is worth. How
many tokens can you earn for, say, cleaning the sink? Do you
have ideas for jobs?" Discuss the possible ways;to establish
how much is to be allowed to be earned.

The students will establish the four main categories of pay,
and amounts to be earned within each category. The choice of
work is theirs. At the end of the first day of Token Week, stop
about 20 minutes before dismissal time. Have students turn in
token time-sheets, ttien pay them accordingly. Bring out the
first candy bar for aCctiOn; hold the-auction. Repeat with the
second candy`bar. Recontpurchase paler.

; At the end of the second day go through the saint process
_, . of students performing tasksNeceiving pay (increasing the

money supply.L...and-auctioning a constant number of goods
(Constant output). At' the end of the auction, compare the
purchase prices of the first day with those of thesecond day.
Do not push for any conclusions at this time.

The same process will be repeated on the third, fourth and
fifth days. Talk about the9high pri ce of the, Candy bars as
compared with those of the first day. iliscuSs the phenOme- .i..
non of more money chasing ike same amount Of goodg. Ask if
anyone can think of comparable situations in the world
outside our classroont Discuss generally rising prices (e.g.,
food costs), parents' raises, and constant -or decreasing
ability to get what they want. Mk if any of the students can
give a name to this phenomenon. Lead them to the labeling of
this situation aIN1ATION.

Follow -up Activities
11At the start of the second week, form a discussion.ci le. -

Discuss what occurred 'during the Token-Pay-for- Work rk .1).°.
Week. As the students if they can figure out Avay to avoid

, the problem of inflation. Compare the situation as it occurred ...
in the classrOom to the problems faced by their'parents. Have "

-the students first deal with solving th classrod inflatien,
experimenting with various postibls- olutions, a .continue
thl process for another week or tw . It mayalso be desirable
to go into a' more complex study of our economy, and its
problems with inflation. A learning centertould be estab-
lished worksheets dealing with the following kinds of
proje ts : . .

I. Survey your home. Ask your parenls to name five items
the prices-of which they feel have most inflated over the last
10 year's. Try to find the cost of these items 10 years ago.
How can you do this? Go to the library and look up- past
newspaper ads. Go to your lotal market and have an
Interview with the owner or nianager. 'Bring in newspapers.
Check the retail price indices. ?'

III. Directions and Instructional Sequence
Room Arrangement and Materials

1. The teacher will establish a token pay for designated
work within the classroom. The token pay will be establis6;14,_
for a period of one week.

2. The teacher can either arbitrarily seta wage for certain
tasks or leave the choice to the group decision-making
process. .

3. Wages will be paid at the end,of each day's work.
4. Set a time of 20 minutes each day for an auction. Two

candy bars will be auctioned at the end of each day.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures
Teacher: "For this week we will operate a special, system

within our classroom. 'We shall call this the Token-Pay-
. .
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.\ 2."\Su ey your community. Go. to a community store.
l',:riscuWith the merchant how, the presenNconomic
situation' has affected ins/her business. Ask if They are
making more m than they were making five years ago.
Ask if they able to uy nmch more if they are making
more mone Find Obi if it is true that although they are
grossing ino onero their profits are less because of higher
inventory -reel cement expenses.

- IV. Evaluation
1,, Defile the term inflation. .

2. Check off the situations which could lead to inflation.
x.a." Mr. Brown has been working for the same com-

panyfor a long time, and the company decides that
all employees of Mr. Browrils age slimild retire
early
Brown s to reduce his spending immediately, but

and ake room for new,.einployees. Mr.

his family has trouble with the situation and
continues to spend more money than Mr,. Brown is
now making, so the money must come from his
secret savings under his mattress.

4
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b. Mr. Jones receives a bonus from 's'ork and irn;
mediately puts°.it into savings for any emergency
tHat' might occur.

c. Johnny Smii receives $20 fora Christmas present
from his rich Uncle Torn. John puts his moYoy
away in his toy bank to SaveAmtil he has enough to
buy a skateboard.

x d. Miss Smith receives a tax rebate of VS and goes
out immediateTy to buy a new winter coat.

x e. Steve Larkin gets a weekly allowance of $5' and
also makes some money on extrkchores. Steve
takes this money and puts it in a savings account.'
-IherrSteve sees a bargain buy on a surfboard for

g

$50. He talks his mother into tend' 13ghim the extra
3120 he needs to buy this fabulou d.

3. A government official has turned on the printing
presses and created one million dollars.' She then goes on a
shopping trip and spends this money.

a. How does this relate to our classroom experience?
b. What has changed in the .S. economy?
c.. How can we reverse proces
d. Is this an example of ation9 n wh r way?

c

s.
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Competing Soft-Drink Stands: An Econoi-nic Activity Illustrating
Competition and Monopoly

I. Rescription.of Concepts and Rationale
Although children ar.y able to learn and understand many

important economic principI6 by operating any one of the
typical bitsinesses described in published units, the important
ingredient of competition is seldom included. Since, in'the
American economy, c tition among businesses is sore
important in deterrninin Prices and quality-of products sold,
it is probably important that, at some point, students are
given the opportunity to gain some experience in operating a
business which has to deal with at least one competitor.

It is the purpose of this activity to help children to discover
a number of basic business and economic principles (e.g., the
nature of corporations, factors of production, etc.) ray setting
up competing, soft-drink stands. Two differlint classrooms,
will set up their bsvn corporations. However, the main
learning outcome to be deriverilriom this unit is the role of
competition on price and output, onsumer and producer. In
order for the students truly to understand the effects of
competition, they will first experience a monopoly situation

-for a soft-drink product,' thus allowing comparison of the two
situations. '" "..,

. .
'll. Objectives
Major Objectives
1... Students will be able to explain how competition among

businesses affects both the price and quantity of goods
produced.

2. Students will be able to explain the effects of competition
on the producer and the consumer.

Auidiary Objectives (Optional) 4.
,

3. Students will be able to explain the basic structure of a
corporation and the purpose of stocks. 2

4. Students will be able to explain capital investment,
production costs and profits.

'5. Students will be able to explain the possible effects df
division of labor and specialization on the quantity and
quality of goods produced.

III. 'Dr and Instructional Sequence
Room Ar Sngerr nt and Materials

No specific room arrangement is absolutely required for
this lesson; however, certain circumstances will aid the
lesson in running smoothly. For the initial group discussions
concerning decisions to form a company, sell stock, and
pioduce and sell a soft-drink .product, the ide41 room
arrangement would be that of a Glasser group or Magic Circl&)
(chairs arranged so that each member of the class has an
"equal" position and all can see one anothera circle or
square). This same arrangement would be ideal for all
follow-up discussions, but may be most difficult to attain in

culminatinitdiscussionsowhiCh include both classes. A
chalkboard should be available for calculations, illustrations,
etc.
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For the production phases (including Se 'production of
signs and other advertising materials), the ideal situatiqn
world be a room with tables and chairs (Preferably movable,

sb assembly'lines can be arranged conveniently) rather than
individual desks. Also very helpful toihe production phases
would be the availability of a sink, ideally one within the
room itself. Should your room not easily lend itself' to such
arrangements, an added dimension might be that of renting
the school cafeteria (of course, riot during lunch or nutrition),
the teachers' cafeteria, or similar accommodations. How-
ever, before such arrangements are suggested , and ac-
complished, it would be best to asceriain that two such areas
were available (for ease of entry for the second class
corporation) or that thpfacilities available could be used at
different times of the morning, allowing both classes to
participate with equal ease when entry of a competitor is
arranged.

The sales phases of the lesson require that somespaCe be.
available in an area accessible to students during the play
period after lunch, such as a corner of the playground where a
table and benches could be set up. Ideally, this area should
not be too far removed from the rooms of participating
classes

s
or from their areas of production, and would be out of

the way of sports activities conducted during the play period.
Materials will, in large part, be.provided from outside the

clasgoom through purchases and rentals by the corporations.
It may be desirable for the teachers to provide some of the
rental materials themselves (charging, of course, for their
use) in order to cut down on confusion of bringing too many
items from the outside. Teachers could make available for.
rental the most obvioui equipment required for the initial
productiF of lemonade such as measuring cups, spoons, and
containek, leaving more specialized (and larger) equipment
(juicers, strainers, blenders, etc.) for rental from parents.

Other materials required in the course of the lesson include
colored construction paper (for the 'printing of° stock cer-
tificates), art materials (for the production of advertising`
posters and other types of ads),* paper and pens or pencils for
record- keeping, letter-writing, etc.

Optional but desirable materialsincludea libraryof bookS '
and articles on businesses and elementary economic concepts
for use in decision-making and follow-up 'discussions.; and
coolqbooks (at grade ,level) and magazines to guide in the
production of soft drinks and to provide ideas' for changes in
products. Another useful item would be aprons for use during\
the-production and sales phases. These eani)e Provided by \
the teacher or brought' from home.

The constraints issued by the principal and/or nurse should
be considered when determining materials and room,,ar-
rangement as well as scheduling for the lesson. The nurse, for
example, may require that hair be tied back (necessitating
rubber bands or other articles brought from home or provided
by the teacher), thatthe class visit lavatories as a group before
production and. sales to be sure that hands are washed, or that

*These should he sold to the students by the teachers so"they experience the
out-of-pocket costs of suFb,materialx.



production take place away. wjndows. Such
factors may affect the pure g decisions maktg the
classes at a later phase, too. If studenfs decide to speed'4.
lines by pouring lemonade before sales begih, !Pie nurse may
require that the cups be covillod until sales beginInecessitat-.
ing the purchase of wax paper or a similar product). The
principal may decide to hold the corporations responsible for
yard clean-up after lunch, suggesting the-need to move tfiash
cans to the sales area.

Sequence of Activities and Procedures'
Motivational and Informational

This lesson requires advance planning and cooperation
between two teachers of intermediate grade classes. One
class will precede the other in actually setting up. octirFora-
bon, and the timing for entry of the second class corporation
will be planned by the teachers unless entry into the
soft-drink market is spontaneously suggested by members of
the second class after the establishment of the first business.
Cooperation of the principal and school nurse should also be
solicited in advance.

In the first claskroom, the teacher should introduce the idea
of learning about businesses by actually setting up and
operating a soft-drink- stand on the playground. Once it is
established that this business is a good ideahe teacher
should explain 'the steps which must be tale& before the
business venture can actually begin: (1) obtain a license to
operate, (2) obtain a health certificate, and (3) obtain money
to buy or rent materials and machines to produce the soft
drinks. Students may decide they can get a business license
from the principal and a health certificate from the school
nurse. A discussion of methods of financing may be more
complicated as students consider alternatives of borrowing
the money from various,sources,or of selling ,stock in their
corporation. Stocks should be explained with an emphasis on
the fact that stockholders may make money if the company
makes a profit, but that there is the possibility of loss to the
stockholders.

In the second classroom, the teacher may either begin
general, less personalized lessons on starting a business, the
nature of stock, etc., or (s)he may postpone these until
introducin& the idea of competing with the business-of-the
firgrtlassrSom.

'Organizing the First Corporatiof
Students in the first classrooms, having been advised that

their first product would be lemonade but that other soft
drinks could be subitituted or added later, can now start
organizing their corporation. They will probably wish to
choose a corporate name, and elect a board of directors with
offices such as president, vice president(s), secretary and
treasurer.

The secretary of the corporation will then write letters to
the school principal and nurse requesting a license to operate
the business and a health certificate. In reply, the principal
would agree to issue the license, but advise the group that it
would have to pay the school a percentage of its profits as rent
for the use of the room and playground (as well as a business
table) as its place of business. The granting of the business
license may include certain conditions suitable to individual
schools, such as when sales will be allowed. It may be
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desqrable to limit sales to the play period following lurch,
thu cutting down on students spending lu.nch money soft
dri ks. The nurse should inspect the room and talk to the
stu ents about laws goserning the production of food. She
would then agree to issue the health ertificate, but \yarn that
she would insPiettheir.operation frequently to Make ure that
al[' conditions- were sanitaly.:

A discussion should then to determi e what
materials will be required to start production, terials
commonly named will be large plastic containers th.lids,
and kniveg, measuring cups, juice squeezers, straineri, large
spoons, etc. The teacher may suggest that these materials
could be rented from the teacher or the parents of various
students rather than purchaged outright. The rent could be
paid from money received after sales were started. Other
materials which will be needed are cups (paper or
styrofoam), leMons, sugar and ice. It will be necessary to
purchase these from money received from an initiql loan or
from the sale of stocks.

Also at this time, the issue of payment for labor and
management must be decided. The company may wish to
divide itself into four departments: production, advertising,
sales and maintenance, and may also wish to appoint a vice
president, foreman or manager to run each department.
Payment for the services of these persons should be discus-
sed, including the probable desirability of differential pay
rates for those with differing levels of responsibility. For
example, the class may decide to pay the company officers
100 per day, manage. 8¢ per day, and all other workers, 5¢
per day.

Students may independently opt for the sale of stocks
rather than taking out a loan for the initial capital. However,
should the students remain undecided, the teacher may point
but the benefits of selling stock over those of obtaining a loan:
(1) the difficulty students may have in obtaining and repaying
a loan, (2) should a loss be incurred, stockholders would
share ine loss, and (3) thembers of the company may invest
in stock commensurate with their faith in the success of the
operation, etc..

Students st now decide how many shares of stock to\.,
make avails le for what initial price;andany conditions of-
sales. The may' decide to. sell anywhere from 50 to 300
shares of tock at a price range of 5 to 25¢ per share. The
teacher's put is an important factor here, to insure that stock
sales cover he approximate initial costs of production, or the
business w I never begin. Students may have difficulty
judging the is of materials, and some appropriate estima-
tion along ith addition on the blackboard will be very
helpful in deciding. how many shares to sell at what price.
AIX helpful may be a cursory demand schedule derived by'
polling class members as to how many shares they would be
willing to purchase at what prices. This can be accomplished
by listing alternative prices per share of stock in one column,
and listing the total number of shares students would be
willing to purchase at each price (during a specified time
period) in the adjoining column. A third column, total
revenue, can then be computed by multiplying each price and
the quantity demanded at this price. When polling students to
determine quantity demanded at each price, add the total
number of shares all students indicate they would purchase at
that price (e.g., if at 25 per share 10 students would
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o purchase two shares each, 12 students would purchase
share each, and 10 would purchase no shares, the quantity
demanded at 250 peyhare would be 32 shares. Total revenue,
would be $8.00). In deriving oth a demand schedule, it is
important to remind students th'Udecnand is desirebackeiby
the ability to pay. The market demand schedule would lobk
something like this:

c Time Period: One-Hour Stock Sale
Two Days from Now

Price. per Share of Total Revenue
Stock in the Quantity (Price times -7--
Co ratibn * Demanded Quantity Demanded)

5g
lO
15g
20¢
25¢

OtherqueStions to be answered are: ill there be a limit on
the number_ of shares which can e purchased by one
individual? Will stock be available to c ildren from outside
the class? And, if so, will children in the class be given a
period of advance sales and thus receive preference for
purchasing the stock?

These matters decided, it will be helpful for the teacher toy--
limit the time of production to, perhaps, one hour per day.'
Letters should be sent to parents explaining the activity and
the sale of stock (see Appendix E, 'pages 66- . If sales
outside theiclassroom are to be allowed, stude may wish to
prepare posters advertising the stock sale.

A day & two following the advertising and arent letters,
stocks should be sold. These sales may become complicated

some students wish to purchase multiple shares, or too
many students outside the class want to become sharehol51-
ers, Classes which previously did not opt to limit tares
purchased periperson may now decide to do so. Eve this
event, some#fopeful 1111116rs may be unable to obtain shares.
They may become angry, or they may attempt to purchase
shares from the other students at a price higher than that
initially paid. It may be desirable to end the stock sale with an
analytical (and calming) discussion of the events.

In any case, the company will now have capital with which
to purchase supplies. A purchasing agent shoUld be ap-
pointed to obtain the supplies so that production can start the
following day. The class may wish to hold a short discussion
to provide inputs to the purchasing agent. They may express
opinions as to where the agent may get the "best deal," and
provide information such as the location of a supermarket
with low prices, .or information that a neighbor owns several
lemon trees and may be willing to sell the lemons for a price
lower than that of the supermarket. At thiS time, students
should also respond td ireviouS inquiries as to the rental of
equipment from their parents and the rental price agreed
upon. Now the advertising crews will create and .display
posters announcing the sale of lemonade aftei lunch the
following day.

Production and Sales
The purchasing agent should report on supplies obtained
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4nd rentals arranged. The class should be advised on the
importance of careful record keeping, including amounts

_purchased of supplies, rentals arranged for, and amounts
produced and sold daily, as well as a final report oritotal
expenditures and total income.

The manager of production should set up assembly lines,
for production, the number of which will prpbably be
governed by the number of juice squeezers and mixing
containers available. Typical jobs on the assembly line are:k
cutting lemons, squeezing the juice, straining the juice
(optional), measuring the juice, adding the water, adding the
sugar, mixing the lenionade, and adding the ice. (NOTE: An
official of the company will have had to arrange for rental of
school cafeteria freezer space, rental of freewr space and
delivery of ice from a parept, or the' rental of ice chestsfor
storage of ice.). By the end of the production hour, students
will probably have produced between one and five gallons of
lemonade. You will probably wish to calculate the number o?
cups which the produced lemonade w I fill. With inf rma-
tion as to the number of cupsful produc d, as well 4s list of
costs incurred, students can decide on the price pe cup at
which the lemonade will be sold. Costs of production which
should be considered include raw materials purchased by the

\purchasing agent, as well as rentals and salaries agreed upon.
The total of these costs divided by the number of cupsful
which can be produced would result in the cost of production
per cup. Students should consider these costs, as well as the
"income level" of schoolmates, in setting an initial price.
Again, teacher input is importAthere. You may suggest that
students calculate w many cupsful they must sell at various
prices in order to m e a profit.

Following lunch, e company will begin sales, most
probably with two or three children pou4ting and serving the
lemonade and one taking cash and makingOange. The sales
manager will want to consider the len0Q9,9the forniinglines,
and possibly add extra servers. -

FolloWing the sales, the class should-4t to determine its
financial position, being careful not to forget rental costs
which may be due at the ,end of the week -or later. Plans
should be made for purchase of more supplies if necessary,
and approximate profit should be calculated. (If the company
has not made a profit, the teacher should provide appropriate
inputs concerning the purchase o'f,-supplies, sale price per yei)
cup, etc.) Sales should continue on this basis for the daysP.
following.

Organizing the Second Corporation
As soon as it is determined that the first corporation has

made a profit, the idea of competing with the first class should
be introduced in the second classroom. The teacher should
make the point that, since there is a demand for soft drinks
and a profit is being made, perhaps this second class can earn
part of the profit for themselves by competing for sales with
the first corporation. The sequence of events is the same as
that for the first corporation, with the added dimension that
production and sales decisions should be made with careful
consideration of the competition aspect. The second class
may wish to advertise more extensively than the fir sre, may
wish to produce a larger quantity of lemonade than the first
(especially if unsatisfied buyers were turned away from the
first stand), or may feel that supplies can be purchased at



lower prices from other sources. M soon as the initial
decisidns are made and stock sales are completed, the second
corporation should begin production and sales of lemonade in
competition with the first (under the same time constraints
levied on the other class). Following one or two days of
competition, classes should be allopied to change their
products to other soft drinks shouk:Ithey wish.

At the end ofsach day of sales, the classes should meet
separately or in conjunction to discuss the interaction of
prices charged, quantitieoSold, etc.°The classes will wish to
meet separately to make d cisions concerning changing their
product, their prices, th r advertising, etc. Typical changes
which may be made i lude:

(a) A company using hand juicers may elect to lent
electric juicers to increase production. This type of change
will probably occur when btiyets have been turned away (and
then go to the other company) due to a small supply.

(b) A comOany which had been buying ice cubes; may
decide to lower its cost of production (and increase its profits)
by renting freezer space and.ice cube trays from a parent or
the school and producing its own ice cubes rather than buying
them at a higher price.

(c) Students may discover outlet stores for the purchaseof/
supplies such as paper cups at a lower price than had been
paid in initial purchases of supplies.

(d) Students may change then- product to another soft.
drink.sttdh as Kool-Aid or punch made from a copcentrated
base, the supplies for which could bey purchased for lower
prices. They may decide to advertise -Mit change and lower
their prices.

(e) Other product changes may be more radical: Studnts
may decide tofreeze punch or Kool-Aid in ice cube trays and
sell popsicles. They may decide to crush ice, pour punch pr
base over it, and sell snow-cones. Their competitors m
then decide to freeze the Kool-Aid and whip the melting
concoction in rented blenders, selling "Slush."

Throughout, these changes, the follow-up diScussions
should, continue, analyzing prices charged, quantities pur-
chased, nonprice competition methods*used (advertising,
bonus items, treatment of customers, etc.), and profits made.

During the operations of the companies, many situations
may arise which involve not only economic consequences
but also the children's feelings,- values and attitudes. The
teacher should be alert to such situations andwhen they occur
should include the affective aspects of these problems in
follow-up discussioris after the day's business. Typical
situations which may arise include:

I . Someone steals some of the company's funds. .

2. Incorrect change is given by one of the sellers.
3. A child spills a contaitierof soft drinks.
4. A valuable piece of equipment is broken.
5. One person on the production line is not doing his job.
6. Clean-up crews are playing instead of working.
7. Members of one company are starting rumors about the

inferiority of the other company's product.
8. Members of one company gather around the competi-

tor's stand, making it difficult for potential buyers to
buy.

9. Members of the companies get together to set prices
and lobby against price competition in discussions.

Culminating Activity
After 11/2 to 2 weeks of competition, both companies

should be simultaneously dissolved. The books should be
cleared, with workers paid their wages, rentals concluded
and paid, etc. The students should be advisedof the coming
dissolution segeral days in advance sci they may use up
supplies on hand and judge carefully the purchase of any
additicftainaterials. At the dissolution of the companies, it is
time for the treasurers to present their.fiAal financial reports,
both for analysis and so that profits can be divided up among
stockholders according to their individual holdings. Stock-
holders may have increased their inifial investments, or may ,

receive only their initial investment or less at ,the end of the
ventures. One company may have earned significantly more
profit than its competitor. All these things will be silbject,to
Oscussion when the classes meet and compare their financial
statements. HoweVerthe major emphasis of the culminating

.

discussion should be the effects of a competing organization
entering the soft-drink market. When freedom of entry into
the market exists, prices go down and the quality of products
improves as firms compete fouatronage. -The quantity of
goods available for purchase is reater in a Zieinmpetitive
situation than iria mogppoly situation, also due to firMt; vying
for profits. Students from both classes should be led in
nqui discussions concerning the amount of profit made by
the nopolistic corporation and Ifie profits earned by the

alwill
orpo ations in com'petitiOn. In addition, the prices paid by

nsumers during the monopoly and competition phases, the
c nges in quantity produced, advertising campaigns, etc.,
should be reviewed. The following questions may be used as
a frameworIqoythe culmination diAcussion:
1. 'What things might have been done to improve production

and sales? '
Possible Response: Firms could have increased advertis-
ing. Firmscoulcl have added workers or machir to their
assembly lines. .

2. Thinking abo'ut the things which were done by each
vmpany.to increase profits, which things do you see
Cvere alike? Why'd - I ,

Possible Response: Both companies advertised. e'-.13 th
lowered prices to increase sales.

11.3. What things do you see that were different? Why?
Possible Response: Conipany A started Making lemonade
pops, but Company B. used electric juicers to increase
production and lower prices, too. , ' ,

4. a. Why do you think there as-this difference in, the
action taken by the two b messes? Explain. 1

Possible Response:7Each alciught what it did wadd bring
more customers. . i

b. Why do you think both groups did this ?What makes
-z-,. .you think that?' y- ' .

Possible Response: They wanted more customers so they
could make more money.-They wanted to get-customers
away from the other company. ° -

5. a. Thinking about the reasons the two businesses tbole
certain actions, what can you conclude are the reasons
American-businesses make changes in their products and
methods of production° and sales?
Possible Response: To compete with other businesses for
custom rs. To earn more profit. _

b. 'Wh t can yottconclude happens as a result of the fact,

p.



that these changes are made?
Possible Response: Prices are lower. Products are better,
more varied. Xliere are more things to choose from.
c. What general statement can you make about the e ect
of competition in business for the consumer?
Possible Resportse: "IL is good for the consumers because
they, can get more products and different products for
lower prices.

6. a. What do you think might have happened if we had had
only one soft -drink company?
Possible Response. We would Only have had lemonade,
not the other products. And the prices wouldn't have goner

might have chap-
down.
bp)Whal makes you think

mid?
P sible Response: Because only one company wouldn't
have had to compete for customers.
c. What would hau had to haV,e hap ed to m,:ke
______,,. possible?-
Possible Response: People:AAi_ ou1,44. have to LAM
lemonade.
d. lf, as you said, ___-____happened,. what you think
might happett after that?---e ,

PosilbkResp-onse: If the price oflemonade was too high,
people would start buyingless. The price might have gone
down some anyway, but not as much. ,: -
c. ,'In'. the. light of this discussion, look at the general

' statement you made earlier. Is it still valid,,or would you
like to change it in someway?
Possible Response: Yes (Or no-)-.

Follow-up AitivitiesPo-
Follow-Up activities for this lesson may come directly

from some of the points raised in the culminating discussion.
If students are uncertain about some of their responses in the,

: Fulminating discussion, it is facilitative to foie -play the
situations described for ease of analysis. Some,examples of

,follow-up role-playing are:
1. Students may wiSh some better idea of the effegs of a

monopoly situation. Role -play a monopoly situation with
one firm selling lemonade only for $1 per cupful. Ask thee
children to role-play hd'w many cupsful they would have
boughs and what they would have said. Ask the monopolists
to role-play what they would have done: The pb able(l
actions taken would be to lower the price to soul extent.
Another possible response-would be to sell a more desirable
product such as(lemonade pops. .

+4' 2. As a continUation'of rote - playing Situation 1, bring in.
another (or several other)* ompeting firms. Start thence at
$1 again. Ask the children to role-play what they would'have
done. Have the competitors verbalize price and product
changes as they occur in the role-playing. Ask those children
not acting in the role-playing to chart these changes and then '

discuss diem with (he entire class. ' ,

3 .Conduct two separate role-playing actions, one in
which the competing firms retain:the original product
Oemonade or some other product) and compete only by
towering their prices, an,-anlathe.rin whichthe firms compete,,
by such actions as advertisipg that their prOducttastes better, ,

has more vitamins, etc., and/or in which the firms compile
by changing their product to something slightly different (and

4.

presumably more desirable) than the original product (suc
as lemonade slushes or popsicles). In analyzing the actions in
the role-playing situation, have the students differentiate
between why they bought more of the products in the first
situation and why they bought more in the second.

In the first situation, students will probably indicate that
they bought more because it -Was cheaper (they .couldbecause

more), and in t second they will probably
indicate that they bought on product over the other because,
they "wanted if more or because it was a better product.

',(Situation 1 refers to a movement along a demandcurve. The
product wasn't more desirable in the minds of the consumer,
but the price was lower and because of, that they purchased a
greater quantity. Situation 2 refers to a change in demand. If-
the tastes and preferences of consumers arechangedif they
see a product as "better"they may be willing td purchase

_more of that product at all allt4live prices. you may with to
t pursue this concept through another lesson dealing primarily

with these differences. See lessons on demand and the factors
affecting demand.)

IV. Evaluation
The followi items ned to measure the achieve-

"ent of the cified ob ctives or the lesson.
1. All e kids artin Luther King School like

chocolate chip cookies. When would chocolate chip cookies
probably be sold at the lowest price?

a. When Bobby is the only one selling chocolate chip
cookies.

x When Bobby has a ch olate chip cookie business
but so does Fran and s

c, Chocolate chip cooki
- same price no matter

cookie busin sses ther
t. Jill is producin ats and s

prbfit Is- $1, per hat. orge begins . to produce hats' in
competition with Jill, a

does Sarah..
would probablfeetbe the

ow many chocolate chip
were.

fling them for $2 each. Her

lls his hatsfor$1.50 peihat. If
Jill wishes to compete with George in selling hits by
lowering herprices, what will probably happen to the'amount
of profit she earns per hat?

a. Her profit will,go up.
b. Her profit will remain the same as it was.

x c. Her profit, will go down.
3. Hilda has a lemonade st nd sells each cup for 10V.

Butshe only spends one -ha hour each day squeezing
lemons And so only produces 20 cups per day. She usually
riins our lemonade before the day is over, and many-of her
c rs have now started going to Ralph's stand because.
he ays seems to have enough lemonade for all his
cust ers, Hilda wants to get her customers back, but she
doesn't want to lower her prices since Ralph is selling for 10V
a cup too. What would help her get her c ()friers back?

-3( a: She could spend mbre time squee ng lemons and .

soi have more lemonade on hand. en her custo& °

ers wourdn't go.away angry.
3-fb. She could keep on prodifing the amount of

lemonade and hope that her customers would get
tired of Ralph. 'I.,

c. She could raise her price and sell lemonade. .

4. Cynthia and John each give skiing' essons for the same
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# price per lesson. Cynthia wants to compete with Joh1i for
customers, so she gets one of her students who has learned to
ski very, well to write a letter saying that she is a great teacher.
She then uses this letter to advertise her lessons. How will
this help Cynthia compete with John if she doesn't lower her

MATERIAL SAMPLES
Sample materials provided are::
1. letter toparcnts
2. stock certificate sample form
3 f sample financial report with notations as to the payment

of stockholders. 4

prices?
Criterion' for Correctnesp The student must, state that
advertising her service (product) will possibly make people
think-that, it is a better one than, John's.

Appendix-E

0

It is suggested that a rental agreement form also be
developed which specifies the equipment rented,:the fee and
time period agr,eed on, the time paym t is due, and a space
fo the signatures of the corporate resentative (student
officer of the corporation) and the le r (parent, teacher,
principal or cafeteria head).

Dear Parents:

Sanii)le Letter to Parents

(Date) 4

The students in Room of
Elementary School are planning to set up a soft-drink
company at ovochool. Our purpose in this is to give
the children .an opportunity to learn many of the
principles upon which the American economic system
is based.

In order to obtain the necessary funds .to start our
business, the "corporation" is issuing shares of stock
which will be sold tomorrow. Your chi4 has been
advised of the risks involved in the puFelcase of such
stock.

,
,Your child's corporation is glanping to sell its stock at

petzliare. If you want him (her) to take part in
this activity, please see that your child brings money to

"school. , ' r

STOCK 'CERTIFIC4*AE

ONE SHARE 'COMMON STOCK IN
JUICE-A-GO, INC. ,

President Secret*

'Vice President Treasurer

Shares for the.other co ation may be identical except
for differences in the.nam °ee company.

These can be run off on c red construction paper, with if
different color for each company.

Children should be advised to keep shares in a safe place,
'as Riily those who brin eir shares to tfie company will be
paid off when the compan s go out of business.,

Sincerely,

sieattfre)'

(Note: When the second corporatiOn entees'tfie market,'
you will probably wish to edViselThe parents of-both
classrooms of this change; and the learning benefit's
Which will be derived, by miens of a similar letter.)

SANDY'S JUICE BAR
FINANCIAL

(15'te)

Expenditures
Rental of ,Equipment
Payment for Supplies
Wages

Total . . , . .
,r

Cash Received
Sale of Stocky

' *Sale ot%prod

44;

$ 5.00
,

4, 20.002
FTO

$12.50
65.00

$77.50

$37.50
7:50
$30.00

Total

_Cash on Hafrd'",
Less 20 percent Rental Fees

Surplus

'Surplus to be paid tohOlders 0f 50 shares of st k 610 per
share. Net profiC per share: 35g.

(,Note: More de, iled dailudports itemizing expenditures are
advisable.) . .
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Expenditures
Rental of Equipment $ 4.00
Replacement of Broken Equipment 1.50
Payment for Supplies .22.00
Wages 17.00
, -

$44.50

'0
JUICE-A-'GOINC.

FINANCIAL REPORT

(Date)

Cash ceivet*
'' Sale' of Stock , $30.00

Sale of Products 53.00
Total $83.00

Cash on Hand $38.50
Less 22 Percent Rental Fees\ 8.50

Surplus $30.00

S urpl us to be divided am ng holders of 300 shares of stock at
1O per share. Net pro t per share: Oft.

V
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Competition and Monopoly Baseball
I. Description of Concepts and Raticinale

Bx "tendency
,
toward competition," we are referring to a (4r:

market situation among buyers and sellers of goods and
services in \which no one person or group of:persons acting
in concertis able to exercise any control over the conditions

. of sale. Ina tharketwhere effective competition prevails, the
individual seller canncireentrpf his/her rivals' offerings, and
those offerings set narrow limits on the discretion s(he) may
exercise with regard to price and produftion. In other words,
the student should be aware that tending toward cothipetition
-iniplies genuine independence of action on the part of firms in
an industry, no form.Of collusion, and,no predatory pi ices.
Tending toward m9nopoly, on the other hand, (eters to ,

increasing contro,l0f the niarketsomemonopoly or control
of the market exists whenever a selleror group of sellers
acting by agreement-7has sufficient control over the volume .

, of sales to be able to influenCe jhe price of the cppmmodity,
Sold, to his/her advantage* '

(The purpose of thielesson is, through a game format, to
offer many reinforcement opportunities for the concepts of
monopoly and competition. The players will beiven many
real-life situations to judge as -9iiher competitive or mo-
nopolistic. They. will also be gifen opportAities to justify
,their choices as well as opportunities to rearrange ri specified

, situation so that it becomes the opposite.
The game Kovides a highly motivating foi-mat, and the

players are Allowed to make choicts concerning the type of
quegtion they wish to answe and the leyel /' difficulty.
When not .answering a title ion, a player can learn in a
nonthreatening manner by s ply listening to others' ques-
tions and answers.

Since the amount consumers pay may often be influenced
*by the degree of cbmpetition at exists in an industry and

because political candidates d'I r in their attitudes toward'
pionopoly power, it is impo ant for learners as future voters
as well as consumers to have some idea of the plienomenaof,
competition and- monopoly.

.. IL Objectifies
,,

I. The Darner will tie able to classify correctly, a given
situation as either competitive Or moncpoliStic.

2. ,The learner will be able to explain: Verbally and in writing
why a given situation either tends toward monopoly or
tends toward competition.

<1'

3. The learner will be able to give' at least one example of
how a given monopolistic situation could be changed.so
as to be more competitive.

4. The learner wine able to give at least one example of

ho,/a competitive situation could be, chinged so as to
become more monopolistic.

5. TI7 earner will be able to spell, orally define, and give
niples of:"( l) collusion, (2) advertising, (3) predatory

p ctices, (4), competition, (5) monopoly, (6) merger;
and (7) trust.

- III. Directions and Instructional' equence
Room Arrangement and Materials

1. At least six markerg, each of two colors.
2. Referee score card to keep trackmot innings, outs and

runs.
-3. Baseball Field Board.
4. Cards with questions for I base, 2 bases, 3 bases and

homerun.
5. One die.

Sequence of Activities and Procedureg
Rules

II. Three to thirteen players may use this game. One plyer
is to be referee.

2. The teams must be even. Thisfambe accomplished by a
throw of the die. Odd numbers ( I , 3,5) put the player on
the Monopoly Team. Even numbers (2,4, 6) indicate the

. player is on the Competition Team. When one team fills
up, the remaining players are on the opposite tearn.

3. Referee: The position of referee is regulated by the
touring: .

a. Selection: The referee may be a volunteer, be
appointed by the teacher, or be determined by the
throw of the ._ If more than one person volun-
teers, the highest throw of the die will determine the
referee.

b. Duties: The referee reads the questions chosen by
the players, checks the answers, makes the final
decision on Whether an answer is coffee, and keeps
trackof the innings, outs and 'runs.

c. It is nolessary that the referee be able to read the
cards and be impartial at all times.

4rThe Monopolists are up first. The order of the team'
. players is determined by the highest -throw of the 4:lie.

The order.of the Competitoh is detertninedin the same
manner. It 1

. 5. Scoring: A player may chOose a card from any of the .;

`four categories of questionsf the quesiOn is answered,
corretly, the pltyer, moves his/her marker the indicated
number of bases. If the4itiestion is answered incorrectly,
it is an ouefor the waffle When a team has threelluts the -)

opposing team is up. Whenever a player gets to _
homebase a run is scored for his/her team.

6. Questions: There arefour types of questiens. They are
ordered from eatyito dittcultifInswered correctly, the'
player may proceed to the base he has chosen. ,

a. First basil: The player classifies the statement
either competition or monopoly. A

b. Seconclibase: The player classifies as Compelition"cir
monopoly- and tells ),vhy sptemerlt fits the
categotl selected:- ' \ .

c. Third bade:. Given an economic term, the player will .
define the term, spell it correctly, and give an:
examplF of a real-life situation descilbing the term
or make up an example which would properly

z describe the term.
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id; Homerun: The law. classifies; tells why, and
indicates a way_lif ,which the alndition can be

"reversed' into the w , condition. For example,
if it monopoly on, what could bechanged
to m keit into a condition of dompetition.

7. The winner is determined by the teamthat has the most
runs at the end of six innings (i.e.., after each team has

.heen..up six times). The game may %lie shortened by
playing fewer innings.

:/-Questions far First Buse .

Directions: The player' will classify the statem t onthe
card as either tending toward competition o tendin
monopoly. ff

1. Copper Pipe company buys all the raw 4per available
for the year. (Monopoly)

.2. You may choose from 27 brands of toothpaste. Compe-
tition)

3. You can only get your telephone from T& Telephone
Co, (MonoPoly). :

4. Super Bank advertises it'has be" service. (Competi-n-
tion`

5. Grey's .Market has a sale on chickens 1 cent below).
wholei-dle. (Competition) ,

6. , Striped Cabpimpany provides the only Cabs 6) pick you:

7. l'ou' want to fly , to San ranciscO. You, chdose PSA
because you like. to see planes smile at you. (Competi-
tion)

8. You aviitingry--fnt a hot ,dog. You choose Til,ark.Batk
because t ey Are yumnife's.t. (Competition)

9. Your plant needs scrofik gears for manufacturing
-Bieezels. They are sold only at Scrank Gear

.4Monopoly) '
10: General Oil, National Oil, and Super Oil ate the only

three oil companies in the country. They agree to sell oil
for no less than $40 a barrel. (Monopoly)

' 11. Sunny Gas Company sells gas at the same price as Nice
. Gas but gives away free American flags with very ,fill
up. (Competition) -

12. If the same item is found at different places at di event
prices, this is what kind df situation? (Competition)°

11: If a store 'advertises that its goods are better thaninother
store's goods, this is what kind of situation? (ornpeti-..
tion) -

14: if there is only one manufacturer of a good; this is what
kind of 'situation? (Monopoly) .

up at thd airppFt. (Monovly)

Questions for Second Base
Directions:-The player will state whether the answer tends

to indicate a monopolistic or 'competitive situation. r e
player Will them give -the reasoning behind hi :choice.'

1. Knittedhats at a street sale. (Competition; an easily
entered market)

2. Ted is, selling G1ep-=.$2 each. Alic#starts selling
Gleps for $1.50. TCOIrr etition; competing for sales by
lowering prices),

3, Nice Bank and Siglid Bank both offerloans a 5.percent.
Nice Bank is very friendly:and efficient. So Bank is
rude and makes.you wait in lo lines. You go toiee '
Bank for a loan. (Competition:, etter service)'

4. You wain- a Dandergast. There are rid '',00d",..substi-
tutes forDanclergasts. ,You can.only get..a Dandergast
!Foul the General Dandergast Manlfacturing Company.
(Mcniopoly;.there.is only one manufacturet producing

.111
the item.)

5. Yummy Food Store changed its ho
t

rs, 9:00 a.m. to $:00
p.m., to 6:00 a.m. to 11:00 km., when the all-night
Munch-Om store moved across the street. ( Competitiop;
a change in service)

6. Jon, Sue and Al arethe only barbeitin town and talC
together. The next day all their haircut prices rise torN
$3'.50 for a trim. (Monopoly; agreed upon- a set price
above.mdrket) /

7, Your telephone has lots of irritating static. You can-
plain but nothing happens. You are.stuck,cas Ding Dong

'Telephone Company is the only telephone company, for l
14. your area.. (Monopoly; only one supplier).

8. Ocean Drugs,. Sea View Drugs and Corner-.Drugs
combine into "The ,Drug Store,'.' the only drug store in'

1 town. (Monopoly; merger to eliminate competition)
If -

r.Questions for Third
,

ase ;
. .

Directions: The prayer will correctly spell the word, define
it, and give either.a real -life or made -up example to indicate
that ,(s)he rgally understands what the term Means,: , '

1. Coll ion or cartel. (Suppliers or sellers of It gdod join,
toge er, usually secretly, and likree to charge the same'
pri over and ahoye jhe market price.) . .

2. A ertising...(To call buyers'.. attention to or arouse:
:.,,b els' deire for a Particular item:).

3. P datorypraclices. (An action by a competitorthat tries ,-
- to eliminate existing sellers so that the store can later get

the price above currant competitive levels. Often', sales
belowsost [below operating., 5°00 drive a competitor .

out of -business.) --4. ,Com ition. (No one has sufficiehtsontrol ,over the} ..
supp of aLgood 91service to' enable him or. her. to
influence price 'to his/her advantage.),

5. Monopoly* (Exclusive control of use, sale or
diStribution of a commodity oar service b e person or

j group of persons.)
6 Merger. (Any form* of fusion, integration. or "get

together" 'A independent companies which brings them
I uhder utecontrol.)
. Trust. ( companies-,pr corporations formed to

control a given market. The trust is u's'ually strong
enough to control prices by suppressing or distegarding

r.ompetition.)

Qjettions for Homeruns
Directions: The player will classit a statement as.i."4end,:.

ing toward competition" or; "tendir4v441 mon
indicate whyL(s)he classified it asl.uch, ands.then in ehow
the conditiacould be changed to the opposite conditidii ,

giving an example.

ts,

1. Flyaway Airlines has the only flight from-Tallahassee to
New Orle,ans..(Monopoly; it controls the 'market as the
only supplier of that service. Could change gwerminent
regulationsfto allow other airlines to fly that.route br in
ome otliei way get another, airlines*tay that route.)

2. Good Gas and-Great Gas are very large gas CoMPanies.
,

I



*ft

-
. ThIy temporarily agret4o sell gas at lOg a gallon below

.te 5

temporarilye their cost in order to drive Cheap Gas Station and
Economy Gas Station out of busihess. (Monopoly; this
is referred to as predatory tactics lit is not necessary to
use the term], :as it is interfering with the market and
competitive pricing of gas. The cheap gak stations can
offer better service to compensate or the lQwer priCe,
offer games or some other serviwe, or can hava
Government Reg story Agency decide that this islia

prA it'fromifromcontinsuraig.;
very difficult to prove] and,, monopolistic acti

113

ve

it 3. William Tell Arrow Co pany buys up "all the turkey
feather. supplies for the ar and offers to sell R bin

°Oct's Straight , Shooter. \Manufacturing Com ny
ers for 500 above at they paid for' ern:

(Monopoly; taking control of qurces of sup y and
- either not letting competitors have, sup lie r, in this

case, selling thent at..extremely high prices. 'Robin.
Hood's Companycan find other materials to use in
of feathers or in some way develop a situation. where
their arrows will still be of value to the ,bwy,s,tor a

.

government agency could stepAa &stop the mohdpoly
action.). ., ,

4. Yob love to be with childreii ut cannot teach them
because you have to have, a teaching credential. (Mo-
nopoly; 'there is limited entrance into the- teaching ,

-professiOri, and licensing exists. There isn't really much
you can do except teach in situations where licensing

, isn't necessary [i.e., Sunday schools, tutoring], or
eliminate licensing laws. Eyeryone is
a license by fulfilling the qUalification

5. True Tread Tire Aeo. has a s
advertises one too. (Competiti
ing,prices. They could merge or join together and agree
on a set price [collude].) 1.

6: Happy Sam's Auto, Friendly Fred's Auto, and. Otto's
Auto advertise and give out prizes'and stay open Jong)
hours. (Competition; offering lower prices,more s\v-

,

advertise the best checker game aya,ilableat the lowest.
prices. (Competition; they could agree on price, merge
into one comPanY,or ohe company could buy up all the
available marbles andrefUse to sell to the other company
or sell at very high prices.)

Follow-up Acti. ties
One Method determining the concepts which may need

ieteaching or clarificatkon is to have the referee collect all the
\ muettiqns misse during a game. The teacher can then review
-those cihestioni and retetich,the concepts found to be most
diffieult.

IV. Evaluation
1: Give two different situations which would indicate that

a monopoly or monopolistic practices are at Work, (Possible
answer's: Agreeing on Price [collusion]; absorbing competit-
iye firms [mergers]; controlling the supply or raw-material
market and not selling to competitors or if so, at very high
prices; licensing or limited entry markets; toweling pripes
below cost-to drive conVetitors out of busibess [predatory
tactics].) ,

2. What are two elements which might indicate. tha a
competitive situation exists? (Possible answers: adverti
based on comparisons; bargain sales; many possible su
tutes for imiyers;better serVicesioffered; higher quality,goodS -
offered; no'one store can influence prices)'

3. Mark each statement. Put a ,"C for a competition .

Situation, or an "M" for a morioPoly, situation.
so free to obtain

her Tire Co. (C)
'0-advertising andlower- (M)

()
(M)

ices. They `Could agree on a price, Merge into one
company and raist prices.)

67.
Chan's «Chinese- Cheeker Manufactiking Co. and
Wang's ;Chinese Checker Manufacturing

(C)
(M)
(M)
(C)

fve havethe best prices. in town.
Our bank is friendlier.
There is only one steel manufacturin company.
Vegetables are fresher at Fred's.
The only telephone service is Clang''s. ,,,
'The oilly store in town has good-service and
excellent goods. -

We give better terms, lower prices. .,..

YOu Can teach oily with a credential,
Stoves .are all $346.72 at every store.::
We stay open longer than any otherigrocerysiore
in tom . ,.io 0



The Co ol Card Company
L Description of Concepts and Rationale

in. order to help the children to gain knowledge of some
P,bak economic concepts regarding the 'American market
:system', children from two classrooms organized a company,

. produced a *duct, and sold it to demanders. The product
'..yaS. note cards, and the market consisted of adults .in the

neighborhood as well as individuals from the school. Since
he.main purpose of,this instructional sequence was to rocuS

phinatily on the concepts of scarcity" opportunity cost,
properl,. demand and Amply (and, to a lesser extent I

'Money) ;°4t was decided bythe class to utilize the profits of the

..r

II. Units

to make the bestpossible use of human and natural resources.
These motivators are basically /profit, position sand status.

) 2. Competitioharises when there are many buyers and
sellers of a product, and no one of the sellers or buyerscan
gain control over the price-for which. the commodity sells:-

13. In a private-ente rise economy the producers are
guided in their production decisions by observing the prices
which reflect the buying ecipons of the consumers.

14. As producers com te.for the inartki, they continu-
ally seek more effective e of. resources; increasing ef-
ficiency in Production.

company to purchase soniethingjor the whole school. A . . 15. kr! producing goods and services, the- modern
economy uses myiney as a me.dium of exchange, measure ofdetailed description, of tf)ese concepts is included in the

of value:'value, arid. storOverview of this volumt4
. The following is a' summary o economic concepts and 9 16. Banks
principles that can be illustrated through thiOroject (unit): convenience

1. ,MI families want shelter, food and clothing, and'olso
:.want othefgoods and services, but few can purchase all they
would like.

2. All societies, primitive or modern, large or mai I, face
the problem of how best to use limited resources' to*Satisfy
wants. of almost unlimited magnitude, as well as 'how to

"t" distribute the goods produced,
'4*

. .

provide safe pladis to deposit funds and
n handling fu ds. .-. .

17. M y in the form of profits or'saviligs is necessary
for the purchas6 of capital goods. , ,

18. When° capital is not available for the purchase of
production supplies, credit may be:extended by banks or
other lending 'agencies.

, ,,
..,.*--..

19.. S ializanon helps people to do their work faster and
better.' -: .

ne 20. In'eVery home there is work to be done. The family3. Individuals must make choices in Meetingtheir
diyides.theiabor.. These choices. are dependent upon individual tastes, prefer

tnces and purchasing power, and on alternate products 21. Division of labor and specialiiation increase produc
available... ; Lion and:provide more leisure time. ,

4. PeopIE who specialize in an industrial 22. Some workers produce goods. Some workers producesociety. mug
services. A worker producing just one kind of good or servicedepend upon each other for' most of their goods and services:-

5 Specialization enables increased production and im is dependent on other.workerS4o buy-his or her product and to .. -"%
proved use Pf- resources.

, - produce other products (s)he wants or needs. ,

23. Division', of labor arid 'specialization tos'increa,se6. Linder compelitiVe conditions in a , free economy,
production tone way to use people's knowledge, interest,entrepreneurs niay go into profitable areas to improve their .

economic positron. 2 41
ability, and size to advanfage.. ,.;'gher prices may f&mtonsiknemmbliyless of a '

or to choose a substitute.
_ 8. veryone is .a, Consumer in society,' An individual . 1. The students will' be- able' to explain why ptopte must
consumes goods that.(s)he produCes'Or thatOther members in make ceS deterniichoinmg what to buy in the light of.', .

,.:a society produce. While everyone is a consumer.,.not, . limited resources and unlimited wants. (Scarcity),

everyone is a producer. - -- '! 2. The.students will be Ale. to explain why the real cost of
9:° Our econonvi 4# based on tberight of the individual or , .buying a: specific' good is the ;value of the next best

groups'of individuals to,own their own property and dispose - Ate five foregone--=--what else they could have 'done
.. of -ii,, to accumulate capital and to seek economiLgain wit the me amount of money. (Opportunity cost)

3. Tin, stude s %till be able to explain why, in deciding what'.within certain !Unita' s: , ...,3 . r , .

10.:, Americans ieye that, individuals skquld be free'to , an' how uch to produce, companies must consider the ,

,'and not h ul. They. ate free to wcirlhilone-ortO form asv

enter into d to pskpoe whatever they want if legal. *-,., de And ( s 64e cO by the ability to pay) Of consumers
e costs of, produttion. (Demand andsSUpplx)

partnerships or °'orporati6ns 'in AN attempt° to win the ''. .4. Stude ill be ableto ettp' Ihin'Why4iigher,prices ma.y
, 7consuMers' dollars..

II.; itt the Arnerican.economY there 'aregreat motivatore

ObjectiVes .1%

: ,
. t* ,

R
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result in cori 'tilers buyinge teso's of a product and/or .
Choosing a su titute. (eina9d,lb ; .. .. .
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5. Students will be able to explain how the profit motive

.,.
4wctrks to encourage producers to make the most efficient

ki human and natural resources. (Private Property,.
.

.:ok.: t cY) . .

6: Th udents will be able to explain that Credit is one way
to obtain money for the production of:goods and services.

.
(Money)

. 7. Students will be aple to explain why the follow
economic concepts are true:
a. Specialization helps people to do their work faster and

better.
...,
e

-'

.p. In every home there i'S.work to be . The family
divides the labor.

c. Division of labor and specialization increase prOduc-
. tion and provide more leisure time.

d. Some workerkproduce goods. Some workers produce
services. A worker producing just oneskind of good or
service is delont upon other.workers to buy his or

,her product and to produce other products (s)he may
Want.

e. Division of labor and specialization to increase produc-
tion is one way to use people's knowledge, interest,
ability and size to advantage. - .

f. Mass-produced goods can be made at Lower unit cost.

\ .
.

.
. 90.

III, Directions and Instructional Sequence, ,
Room Arrangement and Materials,

Background Information -- List, of economic concepts
which canbedevelopedin this ptojecf. (Scarcity, opportunr
ity cost, property, supply arid. deniand) .. ,:.1°, .7.\-

..
Proposedflud4et ---- Anticipated expenses flitted to the

'wholesaler." 7 - , ,

Letter frorn Director of CuTriculuni ±:- A .copy 4%e:fetter
received by the company advising that a business liCedie has
been issued.- .. `

Business License This is a c',42y of thelicetis:e issued: ,,

Note of Receipt A copy of receipt from .Irhniont
Principal acknowledging 40V paid for rent of bra ers.- , .

Gift to Company.. Copy of note fromihe Nortbmont
principal giving the company 40V.

.a:.
Receipt for Payment for Supifites This is a copy of the

receipt:the drd craft. Corp; trepresOtative sent the Children
when they paid Tar their supplies. P` ,

O
7 AF.

. Sequence of Activities and Procethires
On the firstdaY of our project we asked the c

draw "dream clouds" of all material things.they would like
to'have. Following this, .we' disC44ect-4hat wants mightbe

I attained and 4tOse whiatwere unlikely to be attained. -By the.
,,

end of this discussion, the children could see that all:people
have needs and wants, but because of limited resources,.
probably no family or society would be able to satisfyall their."
wants: . . . - ,. , -

a . .

Once they, could verbalike this; they could quickly grasp.
the idea that one must make choices as tOlaoW to Spend one's

to;

,then introdu d the idea.that we'might engage in a profit-
making burin= enture in,order to buy. something for the
school. The idea rodUction of note cards was accepted
by the children. deal of discussion about what
we might buy for t (suggestions ranged from buying
erasers to installi mnVng poOl)', the children decided
that it'was impossi

uke
dec. ision until they knew

'What their actual pro ould be.
We thennformed the children that we had arranged for a

trip to the 7-Up Bottling Company, so that we could see first
hand. the various operatior9 of a big producer. Since a
number of children had gone through various plants in the
city (bakery, clothing manufacturer, etc.), they were able to sP.
Comeup with such ideas as the fact that we should look for
assembly lines, divisionof labor, use of machines, i c-
tion poin'ts, etc. We made the trip, and it was hi ly
successful in that the children came away completely.
convinced that diiitsiop'oflabor, specialization, standardiza-,
tiOn, and assembly-line prOduction resulltd in greater prod:
uctioaSf the product at tower co. per unit.

4. 4;

Organizing' for Production. .
4lit The following session Was7spent allowing each child to

produce his/her own note card. All children 'designed
concurrently,, limited only by the materials we provided:
w4ter.soluble ink, construction paper, potatoes for a print, .

,and.brayers for putting ink on the paper. Once these cards
were produced, the children"assembled and discussed such.

\,tthings as the variation in quality of the cards and thelength of
time it took to produce eafh card. Some student) pointed out
that the difference in Quality was not necessarily undesira-
ble, because the better ones, being hand-made and creatively'
designed, were worksfof art and worth a lot more money. it
w :generally agreed', however, that if the children best at

ng potato desigas'orspreading ink did those jobs and the
ers did wok 'requiring legs creative ability; they quid

produce a greater number of cards.of -high quality.
,One of the students who had always been an acadelpic

failure' then raised the point that someone was going to have
to decide who did what jobs and which cardswere going to be
produced. -With no teacher leadership Whatever, the pupils
decided that their 4ompany must have atiers and that those

. leaders would haVe to pick comniittees to make Certain
decisions and todo'certain jobs: They proceeded to elect a
president, secretary and treasurer: "The president the ap-
pointed a committee to ehoOse the four best cards, whichthty
could .cl(tpliCate. in their production. That same day the
committee made their selections, and; in general, the
chi fdrenfelt they were ready to go into Nil-stale productioh.

When they met the next Clay, however, they discovered
that they had no supplies to, begin Production. The 9uestion

'was raised .as to why we couldn't just use school supplies.
ROWever, they-reached theconciation that if they were to be
an inciependent,profit-naking.colkany,. they %;toulcf have to
/p4)1 theipowh costs. An interestiag.iliscussioafollowed as to

**ow the mortexinight be raised to the necessary supplies.
Suggestionszere .made pat each 'member of the compan?
might lend money with.the.expectation of collecting interest ..

When it was repaid. One child thought we should borrow
money from a bank. The "academic failure" 'Who had4
dc:41tributed before noted that he had an uncle who owned.a

.
nlimited reSotirces. if resources were to bused to buy product
A 4hey could not then beAised to buy proctuct-B. Thereal cost
to buyer was thevalue of the foregone alternatiVe, Thus;
weibrieflrdisctr4ed the idea of opportunity cost.whA we
are giving up qaph time we make a spending dealsion.



amount: This was Sentto our wholesaler. Shortly we were
informed shf, could not supply us with brayers. The company

small store who got his supplieS on credit and paid for them
after he had made enough sales. As this was the type of
nnancinewe wanted for this project (our school is in a'

,firlaitclaily deprived area, and we wanted to avoid emhar-
. rasgnientfor those who could not bring in money), we then

'
.,Sugse'sted that we knew an officer of the Card Craft

. Cdrporation who might be able to arrange to give us supplies
thi credit:A repreSentative of the curriculum office agreed to

. assn officer'Of the fictitious Card Craft"Corp. and carne
." talk-lb"-tpe° Children about the possibilities of selling

s'uOplidiitaithern on credit. While she was with the students,
Ahe in4ormed,;them that there were a numberiof things they

must do-befeie her company ,couldconsider extending them
any credit. These included: (1) naming their company; (2)
obtaining ahuSiness license; (3) obtaining letters of credit
from responsible individuals who would vouch for the
financial responsibility of the company; (4) obtaining a health
certificate; and (5) determining the amount of rent which
would have to be paid for the use of the school rooms as
places of business. The Card Craft Corp representative also
advised' the students that in case her company decided to
extend us any credit, a 2 percentdiscount would be applied if
the bill was paid on time. She also made it quite clear that her
company was in business to make a profit. After she left the
question was raised as to why we shouldn't go directly to the
producers of .the various supplies instead of paying extra to
make, money for the wholesaler. This 'led to an excellent
discussion of the part of the wholesaler in our economy and
the many reasons that all but the largest buyers usuallyd it
more economical to buy from wholesaleis,

Questihne were.then raised as to why a license and a health
inspection were required, and,lrom the discussion which
followed, the children gained some excellent understandings
of ttia role of government in the control orpriate industry
and the rationale for government regulation.

At the next meeting of the company, the president
organized committees so that the wholesaler's requirments'
could be met. The children selected the name COOL

k COMPANY. The secretary was directed to write a letter to
the direCtor df currictiltim of theistrict to request a business
license. It wasdecideil that the letters of recoMmendation to
insure the company's credit rating should come froun.the two

vst opoitant,people,in our **I:4,T° these children,there
s nNuestion but diat those two Were the head custodian

and the principal (in that.orderj.'A comanttee was therefore
appointed'to ask these two to Write lettel:s to the wholesaler.
A second committee was. sent to the nurse to request a health
inspection, agd a third committee went to the principal.to
eStahlish the,,amount, of rent.- .1 ,

1n due .course a ver/ impressive and. official-loWIT
license was sent to the COOL CARD COMPANY and
diSplayed.on the office bulletin board. The nurse inspected
the rooms .arid gave us a health - clearance. The 'firincipal
agreed to rent the rooms ail percent of their net profit. And
theCard Craft Corp. repiesentative:Wrote that the ecimpany's
credit had been found an aoceptable risk by the -wholesaler
and werejeady to adVanCe,siipplies.>----: , '

_ -Our next big was deciding how many suppliesiwe
-wanied.!We made a list of materials and then calculated the

*A

decided to try to rent them from our school and other schools
since buying them would have been expensive and they
would have had to be disposed of after production. We rented
these fbI $.08' per brayer per month, . apprOVed by the
company.

Pi-odiwtion and Viles
Finally, the company was ready for production. Thirteen

assembly lines were set up, witheach child performing his or
!Or' individual task; 260' cards were produced in seven
minutes. One area we expected the children to ,have great
difficulty with pro'Ved to be no problem at allthat of paint:
When ordering supplies, the company did not take into
cbnsideration that paint 'would be needed on each assembly
line but rather how much they would need to finish total
production. We thought this would throw the children, but
instead they passed paint from one line to another. During
evaluation of the day's work, we asked if they felt they
needed more paint. Some did, but others felt they would have
paint left over at the end of production and it would cost them
more money, so more paint was not ordered.

'The second day's production was increased. Each line
produced 30 cards in eight minutes. Evaluation pointed out
that perhaps speed was costing is quality, as some of the
cards looked sloppy. Also, since only half of our quota was
completed, it was felt we were going to run out of paint. The'
company agreed to order more paint.

Production was completed on the third day, and the cards
were strung across the rooms to dry.

A new assembly line was formed to put inserts in the cards,
count the cards into stacks cif ten, place envelopes with them,
insert a sticker reading "COOL CARD COMPANY,
Kempton Street School," and Wrap, the packages in Saran
Wrap. One day of this assembly line andthe cards were ready
to be sold. The company set the price at $1.00 per packlage,
and everyone started out to sell note cards to friends, relatives
and neighbors.

Each child was giyen two packs *ands to sell. Unfortu-
. ,
nately, the time set for wiling the cards was Concurrent with
the time of the worst rain storms in 30 years. Nevertheless, by
the end of one week $72.00 had been collected by the
treasurer and half -:of -the. cards had been sold. I

By the, end of the first wick it became obvious to the
officers he company that money was coming in very

,rximbefl'of the children were returning their
cards reporting that they couldnot sell theni. the president
therefore called a general meeting to discuss ways in which
they alight insure the sale bf the remainder of the cards. At
this meeting a number, of possibilities as. to wh9rthe cards .

weren't selling were discussed. Qu'estiong were raised as to.
`whether all students were really trying to sell and as to
'whether individual sales ability Was affecting sales. It,.Was
finally agreed that the main reason for sales. resistance was
that the price at which they. had `agreed to sell was actually
-much too high cOnsideting the market demand for the,cards.
After a great deal of argument, it was agreed to cut the price
ifrom $(.00 to $.50 per pack. % "

At this same' meeting the generpl membership of the .
company authorized their treasurer to pay all bills (exlpf the
rent which could nOroyet be determined) in Order to take,
advantage of the discounts. This authorization was I. miad&

a



, with some reluctance as they were not anxious.to let go of any
of their "hard-eapiei" money. -

At the- lower price the rest of the cards sold quickly., The
company treasurer ceported that they hadrtted $88.00, of
which $1.76 was paid for rentleavingea net profit of
$86.24. Now all that. ,remained was to decide what to
purchase' with the money.

At the next meeting, the president appointed a committee
to talk with the school principal about what they might
purchase for the school with their profits. The following day
the president called,another general meeting. The committee
reported that the principal had offered three possible ways in
which the money might be spent; namely, help to pay for the
printing of a handbook for parents, help the PTA to pay to
build sheds to store carnival equipment, or pay to have
professional, musicians give a concert for the schdol. The
company members quickly vetoed the .first two suggestions

4' on the basis that they had formed the company, produced and
sold the cards in order to buy something which could be used

" by the Children of the school, ntt the 'parents or the PTA.
-None of them showed any interest in paying for a ptofes-
sional concert; typicar comments were, "We'd spend all our
money for one assembly, and then we'd have nothing to shoW
for it," or "If we want music, we can make our own."

was then decided that the committee should the
custodian., who to the children is the real a o 'ty. At a
ineetihg the next day, the committee reporteU at the
custodian has suggested that the company might: 1) bUy
more bicycle racks; (2) buy such P.E. equipment as a shuffle
board, &game not ordinarily provided by the district; or (3)
buy each room a -rainy-day kit" Consisting of inexpensife
games which'might be used during recessperiods on rainy.'
days; when the children had to stay in their rooms.

The members of the company decided. that they did not
have enough money to buy bicycle racks. They did not want
to buy such games. as shuffle boards, because not , many
children could use them at one time and fighting and arguing
would result. They decided to accept the suggestion to buy
"rainy-day kits."

CulMinating Activity
As a,culinination of the project, the students purchased

'enough, games of .various sorts to make rainy-day kits for
.every room in the school.

IV. Evaluation-
,

t.

1. Parents sometithes say "'You can't have everything
you Want!" Why must you always make choices Song the
things you want? The economic reason is: .

a.: So You won't be spoiled.
btBecause your parents aren't the richest on the

block.
c. Because resources are limited and wants are great:.
d. necause children must do what their parents' tell

-them to do. ,

2. If ;oil were -the richest person 'in the world you
wouldn't ever hdve to make chokes arm the things you.
Want.*You could have ever9th'ing you wa d.

True.,
2_(_ Fake

Why? (Criterion for correctness: Must include that resources
are limited even for the richest person. Scarcity is still a fact.

:A Wants outrun resources :available.)

[f all the owners of toy siores decided to live away
some toys to specific children who wanted them, would toys
probably Mill be scarce?

.x Yes
No

Why? (Criterion for correctness: Definition of scarcity:as
limited resources versus relatively unlimited wants. Toys are
limited and the wants of the children probably are greater
than the available toys.)

4. Inez goes to the store with some money she has saved.
She sees a great jumprope, a hulahoop and a doll. She wants
them all but only has $2.00just enough money to buy one
of the toys. She decides that she wants the jumprope most and

-"the doll second-most, so she,buys the jumprope. What is the
real cost to Inez of.bulying thejumprope? =

:a. The real cost is 52100-because that's really how
much she paid..

x b. The tfal cost is the doll because that's what she is
-, giving up to buy the jumprope.
c. The real cost is both the doll and the hulahoop

bec'ause she gave up both of tlitm to buy the .

jumprope.

/

.d. The real cost is that her friends will want to boirow
the jumprope more than they would want to borrow
a doll. b'

5. Shari loves to skit Her parents pay $2.00 for a ski pass
each time she goe.s. One day she wanted anew pair of tights,
-which were priced at $2.00. Herrnother said, "The real'cost
or opportunity cost of getting the tights will be one ski pass."
What did Shari's mother mean? (Criterion for correctness:
That Shari would have to givelup one ski pass in order to get
the tightsthe money price is a symbol ofthe value of tkc
alternative foregone.)
Alternative form, multiple choice:

a. That the saleslady Would ask Shari to give her one
ski pass in exchange for the tights.

x b. That by spending $2.00'on tights, Shari would be
giving up spending that $2.Q0 on a ski pass.

c. That Shari would not wear her new tights to go
skiing because ty would get wet.

6. You have 20g and go to a candy machine. You see:
_a chocolate bar
_a package of fruit jellies

box of malted milk balls
roll of mints
pack of gum

I

Pura '1' next to the one you woilld most like to buy and a '1'
next to your second-favorite. What is the real cost to you o
buying your favorite one?

(

(Answer: Child shoidd name the item marked' as second
choice.)

,
7. Lucy decided to ,go into business and produce cup

cakes. First she asked Snoopy and Charlie Brown and the
gang if they would want the cupcakes she made. They all said '
they would. When she tried to sell the cupcakes, no-one
bought them. ,What did Lucy forget about "wants ?"

1(Ans.wer; She forgot that wants must be backed by the abilityb

1`.
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t
to pay--that she hadn't askedhow, many they would buy at

.what prices.) 1,-,

IT B. Now Lucy decides to make chocolate chip cookies. She
carefully asks each of her friends how many cookies he4be
would-buy for 100 each and how many for 50 each; She.
decides to sell the cookies for 50 each because her friendp.
would buy more. When the cookies are all sold and Lucy has
paid for theilour, chocolate chips, and other ingredients, she.,
has no money eeft. What did she forget to figure out? ili
(Answer: Her costs of production how much the cookies
would cost her to produce.)

9, June loves chocolate! Each day she buys one of her
favorite chocolate bars, which cost 150 each. .Yesterday the
price of the bars went up to 200 each! She used to buy seven
candy bars each week. Now she willonly buy five" Can you
explain why she made that decision?:
(Answer:'* deeitase in quantitydemanded at higher price's.)

10. Moe's- favorite chocolate tar now costs 200 eaclp
instead of 150 each. At first he thought he vivid only buy
five bars a week instead of seven. But his second favorite
candy bar still costs-4S0 each. He-decides to buy seven of
those each wee instead, of only five of his favo1ite. Can you
explain why he might do that?
(Answer: Higher prices may result in demanders choosing a

\ substitute.) ° .

11. Georgesiano teacher used-to give lessons for $5.00'
for one hour, and each day she gaveocix hours of lessons.
Then she raised heciprice to $6.00 for alt hour, but iadt enough
people shoWed up each day to buy the six hours of lessOns.i
Some of her students decided to.take violin-lessons instead of
piano lesso4. 'George doesn't understand why te'y don't
like piano At.ymore. Can you tell, him what probably
happened? ,

(Answer: At higher prices the quantityctemanded tends to go
down-and/Or people choose a substitute.)

`.- 12. CarOl makes greeting cards from. colored paper and
sells them to her friends. Shexays 20 for each sheet of paper.
'S`tse- thinks about making round cards one day' instead of
rectangular ones. Shecan make two rectangular card4 from*
each sheet of papepronly one-rounedati. A.,,nd if she' akes

- k round Cards she . the edges oflhe paper left over. What ,,
is the economic reason why Carol might decide to keep
Making rectangular cardsiitistead, of round ones?
(Criterion for correctness: Must include that the "waste" is a
cost to Carol and might decrease her profits.) ..

13..The Great Wood Lumber Company knows that it
takes many years to grow big trees. They own land and pay
people to plant trees and take care of them when they grow.
When the trees are grottin big, the company-)kays people to
cut the trees dqwn to cut into lumber for building. They used
to cut down all the trees in one area at a timebig and little
ones bothbecause it seemed ithier; Some little trees
weren't big enoughto use for lumber so-they just left hem onleft

ground. Now Mr: Jones wants just to Cut doW the big
trees, and 15t the-little ones.keep growing. What iS a possible

-economic reason for this? ,
a'.. Mr. Jones feels sorry for .the little' trees being cut

. down so early. -,/la x .-t. Mr.-Jones feels that if he lefs.the littletrees grow, he
can use them for lumber'in a later year when they

2. s f'''are bigger.

c. Mr. Jones thinks that his land looks ugly with all the
trees cut down.

d. Mr.,,Jones readabout ecology and feels badly about
cutting down trees, so he thinks he will leavg some
of them.

14. Mrs. Rodriguez owns a bakery and hires two bakers,
and two salespeople who only serve the customers. She
notices that for 'most of. the:day Jim` and Jean (the sales-
people) have nothingto do bUt talk to each other. Other dines
*of* day they ate both busy helping customers. She tells Jim
that tlyring the.times when he isn't busy With customers he
should go help the bakers so they can do their work easier and
fttster, and produce mod'goodies for sale. Jean must stay in
the front of the shop to help any custom who might come.
in. Fpr what economic reason has Mrs. Rodriguez asked Jean
to stay in front of the shop?

a. She doesn't like Jini and wants him to work harder
' . I as a punishment.

b. She thinks that Jirti-ld learn more about balrtng
and that Jean already knows 'about how, to bake.

x c. She believes that since she pays Jim anyway he
could help the bakers to make more bread and
,cookies without costing her any more money in
salaries. Then she could sell moreand make nyore'
profit. ,

15. orge produces bean bags and is doing very well.
All his sills are paid, but he only his enough cloth, thread;
and beans to produee_terimore bean ags, and won't have any
more monollitifl fie sells those 'ten. Suddenly, a customer
wants to buy30 lienn bags albat oncel. George could make the
bean bags in'tvio daysf he hid the Q'aterials. The customer
wants all 30 at one time: Geotoge doesn't: want to ask the'
customer for the money in advance: What would you adVise
him to do?

a. Tell the customer he can only selil 'him 10 bean
bags.

.ws b. Tell the customer he can sell-Aim 10 beah,bagsnoW
-and after he is paid can sell hini&,,29..more.-

, x c. 'Tell the banker or someone with mon-4.0)10d that.
he wants to borrow enough money to iii4eat least

, 20 bean bags and that he willlay it backtfter them
customer pays. ,

d. Tell thecustomer that he just can't selthjMithe: 30
bean bags at alt..

-

16. Sue wants to give needlepoint lesson$. Sh,,'.. s that
.

canvas and needles. Sheis willing to spend three hotir of her
she must get some supplies fOr her students t8 Us arn,

time each (fay to .give the- lessons, b*shedoesn't have
enough money to buy enough Supplies to 'get started. Ivrrs.
Green owns a shop that sells needles, yarn and canvas. Sue

.. -

has bought things there befOreand Mrs. Green knows that
Sue can needlepoint very well. Mrs. Green also thinks that
Sue would bea goOd teacher. Can you suggest a way for Sue .-

to get enough supplies to get her busivss started? (Hint: Mrs.
Green might be able to help).

4f

1 i
,

(Criterion for cqrrecEesS: Secure supplieS on credit. Extra:
-

Basedon her reputatiCkiand per;onal knowledge.) ' ' ,
. .__..,....

17. It is springtiMe and Dan White wants to start a farni, .....
He has land which belonged to his fabler, and he is willik,to -

work hard, Now he needs seeds and tools. He won't have any;
money-until fail when his:vegetables are grown and he can

,



sell them. Dan goes to each of the two seed-and-tool stores to
get an idea of how much money is necessary in order to get
the amount of seed and tools he wants. At each of the stores,
he tells the owner his problem. In the first store, the owner
says, "I'm sorry but I can't hejp you." In the second store,
the owner says he will give Dan "credit." What does the
owner mean?

a. He means that he thinks Dan is a hard worker and
should be proud of himself. -

x b. He means that he will let Dan take the seeds and
tools now and'pay for them in the Fall.
He means that he will ask other faihiers tp lend Dan
some seed' s and tools ft* a while.

What is an economic reason that the store owner might say
that? -

(Answer: Dan, sterns a. good risk. Also Dan is a possible
future customdr.,),

.18. Judy andlier 'family are considering moving to the
country and trying to "live off the land," They want to grow
all their own food and weave all their own cloth. Write a
paragraph telling at least three economic reasons why most
people in our country do not grow all their own food and
weave all their own cloth.
(Possible answers: See Objectives: 7-a-f)

Sample
COOL CARD COMPANY TREASURER'S REPORT

(PROPOSED BUDGET)
380 sheets of construction 'paper,

necessary before it will be possible for this office to issue
such a license. I have been in contact with Mrs. Lehew, who
indicates to rhe that your organization appears to understand
its obligations. , es

You will hear from me after you return
holidays.

Sincerely,

Dr. K. ,Boyd Lane.
Director of Curriculum
.....

fo.

cc: Mrs. Lehew
,, Mr. Jacobs

from the Christmas

$.433 per 50 "' .... ,$ 3.29
25 tubes of ink .@ $.25 6.25

. 1,440 envelopes 5.58
2, rolls of Saran Wrap @ $.27 .54
2 reams of 'typing rap* @.$.797 . 1.60

r 'Rental of brayers fpm Northmdnt School .40
Rental oftyayers from*Kempton School 1.52
Potatoes .30
Total- anticipated expenses $19.48.

December 19, 1975
Sample

frank Hofstee, President
Card Cogipany (proposed)

Kernptori Street, School
Spring Valley, California 10 b:

Dear Mr. Hofstee:
I'

January e6,

Mr. Frank Hofstee, President
Cool Card ccimpany
Keinpson Sweet Schopl
Spring Valley, California

Dear Mr. Hof,stec: ,

The investigaticiti of your business license has be
completed. I have "fixed my signature to your of la'
license which you are expected to display for publiC,,lew.

7 .

I,wiSh youvery success in your new business und

Sample .,4:004,
,

rSiiicees I; -Y,

."

.:11dyd 1,ane
Ditetisr Of_Cuirieut

ul;

This istd inform you that your request for a,business li
has been received by my office. Further investigatiOn wlf:

. . ,

enclosure

cc: Mrs. Lehew
Mr. Jacobs
Mrs. Millec



sample

KEMPT011 SCHOOL CLASSES eN

D8ing Business as

se-

*ALL REQ1AMENTS FULFILLED
AS OF JANUARY 5, 1978

*LICENSE EXPIRES
' JANUARY 5, 1979



Sample
Records of Transactions



c.

Reinforcing. tconomic Concepts 'Through Cartoons.
. _

. I. Description of Concepts and Rationale .

Students face the "need" of reacting in aueconomic sense
to the problems of an economic world. They perceive that
soft drinks, candy, toys andAlothes purchased cost More
today than they..did last year. In many cases they do not
understand the forces thar are creating the, fessures on their
parents' and their elvn pocketbooks. They are beginning to
anderstand that the decisions they make are affecting 'the
marketplace. Yet they frequently adopt the biased arid
Unthinking views of friends, neighbors or parents as they
listen to commentaries- about economic problems.

The following unit will teach students to deal in an
analytical and critical way with economic Commentaries
made by political cartoonists. The children will study- basic
cartoon symbolism as a prelude to examinin4 economic
thougth in cartoons. Exercises in simple interpretation will
,involve students more deeply. Finally the students will .

examine economirsoncepts in cartoons in the light of their -

previous economic study. They will develop 'critical attitudes*
toward the simple views frequently presented in cartoons.

I
The unit program can best be used after student have

learned basic economic concepts. It will probably be most
successful with gifted students although most students can
beCome involved at varying Revels of interpretation. To
receive the most benefit from the review, students should be
able to understand and use the circular flow diagram. It has'

Alf_4vorked best as a review tool and a stimulus towards enabling
the student to beconie an economically literate person. If
youth are to internalize economic thotighe processes, 6 the-
teacher mtis?have many different ways to reinforce economic
concepts. Using the cartoons as illUstrated in this unit is one
excellent way to review thcoughout the year. New cartoons
bring up economic concepts preViously taught and can be
used fdr frequent review. . -

.

The material contained in the following pages is just a
sample of.what can be crone. The ex'ersises shownmay be

sit,used in their present form or Tna*e rev/ to fit individual
teacher needs. To m *e the unit wort opt;ally; teacher
may wish to collect several additional cartoons.. i- ,

i:,

economic systems

supply

demand

trionopol y
inflation

fiscal.policy

methods used to determine how the
three basic. economic questions
are answered:

What to produce?
Hoy/ to produce it?
Who will get the output?

6ie amount of. a good or service
producers are willing to offer at
alternative prices (perunit time)

the amount consumers_ge willing to
buy of a good or service drifter-
native prices (per unit time)

one seller of a commodity
a rise in the average price of cur-

rent rciduced goods and serv-
.ic

the use of federal government's
taxing, bo owing and spending
powers to ounteract recessions
and inflation

the influence of the Federal Reserve
over the lending ability of coin-

s mercial banks

ftc6nomic Ideas Found in Political Cartoois
0 Thefoilowing economicsideas have been found in cartoons

th s, . °then can also be feun& :
'use ptresources depencls upon bur values.

one gcoti;of people does in an economic system
may affect all'other people in the economic system.

3. The SovieftUnion's economy is a planned economy,
the government deciding what and how much is
produced.

4. When we purchase something on,credit there must be
a repayment.

S. Everything that .we do has asost. The cost is the value
of the alternative foregone.

6., Business.passesncreased costs on ta the consumer in

tary policy

ver
IP I

.,order to.make a p fit: .. ...
The United States exqample of a mixed e,conatny;

pthe goverppent ally cOntrOls economic deci-
sions., ... .

§,one of 'PUT economic problems are caUs'ecf bY low
productivity. .:

If viiiges4titse faster than Ow leyel of productiyity4N.,,
problelpiSuch as in ,

7..
Economic 6miteins 4hat Can Be Pound
in Ptiliticat CZAfootia ;

scargity.% -,limited resources versus relatively Atr,"eF".::

unliinited wants 3

oPiorunit9 cost reiloost of fly economic choice
is the value. Of the next hbest
alterative iiie-ofikthlit resource

society must inakeOpices as to how
scarce rsoUrees Used

. .

r.

/V 11. Wilit - ,

40. The three, bOsic economic liuestions.that any society '
must anfwer
a., What is to beprodUced?

4
P -
economic choice

0

b
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b. HoW is it to be produced?
c. Who gets it after it is'prod ed?

11. In t economy,
.

if the c nsumers do not want
w g produced, co panies will begin to
Ipr what the people want. . '--

12. Whatever government buys for us now must someday
be-paid for. -

13. Every society faces a conflict between umited
wants and limited res esN

14. If people consume all at they produce, they will not
have anything left to to produce. more.

15. In a market economy produceis will tend to produce
more of a product at a higher price.

16. In a market economy producers will tend to produce
_../ less of a product at a lower price'. .-

17. People will generally,buy more of, product at a lower
price than at a higher price.

18. Pe -oPle will generally buy less of a product at a higher-
price than at a lower price.

19. In a market economy the price of a product will go up
as the demand for that product increases.

r20. In a market economy the price of a product will
generally go down as the demand for that product
decreases.

21. How we feel about the economy has a great effect
upon the economic system. People's opinions can
cause economic activity to go up or down.

22. The consumer's ability to borrow can influence
whether or not s(he) can buy new things, particularly
large items like homes. .

21 If the government spends more money than-it takes in _

in taxes, it has a deficit.or goes into debt.
24-. When there is -a low-down in one part of the

economy, other ,.par s of the economy are affected.

II. Objectives
Objectives of this unit rattgefrorn the lower cognitive skill

of memorization to the more complex skill of interpretation.
. The students will morize basicsymbols found in cartoons.
They will learn to in rpret the meaning of the cartoons and to
analyze the economic thought behind the cartoons.- The
teacher will motivate a change in the habits and attitudes of
students in attempting to interpret cartoons. Alsb, students

A will become more aware of cartoons and.will spend some
0 newspaper- reading time on the editorial page.

1. Giventhe descriptions of 19 cartoon symbols as stOrn in
actual cartoons, the student will idpitify 17 out of the 19.

2. Given three cartoons .showingeconomic problems or
policies, the student will be able to describe verbtly the
economic concept that was illustrated.

3. 3iven a list ofjossible economic concepts from which t
cboose, the student will be able to identify 80 per e of

"6* 'the. economic concepts found Cu representative-. artoons
*shown to them.

4. On an attitudelliervey, 80.percem of ,the students' will
inaicateihatthey are .pore activelx -looking at .

Cartoons in the newspaperthan they titre before thelunit.
5.;.- On a follow-up survey sheet"Opereent of tile`studetits

will indicate that they are able to interpret more of the
cartoons they see than they were prior' to the unit.

.
81

?Symbolism
Uncle Salt ,
Richard Nixon
Geraldt ord
Jimrily Carter

H r and Sickle
RsfSun
John Q. Public

in Economic Cartoons
United States
Ex-President
Ex-President
President
selfishness
Communism, Soviet Unio?
Japan
consumer, voter,
average person

Empty bowl . shortage, scarcity
Oil pipe oil problems
Bear declining stock market;

also Soviet Union -
Bull rising stock market
Globe world
Fat person selfish, using too much _

Dove "peace
Eagle, United States
Buzzards_ death or something bad
TurtSnail le something slow

something slow _

III. Directions and. Instructional Sequence
The teacher should have started a' collection of political

cartoons from which various issues may be drawn:. Posters
involving. concepts could be placed on bulletin boards to
interest the studenti. Students then could be asked to begin
making a collection of cartoons to add to a file of topics.
Simple collecting will cause some students to deyelop an
interest. Other students can be further motivated by having
them enlarge selected, ,cartoons or symbols ;freehand or by

,using the opaque projector. As students become involved in
creating the unit, interest will probably increase.

The teacher can set the Scene for this unit by enthusiasti-
cally introdticing the, students to sever, political cartoons.
The cartoons can be from this unit or gathered from local
newspapers. The latter may more accurately reflect current
events. Teaching the 1-9 simple symbols in the list wall
initially attract many studentS and enable them to 'begin
interpretation of the cartoons. &

After discussing the symbols with the teacher, the students
should try to interpret some of the cartoons. The children's
Willingness to try to interpret more diffidult cartoons will be
sti lated by their having some success explaining
si ta
diediffering viewpoints. ThoJeacher may idith to divide the

erCartoons. The teacher should' be supportive of

class into small-groups to discUss the cartoons and-to report
their opinions to the class asa whble. Often a,group of font to
five students, b.y combining Their i telligence, is able to
interpret analytically cartoons that 'tfiey might have had
difficulty in interpreting on an individual basis.

The teachershould also discuss why artists dray., cartoons..
The cartoons focus on and increase awareness of current
proplems.. -The artist Presents visually one, viewpoint. By
.using symbols. the artist attempts to grab the reader's
attention. Readers then are able to respond in agreement or
disagreement to the ideacslgivn in the cartoon. The cartoons
alio ad!a toucli-of hump d lightpess to the editorial page
ckilthe ineWspaper.

2,
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'Next, the teacher should .2iye the students the li t.of 19
symbols. aldlig with their meanings. The students- Adult]."
ienwrize the basic synibols to, insure future success- in

kinterpreting cartoons. -The, memorization Could be ac.t,
I- Cornkljstied by 'breaking studiints- into pairt for drill or

threw h." conce tion genre: -s g nqa
Since the purpose of-the unit it to iriVtilVe students in

interpreting, economic thought as expressed in the news-
paper:an effort-should be made to encourage the studen to
interpret the cartoons as they appear in the newsp*er.
Students could be asked to cutout the cartoons, discuss them
with their parents, and bring them to class to add to a
classroom file. As the class file' grows, a bulletin board
'display of cartoons should be arranged..'

To interest slower students the teacher.coidd allow them to

N.

0 .
-. ,7..,,,t; ' t

.
-. ;

enlarge &rteoris.asingthe opaque pfojectok. :Csetil...te stu-
.den4 can be challenged to Idraw' their own, cartOonsl using

',learned symbols Or even asked to create theit own symbols. e

i.f.t.er a fetv days of teaching interpretation, the teacher can .
int oduce cons involving 4pm:saw coiidepts.tpsin§'
prviouily 1 e$ economic co ceti4 hand cartoon-symbols,

. a systematic avl ipnsistent revi w of economic concepts A
be conducted. 7exni"Ple, stu ents will repeatedly 8,X.lain
the circular flow diagram if a variety of stimulators is
provided. Students could be preparing to interpret a cartoon
projected onto a screen concomitant with roll call. It is h;ped
that the students will internalize economic concepts and
relate them to' f situations as their experience in
interpreting car creased and their skills are refined.

Pefore.beginniq Panic qie)Evaluation section on page
..9.6..

.
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'dold Rush
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Cvpyright ©1975 Thb Philadelphia Enquirer.

Reproduced by courtesy of Tony'Auth...,

Background: Since the 1930's the United States governthent has bought all gold in

government-. In 1975 gold was allowed to be sold in the free marker for

price had skyrocketed. Some thotight that'when gold went on the
even higher. ,

. Symbolism: What do the brick-like,objects at tile right represent?-

WhO is thertiailithC,bo*siiit; 7r.

Who are the people rurthittraiiiayl.,

UnitatStates for prices set by the ,4:

first time in many years. The world

tin the U.S. the price would go

.Interpretation: Whati happening to the price of jold? Why?
Which princirla of supply, and dftnd is, represented irl this cartoon?4

0
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a
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Distributed by L.A. TimesSyndicut.

Symbolism: What', does the. barrel represent? '
-What does theIgure on theoleft represent?
What ,doeS the'figuie on-the-ztight represent?

1 ....
What does the teeter-totter:represent?

.

DON HESSE, Copyright ©1974, St. Loiiis Globe-Democrat.
Reprinted,witti.petmissiOn, Los,Angeles Times Syndicate.

nterpretation: Why is the artist surprised that the price doll has not cOrpe down'?
Which Jaw of supply and demand is being broken? ; .

...I/.
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'The Idea Is to Raise Im BOA at the Sath'e Time'
Yd
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ributed by LA. 'riffle, Syndigol..:

e

Symbolism: Who is the figure at the lef,
What do the two 8gds of tit represent?
Whb isthe InAn tht'ayill try to the blips?

. . -

I' ,.c"...

. .. . -- ..
DON HES9E,Sopyrkkt © 1971, $1. Louis Globe-Democrat.

.Reprinted with permission, Lot.Arigeles TiMeS Syndicate..
-, - ' ' - . 1.

'r ;

interPretation: hOth productivity and wages together'? t,

2 Using the. cithular. Bow cfiatrani gitow what: would happen if Wages, were raised to a higherteVel- and,'
productivity stayed the'saMe. . . .
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Spring Plabf,g

4 -
.

tz

Symbolism:" Whet does the ground represent in the icture?
Who is the person irr the cartoop?
What is he throkng What ould this represent in the economy?

,

Le" e y'",;

. OtoritAred hr I A T,,, Syndecule

DON HESSE, Copyright © 1971, St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Reprinted with permission, Los Angeles Vies Syndicate.

ft Interpretation: A farmer plants in the'spring to harvest
Using the,circulat flow diagram,'explain v\hat would happen, if the consumers were to start spending lots off
money.
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asin kSY, 4... r 11.0."44
D 'We'd by LA. Tim. Syndicate

Symbolism: What does th&pot represent?
Who does the hand in the pot represent?
Who is the small figure?

t.

)ON HESSE, Copyright © 1975, St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Reprinted with permission, Los Angeles' Times Syndicate.

Interpretation: Is the artist for or against the federal government wing most of the money supply?

What happens to private industry it it cannot be ugh 'money?

Using the circular flow diagram show what would r ndustry cannot borrow money to replace'wofn out
equipment.

87
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C,.,.buled by L.A.

DO". Copyright © 1975,
. cearrirrec with permission, Los

sm: Who does the man on the ner sent in the'cartoon'>
Who does the man that is u.:31.3. ,Sown represent?
What does, the other.handIt le holding the man--s-nrenc?
What does capital mean?

Time& Syndicet

St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Angeles Times Syndicate.

neerprasation: Why does industry need csi.,,..t
What happens if industry o®- ru _,ccumulate capital?
What is the investor's probtrIT- ., '
Vying the circular flow diaF07,- ..zow why federal taxatier . .in slow down industrial development.

- .
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Symbolism: Who is the figure at the extreme left?
What does the man in the middle represnr
What does the skeleton represent?

Interpretation: Is the, artist for or against tight money puicie,
Using the circular flow diagram explain what cm,
or restricted.

141

g>1 G.. C g

Di Iribittral by L.A. *MIS Sp1.6,111M

DON HESSE, Copyright. Q 1 ffr4, St. Loiiis GiobelDemocrat.
Reorinted with perrpission7_os Angeles Times Syndicate.

c

,appen.in the econoif motley supply were too small

1
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HUGH, HAYNIE, Copyright-1V974, Louisville Courier - Journal}.
,Reprinted with permission, Los Angeles .Times Syndicate.

SyMbqlism: Wh,k d(the four'figures with lunch boxes reprent?
at does the beam they:are hanging-from represprit?

WhO is the last figure...i i the picture?

Interpretation: Ili the workers from the torpobile companies are out of work; what will Christnrias be like for their families?

Using the circular flo lagram,explain what happens in the market economy when workers-air laid, off.
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Copyright © 1.976 The Dever Pbst.
Reprinted by courtesy of Mithael E. Keefe.

Symbolism: What dci the half-completed cars repreSe7t in the cartOoh? Who is ite man that is throwing-his wrench over his
shoulder?
What is the. UAW?

Iriterpretaiion: What might have happened thaLaused the cartoonist to draw this cartoon? .

What happens to the wages of workers when workers go Oh strike? Using the circular flow diagrrara explain
what happens in the economy during a strike.

41
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, Symbolism: v*.nat is :ne building i-n.the background?
Who is me tall. figure at the right?
What does the small fat figure represent?

n., 1

HUGH HAYNIE, Copyright ©197.- _ouisville Courier-Journal.
Reprinted with permission, Lo Angeles Times Syndicate..

Intetvretation: If Mere is a crop failure, whatAiappeins to the price of that crop to the consumer



ti

Symbolism: What is cofigress giving to the taxpayer?

e^-

J1.4 e," er 11.1 01 1 1"
Dislribuied by L.A. Timeetyndicat.

. -

DON HESSE, Copyright ©1975, St. Louis Globe-democrat.
Reprinted with permission, Los Angeles Times Syndicate..

--

InterpretatiOn: Desciibe in a short paragraph what happened because of the tax cut accorOrg to this artist.,
r--

Using the circular flow diagi-am show how a tax cut cold cause inflation.-
,
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7 me, clot I'm Already turned
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,CopyriPit ©1976 Chicago Sun - Time's.

Rerfoducedby courtesy MIN/I-Jo Associates, Irlo. and Bill Mauldin. ..

'\S".. 1":"
. yrnbolisrn: 'VVho is the mall in the picture? j

I .
What does the face 4111the- windsw represent?

Interpretation: What is the man in the picture4rying to do?
What is the artist trying to say in the cartoon?
Which energy sources are becoming scarce in the 'World?
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Symbolism: Wti,;t does the word consumption mean?
Who does the man represent in the cartoon?

/ 'hat does the saw represent?
r

. Interpretation: What will happen in the picture if ti}e saw continues to'cut its elide?
What will happen in the United` tates if we continuer to use energy too' fast?.

)

t, t

, -vA /4. 4, te1111-
buted by 1..A. Times Syndicate

7

DON HESSECopyright .©1974, St. Louis globe-Democrat.-
Reprinted With permission:Los Ahgeles Times Syndicate..
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IV. Evaluation
' At'the beginning of the unit the students could be the

Survey Regarding Political Cartoons. This measures on a 1-5
continuum the frequency with which stkdentslpok- at the
politiCal cartoons, and also liQw we*they are able to interpret
the cartoons they do see. This can also be given after the unit
or at some future date to ineasureattitudech_ange towards
'cal-coons, andabiiity to interpret't cartoons after 4nstruc--/
tio r or, .

The list of cai'oon symbols could be given as a pre*st -and
, posttest, measuring the-abilit t morize essentiagfitta for

interpretatiqn Several cartoon oula be given to students
-troth before and after to meas e Ithe i Tease in abil
interpret what the artist is
cartoons in this' part of the'e

iclass while Otters could be ne

ttempti to convey. Some
am could be those studied in

to the student. Students 'are
usually fascinated b'y how much' better th42are able to
perffrm after instruction.,

SURVEY REGAR DING- POLITI(CAL CARTOONS

Below are tw o surveys about political Abans. Please
mark X he blank beside the numbr.'thatmost closely
fits your feel' or your situation. The first question C0116eFFIS
the frequen with which yoti look at the politicaLcartoons:

page.

page.

L I never look at the cartoons on.the editorial page.
2 1 very_ seltjom look at the cartoons on the editorial

3 I sometimes look at the cartoons-on the editorial

4. I frequently rtbk at 'the cartons on the editorial./-'
. page. * r'... 5 ,I alway,s look at the cartoons on the editorial page.

- 6 I never read the paper at all.
4 .

This question Concerns the degree of, understanding that
,....you haveof political cartoons that youisee. Mark an X in the

blank that most closely fits how you understand the political
cartoonseon the edivial page of the newspaper.

4-1 -,

1 I do not -understand any Of the cartoons on the
editorial, page t" .

.
, . ., .

2' 1 understa-nd a few of the cartoons I see on the
editorial page.i 144

\/ fr

a

t

'96
445 r

.3. I up `cartoons I see n the ,
editoriat Age: 1 e

4. I understand most of 'the cartoons I see on the-.
, .editoFial page.

5.,I undertand all the cartoons I see-on the editorial'
page.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Some 4Principles' of Supply unckfiKtmand _ ,
1. people will generaflybuyttnere at a loweleiNice than at a,

hlgtier price. ; -
) 2. Producers genetplly offer more at a higher. price than at ,, ,

a lower price:
C4

f

When demand I- a oil increases, the piice
./ ..

, 0 ,
generally goes. op: -!' '.

.4 ,,,._ When the. demand 'for a product decreases,: the price
- , (generally goes down.

S. It the supply of a- product increased, the price of that
product .tvould generally decrease.

6. If, theosupply decreases,'the,,prige will generally
increase.

As the political c4rtcons are shown to you or the
newspapeLapicles are Fead to you; write do ''n the prinipie
of s 1 lid demand that see s to a 1upp y a seems PP y-

4

5

7.

8:i
1.4

.1 .

,

10:
I

,

r
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Building gsa Town in--the 'Days,of th6:-Gold 'Rush:
An !Economic Sinuiletion Activity

CDescription ig_Co pts`and Rationale
-This study of economics i designed to correlate with the

fifth -grade social studies' unit, "The.Westem Expansion of
the United States,- 'and to provide knowledge of several
economic concepts, each of which is described and itbstified
in the section in which itsis introduced. Those economic
concepts that the students ex iienee in this simulation

activity include scarcity, reso
cost, supply, demand, and mo
within or folloWing the specifi
each section, the teacher shout

e ownetshlp, opportunity
ey. It should be-noted that

culminating .activity for
) review the gmajor'

economic concept(s) being studied, ( ) Help- students to
verbalize theiflatronship between problems encounte and

--solutionsiatte mpted in their simulated activities, and (3 draw
generalizations relevant to the real world.. 1

The ilass, caljingpthe mserves the Springer Party, begins its

4. Students will be able\to explain what is meant when
economists say that the real cost-of.goods and seryiqs
produced and consumed is the value of things forhone.
(oppoilimAy.cost)

5.. Stdents skill 'be able to explain the vdhous reasons retail
stores stock their shelves with specified goods, (demand)

6. Students will be able to give specific reasons for the
Importance- of the conservation of natural resources.,
(scarcity)

-7. Students will be able to explain how the discdftry of new
resoufces or the invention of new productions can lead to

, change. (supply). -
'8. Students will be able to explain why population wth or .

sleoline, and changes in types, elf people, can by
changes to the,,town ikhicii might be -both 'beneficial and
harmful. '(externalities)

Imaginary journey at ,Indepiance, Mistouri, in Aprit of - 9- Students will be able to explain the importance of,banles ,1

1849. They cross the. countr'y ,irt-coveriel wagons via the and other lending institutigns'to the economiC acti vines o`f .

Oregon-Trail and take tlie gouthern branch thateads to a community.-(thoney. and banking)
California. (See page 108 for adaptation, iiggeStio s. Each I

4
member of the party keep's 'a diary, of the journey which iwIII. Directiops And instnictional. Sequence_

. inaudes itifealation covering his/her experiences and the

Ste the background information and discusskn questions ,reaching their destination, p. !awe meadow op the banks of
relevant toeach of the six. sections.(pagei 105=108} and the
list of flints (page 108) subdided according to,he sectionrameMo, they set about the task of lading atoWn. Economic

Rooth Artangetnept and Materials .geography of the land th/pugh whith the-party travels.

the American RiNier.some' forty- mho northeast of Sac-

problems are encoiinterecl as they establish their own town
- No specific room arrangement is required for any activity `kduring the "Gold Rush D$ys" of F849-1851.

1..ayithin the six parts of theenit. However, throughout this unitTwo hypothetical etonornicyroblems are,posed for each
small-group discy,ision,\small-grOup and individual re-, of the siz basic economicreoficepts listed op the following
search, and Tow 'ftfeetings thole-slas discussion groups)pages. Itsshould be noted that other pro lems could be pose w

, and studied using these problems a rnpjes. are heAily.relied..on: The unit would be most successful if -

furniture within the classroom were movable, even if this had
to beprearrang,ed with the cystodial staff at each instance a

move was necessary. Should several rooms or a large room
with movable dividers be available, so much the better for
small-group activities. -A room equipped with tables wand_
chairs is preferable to one with. one-piece desks in that the.
Town Meetings are ideal!), held in a circu)ar arrangement in
which every participant can see the other participants. For the

each best enhances.

In their study dud resolytion of the economic problems, the
stufents are limited to use the knowledge available during the
historic period., or the problem: Their speculatiOn into the
future in 'search `of solutions shoUld not exceed t. 50-year
period from the dateof the problem.

II: 'Objectives
1. Students will e,to explain,that the phentiin

,

scarcity nu resources vs. unlimited want
-to an economic system. (scarcity,,econonio systems),

/: Students will be able to explain how goods and services
are, bbtained thr&igh .a system of economic exchange,

I "(property, market system) -

3, Students will be able to explain jhow the ability to produce
',,, may be limited by,the amount of available capital, natural

resources that are available, and the availability of labor -
and individuals with managemliiti)Aility.. (fattors of.
production)

cidminattng activity in part:Ir,' a comeNg the room with
empty tables and shelves would be ideal if it could remain'

.undisturbed for several days.kflowever, the lack of any or all
of the Ideal circumstances will not seriously impair the'
satisfactory completion of the unit.

,
Because.,-thes, unit cis highly aependent on research, by

individuals and small groups, and because the decisionSand -

solutions reached within each section of the simulation are
highly dependent on the quality and,cpiantity of information
available, access to ference materials is a must. Maps of the ,'
,route of dire settlers' initial journey and the immediate site of

i
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the settlement areyquile'important, You may ave o invent
your ownithap of the hivediatt area of the seTheitent wheat
none is available:Shonldiyou be able 'Po:obtain alicsimile-
map of the imtnediatend generaYa-reas as they appeared
during the approxiinate 4tpetperiod being studied, so much

c.) title: better. Any ()Nen-types of paps available will also be
usefilltopograptiicaI)giapsniaPs indicatirig (eurrentg-
ricultural antindustrial arreas ;etc. Students should have the
maximum aces possible to reference materials other an .

. their normal textbooks. These matelials should in. ude
.infoimation as to' The geography or their settlement ea,

info] nation as toihe climate and ,natural resources -of the, ..

area; geperal initrinatiOn on basic agri.eultural 'cOnperns scII).
as timefablts for planting ,and harvest, problems prevalent in
single-family agricultural purspits, etc- They should also
have access to i hform.ation on the-development orbusines
this country, including the history of the general 'swore an ifs
importance. DiCtionaries and encyclopedias wi,111proVe in-
valuable, as will general introductory" material on economics
and business (even if the only text terials-available are for
the high school level, include them).ma-. Graphs, pictures and
legends, and glossaries are stitlipotential sources of informa-
tion (it is possible that the class's beneF readers will tackle

f-- parts of even an advanced text). Information on ranching,
. mining (in the tithe Period being studied), ghost towns; even

on important inventions of the 19th and 20th centuries, can
help' ciiildren to put the less technologically developed past
into perspective.

Any specific ripteqls, on...banking or loans will be
. invaluable in -Pala V; and*y specific materials on the-

^ delklopment'of;and current-4ersus-past, tax structures will'.
aid greatly. It is strongly suggested that at a .simplified
protedure for access 'to the schoOl (arid perhaps a nearby
public) library be developed,: so that small grbups of students .
..could research at their own paces; however, in some schools
this would bevirtualiy impossible. 'The next best solutiov. is

',to have.some time every day or every few days when the
entire class visits the school libtary for a long enough time to
return, materials already perUsed and to check out new
sources.

Even if you should haye ample chalkboard space or
. bulletin board space which can be reserved for the many

_ on-going lists the children will be making, you might
et:insider the practicality of using butcher paper in long rolls.
It'is inexpensive, can be stored out the way when social
studies is over for the day, and can be kept forsosterity if you
wish. In any case, the rolls can be kept with relative ease and
used at culmination of the unit as review tools' for the

. concepts and generalizations learned.
Children will possibly' be using more penmarohip or

,.scratch paper than usual to keep track of their research.
Records. of group decisions can be kept by "secretaries" On
penmanStiip paper, or, should the grOup findings lend
themselves to listing, they can he kept on the.aforementiOned
butcher paper. - .

'Other than these general materials requirements, specific
materiali are necessary and must beprepared for Activity 2
under ,Pit V. This acjiyity requires that a container be
prepared with random ansivers to four questions with* least
five alternative answers being provided for each of the four
questions. Also, for tit...culminating activity for -Part II,

children should have access toartinarefials.fr°41,which to
.

Create good for the mock store. At a nuiliflatir4-they. should
have old magazines ftoRwhich to ciltpicOres,,anq,paper and
crayons with which to draw their Owe. ',119,1?-1-Ct..you have

4..storage Space, xsok might ncourage students to bring empty-
(cleaned) food container's. ome.

*quence-af A.c vines and Ptbcedures
There are six fferenriiarts of this ppit which ,should be

done seg4nti h of the six will foP('W'in ordir
directions Tor (a) thotitrgop..,and inforchAtion. (b), specific

..orderecl activi Sies for 'that /section, 403:(c) culminating
. activity foreach se kin. Before leaving eileh.sorction 'of the

unit it is irtiportant t utilize inforrital di5cassiort t0 ascertain
that the students have wn and are cptretlY applying the
economic concepts and generalizations fbf-that settion. See
the -"Background InfOrrnatipn" (pages 105-108) for some',
suggested diFussion questions: ,

1
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PART I. ECON,QMIC CONCEPT.: sCACM AND
, 'RESOURCE OWNERS',

'tive uses. Economic' systeths 'differ amov different
and at different times in history.

problem of how to allocate limited resoti rtes anto

Motivational and Informational. Reviev with the stud nts #,

Each society develops an economic sy.5t011 ueal with the

ss :ihe

r'

coup ries
erna-

the "trip" they have just taken and di&ctl
most urgent Problem's facing them if they ore tro establish their
town on the American River. (At this point, the assumption is
made that each family.has at least a teroporarY dwelling and
enough food io last until crops are in and Vivestd) suggest
that they have two basic and immediate pirablem%,

Present the problems:
Problem 1. What should we produce to keep our town

going? .

Problem 2. What resources are required to Produce the
goods and services?

For further suggestion's for discussiqp t' fore activities,
see the "Background ,Information," ap j *-Questiens., for
Part I.)

Activities.-liave students list the goods and se rvices to be
produced in order for a town to keep gqi90' Have students
break into groups to do research on the $0°graPhY of their
'valley. Pool their findings on the natutl resources of the
area.

Appoint committees topalti sliggestico5 for solving the
following:

a. What jobs will be necessary to prodice the things we
want in our town?

b. How should we decide who gets which job?
c. How much capital do we have 2 group and as

individuals?
d. Should we open a branch bank Bank of

Sacramento, or should we start our ov/ri bank, coin our
own money, and handle our knell-lie Problems
among ourselves only?

e. If we set up ourwn currency systelyi,4A'hat will we use
. as a Medium of exchange for gook], °le may want to
purchase from other towns?

f. How dO we determine who should trIailage and who
should supply labor?



g. What constitutes good management?
h. How do we determine how -much Various jobs are

worth?

Students should then come back as a total class and report
on their research findings. Based 'on. these findings; they
Should decide: who shOuld produce what; who should be
given what land; which indiyuals,should own and operate
the 'bank, store and church; and,who should make, and
adthinister lawS: Decisions should alio be made as to what
kind of a bank and money systeM will be used and whether
capital for setting up, producers and

by
of services

should be, borrowed by individuals or by the community as a
whole.' Finally, students_ silt:Mid decide on the basic. form of
government they want, if any, and who shouldadminister
that plArnment..'

Culminating Activity: -The, leader of the community.ealls a
Town Meeting -to discpss an elpergencrsituatiOn.. In the
spring, the'farmers.had planted enough in quantity and
variety of crops bOth . to provide the community with
necessary food afid.to allow fora surplus to be sold outside
the community. However, unexpected rains and floods ha:e,
destroyed many Of the crops. The, farmers were heavily in
debt and are faced With financial ruin. The community is
facpi with the grave problem of a lack of sufficient food for

e coming year. What should be done? (Let the children
ake their own decisions.)

PART I ECONOMIC CONCEPT: OPPORTUNITY COST
In ou system, consumer demand in the market is the main

f ce that allocates the productive resources among compet-
ing wants. When resources are used to satisfy one want, they

nhot be used for something else. Thus, the real cost of the
goods and services produced is the value of the things that are
foregone. .

Motivational and Informational. Through films,research
and disciAsion, Make sure the children understand the
various kinds,of western communities and the varying types
of economic structures that resulted.

p Also, have children research the part of the Country. Store
in cominuni*s of that period and area. discuss how the type
of town helped to determine the stock carried by those stores.

Present the problems:
Problem. 1. What economic alternatives are available to

-us in our town with our limited resources?
Problem 2. What types of goods should our general store

owner put on-his shelves?
(For further suggestions for discussion before activities,

see 'the "Background Information," and "Questions" for
Part II.)

Activities
1. Define the following terms: consumer, wants, alterna-

tives, limited resources.
2. Have students offer suggestions about the different

types of towns we might want (i.e., ranching town,
farming town, ranching and farming town combina-

, tion,,,g6Id-mining town, etc.)
3. Break up into groups: to discuss how our resources

could be "best" (mostefficiently) used in each type of
town. List these results:

4. Discuss committee results with total class.
5. Divide the class into groups,acl! ording to the type of

town they think they would like to have lived in. Have
thcin decide what.products would have to be carried on
the shelves of their store.

6. Groups 'report their 'findings to the total class. A
discussion should then be held to see hoW the various
groups' lists of supplies are alike, how they aie
different, and, in each case, why the similarity or
difference.

Culmintaing Activity. Have students set up a mockcountry
store-stocking the shelves with those supplies that meet the
demands of a ranch -farm community. Choose students to be

;store owners and clerks, and others to 'be -regular -store
customers who are to come to the store to buy their, regular
weekly supplies. As them to role-play the parts of these
buyers and sellers,

Meantime, give secret instructions to other students as
follows: '."You are miners on your way* to the hills to try to

-find gold. The nearest, mining town has run out of many
,supplies and is'charging'exceedingly high prices for those,
they have left. You want food, shovels, picks, and staple
foods. Go into this store and do whatever you can (including
offering higher prices and threatening) tozet the supplies you
will want for a period of several months."

PART III. ECONOMIC CONCEPT: RESOURCE BASE
The-productive resources a country possesses affect the

amount and kind, of gOods and services that are produced.
The quality and quantity of the productive resources change
due to discovery, population growth, education, technologi-
cal progress, and capital formation.

Motivational and Informational. Have the children revw
what natural and human resources were available to settlers
in the area' of their simulated community.

Present the problems:
Problem 1. How will the amounts and kinds of our

natural resources affect the growth and production of our
tbwn?

Problem 2. How will the amounts and kinds of human
resources affect our town? (Further suggestions for discus-
sions_either before or after the activities can be found in the
Background Information," and.' 'Questions" for Part III.)

Activities
1. befine the following terms: externalities, conserva-

tion, nonrenewable, quantity of resources, quality of
resources, technological' ptogress.-

2. Have each child list the ways in which s(he) uses the
natural resources of the area in his or her own job and
-home. Pool the .ideas in a class discussion.

3. Discuss which of our resources are nonrenewable and
perhaps. should be conserved.

4. Break into groups to write a brief paper expressing
group decisions on ways-in which we might conserve
our nonrenewable natural resources. ,

5, Divide the class into two groups to plan and produce
two separate newspapers. Paper t assumes that there is
apopulation boom in the town. Paper 2 assumes there
is a dangerous decline in population. Suggested head-
lines might be:

. .11A_
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Paper I
New Resident to Open Luxury Hotel
One-Room School to Add Two More. Classrooms
Building Boom Brings More. Jobs
Sheriff COmplains of WorkloadAsks to Hire
More Deputies
Famous Singer Jenny Lind to Perform Here
City Fathers Ponder Slum Problem
Fighting Erupts Between Whites and Chinese
Famous Writer Settles Here
Socialite to Entertain U.S. Senator
New Fishing Resort Opens

or.Ntimber of New Businesses Soars
Paper 2,

Hotel Closes
Last Big Mine Shuts Down

) Unemployment at Record High
Owner of General Store Threatens to Close
City Fathers Plan Campaign to Encourage
Settlers
Crop Failures Threlten Food Shortage
Bank Fails!
Property Values at All-Time Low

la Philosopher Enjoys Peace of Sparse l'opulation

When the news.stories have been written, have the groups
exchange stories and act as citizens reading their town
newspapers. In a role-playing situation students can act as
`various townspeople (school children, parents, property
owners, farmers, business owners, etc.) to discuss the effects
externalities may have on them and their families.

Culminating Activity. Have each child pretend he or she
has just inherited an old khpse, town which has been deserted
since 1851.1e is in the general area of the class's simulated
community. Ask each child to write a story telling what (s)he
would do with the property and how (s)he would go about it.

PART IV. ECONOMIC CONCEPT: TECHNOLOGICAL
PROGRESS AND SUPPLY

Technological progress refers to the application of men's
ideas, kiiowledge or inventions to economic activities. It may
be in the form of discoveries of new supplies or uses of
natural resources, new machines, materials or production
methods, or the- invention or tmprovement of consumer
goods and services. Technological progress has contributed
to the economic growth of our country by increasing the
productivity of labor. It also has a profound effect on the
ways in V.rhich people work, the amount of income they earn,
their level of living, and their way of living.

Motivational and Informational._ Children should view
films, do research, and have discussions to.,determinehow
methods-and organizations changed gold-mining in Califor-
nia., They should also research rice- growing in the Sac-
ramento Valley to seewhat changes there have been in the
growing, harvesting, and preparation for sale of that product.

Present the problems:
Peoblem 1. ShOuld our gold-minets band together and

form a company or remain in businesS for themselves?
Problem 2. What results might follow if more efficient

methods of rice production are found?
(Refer to the "Background Information" and "Ques-

New

lions;,' dealing with these problems.)
Activities

A. Define these terms: productivity, efficiency, un-
employment, leisure time, independent workers.

2. -Discuss: Who is to decide if a company is to be
-r.5 formed?

3. Have, some students represent the miners who wish
to reniain independent. Have another group form a-

.
. . co any,' Have each group compile infor-

matiOri On 'the benefits, and disadvantages of each
method tof producing gold. Compare the results,

:being sure to.note the amount of income earned by
each persqn 00er-the two different. systems.
Define,these ?ems: increased income, profit, over-
Production,-:skills, open market.
Hav,e students think of new methods that might do
one of the following things: increase productivity
per Acre, irrigate more land, for rice-growing,
increase our growing Season to two crops per year,
improve the quality of our rice.

-.Have a class discussion to decide on the value of suggested
methods and what might be expected to occur if one method '
were adopted.

Culminating Activity. Ask children to "invent" amachine
which could do some of the work of a farmer or miner. They
may either draw pictuies of their inventions or write

-descriptions of them. These should be shared with the class
along with an.explanation of how this machine would affect
the supply of goods and services involved.

PART V:- ECONOMIC CONCEPT: INSTITUTIONS,
MONEY AND BANKING

An economic system develops economic institutions to
carry on the every-day economic activities of the community.
We have such institutions as the, use of money and credit,

, banks, business organizations, labor organizations, and
collective bargaining.

Motivational and Informational. This pareof the project
deals primarily with the use of credit in our economy. Most
children of intermediate grades are well aware of the fact that
their parents buy products on time and use charge accounts.
They may, however, be inclined to view institutions which
extend credit as "bad guys" who make life difficult for those

' who owe money. ;
In this particUlar study, it might- be best to pose the

problems and gO into the activities without further study. For
discussions which might become desirable during or after the
activities, the teacher can refer to the "Information" and
"Questions" for. Part V.

Present the problems:
Problem 1. A few farmers living near the river loit their

wheat crop when the river flooded their farms. These men
want to buy goods at the general store using credit which
usually consists of an I.O.U. or check. Should the store
owner allow them to use credit in his store?

Problem 2. The owner of the local hotel is moving to
another town and wishes to sell his. hotel. He is asking $9,000
for the hotel and lot with the mineral and water rights to the
property. He has received three offers to buy his -property.
How can the hotel owner decide which of the three people to
sell to? (None:of the three has the -cash. on hand.)

1



Activities
1. Define theSe term loans, I.O.U., credit, credit risk,
. over-extending credit, and debt. ... -

2. Set up committees, with members taking the roles of
credit investigators employed by the store. to investi-
gate the economic backgrounds of five farmers "who
wish to purchase items from the store, using credit.
Give each committee one of the following farmers to
discuss and further investigate:
a.' 'Mrs. Taylor: Mrs. Taylor has never borrowed

money from anyone and does not keep her money
in the'bank because she belietres it is not safe in
other. people's hands.

b. Mr. $alyer: Mr. Salyer has taken out loans from
the bank before and has always paid the bank back
on tirne.

c. Mr. Johnson: Mr. Johnson has purchased items
from the store on credit before but is not always
prompt in paying, his debts.

A (Is Mr. Wilson: Mr. Wilson does a regular, ,business
with the store but has never used credit before.

e. Miss Stanyon: Miss Stanyon usually maintains a
'steady balance in her checking account at the
batik. is flood has, however, depleted her
s y of cash sincee she had to withdraw nearly all
he money to pay for repairs on.her family farm.

Using the above-given information as a 'beginning,
have each group add" to their knowledge of the farmers'
economic standing by drawing information randomly
from a container. (Factors to be recorded and placed in
the container should include fiv,e separate answers to
each question with some duplication of answers.)
a. How much inoome does the farmer normally have

annually?
b. Does s(he) usually pay for items purchased with

cash or credit?
c. Does s(he) keep money in the bank? How much?
d. Does s(he) usually pay debts o time?

3. With the economic background of he farmers estab-
lished, have the "credit investig ors" answer the
following questions stating,their tionale regarding
each of the farmers:' ,

a. How Much credit should be allowed from the
store? Why this amount?

b. Will the bank loan any money?
c. How soon does the farmer think s(he) will be able

to pay the store-keeper for items purchased on
credit?

d. What form or forms of credit did this farmer want
to use?

47 Have the various committees list the answers to the
questions above on large charts. Use the 'answers to
determine as a group which of the farmers is most
deserving of credit approval.

5. Define these terms: coedit rating, long-term loan,
purchasing power, mineral rights, and. water rights.

6. Discuss the structure and functions of a bank with the
class.

7. Have students list the following information concern-
ing each. prospective buyer on charts: .-
a.. Prospective Buyer A: He is a wealthy land-owner

ti

in our town. His personal savings and checking
accounts amount to $7,000. With the aid of a bank
loan, he purChased two vacant lots next,to the hotel ,

this past year. He plans to buy the hotel and use the
two lots make additions to the present hotel
structure. Buyer A plans to pay 20 percent in cash
from his savings. The remainder of the purchase
price' he plans to borrow from the bank on a
long-term loan.

b. Prospective Buyer B: Buyer B has just moved into
our town and has bought the Old Collins Place on
the east end gf town. He paid the total price of the
house ($1,500) in cash. He has transferred his
money from his previous bank in Sacramento to
our bank. His personal accounts in the bank total
$5,000. He has offered to pay 50 percent of the
total price of the hotel in cash and take out a bank
loan for $6,000 to make up the balance and leave
some extfa money for improvements to the exist-
ing hotel.

c. Prospective Buyer C: buyer C has lived in our
town,since it started. He owns a 75-acre farm'
bordering the river. He makes a steady annual
income and has managed to save enough to pay 90
percent of the price of the hotel in cash. He does
not keep his money in` the bank and does not
believe in taking out loans. He has promised;
however, to pay the remaining 10 per cent of the
total price fronthis monthly earnings at the rate of

'$50 a month. He wants to retire from farming, sell
his farm, and move into' town to live in and
manage the hotel.

8. Have onesroup serve as bankers and figure (a) interest
each buyer would have to pay, and (b) the total amount

to be paid back to the bank.
9. From the accumulated information, have a class

discussion in which the following questions are an-
swered to determine to whom the hotel should be sold:
a. What information is lacking concerning the eco-

nomic status of each prospective buyer? (Fill this
in on the charts.)

b. Which buyer presents the best credit risk and why?
Culminating Activity. An effectivecuhninating activity is

a class discussion which would enable the students to apply
these 'earnings tonew situations. An ideal lead-off for such a
diScussion would be a guest speaker from a local bank,
savings and loan, or credit bureau. Such a speaker can
provide information on the granting of credit in the modern
world, and may present hypothetical cases as a basis for an
analytical discussion.

PART VI. ECONOMIC. CONCEPT: THE MARKET SYSTEM
AND GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

Although our private enterprise system is based on
. decentralized-decision-making, the government's economic

role has increased as our economy has become more
complex.

Motivational and Informational. Before g ing into the
"activities" section of this part of the project it ecessary
that the children learn throUgh films, research and discussion
that certaiservices and goods are provided by government.



By the same means, they should be informed ofthe aonale
for taxation and those items a government may deck ) tax.

With this background, the folloWing problems lay be
suggested:

Problem I. The mayor and Town Council have reacheca
decision concerning the overcrowding in our town's elemen-
tary school: because of the recent population boom the
two-ropm s5hoolhouse is no longer adequate. They con-
cluded that an additional two rooms arc desirable tria another
teacher should be hired. The 'question being debated is,
shouldthe citiziens pay taxes to 'raise these funds?

Problem 2. We are incasing our trade with otter towns
and cities in our state. We could increase trade further still if
we had better roads connecting our town with other coMmun-,
ides. The newly organized state governinent has offered to
help us tb build more and better roads, but this means we will
nov. have to pay taxes to the state..Should we pay state taxes?

Activities
1. Define these terms: government. regulation, taxes,

income tax, property tax, sales tax, busUess, tax, cost
of living, and assessed valuation.

2. Havettudents divide into two groups. One group will
debate in favor of taxes and one againt taxes. Some
key questions to be answered dujing the course of the
debate are as follows:
a. What' alternative m.earis do we have for meeting

the cost of the,additional rooms and teacher?
b. bf our town's' population continues to expand,

what new problems might arise for our educational
system? /

. c. - Of the alternative types of taxes (income, prop-
erty, sales or business), which one or ones might
be best suited to meet our needs? Whatdoes each
type of tax entail?

d. Should our local town government have the right
to tax the citizens? Why or why ':not?

3. Havettudents work in groups to list all the advantages
that better roads might have. for our town:

4. Discuss, as a class, how much we should have to pay to
the state for their services in helping to build the roads.

5.. Have students suggest alternative ways in which the
money to build new and better roads could be raised.

6. It their groups have students answer the following
d_estions to be diseussed or debated at a later date:

What form(s) should state taxes take (income,
sales, etc.),.and why?

/ r Should these taxes remain "fixed," or should they
increase and/or decrease as-services are rendered
.-)y.the- state? j

c. Vho should decide what a 6ir" tax is, and wi-.y?
Culm: _ring Activity. Call a Town Meeting to discuss the

proposec -aising of property taxes to build an opera house for
our com7:unity. For purposes of this simulation, various
students slould assume different -roles as:

I. Co-:ractor and his/her associates who will build the
strz,:ture.
SocIalites to whom an opera house would mean sotial
prestige.

.3. Music lovers.
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4: Large landowners with Tittle, interest in "cultu
s'activities.

5. Individual who owns a restaurant-next to the proposed
site of t -ftspera house:.

6. Home-owKerS with limited incomes.
7. Individuals who oppose all property taxes.
L. Any others (as determined by the children)"

Fogow-up- Activities
It has already been suggested that questions from the

"Background",be utilized following each Of the slipparts. of
this unit, either during or after the culminating . activity for
each part, as an informal evaluation of the students' progress..
As a follow-up activity for theentire unit, the teacher may
wish to isolate *4stions representative of each part of the
unit (perhaps thoit with which the class had the most
difficulty during the unit itself), and present these once more
in discussion as an informal evaluation tool for the unit as a
whole. r

IV.`Evaluation
The following questions have. been provided for a formal

evaluation of the unit as a whole, and to vieasure the
atkainment of stated objectives., .

1. People moved to the prairie one family at a time. Each
family worked alone to grow its- own food and to make its
own clothes and other things it wanted. There was no town
nearby, no stores, and no one got goods or services from
other families. If someone had no chickens, hejust never had
eggs. Soon there were many families living in one area. They
got together to talk about something strange that was
happening. People were-'beginning to trade goods . and
services. Joe had given Pete a dozen eggs in exchange for
fixing his roof, because Pete had no chickens! They warited to
discover why people would do such things. Which one of
these things would you tell them?

a. People have economic systems because it gives
them a chance to see each other more when they
exchange goods and services. They only, do that as
a reason to meet and have fun.
People have economic systems because resources
are limited and want are great. They give up
something they have in order to get something. hey
want. (Pete wanted eggs so he gave Joe his labor.)
What'Pete and Joe did just happened for no reason.
Joe gave Pete eggi because he is his friend, and
Pete helped Joe fix the roof because he likes hiin. It
has nothing to do with how people usually act.

2. in some economic systems, a planner decides what
goods and services'will b4produced and who will get them.
In some economic systenis the consumers decide in the long.
ran what will be produced: In some places goods and services
produced are the same ones that have always been produced,
because that's what people are used to. Why is it that every,
country or group of people must have an economic system to
decide what will be produced and who will get what's
produced? Is it:

Because people alwzo s want to make everything
more complicated than it.has to be.

x. b. Because choices must be made as to how scarce
resources will be use



c. Because if no one told peo`Ple to produce goods ant:
services, nobody would do any work.

3. Mr. Taylor is a cattle rancher with aarge herd of
His family can get beef froth- their cows but they,. have
vegetable garden to get other foods and no. cotton or w(
from which to make clothing. They want vegelabres
cloth. They also want their children togo to school, but there L
is no teacher in the Taylor family to teach them. How can the
Taylors use.the cows th own to help them to get other .

things they want such vegetables, cloth and education)
Criterion for ,correctness: .

"a. They can'sell some of the cows, to someone ho
wants cows and use the money to buy good and
sec-vices from people who own the good and
services they want. Or,

6. They can trade the cattle With the people who own
.the goOds and services they want, provided those
people tapt thesowssin excohdrige. Otherwise th8y

. must go through a.series of exchanges.
4.. Since the Taylorlarnily has many more c le than %ey

want to use themselves, they decide to take cattle to
Abilene where cattle buyers buy-hundreds of cows ever day.
The Taylors will be happy to sell their cows to th cattle
buyers because then the family can use the, money to buy
other, things they-want. Why would the cattle buyers in
Abilene probably buy so many cattle each day? /4

The cattle buyers only eat beef and they are so
hungry that they must buy hundreds of cows every
day to get enough beef for themselves to eat.

b. The cattle buyers like animals very much and want
to have lots of cows for pets.

c. The cattle buyers take many cows from Abilene-to
places in the East where people don't raise their
own cows but are Willing to pay money to someone
in exchange for beef. In this way the cattle buyers
get money to buy the things they want.

5. Miss Adams is a teacher in ti frontier one-room ool.
She w6rks many hours every day to teach all the e dren in
the town, She ddesn't have the time to raise her o n cows to
get beef for herself to.eat. At first, she. thou t that her
students might pay for their schooling by bringing her beef,
but none of her students lives on a cattle ranch. How do you
think Miss Adams can get beef if she keeps on using her time
to be a teacher at the school?
Criterion for correctness:

a:Individual students (or the town ,vernment
through tax money) will pay for the use f her time
in currency which sfie can then use to I.Oods and
services from those who own -ne ood9 and
services, or

b., (less preferable, half credit), she car trade the
sserviee she provides (herteaching) ,for the goods
and services she wants. (She can be paid by
individual students or the government in specified
goods and services.)

6. Walter has decided to procluce egg -canon caterpillars.
He has taken a market survey to find out how many people
will buy each week at certain, prices. He has figured out how
much each caterpillar will cost to produce. He has hired
friends to help to paint arid put the legs on.the caterpillars:. He
arranged to do a certain amount of work for. his, Metter in
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exchange !or each-egg carton she gives him. Bed Walter's
;factl-Sry' can't -keep up with the demand for caterpillirs at .

current prices because, he hasn't been getting enough egg
.cartons! What did Walter probably forget to think about when
he decided how much to 'produce?
Criterion for.eorrectness: He forgo/ that how much he'could
Produce was limited by the number ofigg cartons his mother
was willing to supply. o a

7. George moved to Plainstovand got a great idea. He
thought that people there would Jove to buy beautiful
redwood boards to build the front parts of their houses. He '
asked around and found that'people thought it was "a great
idea too (he conducted a market survey.), He read up On how
to have a limber Till saw logs into boards. He read about
hoW to grow redwOod trees. Then he gave up his idea. When
people asked why, he said, "Factors of producfion." What
do you think he meant?'

x a. He couldn't.produce redwood boards for a profit
because redwood trees wouldn't .grow,, iii
PlainstOwn, and it cost lots of money to bring them'
from California or Oregon. , a .

He was lazy and just wanted to use big words to
confuse everyone-so they wouldn't know it.

c. Someone had already thought of the same idea and
had beaten him to building the lumber mill.

8. If a pioneer spends two hours tracking and hunting a
deer, what is the real (economic) cost to him of the deer meat
and hide he gets?

- a. The real cost is that he may not kill the deer after
spending such a long time tracking it.

x b. The real cost. is the two hours of work' in the
cornfield that he givessup in order to hunt the. deer.

. The real cost is the 100 worth of gunpowder he will \
use.

9. Each person in Daniel BOone's family had to spend
long hours doing the many chores for the family's survival in
the 'wilderness. Every:Monday Mrs. Boone spent all day
from suhup t6 sundown (12-hours) boiling water and washing
the family clothes. What was the real cost opportunity cost)
of,cleaning the family clothes?

x a. The real cost was the 12 hours of canning fruits and
vegetables she gave up to wash theslethes.

b. The real cost was the whole barof soapshe used to
get the clothes cif-in.

c. The real-cost wa nat the clothes would just get
dirty again anywt.

10. The yer. is 1851. ou are leaving your home in
Missouri to travel with a wagon train to California. You are
g ng to move there with ye Jr family. You have packet
'wagon um. it is almost ful. but there is one space .left. The
space is bi= enough for eitrer Orandma's rocking chair of a
bi ,ack or lour. What is the real (eco,nomic)lcost to you of
taking_ the ,our?

a. The flour might get bugs in it and spoil.
h. You would be giving up taking Grandma's chair

with. you.
c. -Thcle John will be angry because he wanted td take

:e big chest of drawers and that is too big for the
Dace the flour or rocking chair will fit in.

d. other people on the wagon train will try to
borrow flour from you when they run out of their
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- a. .1 1 . The General Store in the town of Miners Gulch stocks
lots of picks and shovels. It alio haS many gold-mining,Pans
on its shelves.ut. it -doesn't have any seeds for growing
wheat or corn.. Why d s the store Owner probably have so
much mining equi ent on band but not any corn or wheir

'0> x a. Because the miners who shop there do not want to'
buy corn or wheat seeds at, current prices. They
want to spend their money on picks, Shovels and
gold-mining pans.

b..Because the store owner sneezes whenever he gets
near corn or wheat seeds and he doesn't want to
have them around his tftoroT I

c. Because whensthe store owner ordered his supplies
he saw how pretty the gold-miping equipment
looked and forgot to order the seeds.

d.. gecause even though the ininers.want to buyrcorn
and wheat seeds, the store owner doesn't wAnt to

',> sell them'. He thinks that the miners should spend
al their time alining and 'hot waste time growing
corn and wheat.,

12. There are ttwo general stores in the town of Cattle
Crossing, Johnson's Store and Little's Stbre. Both charge the
same amount of money for the food items suchas flour, Sugar
and bacon. Johnson's also stocks ropes, saddles, spurs and
other. things the ranchers want to buy, but Little's doesn't.
Little's Store is about to go out of business because almost
everyone shops at Johnson's Store. What is probably the
economic reason people shop at Johnson's Store? .

a. People like ,Johnson more than they )ike Little.
I** X b. Johnson has the cowboy equipment'the ranchers

want and are willing to pay for, as well as the food
items they also want to buy.

c. Little's Store is in a smaller room than Johnson's
Store.

d. Little doesn't like cowboys.
13. You are going to open a store in a small frontier town

and are shopping for your supplies to sell in the store: There
are rdostly men in the. town and there are not any little
children there. You see some wonderful baby toys and have ,

to decide whether td buy baby toys or men's pants to sell in
your store. Will you buy:

x a. men's pants, or
b. baby toys.

Tell why you decided that.
Criterion for correctness: Stock men's pants be-
cause that is probably what the people demand
(want and are willing to pay for). Half credit for
answers anticipating demand for toys.

14. Before special new fertilizers were found, some
farmers did not plant the same crop on their land each year.
They did something called "crop rotation." This means that
one year they might plant cotton and another year they
planted a different crop. Thenthey went back 'to cotton. This
was_because cotton used up certain minerals in. the soil and
their other crop used up different 'ones. It .gave the soil a
chance to build up 'minerals again. What was probably the
economic reason farmers did this? e

a. The farmers got bored plaaing the same crop so
they c anged, just to make things interesting.

seeds?
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<1b. The farmers knew. that some .years people would
want to btfy cotton and vine year people would
want to buy other crops.

c. There was .a scarciy of ntneralsiii-the ground and
farmers were trying to 'conserve jtie scarce re-
source. .. .

15. There are many companies that earn money by cutting
down . trees and making the wdod into lumber to use in
building houses and other thine,. Ittakes years or a new tree
to grow big enough for lumber. When all the,trees in an area
are cut down, the soil can wash away before all the new trees,
get a chance to row. Btu if a company cuts downall the trees /
instead of just some, it will make more lumber and get more
money this year 'What is the economic reason a company
might give up.making more money and leave some of the
trees to grow another year?

a. The trees are too pretty .0 cut them all down at
once. The company wants to keep its land looking , A

Thpreettcyo.mp

company only cuts down enough triesto make '
the amount of money theNvant this-t.M.T.They
don't carFiT they make any more money than that.

x é. The company only c is down some trees because
trees are a scarce res rce. They give up making
more money now so they can conserve some trees
an later cut them to make money in other years.

16.- Many people like to hunt deer. Some like to eat the ,
deer meat and some like the fun of camping and hunting.
Some like both. There are certain laws which limit th0- .

number of deer each person can kill each year, What is the
economic reason people might want to have laws like that?,.

x a. Some people want to conserve a scarce resource.
There is a limited number bf deer and many people
who want deer meat. If too many deer are killed in
one year, there won't be enough adult deer left to
have lots of baby deer (fawns). Soon there would be
n deer left.

1). Some people think no one s ould kill any animal.
They couldn't get a law p ssed that said no one
could kill deer, s6 they wa ed one that limited how
many deer could be kill -.

c. Some people think that in deer meat is bad for
people. They wanted a law limi g the number of
deer that Could be killed Izecause it would keep

d. Some peo I think hunting is a silly waste of.,time.
.,e.f people fro eating so much deer meat.

They want to limit hunting so people will spend
their time on better things.

17. Many years ago there were no sewing machines.
Workers in factories made all the clothes by hand. Then a
man named Eli As Howe invented the sewing machine. A
worker could make many more clothes each hour using a
machine than he or,shcould when sewing them by hand.
The owner of a clothing company knew that it would take the
same amount of material for each dress and less labor for each
dress than befoie. Do you think this might have changed his
willingness to supply dresses?
Criterion for correctness: Yes, he was probably willing to
supply more dresses at all prices.

18. In the whole world, theie were only two places where
people mined Zingo' rocks. Zingo rocks were important to

18'
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people
ibecat;e

they would protect them from monsters if
they wore one around dreir,neck-. One day Bobby Adams was
walking aloIng in his garden and ocipped: He had fallen over a
Zingo. rock! He Sound th..4 his garden wasla good place for a
new mine. The same week, Gloria, Barbara and Marty each
found new no rock4nines, and each of them went into
business. at do you predictiiappened to the. quantitrof
Zingo rock people were willing to supply?

a. Th quantity supplied probably went lip.
b. The quantity 'supplied-probably went down.!
c. The quantity supplied probably .stayed the same.

19. You are an invent* and invent a tchine which wain
push toothpaste into the tubes very fast. S that, until
now, toothpaste companies had many workerspushing in the
toothpaste- with little sticks. If the companies buy your

C- machines they can produce toothpaste cheaper. cosi
-thein less money to produce each tube Of toothpaste. What do
you thitl will happen' to companics:villingness to supply
toothpaste if they use your machine?
Criterion for correctness: They will probably be willing to

s Supply more toothpaste at all pribes ,

20. In the town of _Platt, lots of people had fun fishing in
the river. Some people in Platt werepot happy because they
didn't have jobs to earn money. Store owners were unhappy
because people without jobs didn't spend much money. One
day a factory was built right near the river. A sign -it town
said, "Come to the factory. We watt workers and will pay
well." But the town newspaper said,. `fishing fun will be
gone. The new factory will kill the fish.' Is the new factory: .

a. "good" for the townspeople?
b. "bad",for the townspeople?

x c. both 'bad" and "good:. for the townspeople?
Tell why you said' hat.
Criterion for correctness: The fNitharsy...is "good"
because it provides jobs, benefits merchants ,by
more spending, and allows 'growth. The factorScis
"bad" because it takes away leisure time pleasures
and fish, a possible productive resource.

21. Mr. Adams doesn't like the new school being built
near his home. He says that it only does him the harm of
having children around his house all the time. He says that
since he has no children, schools don't dohim any good at all.
Mr. Smith says Mr. Adams is wrong. Pick the best economic
reason for Mr. Smith to use to convince Mr. Adams that the
externality of children attend school could benefit him
personally.

x a. If children go to school and become educated, they
will be'better able to run the country well when Mi. ,

Adams is old, In this way he will benefil from their
going to school.

b. Mr. Adams will benefit from the children going to
school because the general level of spending on
school supplies will increase.
Mr. Adams.will benefit from the Children going to
school because it will affect the price of gold in
international exchange.

.22. Farmer Harris wishes to sell five acres of his land-and
plans to' spend the money he .gets to buy materials to build a
new barn: Farmer Harris wants $150 for -the land and Mr.
Jones wants to buy the land but only has $50 right now. He
says he will pay the rest of the money ($100) at the rate of $10
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) per Mon Cor the next ten months. Farmer. Harris wants to
finish his

(
arn in the next two months (before the fall haryest)

and won have enough money by then if he sells the land ter-
Mr. Jones. Farmer Harris can't find anybody with $150 cash
who wales to buy his land. How would a' bank or loan
company help Mr. Jones to pay the full price for the land right
now?
Criterionfor,correctness: Mr. Jones could borrow $100 from
a bank. Added toihist$50, he could pay Farmer Harris right,
now and. pay off the. bank over the, nextyear, including
imerest-for the use of its money. ..`

23. In the little' town of York there was no general store. t
Pet!ble drove their wagons to Ale next ton to buy the things
they wanted, One daythe Walker family -started a store in
York. People were hapPytOshop in their or town and tiotto
have to.drive so far away. But many people couldn't get hit

76they wanted to y .'t Walker'i store solhey started -o go to
the next town' gain. ' rs. Walter said that they didr.lt h4ve
enough mofiey yet to s ock.all the things people wanted to
buy and that they-would o out of business if peoi3le shopped

-in the next town. If you-were a banker apd loaned the Walkers
money, hove would yoiktpli p the Walkers, the toViln people,
and yourself? 4 r:

a. L would be helping the Walkers' because., .
.

b. I would be helping the townspeoPle because:
c. I would be helping myself because:
Criterion for correctness:
a. Loaning money to the Walkers allows them to stock

the goods demanded and to regain customers who
would then be satisfied to stfOp in York.

b. The townspeople wbuldh't have to,go into thenext
town to shop. Time and effort would be saved.

c. The banker would be earning interest on the money
loaned, and (optional) building good will.

/

B ckground Information and Questions
hese pages list specific !earnings and questions applica-

ble to m as they apply to each of the six parts of the project.

I

Background Information Questions

Part 1
1. Certain goods and serv-

ices ate desired
members Of our t

2. If we are not ale to
produce some of these
goods ourselves, we
may get them, from
somewhere through a
system of economic ex-
change.

3. We are limited in what
we can produce by four
major things:
a.. The ' natural re-

sources available to
US.

Part I
1. Who should be allowed

to decide what our to v,-1-1
should produce?

2. How much of each item
should we produce (i.e.,

_ how many cattle, how
many crops will have to
be planted, etc.)?

3. Should we have a divi-
sion of labor, to produce
these things, or should
each' person produce ev-
erything she or he wants
for her or himself?



b. The amour 'capi-
tal we car

c. The amour labor
IP available.

The nur_- of
people IN_ man-
Agement ability in

gPogp.

BackyrOund

V

r
4. How shbuld wegidecide

who is to do each job?

a .

a

Sec
1. When ,we use' our te-

a-- sources ta.,Create a cer-
tain type of town, ,.ver-*
have !Mcrae -chance to
create .another types of
town (i.e., if you use
your land for fanning,
you cannot use it forte.)
cattle.)

2.. Our regourr- ire li-
mited. We t.

as much -c

information

II `b

Questions

Part II
-Section A

1. How -do our wants de-,
termine the kinds of jobs
that would- be available

- in each typil of town

as we wan
3. Once. the r. Laces are

used up, the are gone.

4. Our wants determine
how our resources will
be used.

5. Not everyone has the
same wants.

Section B
1 The types and a,mounr-

of goods the store aone-
will stock depend 0-
consumer demands.

2. If demands change, the
store owner will have tc
:flange what he keeps
in thp shelves.

he tore owner some-
_Imes influences cus-
tomer demands.

Advertisr- _ influences
customer ..emands.
The various commun-
ications media influence
customer demands.

- 2. For which iype of town
are our natural resources
best suited'? Why?
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3. How are the job skills
we possess going to af-
fect the type of town we
choose? °

4. If we decide on one type
of town and start setting
it up, what problems
would we face if we
wanted :o change our
minds?

1. What aeterdinesi the
t: ne of good, we want
i- the store?

2. I- ow --tioes . sto
owner know ow much
of each thing to keep on
hand?

3.- How are our dernadds
i7rluenced by -.what
ctners in our town
think?

4. What might cause our
demands to change?

5. Why will some items
need to be kept iii stock
only at certain times?
What, type of items
might these be? .

(
Background-'Information

. .

.tiff

Questions r.

Part II,-
Section(ii

1. Some resources are non-
t renewable..

r
.2. New ways ofkusirtg our

known natural resource*
. open 141 new frontiers.

S. Discovery of preViolisly
'untapped resources can
,lead to change.

44'

Section B
1. Normal population'.

growth affects the
make-up of a town.
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2. ,New people moving in
bring new and varied
skills.

p

3. The amount and type of
education available af-
fict the economic struc-
ture of the town.

4. Change can .'be both
beneficial and harmful.

Part III
Sec

1,' -*he

r serving these re-

2.

serving

7:_ve been

es?

he be.,: mettictds
d , w can we

are some new
ways in which our re-
sources can be used?.

41-low would these new
ways affect us ,eco-
nomicall* as a town and
as individuals?

4. Dr we ha), e\ any re-
sources that have not
beenuser

5. What alternative uses
can w2 make of these
resources?

6. How might each use
,change our lives eCo-
notnically?

7. What new nbs might
we create fr m these re-
sources?

8. What prob erns might
we now fa e that we did
not have. befor)?

Section B
.1. What rouid cause

people to want to im-
migrate into our town?

2. How might their con-.
sumer wants differ from
ours?

3. How might these de-
man& change the eco-
nomic structures of our

4. What skiffs might im
migrants bring with
them that we do not
have now?

5. What types of education
are available in our
area?



--4.
1

0

ume ..demarids
ge akIthe make-up

of the gipopulation
changes. - - ..

.

What new types of edu-
caucn.rnight be'b clad-
ial to our people What
would we have to-do to

"get thege typesof educa-
tion for &OS P?

What effect would cite
arnonnt and type of edu-,
cation have on the eco-..
nomic strgcture of gur
town?

'What things might lead
to d decline in the 1394
lation of our town?N
How could is *pre-
vented? e,
What could e the result.
eg such .a decline if it
Were to continue or a
long petiod of time

6

7,

ni.6. Decline in population 8.
can, Afect the ecvninnic.,
'structure of-an area.

Background Informatioe Questions

Part IV ,
Section A

1. Poolitf knowledge and
skills increases pro-

-. ductivity.
2..The, invention of new

methods and machinery
can increase output.

3Sometimes when ef-
ficiency is high fewer
individuals are required
and unemployment may
result.

4. Division of labor can cut
down the number of
working hours and in-
crease leisure time.

Sect
1.

on if
Workers can produce a
greater quantity of
goods with less effort if
production becomes
more efficient.

Part IV
Section A

1. What new mining
techniques might in-
crease productivity?

2. Does the independent
miner lose anything by
not 'joining the com-
pany?

3. What problems night
arise when -etter
methods and mactiinery
are used?
.What new jobs IT :ht be
created?

5. if people. have tt work
..fewer hours per day,
what might they want to
do with their leisure
time?

6. How might extra leisure ,

time affect theeconomy
of our town?

Section B
I.,Under what cir-

cumstances might new
skills or training be- re-
quired?

.2. LOwer-priced gOctd%
could result from in-
creased Itioduftivity.

3. When more _odds are
produced, the income of

4, the worker usually in-'
crgisesi

4. The owner can increase
his profits byjnereasing

f the amount pro)thiced by
-) each worker. i

5..Frequently ther,e are
. more efficient uses of

resairces.\
6. Unemployment could

result if fewer people
are demanded to do the
work under more
effiqt Methods.

7. _New s Ils may-have to
be learned when new

, jobs are created.

2 List circumstances
'tiler which nevisibs
night be createp if

.k production" edame
more efficient When
°might this decrease the
number of lobs'?

3. How-dwouid (yOu expect
incased prodiaction to,.
affect worker iiicorW,

ow Migli; increased
ction affect the
of a product ?'

- .

- P
priee

Background Information Question;.

...Part V
Section A -

1. Clikdit allows consum-
ers to satisfy their needs
now and pay later.:t.

2. Some. people are good
credit risks and ers
are not.

3. When a manager, ex-
tends too much Credit,
"(s)he may have to take a
loss.

4, Loans are another forth
of credit.

Section B
1. Money and credit ena-

ble us to purchase things
we want.

2. One does not have to
purchase all goods and
services with cash.

3.Banks can.provide loans
to individuals and coin-

,.ponies.
4. Banks are institutions

which can transfer
money between indi-
iduals and businesses.
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rt
Section A

I. How does credi: help
people to purcha:-c de-

, sired gobds? :

2 . WhyC-p't all fotoOle ob-
tain credit?,i-7,, -

-!7-

3.. Under what ..,_cir-
'f4,Cumstances ma t e

group extendim: credi
---..be hurt?

-1-..How do loans unc. .redit
differ?

Section B
What services anks
rovide?

2 How do baril_. make
motley?



So. A.persqn's crediCra
can'
p phasing power.

0.2""

/,.
' 3. Why can.aperson with a

er good credit rating
\pvurchase more than one

Part II A
CALIFORNIA AIC1D COLE

, ith a poor rating? ' Part III - , . .. .
t'L 4.,In what ways-could the CONSERVATION FOR BF "INNERS

use of-extensive credit ., CONSERVING OUR ''JAL ;-AL RESOURCES

i (....re be dingerous? ;, WILD RIVER
67nterest .is the money S., How do interest' pay-, ii

paid fore the ' use .of a - tie 'Bents affect he total Part IV
A-loan. . ' price paid for goods? ECONOMICS -IT'' ELEMENTARY\

.14'
,, PRICE

. WHAK IS-AUTOMATION?

Background Inforkatictu-
...0 gpestions

r Part VI.
17Tlie government regu-

Nes some economic ae.- 4
tiLyities or tce`
"benefit' of the com-
munity. -

2. TaNes fay fof, iinproye-
ments in the Commun-
ity.,

/ .

3. There are several differ-
ent kinds of taxes: in-
come taic, property tax,
sales tax, and buillibss
tax.

4. The amount of income
tax a person. pays may
depend on the amount of
his income.

5. People or businesses
with large incomes are
normally taxed more
than those with less in-
con

6. Propertj, value must be
assessed before prop-
erty can be taxed.

. Part yi .
I: What-types of e omit

activAes are ulated
.bv the govern ent?
Why?,

2: NameNtom e way) ri

whicti,rtaxesmigly De
used to. iniprove-ajco-
munity.

3. What are the -different
kinds of taxation?

7 .

.4. Why is the income tax
ge.nerally considered
more fair for the poor
than the sales tax?

5. How is the amount ()-
tax to be paid on prop-
erty determined?

Films
This is a list of films which a teacher Might want to use with

the\lessons in this vOluthe. Films are listed under the part of
the unit to which .they apply:. Annotations and sources are
found in the Suggested Supplementary Materials (pages -

121-124) of this book.

Introdaction
CHILDREN OF THE WAGON TRAIN

_ THE OREGON TRAIL ..
.

HAD YOU LIVED THEN

Part'
CALIFORNIA ANO-ITS NATURAL RENRCES
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Part V ,
MONEY IN THE AID? OUT
IT'S ALL MINE

Part 1.

'MIY WE HAVE tAXAS

4it

'Adaptation St{ggstions
Although this unit specifies California as the locale of the

various simulation activities, and focuses- on the internal
westward expansion of the U.S.. adaptations are easily
Possible for other geographical- regions and other time
periods. '.)uestiods for review at liscussion, indeeu ev,en
activities. remain largely uncria: should you wisp
adapt the unit to simulate the so :cement of your state or
geographical region. Theimagina:: journey which initiates
the unit could even be one of the journeys undertaken by early
(1741 or 18th century) colbnists from Europe settling the
eastern U.S., or one undertaxen by those. who settled the,
westernmost portions of the countr long before talk. of U.S.

'annexation. thus Changing the unit to g'study of economic
problems encovttred in the N, early days of the country.

an 'adaptation would 7'. n d tke children following the
joutne, of the founders of, fc ex...:1ple,Jamestow:;. or the
earliez ;enters in the San Frar_::sc day Area. The concen-
tration car. De on your own !,7:.= nistory just as easily. For
example itah teachers ma: ,vant to adapt tIzis unit to
followin the journey of early viormon settlers and reenact-
ing their specific economic problems in settling the Great Salt_
Lake region. Major_changes for this type of addptatiOn are in
thenatural resources referred to in your discussions and in the
probable economic base of the area. Crops grown in the
simulated community, for example, -.would- reflect those
actually .grown by early settlers of your regn. with the
accompanying problems of weather conditions, soil suitabil--
ity. etc. "

Theoructure of yotir simulated town and the range of
variations in possible solutions to economic problems will be
limited by the time period in which your area was settled. The
later the period in history with which you deft, the greater the
range of technological change and available knowledge the
children may use to solve theit economic problems.

7
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The Mini-Society is an- experiecce-based instruction
sysierif crediedbLpr. Marilyn Icoitfils,ky. The author ha
allowed us to..ufilize segments of this/system in out Maste
Curriculum Guide to-illustrate what can, be-aecompli§hed in
the intetThediate grades in economic -echicatioa, Fol more
information concerning this instructional system and the
dilemma situations not included in this guide, contact Di-.
Kourilsky at the U.C.L.A. Center for Ecr,pnotnic Eddcationy
405 Hilgatti Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024, and/or referio
Beyond Simulation:,The Mini-Society Approach to lngirtic-
tion in Econdmics and 'Other Social Sciences'' (revised
edition; 1977).
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System'siThe Mini-Soci9ty.,',
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Intrp*otion to the Mini-Soci9ty

The Mini-Society is based on thr4 principles of learning
theory. We know that learning is-enhanced for a student: (1)
by real as opposed to vicarious experiences1 (2) by playing
activetrather than passive roles in learning situations; and (3)
by participating in the decision whose consequences he or sbe
Will bear. Thus, we systematically provide an opportunity fbr
children to create their own society- including an alive and
vital ononruc system.

Th i-Society works in practice as follows: The
teachers a setited-wi a set of procedures for helping the
children (third,: fourth, fi* and sixth graders) to generate a
working economic systemi their classrooms. The syStem is
initiated by a scarcity situati n, activated by the teacher, such
as not enoughtelt-tip pens to go around: The children then
meet in a discussion group to develop, their standards of
conduct and activities for which they will be paid in the
currency of the mini-economy. The)currency will be used to
bid for the felt-tip pens and thereby Settle the queStion of who
gets them. _Immediately the class is motivated to develop,
designandPrint its,own currency. As the system swinkinto
action, children begin to buy and sell g'oods and services such
as Pencils, erasersposters, Idgos, for businesses, and their
time. //Ley also yent "space" in the classroom to conduct
business.
.;,Situations later arise which challenge the children to
develop institutions to facilitate the smooth operation of their,
system. Unequal distribution. of wealth and varying spending
patterns create a demand for lending institutions, banks and
insurance companies.

Some entrepreneurs may sell shareS of stock in their firms
in order to raise the necessary capital, and a type of
stockmarket is created ..As the children seek advice on how to
establish various businesses, a system evolves in which the

y Marilyn Kourilsky.

teachertplays, the role of paid consultant. ,
- Trade is further enhanced through weeldy. anctiotis

'wh. It children bid fqr goods and services p ovided by other
chi n. Nictionars take out Hie goVernment

- (w ose functions are .performedloy,the her). -
n -response to consumer demand Ch-Vren develophtheir

Awn firths, ranging from simple birffold factories to elabo-/ rately conceived insurance companie§,
The role of the teacher, in addition to acting as a paid;.

consultant, is to debrief economic and other:1 types of
dilemmas as they occur in the classroom- 4.g.., loss of
customers through irrational pricing, etc. These pOstexperi
ence debriefing sessions are the key to increasiig- the
economic literacy of our 3,oungsters.

The Mini-Society Instructional. System is comp of
three parts. Part I, "Getting Mini-Society Started, de-
scribes in detail the teacher's responsibilities ig getting%the
System started, the children's responsibilities in getting the
system started, and !lbw to arrange the first receiving Of
income by Mini-Society citizens. In Part H, "Moving the
Mini-Society Ahead," Lwo economic indicatorg are de-

.scribed so that ttie teacher will know whether economic
activity and interactions- areprogreSsing satisfactorily. Six
methods for facilitating interactiOn and-business activity are
discussed and illustrated. In Part,III; 'Enriching the Mini-
Society," teachers are provided with guidelines for conduct-
ing postexperienoe debriefings regarding Mini-Society di-
lemmas. Eighteenssample lessons iiivol2)/ing economics and
values-clarification are included. In Mini-SoCiety, the
teacher waits for an event to occur that has economic
dimensions, then focuses on the event, reviewing the details,
of the classroom occurrence, and proceeds to obtain altithe
economic education mileage that can be gleaned from the

-event. There are fifteen of these events that have occurred in
some manifestation in over 300 Mini-Societies. The follow-
ing are sample debriang. lessons of these case histories.
Those most responsible, addition, to the author, for
generating ideas and activities for thelollowing debriefings
include Ellen Goldman, Darlene Wilson, Lucy Lockhart-
Mummery, Garry Schulman, and Michaele Scholes.

First, we shall describe the dilemmas that occur and then
present the specific debriefings of five of these dilemmas.

The activities for, each dilemma were written to assist you
in the teaching and reinforcement of basic economic con-
cepts. Since they are examples of situations that have
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L&
ocCurred ro other Mini- Societies, you earl adapt these
activities for u§e in your classroom by using the baiic
framework of the aCtivit& and ktingit into thdcontext of your

t4ini-Society. For example, 'substitute the name&of your she
,_,currency and, the type of business involved for thesKes in the .., that Mario work harder iPthe

dilemma.

it, a.
Marloinsiste(1 she should therefore get more of the money;
Luisa 'rfiaLntained,that sheXas proViding "quality" hairstyl-
ing and was abetter comber. Anyway, sheremphi'sized that

d brought in almost all the supplies,and it was only fair
were to share the profits. SinCe

they had not decided in Wince how.they would set urthe
.46 At fhe begi niaig of a Mini-Society'. when children are partnership and what the rebonsibilities of eich partner were

selecting activi les foFwhich they will be paid, nhany believe to be ;the bickering'continueduntilthe teacher conducted a
that the more ney they-decide to have printed, tile, richer debriefing. (See Dilemina:, 9rown Allergic to .My
they will be. fact; Tracy in the country,ig Starville -Partnert)_They thealebided on an informal contract, setup a
contelnded that they could solve all Mini-Society economic ) corporation and eventuallybrought in a third "partner" who
pigdems at,any time by just allowing die teacher to print , owned d blew-dryer. Partters'Aisagreeing is not an unusual
tt3re and more money. She:httd many followers whe thought problem ist Those Mini-Societies. However,"With 'a little'
this a unique, and byillifint economic point-vf-vtew. The 4. teacher guidance; through debliefing, most of these'proble'ms
teacher, envisioning her arm fallihg off at the dittozchine, . are resolved. .

irifiation-kthe lesson.indicating,eksentially thaethe richness original method' for teaching piano and ch ed 25 "quets
or wealth of. an i1dividual or country depyfds upon the for a fiffeeir-mintite lesson Children weir o anxious to learn:.
amount of goods and services it can commaqd. (See .
Dilemma 1: We Thought We --eould Becolhe Rich Quick.)

Most teachers retiortpat children become enraged as they
see *other dtuldrenvening businesses similar to their own.
There are ardenecries such as "He stole my ideayou're the
teacher, so do something." Kelly, an aspiring entrepreneur,
noticed almost as soon as money'had been disseminated;that
the children had nowhere to put their money. She produced Was it fair to raise his price? Also; some of the children were
15 hand-made wallets and sold them , within the first ten "cOmplaininglhat Phillip had so many'rriare children demand-
minute of Mini-Society. Since she had done so well the day . ing piano lessons than could be handled, that he was
before', s e produced 20 wallets the next day.and raised her
price. However, Seth produced better-looking 'wallets
someof which contained a penny for "goOd luck.? Seth sold
all his wallets and Kelly had to lower her price sul25taptially

- in order to sell the wallets she had Pioduced. She asked the
teacher if it was all rightto challenge Seth to a duel (since she
was bigger than Seth). The teacher, however,"decided it was

.

more, expedient to do a debriefing lesson on Competitlian vs. - increase supply ed ways to reduce demanct.. Three days later
Monopoly the effect on consumer prices-produkr profits. Loren brought in a violin, Jerry rented a couple of har-

.

(See Dilemma: But It Was My Idea.*.) Kelly, even after the
lesson4 Made a motionihat only one of each type of business .
be allaTwed to operate within thesclassroom. It was seconded

became highly motivated to do a lesson on m ey and Phillip was a terrific pignii tacher*. He had Ins own vet

_piano that noisy lines wee formin an Phillip complained
that he had no time to spend his money. "I have become a,
slave to my work," fie rttokned. Phillip, an acute observer of
the economic process,, had noticed that when the teacher was
providing 15-minute consulting_service_for 5""quets," she
resolved the problem of long lines, by raising her prife, but A
Phillip was already getting 25 quets for 15 minutes of service. '"

"cheating" and giving the lessbnsto his good friends. The
teacher, realizing that -this dileinma could at some time face
any of them (she had experienced it herself), debriefed the
students-on the rationing function of price'. (See Dilemma 7:
ShortagesShortageSShortans or Who Gets The Piano.
Lessons?) In the lesson, ,in dddition to &scribing the
rationing function of price, she elicited suggestions on how to

monicas, and Linda started a jazz dancing class. Phillip
raised his price to 27 quets. There were ho more lines, andhe
evep,i had approximately 10 minutes a day to spend in

by. Terry who had suffered competition in his snapshot . consumption. The children were 'later able, to corrwre
business. However, the majority .of the class, who were Phillip's situation with the U.S. gas* shortage and suggested-
enjoying the effects of freedom of entry through paying lower some creative solution's that perhaps should be brought to the

attention of Congress. .
Norma faced a very diffjefent situation. She hid started. a

stationery store and was charging 10 "saves" per 5 Pieces df
stationery. The first day of business she wore anew dress,
Smiled warmly and waited for eustomers-. Only one customer
bought her stationery. The second day she wore another new
dress, continued to mile and still sold only 2 sets of
statiTiery. The third d y she wore a pantsuit, was in a state of

sors, hair gloss, tongs, hair spray, clips, barrettes, bobby , set-still-own and sold only 1 more set of stationery, inally,
pins, ribbons, wash'n dries, and various types of Avon. She got an. idea. She gave a free sample & Lucy who
samples. Pretty spon they started arguing about business -absolutely saved about the stationery. Norma then hired
procedures. Mario said Luisa wasa slob and was usingdirty Randy to ,make a sign that included all the nice things that
brushes and spending more time Styling the boys' hair than Lucy had said about her stationery. Other children5aw the ad
the-girls'. Mario also said that Luisa was only doing three
heads per Mini-Society Session whereas she was doing six.

--0
Some Dilemmas w are referred to are not found in this volume, but iri.ar
Dr. Kourilsky's b eyond Simulation.

0

prices,lavoredfreedom of 'competition and the resolution
was defeated 23-4. This particular incident has, occurred in
one fqrin or another in every Mini-Society classroom.

Mario and Luisa had been friends since Kindergarten and
after three Weeks of the operation of Stan/. ille, their Mini=
Society, they decided to go into artnership and open up a

. beauty salon. They brought in s lies from home and school
and the neighboihood, includi g combs and brushes, scis-

110

and ordered perOnalized stationer until Norma had as many .

Orders as she could fill. The teaches then utilized Norma's
experience to show how advertising could increase demand
and thereby increase profits, She also shoWed the children
how to conduct a market survey to find oq if demand existed

12
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for their proposed godd or service, and at what pce children
were wilfing to buy the good or service. The Class_ latk

't converted their mIcet-surveys into4lemand curves a7tcl.
analys. . sactually observed g. discussawhiall their *hind curves.

41,- sloped downward to the right. They. later discussed various
''''M ways to affect de emphasizing the effect ottastes and

preferences, incomes and 'substitutes. (See Dilemnia 6: How
. Do I Know Miybody Will BuysMy Product?) They had a little

4' trouble understanding how changes in the prise N a good
affected the dernandfor complementarygoods; luckily the

sixth graders, pea about .the role of Comprements in:a
affecting dema When Dan, who owned two tenrits-rackets,

t sold tennis lessons on the condition thecNtip..31 provided
9 their owntemiis-b211s. When the Nee oftentris balls wea Lip,

, the demaild for Dan'i tennis less'ons decreased. Many

° when the learned hOw to become enticprenetIrs by Convert-
disappoint d businessmen and women were encouraged

ing,into practicet theeirrincipies of demand determinants. -
1 Roger, howler, had a rather' unique gperience. He had

been making his own unique. raisin-based health food
mixture. After .Halloween the class brought in : loads of
candy, etc., and Roger decided to declare bank-

. "ruptcp! The class became horrified because in their heart-of-
hearts they knew that the raisin mixture was healthy and they
really didn't want to see iedisappear entirely. Laura and
Stacy almost simultaneously shouted at the crass meeting,
"Let's give Roger more money. Right now he only gets 6
'saves' a package. Let's promise him 15 'saves' a psckage
and he can stay in business." The class thought this a fair
idea. The next daY he came in with twice as many health food
packages as he was previously supplying, but the class
bought even less than usual at '15 "saves." Roger said. that
they had put him in a worse fix than before and quoted his
father as saying, "If they are such 'do- gooders' tell the to
buy your surplus raisins." The children didn't like that i ea,
cord Roger to lower his price, and two weeks later when the,
post-Halloween candy had become stale, Roger's .business

hold debriefing session on price ,floors differentiating
\bega to thrive again. The teacher used this opportunity to

between the'effects of farm plice'Supports and minimum
wage laws. (See Dilemma: The Case of The Unbought
Raisins.) Over half of the children were able to relate Roger's
experienceito the real world.

. Larry, the envy of hisCrole Mini - Society class, found out
from his auditor that he had -made more money than anyone in
the 'class that month ,but Larry only froWned. He was a jobber
in the junk business and wanted top into producin race cars
as a business. Hisauditor told him he'd be craz to change
because ,he'svas Limiting so much money in the junk field.
Larry, however, thought he could Make even more money
producing, selling, and racing cars. The teacher used this
event to motivate a debriefing lesson on opportunity cost.
(See Dilemma: Should I Change My Jo?) He 'distinguished
between accounting cost and profit and economic) cost and
profit. Th'e entire class soon saw that even if The diRetence
bepkeen your total cost and total revenue was extrao,ary,
yo could still be experiencing an economic loSS if yo could
be making eve e money in some other business' qr

_.employment. ., - :. ',
This ques etfierto change jobs 'a& well as the

queStion of "T roduce or Not tb Produce': soon becomes
4

very much a matter of considering one's opportunity cost_
This debriefing should be repeated at least three times in a

ize cost-benefit

iety and

tvlini-Society Illat children can erso

An nevitable mishap prOalentin Mini-
especially, tragic in the contrysallea "Land Intellectfial -
GiantsK is "Viether to hire a buddy." Emily, who makes fk 4

beautiful artificial flower, arrangements, decided' to hire
li.k.Sandy, Nyho Ipnforfunately, rarely washes,her hands, works:

o slowly and was renowned as'the kluti.iler redeeming .

qualitiesewere heipsweet temperament and.thellt that She,
was in Emily's Brownie troop 16d a bestfriend..However, it

'Was costing Emily more to keep Sandyien than to do all the .

-Nii...zworl.hersell. To add insult to injury,,,,Sandy had an allergy. -

and was-constantly. sneezing on the flower arrangements.
A_ nother complicaiIg factor was that Sandy wasdemanding

raise. When denied,the raise, she complained to the teacher
and started to bad -mduth Emily, The teacher seized upon the ,

opportunity cpnduct a values-Clarification debriefing
session and to review that section of the circular flow diagram.
on makirre decision of how to produce by figuring out the
price/it ctivity ratio. Later, he helped Emily:to find her
comparative advantage, which turned out to bedtArofigame
center referee..The class used Emily's aira'Sandy's experi-
ence to discuss in a nirlimentary fashion The idea of
comparative advantage. Happily, Emily and Sandyrrevived
their friendship and to this day are good pals. Howevor, the
real and often delicate question that plagues all aspiring
Mini-Society eqtrepreneurs is not only what to produce; but
hoW to produce. (See Dilemma 10: SOUld I Hire My

'Buddy ?)
Mr. Dash visited a Mini-Society class and became ,very

interested in purchasing' a child's original painting. He
offered her two dollars for her artistic endeavor. She replied,
',Your money is no good in our country, Frodoville. We only

acce t 'hobbits'." Mr. Dash, a very determined man, went
to on of the class banks to find out if there.-was an exchange
rate. he child said, "We haven't gotten around to that yet. "
Mr. D h asked if he could borrow some hobbits. The banker
told hi if he could get three felt -tip pens as collateral, be
would lo him 20 "hobbits" at- 10 percent interest. If-Mr.
Dash did not turn the money.within a week, the hanker said
he would sell the pens at the class auction: Similar situations
arise in most Mini-Society classrooms.' For example, in
Many schqb1s, there are several Mini-Society countries
which all use different currencies. One class's currency may
not -be accepted in another ,class until an exchange rate is
established between the two countries. Whensuch situations
arise, the teacher has a splendid opportunity to introduce a
debriefing lesson on the role and functions of 'money in a
society, including barter vs. money. (See Dilemma 2:-We.
Only Accept Quibblings in Poohville.)

As children accumulate money for jobs and businesses,
they soon find a safetydeposit box from home is not the ideal
way tkeep their money,. This realization will often lead to
the fonnation of a bank. Much later in the sddiety, a banker
tnay realize that-if (s)he-is allowed to keep the mOney .for
longer time pericds,,(s)lie,can make money by investing it in
classroom businesses. pus, the savings function of a bank
-becomes a natural lessoMat evolves. (See Dilemma: Do We

- Want' a 'Bank?) The concept Of central tanking does not
,.

2,

4
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naturally evolve- in Mini-Societies Some teachers may
choose, however, to 'discuss the U.S. central banking
system. Almost all &port that the children are still too
.unsophisticated to understand more than the, tipre rudiments
.of central banking and\ have not repeated the lesson in
Subsequent Mini-Sugiety classes.

In several Mini-Societiet, children would still' prefer to
keep their money in cigar boxes or mini-safes.' It is not
uncommon for a theft to occur. In fact, in one class, several
children put the equivalent of mouse-traps in their boxes to
avoid' Stealing. One unfortunate boy became a, victim of his
own trap when he forgot to disarm it before removing his
money for an exciting.purchase. Teachers have had success

"' in debriefing this situation and stealing has 'become elimi-
nated in most Mini-Societies. (See Dilemma: It Is Easier to
Steal Than to Work.)

Jerry, a Mini- Society citizen in the Valley of Friends and
an established student, Died to charge his teacher fo'r"
correct answers to homew
sponded by explaining to th

. one performs for nonmone
values- clarification less'ort
virtue of the fact that,on
classroom, etc., versus

...compensation. (See Diletitma:' The Non-Monetary Deci-
sion.) 7'

In a few instances the following situation may occur. Some
. of the children in UCF (United Class of Fonzies) had not been

satisfied with the results ofstheir business deciiions. Sara
decided to produce chocolate fudge. It sounded like a good

rk problems.. The teacher re-
class that there 'are certain acts

ry remuneration. She initiated a
n those actions one should do by
asmember of the human race or
e actions one does for financial,

1
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idea, but her,fudge was sugary and she had a.lot unsoldoIt
grew increasingly less desirable as the week progressed and
she went batilcrupt,, by friday.

Juan made "Jaws" drawings to stick on notebooks. He
used all his spare time and produced., over 100 of the
hand-made stickers.,Soon almost everyone had one or more
and he still had dozens left over.. He complained that the
teacher stioUld have told him there were too many, stickers to

. sell..
,Sara and Jitan, along with some other children, made a

proposal at the class meeting.. They, wanted the teacher or a
claSs committee to decide whatproducts should be made and
how mach of each Shonid he produced. They argued that it
would save time,, pr6ent disappointments and insure that
everybody would sell all their, products. Others in the class
argued that they didn't want one person or one committee
planning so much for them. They said they would rather
make their own decisions and take the chance that they Might
be wrong or benefit from being right. The class defeated Sara
and Juan's proposal. (One entrepreneur offered to give them
business advice for a Modest fee.) The teacher used their
propOsal to draw parallels between their society and the
models of market and planned economies. (See Diletntha:
Why Are Some People Rich and Others Poor?) .

TeacherS Will soon realize that most events whicnO4eUr%n
Mini-Society provide opportunities for a variety of 'economic
debriefings. For example, when Larry wanted to change from
his junk busineSS to a race-car business, the'teacher chose to
focus orithe concepty opportunity cost. He might have just
as easily focused on accounting vs. economic profit

112
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We Thought We Could Become Rich Quick
(Money and Inflation)

i. Objectives
1. The learner will be able to explain why the real wealth of a

country depends upon the goods and services it is able to
produce as opposed, to,the amount of mohey it prints.

2. The student will be able to explain why an increase in the
money supply without an increase in production of goods
and services, may lead to inflation.

il4 A vibes
. After the government prints a designated amount of

money and the Mini-Society is initiated, record the average
price level (i.e., during one week, record the price of each
item offered for sale and deterrniitethe average price of the
item for that week). Then double the currency and speC-
ifically show the phenomenon of inflationa rise in average
price level. -

2. Take a survey among the members of the class to
determine four or five top-ranking wants of the students
(goods or services they would like to have). Then divide the
class into four groups 'with each group being assigned a

,different income for individuals in that group: 31-10, $100,
$1000, etc. (i.e., each individual in Group A would have an
income of $10; each in Group B $100, etc.): Have each group
indicate how much they would be willing to spend fbr each of
the wants previously idenf ed.

3. Have.each child list wit s(he) would like to buy and
what s(he) would be willing to spend for it. Give each child
$10'more and see how many woulcfbe willing to sp9nd more
money for the same good --thus raising its price."'

4. Have children draw an inflation cartoon showilig that
one symptom of inflation is more money chasing feNysi
gdods. ,

5. At an auction have eight goodstwo each of four
different items. After the first four goods are sold, record the
average price for each. Before selling the other four gciods
double the money supply and then continue the auction for
the remaining four identical objects. (Do not inform the'
students in advance that a second group of identical objects is
being offered.)

6. Form committees and have each choose one of the
following productsmiyolinaise, salad oil, peanut butter,
bread, soft ,drinks, soap. Have the committee trace the price
of this product over the last few years. Have them interview'
parents and store-keepers. For more gifted. students, ask them
to use the microfilm at the library. (Note: If Worse comes to
worse, you can trace the price of the product.)

7. Keep exact records of the culminating auction of
Mini-Society and (when Mini-Society comes to an end)
conduct a discussion of the phenomenally high prices which
were paid foriherlast few items. Emphasize that the.eason

they were willing to pay such high prices for these goods was
that they knew the money would soon be worthless and they
would rather convert what money they/had into goods or
services. .

III. Economic Clarification.of Ideas and Principles
Often in the course of a Mini-Society the children decide

that the way to Wave a wealthy society is for the government
simply to print more and more money. It is the same instinct'
(more is better) that often leads the children to pay them-
selves large amounts of currency in the beginning stages
of Mini-Society when they decide on those few payments to
infuse the first money into the system. They have internalized
the idea that more money (a greater amount of currency in
hand) means greater wealth and' purchasing power. Of
course, if they decide to pay themselves in large amountS,of
currency in the initial phase of the system, price levels simply
start out high. They have a 'relatively" inflated money
system since the level of demand is determined (at least in
part) by the level of income of those doing the demanding.
But what happens if the system is already in progress and the
children suggest printing more money, perhaps as a way out
of government debt? This situation most often occurs the first
time students realize (or are told) that the treasury is depleted
because of government expenditures and that, if they wish,
the continuance of governmental services, they must tax
themselves to pay for.these. Not enjoying, the payment of
taxes anymore than the rest of us, the students look for a way
out of the dilemma, and often the suggestion is simply to print
more money. In debriefing this dilemma situation, we are
dealing with the concept of inflation.

The children will soon observe that inflation is caused by
an increase'ncrease in the money supply (multiplied by its velocity)
while the quantity of goods and services available in their
Mini-Society either remains constant or decreases. In their
words they see "more money chasing fewer goods." The
result of the children having more money to spend on the
same number of goods is that the price' of the goods they want
to buy' goes up. They are now paying higher prices for the
same package of goods and services because production of
goods and services has not increased; just the amount of
money available to purchage the same goods and services has
increased. They will soon realize that their society is not
richer even though the government has printed more money.
Like King Midas, they will ultimately learn "the hard way':
that the real wealth of a Mini-Society depends on the amount
of goods and services the society is able to produce and not on
the government printing more money.

In the Mini-Society, when the money supply is increased,
we have found that, velocity does not change significantly
enougtOto counter the situation of this increase versus a

...constant level of products available.



Dilemma 2
We Only Accept Quibblings inToohville
(Money)
I. Objectives
1. The children will be able to explain that what gives money

value is that it is accepted in exchange for goods and
services.

2. The children will be able to explain that in societies in
which currency does not exist or where the currency is no
longer accepted, trade (barter) becomes the method of
exchange.

H. Activities
1. Utilizing examples from your own Mini-Society,

explain why you would not accept another class's currency in
exchangefor the goods you have produced. (Elicit from the
class that the other classes' currencies have no valUe in your
class because other children will not accept them in exchange
for goods and services.)

.2. HaVe a representative from your class attempt to buy
lunchwith your class's currency. Tell the child to be adamant
about the value of the class currency. Tell him/her to insist
that the currencyhas yalue. (Meanwhile apprise the cafeteria
cashier of what you are doing so that he/she may explain to
the child why the money is not acceptable.) Have the child
report to the class about the -entire incident.

3. In Goldville a child has Xeroxed in black and white the
currency which was on colored lver. The class refused to
accept this counterfeit currency. Why?

4. Announce a day in which no currency.. can be used.
Have the children barter for their goods_ and servicesin their
Mini-Society. Discuss the way itdiffered from their money
exchange system: Were there any children unable to
hegotiate-a trade who would have been successful in a money
economy. Why?

5. Role-play the following situation* and resolve what
effect it would have on the U.S. economy:

,'By Golden Eagle Carrier Pigeon news comes exclusively
to your class that all the gold from Fort Knox has been stolen
by Gold. Thumb. Your class in a conference decides to tell
nobody, not even their parents, what has happened. Reenact

r- the class conference and then discuss why keeping the event
secterwoUld cause the situation to have no effect on the
economy. .

)6. If the concept of money is still not clear, within the
contest their ownMini-Society, as an added reference you
might the -film Why We Use Money: The Fisherman
Who N Knife.

I
III. Econtitnic Clarification of Ideas and Principte,

What happens when two Mini-Society classes w, ffer-
ent currencies meet for international trade? What occuts the
day Elise tries to buy goals and services in Mini-Society with

* currency from her Monopoly set? What happens when
parents or other visitors to MA.M-Society try to purchase
products with U.S. coins and currency? Students new to

Nk' Mini-Society may say, "We don't use that .Vind of money
4. here." Second-term, citizens may show their increased

economic sophistication by indicating the exchange rate
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between the two-currencies..
We are dealing with two, basic 'economic concepts: the

value of money, and barter as a substitute for currency.-
. There are some common misconceptions among Children

- regarding the_hature of money, -and we see some of these
same misconceptions among the adult population. Many
children belieVe that currency has some inherent value. To
many, the "value" of a five-dollar-bill is simply "five
dollars." In Mini-Society, children begin to understand that
this is a meaningless phrase. The value of currency is seen in
terms of the goods and services the currency will buy. This
ties in with the concept of opportunity cost. When we say that
a candy bar "costs" 150, we are indicating that we are giving
up the next best alternative use of.the 150 when we buy 'the
candy bar.

The misconception concerning the v money is tied
to another common set of misconceptio at currency is
accepted in exchange for'goods and services because the
government has proclaimed that it is "money" or because Of
the "backing of currency" in gold and silver. Discussion on
this point shouldcenter on what really makes a money system
"work.'"Money is anything commonly accepted in a society
in exchange for goods and services. It needn't theoretically
have backing in terms ola valuable scarce resource such
gold. Money is money and is accepted in a society as such
because of the faith people have in the money. If I accept
currency in exchange for my teaching services, it is because I
believe that I will be able to use the money to pay my rent,
buy food, put gas in my car and go to the movies. In turn, the
business people with whom I deal accept my money because
they have faith that they can use it to pay for their factors of
Production, includittg their, own profits- It is this faith that
"backs" a money system in the true sense. .

What happens when people loose faith in their money or
when no money system has been developed? People still,
exchinge goods and services. However instead of exchang-
ing the product for money (which they ,can then use' to
purchase other goods and services) they exchange it for other
goods and services: This is called a barter system.
Barter implies agreement between twoparties that the items
they are exchanging Fare Of equal value. A, barter system
entails more time and effort than dealing with a money
system because often parties must search for an acceptable
exchange or go through a long series of exchanges to get the
items they wanted in the first place. However, there are
certain advantages to a barter system, too. For example,
when times are "hard'," rather than decreasing production,
citizens in a barter economy tend to produce more goods and
services instead of fewer as happens in a money economy.

Barter systems were prevalent among Americans during
World War II. Citizens often bartered for scarce goods and
services with their rationing coupons rather than by using
money. In prisoner-of-war camps, the soldiers Often used
items such as cigarettes with which' to barter for other things
they wanted. In fact, cigarettes were so common an exchange
item in some camps that.the cigarette's became money and
were accepted in exchange for goods and services. We see ,

that when currency is not available or useful to people, they
evolve barter systems to deal with their desire for exchange.



Dilemma 6
How Do I Know Anybody Will Buy My Product?
(Market Survey,- Demand, Risk-Taking and
Entrepreneurship)

I. Objectives
1. The learner will be able to list and explain three

. 'determinants of demand: 'changes in taste, changes in
income, and changes of price of substitutes and comple-
ments.

2. The learner will be able to cite examples from his/her
. Mini-Society where changes in demand have occurred.

Activities
1. Elicit responses from the class on different ways to

determine in advance whetheother children will be likely to
buy your product.

2. Show the children how to conduct a market survey to
ascertain potential demand. (For instance, take the example
of Judy selling or planning to sell cookies in the Mini-
Society. In her first survey, she could ascertain what were the
class's two, favorite cookies. In the second survey, she could
find out how much they' would be willing to pay, fit
alternative, numbers of cookies.)

'Example:
.

At the following prices, how many chocolate chip cookies
would you be willing to?by on any one day?

A

Price per cookie
$.20
$.15
$.10
$.05

. Quantity 411

At the following prices how many peanut butter cookies
would you be willing to buy on anyone day? (Do the same
sort of chat.)

St
-After completing the survey, tabulate all the results of the

surveys and show the quantity demanded at alternative prices
for both items. Use a demand schedule. Example:

Chocolate Chip Cookies

Price per Cookie
$.20
$.15
$.10

Q

$.05*

Quantity Demanded

In a lesson with the children, convert the demand schedule
into a

iot
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Demand Curve:
20

Price
per

15

Cookie 10

5

0

rel

D
'20 40 60 80 100 , 120

Quantity of cookies per time period

. Next have Judy decide how mady cook she is willing to
supply at the alternative prices. Have her compute all costs
including time, payment to workers, etc., of producing
cookies. Show results of the cost analysis by drawing a
supply schedule and supply curve (analogous to demand
schedule and demand curve above). Determine price and
quantity on the basis of supply and demand. Figure out
anticipated profits.

3. Select a particular product in the classroont'.economy,
and ask the children to identify 'whatfactors.would make
them want More or less of the product (e.g., ice cream/cold
day andwarm day; ice cream/after a pay raise or after taxes;
ice cream/after the price of cones has gone down; ice
cream/before and after lunch):

4. Select any business that haaexperienced either drama-
tic increases or decreases in the demand for its product. Have
the owner give a short report on what factors,. he or she
thought. caused the increase or decrease- (e.g., advertising,
tax decrease, change, in the price of-a related product).

5. EXplain the difference between a change in demand an
a movement along the demand curve. (For further informa-
tion see Paul A. Samuelson, Economic' s. New Ydrii:

.McGraw -Hill Book Co., any edition.) .

6. Have the child constWct a bar graph of the last two
weeks of his/her sales records showing quantity on the
vertical axis and time period on the horizontal axis.
Hypothesiz he cause for any dramatic change in sales.

7. Hav he children make up their own advertisements to
change to e in a variety of ways (e.g., posters, film strips
cartoons, ewspaper ads, radio spots).

III. Economic Clarification of Ideas and Principles
The title of this dilemma is a cry sometimes, spoken and

often hidden by young Mini-Society citizensl Many students
would like to go into business or expand their current
businesses but are hesitant because they fear failure..Deter-
mining whether the potential product will sell and whether "a
profit will probably be made is of great concern and can seem
overtyhelming enough to students to prevent them from
entering the ranks of the entrepreneur. These fears can be
soothed in a debriefing concerning elementary supply and
demand, including determinants of demand and supply,..ind
the way in which these two interact.

The Qrst step in determining whether a good or service can
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be sold is to determine the demand through a demand
schedule or market survey concerning the item. (See Ac-
tivities portion for format.) Children should also be intro-
duced at this time to the definition of demand and to its
characteristics;

Demand is a,specific economic concept defined as'' wants
backed by the ability (willingness) topay." Demand refers to
the .way consumers act in purchasing products during some-
specified time, period. Demand refers to the, range of
alternativeprices forthe item. When taking a market survey
or determining a demand curve for a produdt, its important
to remember to specify the time period being referred to
(tomorrow, for one hour, kir the next week, for a year). It is
also important to emphasize to children that they are being
asked how many they would purchase if the price were, for
example, 20 "quets'' and alternatively, hovi many they
would purchase if the price were 15 "quets" (and so on for
the range in which the iotrepreneur is interested). They are
not, being asked how many they would purchase at 15
"quets" in addition to how many they would purchase at 20
"quets" per item.

In 'discussing why people demand differing quantities of
goods at varying prices, emphasize that consumers tend to
demand more of a product at lower prices and less of the
product at higher prices. This is the "universal law of
downward-sloping demand" and is true of the demand for
virtually any good or service.

The demand of consumers for a good or service is
determined by several factors. These are (1) their personal
tastes.an4 preferendes, (2) their income level, (3)`the prices
of complementary and substitute goods and (4) their view of ,

the future..
,For example,' I may demand more chocolate at all

alternati)e prices thaq.lan does because (like it very much. I
may demand less of the chocolate at all alternative prices than
Alice becaux mY income level is lower. 'may demand less
chocolate next .Week because price Of vanilla candy
.Substitiite)'iAoW enough fOr,Me to s.witdetm vanit a f may
deinand more thOdblate ';ueitti Week- heca
chocolate prices. Will considerably

;eve tat;,..,

When a de mind,.s6fiedUle:
refer to demand the-41)tiie!gcledite.t0i.,.*:#40;POtk::

_not to-one isolated spOt on the curve ::So'l nothirik
happens to change '(1) my, tastes andik!! ferences;:.
income lever, (S) theprices of complements and'silbitita
and4r (4) my view of the futiire,the (IVY: moyetnent4
demand is somewhere along that curve. Such MciVerneneli:)...

detettnined by price_Changes alone.
When something does happen tq change my attitudes

toward the product (in any of the four wayS mentioned),.we
set a situation in which the entire schedule is changed. We .

have a new demand curve. Perhaps, for example, I used to -

buy fewer chocolates than my friends because I thought they
caused pimples. If now I reacl7a medical study which
convinces me that chocolate doesn't cause pimples, Inlay be
willing to buy more chocolates than before at all alternative
prices. This is called an increase in demand. Demand can
also decrease; that is, the entire curve can move to the left on
the graph, indicating that I would be willing to buy fewer of
the product than before at all alternative prices. This was the
change in demand anticipated by the U.S. Government wh
it legislated that the Surgeon General's warning be pin o 11

cigarette packages. Thus far, however, this decrease in
demand for cigarettes has not occurred in the. aggregate,
though it may have occurred for certain indiYiduals.

Once a potential Mini-Society businessperson has deter-
mined the demand curve for his or 'her product among
classmates, s(he) is ready to deal with the "other side of the
coin"supply. Supply refers to the willingness of suppliers
at some specified time period to sell differing quantities of
their product at alternative prices. In a sense, it is the

opposit" of demand. The universal characteristic of
supply is,t suppliers tend to be willing to supply moref a
good or service at higher prices and less at lower prices. But
how does a supplier decide how many of his product he or she
is willing to produce at each- alternative. pride? How does .

s(he) decide whether ()Not to produce the product? He or She
considers the costs. ...

In economic theory' the consideration of various types of
costs cart' be quite complex. For Mini-Society purchases,
however, the potential businessperson should consider all the
coSts of production;, that is, s(he) should determine hciw
much it' would 'cost to hire labor, rent space, buy raw
materials4ept qibuy.'dapital goods" used jn the production

''. i:4 a gbOd.or setVices(e:g., a typewriter for.a: newspaper or a
, 7 sewilginachine for itiiirsecompan0,aticl peAlapS even how
.:: muclt;.i'ntetes .would have °tp be pajcf Etiadatisin6s loan. In ,

addition (1#shci fil*:" sider.:Ithe cost to him or her
11Y-kopport ty. Costa) tOdeterane if s(he) would be

7 rii..4' tetnatiyeuSiness or employment. (For
op Ortitint,yeOSti, see',!Shritild I Change. My Job?")

r Can over theSe costs (including opportun-
0 Ppovidc..g, riofit as payment for the risk taken),

,slienta piddude that particular good or service.
.

.
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Dilemma 7
ShortagesShortages--Shortages or Who
Gets The Piano Lessons?
(The Rationing Function of Price
Economic Shortages)
I. Objectives
1. The student will be able td describe the rationing function

of price.
2. The student will be able to list three economic ways of

eliminating shortage (raising price, decreasing demand,
increasing supply).

II. Activities
1. The teacher will ask the children to raise their hands to

indicate how many piano lessons they would buy at 25
"quets" for 15 minutes. Then sequentially raise the price by
5-"quet" increments until no one is willing to pay the price.
(Adapt this example to your own classroom.) In discussion,
use this example to point out the universal law of demand
that as the price goes down, the quantity demanded goes up.

2. Have the teacher graph a supply and demand curve and
explain the concept of equilibrium price. Have the children
discuss what will occur at a price below the equilibrium price
(shortages, unsatisfied demanders).

3. Discuss with the. children what might happen to the
demand for piano lessons if suddenly children were able to
take harmonica, guitar, or drum lessons, or lessons on
chimes, song flutes or autoharps. Illustrate graphically or
numerically how this might decrease the demand for piano
lessons.

4. Two of Phillip's star piano pupils decide to go into
business for themselves. Show how this increases supply and
hypothesize what this will do to price.

5. Have the teacher compare the gasoline shortage with
Phillip's problem. Emphasize that in economics a shortage
by definition indicates that at the price' being charged, the
quabtity being demanded is greater than the quantity beibg
supplied, and there are unsatisfied buyers.

6. Explain why. Jerry, who was next in line for a piano
lesson, was 'able to sell, his place in line to Lindsey for 40
"quets."

III. Economic Clarification of Ideas and Principles
When the line of patrons becomes unwieldly, who does get

the piano lessons? Similarly, when the teacher is in business
as consultant and has more customers than she/he can
woo odate, .who gets the advice? Are we bacicvto the
beginnings of Mini-Society, again facing a "scarcity situa-
tion"? Obviously, the piano lessons are a scarce resource as
is'the teacher's advice, but what we have also encountered is

"a shortage. In debriefing these situations, we are dealing with
several related concepts including thefor whom decision and
the rationing function of price. Shortagaresult from legally
imposed price ceilings and price ceilltits which are self- .

,imposed.
Thefor whom decision is one of the three major decisions

which must be made in any economy. All societies must
decide in some waywhat to produce, how to produce ,-andfor

whom to produce. In a market conomy, the for whom
decision is made on the basis of price.

In a pure market economy (one in which tio modifications-
, are made by government), people get into thefor whom group

(are able to purchase goods and services which hate been
prOduced) by having Sold their pfoductive resources to firms
previously; that iss those who have the,money with which to
buy are those who sold their labor, rented their lands, loaned
their' money (or other capital goods) or used their manage-
inent skills as factors of production in the "putting together"
of some good or service being produced by a firm. These
people receive income for the use of their land, labor, capital
or management and so enter the marketplace with the money
with which to purchase some combination of goods and
services.

In a modified market system (most Mini-Societies are '
modified market systems), the government may change the
composition of the for whom group to some extent. Tax
money may be used to provide incomes for some whO have
not been able to sell their productive resources in that time-
period. Sometimes the.govemment in a modified market will
add to the incomes of people who have been able to sell their
resources but are conSidered too -"poor" to be able to live at
an acceptable level on their own incomes.. We see these types,.
of changes in our own society in the forms of unemployment
insurance payments, social security payments, welfare and
fad stamps as well as other similar payments.

People in thefor whom group are then able to cast dollar
votes in the marketplace (buy some of what they want). In a
sense, price rations in two ways. Those who have price/
productivity ratios most beneficial to firms are those whose '.

productive resources are hired (see a discussion of price/
productivity). Also price rations the, goods and services
available for sale. Not everyone can buy all of everything
wanted. .A person must decide what (and how much) to buy
on the basis of the prices being charged for the alternatives
available, taking into, account the available resource '

money.
Within the market, there is some demand (wants backed by

die ability to pay) for the products being sold. The market
price is that price at which the quantity of a good or service
being sold is equal to the quantity people are willing to buy.
When this market price is reached, those who are willing to
buy at the price can buy and those who are not, do not. I may
be willing to buy 500 mink coats this winter' (to carpet
floors) if they are sold at $5 per coat. However, it is unlikely
that I will be able to purchase these coats. The coats will be
rationed by price (probably thousands of dollars per coat),
and I am not willing or able to purchase my coats at this price.

The indication that market price (equilibrium) has been
reached is that there are no unsatisfied buyers or sellers
(everyone who is willing and able to purchase can purchase
all he or she wants at that price:and sellers can sell all they are
willing and able to supply at that price). In the case of people
standing in line for Phil's piano lessons or for the teacher's
advice, we can guess that equilibrium has not been reached.
Because the price of the services has been set below the
market price, the quantity demanded at that price exceeds the



quantity supplied at that price. This is the economic
definition of shortage. Herein lies the difference between
scarcity and shortage. Scarcity is unlimited wants versus
liOted resources. Shortage refers to a specific situation
where the price is not high enough to ration goods and
services successfully.

Shortages in Mini-Society can be caused by the suppliers
limiting their own prices or by the imposition of a price
ceiling (a legal maximum -price for the good or service).
Sometimes the seller is unaware of the demand for 'his
product or sometimes she or he is purposely keeping prices
low to enable people to buy that service or good. Occasion-
ally in Mini-Society, students p'ass price ceilings for certain
goods and ,services in an attempt to insure that the "poor"
can buy them.

In any case, when a shortage exists, the goods and services
are rationed not only by price (for people must still pay) but
an additional rationinern hanis'm must come into effect.
Most often, this- is first c e; first served. Peoplew,ho got
Phil 's.piano lessons at first ere those far enough ahead in the

: -line to be served that day. We experieficed a similar situation
. during our own gas crisisthose who got into line and were
'`served before the station ran outof gas were able to buy gas.

In some cases, people who were willing to pay a "time
price',', and wait in line for long periods got the gas instead of

. thowse who might have been willing to pay more money for the
gas but couldn't spend the time in linerAdditional rationing
devices dhow for discrimination on a basis other than
income. For example, rent control is an attempt to insure that
low-income people can get living quarters"at "reasonable"
prices. This existed during World War II and still dod in
New York and other places. 'put when a shortage, of

° apartments exists (when the rent controls Rlace the price
ceiling below market price)., the landlord has many prospec-

,

five to nts from whom to choose: He or she can limit the
buildin adults only discriminating against thok with
childre can rent only to friends or only to certain groups
of people considered to be "good" tenants. This may indeed

. exclude m1ny of the poor whom the controls were designed
to help.

HOw9ler, rationing on an additional basis than price is one
solution to the shortage problem. For example,, in Phil's case

. some students suggested that he could get lid of the long line
at his piano studio by selling lessons only to his particular
friends.

There are other resolutions to the problems caused by a
shortage and these are designed to eliminate the shortage: (1)
Deland can be decreased; that is, some method can be found
to make people want less of the piano lessons at all prices,
including the current price. For example, Phillip could have (
started to give "bad" piano lessons, making his product less
desirable across the board. He could have advertised saying
that they were bad lessons. Also, Laura could havedecreased
Phillip's demand by offering substitute service, e.g., violin
lessons, flute lessons, etc. (2) Increase the supply; that is, be
willing to provide more lessons at all prices, including the
current one. Phillip could, for example, train more piano .

teachers to give lessons. (3) The government could have
stepped into the situation and subsidized the suppliers,
making them willing to supply more of She product at the.
lower price. This is another means of increasing supply;
however, it entails the spending of tax dollars for the subsidy.
(4) The price of the product could be raised to the market
price (equilibrium) where the quantity demanded was exactly
equal to the quantity 'supplied. This is the solution used by
both Phil and the teacher who charged too little for her
advicq

,

,
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Should:1 Hire My Eluddy
(Price/Productivity., and Comparative
Advantage)
I. Objectives
1. The student Wilt be able to explain that in hiring a resource

one must consider its cost to the producer, thereby
including both price and productivity,

2. The student will be able to explain why comparative
advantage means specializing in the activity in which,

is relatively more efficient.

II. Activities
1. The learner should describe why another child, who is

receiving a "low wage," may still be reducing the profit.
.(For instance, the child might not be too productive: The
child may alienate the customers. The child might destroy the
product. The child might produce defective merchandise.)

Z. Have the children compute the following example: Dan
can produce 80 pieces of thumb-print ghicken stationery per
week fora salary of 20 BC's. David can produce 60 pieces of
thumb-print stationery for 40 BC's per week, Carol can
produce 10(1 pieces of thumprint chicken stationery at 30
BC's. Which one would you hire and why? (Note: you should
hire David at 10 BC's for 60 pieces of stationery; because you
get more for your money.)

3. Have the children compute the following example:
Terry owns a cleaning service and business is expanding so

'rapidly that he puts an ad in the class-.newspaper to hire a
helper. Two children apply for the jobs. Stephen will work
for 15 BC's per day and can clean 15 desks during that time.
Arnold will work for 10 BC's per day and cao clean 5 desks
during that time. Whom should Terry hire? (Note: Terry
should hire Siephen because it is costing him 1 BC per desk
and if he ,hired Arnold it would cost him 2 BC's per desk.)

4. Lulu and Stanley are ,in a contractual partnership
making posters. Besides being the class's best speller, Lulu
can form beautiful letters and fill theme perfectly. Stanley
can outline the letters and All in the colors'adequ ely,
although he is not a very good speller.. Explain whx it .ght
be wise to have Stanley fill in the colors while Lulu d s the

-lettering, even though Lulu is better at both. (The cher
might want to label this phenomenon as Comparative
Advantage.)

5. Have the children role-play Activities 2 and 3. In
Activity 2 the employer's best buddy is-Carol. In Activity 3,
the employer's best buddy is Arnold. Carol is an excellent
hair stylist and loves to comb hair. Arnold is a good carpenter
and enjoys wood carving. Have each employer explain to
his/her friend why both of them might be better off, both from
a business and friendship point of view, if they did not work
together.

II. Economic Clarification of Ideas and Principles
With amazing regularity, students in Mini-Societies are

faced with friendship versus business judgments. An under-
standing of price versus ploductivity and comparative advan-
tage can often help both children involved in such a dilemma.

Dilemma 10
Price versus productivity is truly a ratio and can be

understood through an explanation of the arithmetic pro-
cesses involved. If one worker will work for $10 per hour and
another will work for $5 per hour, which, rationally, should
be hired? The answer is not clear since there is not Ai
information. We do not as yet know how much we'get for
each dollar spent on the alternative workers (resources). If we
are told that the $5-per-hour worker can produce 50 cookies
in an hour and the $10-per-hour worker can produce 75
cookies in an hour, the situation is clearer. Di aiding price by
productivity, we see that the $5 per hour worker can produce
cookies at the cost (for labor) of $.10 per cookie while it costs
us $.13 per cookie for the labor if we have the $10 per hour
worker. But what if the $5 per hour worker can produce 50
cookies per hour while the $10 per hour worker can produce
150? The situation is now reversed. (It7will cost either $.10

`per cookie or $.07 per cookie for lalxii depending onwhich
one we hire.)

Comparative advantage can become a. complex issue in
economics. It is mbst often spoken of in relation to
international trade situations. But how dries it apply to
Mini-Society? First; in the least complicated .way, "the
concept of "advantage" applies and is related to specializa-
tion. We all want It work at that which we can do well , and at ''''
that whichwe like to do. On the issue of whether I should hire
my buddy, the question is dual-faceted. Another question
which should be asked is whether or not your buddy should

._) work for you. Perhaps you run a bank and are thinking of
-`-'1 hiring your buddy as an accountant. Yout buddy is ok in

arithmetic but isn't the greatest and besides, he is a wonderful
artist and would rather paint than add any day. In this case he
would probably.be better off (as would You) if he pursued his

. artistic talents through some other job or a business of his
own. Not only would he probably beappier doing what he
likes, but he would also probal4 be better at it and receive
more recognition (pecuniary and nonpecuniary).

' But:what of the situation' Of *the child who is `- `best" or
. "very good" at a number of things? How does comparative

advantage apply here?'Let us take the example of Shari and
Je 'differ. Both girls can produde picture books. Both cap also
produce paper dolls for sale. ari is better (more productive)
than Jennifer at both of th e. We say she has absolute
advantage. But what abou =lifer? Should she simply look
for still another 'alternative good to produce since she can't
compete with Shari (for,efficiency) in either of these? Let's
look at the-"balance sheet:"

It takes Shari 10 minutes to make a paper doll and it takes
Jennifer 19 minutes to make a similar one. It takes Shari 15
minutes to put together the parts for a picture and Jennifer
takes 16 minutes to do the same.

Ai. Shari
ir

15 min.
10 min.

picture book
paper doll

Jennifer'

.16 min.
19 min.

25 min. 35 min.
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If both girls pr
Jefinikr is spe
Shari is spe

uce both picture books' and paper dolls,
g 35 minutes to make one of each item and

25 minutes to dO the same. Is there anyway
in which the girls can be beneficial to each other (and to their
Mini,Society)- by becoming more productive?

Assume that they specialize, Shari making paper
dolls and Jennifer making picture What will happen
now?

Shari . Jenriifer
1,(4::

20 min,
(was 25) to make
2 paperdolls

I
VP

32 min. "
.(was 35) to make
2 picture books

Nailer has what is called a comparative advantage in
picture book production. Who know's? They may even join
forces in a company selling paper products in their Mini-
Society -since each saves time by specializing according to
her comparative advantage.

Thus, "Should I Hire My Buddy," o ten becomes the
question of whether from a price/productivi point of view it
is wise to hire your buddy, and from your uddy's point of
view, is she/he working at something in wh h he /he has a
comparative advantage?

a

1 t..?
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Suggested Supplementary

Materials for the Master
Curriculum Guide, Strategies

for Teaching Econornie:.
Intermediate Levels

(Grade 4-6)
\ C..---,

\ .

, .o

Prepared by Barbra Schick, Director for Economic Education, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

(
These materials ?lave been selected to help teacIters to

introduce and/or reinforce economic concepts and tirtirovide
teachers with opportunities to integrate economics with other
diitiplines. Therefore, as indicated in the annotation, some
of the materials do not contain explicitly stated economic
Concepts, but have implicit economic content which teachers
can utilize. Advanced materials are appropriare'for use at the
sixth-grade levejar with students who have had economics at
lower grade le s.

Films . .
BAKERY BEAT
Color, 15 minutes sins

626 Justin Ave.
Glendale, .CA 91201

Shows the operation of a bakery and the many jobs that are
performed. A good film to view prior to field trip to a
bakery.

BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE SUPERMARKET
Color, 11 minutes. -BFA Educational Media

. 2311 Michigan Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404

This'filni illustrates how a supermarket is run. It can be
used prior to a field trip to a supermarket or with the film
above to. show children what happens to bread after it
leaves the bakery.

CALIFORNIA AND GOLD, 2nd ed.
Color, 15 minutes' Paramount Oxford Films

1136 North Las Palmas Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90038

Covers the history of California from the discovery of gold
to the first transcontinental railroad.

z

CALIFORNIA AND ITS NATUR.At-RESOURCES
Color,_31 minutes Richfield Oil Company

Post Office BO( 75007
Stanford Station

- Los Angeles, CAA 90005
Presents the resources, products and industries of Califor-
nia, contrasting the present development with the barren-
ness and wasteland of early days. Emphasis itt given to
petroleum and natural gas resources.

CHILDREN OF THE WAGbN TRAIN
Color or black and white, Mc'graw:Hill Textfilms
18 minutes 1221 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10020
Describes the route of the Oregon trail and explains some
of the motivation behind the westward movegient. Recrea-
tes" life with a wagon train. From the Childk of Pioneer
Times Series.

COMPARING TWO NATIONS 1,

Color, 10 minutes BFA Educational Media
.2211 Michigan Ave.
Santa. Monica, (A 90404

-A nation with a one-crop economy is compared to an
industrialized nation with an economy which prciduces a
wide variety of goods and services. This film explains the
factors of production and illustrates how their quality and
quantity and the way in which they are utilized affect a
country's standard of living. Specialization an¢ trade are
also covered.
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CONSERVING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES
taplor, 18 minutes , BFA Educational Media

2211 Michigan Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404

Explains that ce has found ways to obtain the most
from resources and t use new materials. This film also
points out that waste a d pollution of resources have not
been eliminated and stresses the need for conservation.

CONSERVATION FOR BEGINNERS
Color or black and white, Coronet Instructional Films
11 minutes 65 East South Water St.

ChiCago, IL 60611
Inn-educes the importance of the soil, plants, wildlife and
water°. It emphasizes the conservation of natural resources.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A'TWO DOLLAR BILL
Color, 10 minutes Paramount Oxford Films

1138 North Las Palmas Ave.
Hollywood,'CA 90038 °

This film illust es the uses and, velocity of money tiy
following a two- liar bill received by two children for
washing a car thro gh a purchase, a loan, check-cashing
and bikk to the t children who earned it by washing
windows. '

DIvislioN OF LABOR ,

Cohir, 10 minutes Paramount Oxford Film's
1138 NOith Las Palmas Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90038

Two children make birthday presents for a f is
compared. with toy-making in a factory, it stating w

htdiViSion of labor and the ufe of capital equi mentincrease
productivity.

L
.

ECONOMICSIT'S ELEMENTARY'
Color, 11 minutes Ai ms

626 Justin Ave.
Glendale, Ca 91201

A family -spends the summer vacation in a remote cabin
without modern conveniences. Their efforts to satisfy their
wants illustrate many basic economic concepts including
consumer goods and services; specialization and the
exchange ofsnrplus; interdependence; money as a medium
of exchange and a,store of value; and freedom of choice in
work.

ECONOMIN. NEWSPAPER BOY
Color, ,11 'minutes BFA Educational Media

2211 Michigan Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404

A newspaper boy is portrayed as a businessman who sells a
product, provides a service and makes a profit. The film
introduces some basic concepts and illustrates the impttr)
tance of positive attitudes toward work.

Y6Q_Ll V ED THEN
Color, 15 minutes ACI Productions

35 West 45th St.
New York, NY 10036

This portrayal, of life on American farms and towns in 1800
provides teachers with an opportunity to integrate eco-
nomics with history and geography.

IT'S ALL MINE
Color, 10 minutes Modern Talking Pictu

2323 New,Hyde P.,
New Hyde Park, NY 11040

Presents an animated cartoon designed to enlighten chil-
dren on the use and value of money, the importance of'''.
saving, and the basic functions of a bank.

LAND, LABOR, CAPITAL
Color, 10 minutes Paramount Oxford Films

1138 North Las Palmas Ave..
Hollywood, CA 90038

Each of three individuals'explains why land, labor, or
capital is the most important resource in the economy. An
excellent vehicle for provoking disCusiion since it is left to.
the viewers to decide which, if any, is the most iriortant.
Pag of Economics for Elementary Series.

TIDE LEMONADE STAND: WHAT'S. FAIRI?
Cohir, 14 minutes EncyclopediaBritannica

Educational Corporation
425 North Michigan Aventie
Chicago, IL 60611

Two-boys set Up a lemonade stand to earn money. One of
them decides to play baseball while the other continues to.

. work at selling lemonade. A controversy develops over
who sheuldget the.profi,ts. Th4 film's open-ended format
provides students with an bpportunity to discuss obligation
and responsibility and the concept of opportunity, cost.\

MEANING OF CONSERVATION
Color or black and white, Coronet Instructional Films

' 11 minutes 65.East South Water St.
Chicago, IL 60611

Shows what is being done to maintain our country's
resources and. natural beauty by limiting hunting and
fishing, building dams to-control floods, planting trees and
developing new fanning methQIs.

MONEY:,HOW ITS VALUE CHANGES
Color, 13 minutes Coronet Instructional Films

65 East South Water St.
, Chicago, IL 60611

This film explogins the effects of changes in the value. of a
dollar and how thesechanges occur. Concepts explicitly
introduced and described include )money as a medium of
exchange; the money supply; credit; inflation; recession
and depression; and supply and demand. The rudiments of
Monetary and fiscal policy are introduced. Advanced.



MONEY IN THE BANKAO our
Color or black and white, Weill Films
15 minutes' 662 Verdi Robertson Blvd.

'Los/k_ii,Ne6s, 0\00069
E asizcs how a bank help4 thrl euornmunity by keeping
m tiey in circulation. ExilpInns such procedures and

'71ogy as deposit S, che4s, interest and money flow.to

S. PEABODY,'S BEACH
olor, 24 minutes Wlitnishes, Educational Metlia

eempwity

Olteamll.e., CA. 912E.
80() SF3nOna Ave.

morously told storiabv,t a'seenage surfer-and an
ng lady entrepreneur who, e.%ilos 'an ideal beach for

urfing. "Mrs: Peabody, the ezinreepreneur, will 'allow
surfing only if the teenager helps h-r to develop the beach
as a profitable business. The teerong-ar--ind viewers--are
invoduced, to a host of.eckOotinise concepts and their.
applicatio'n to starting and ruhfirig successful business:
These concepts include scar4Y; Private property; goods
and services; the laws of suppyarrdsdernanct; the factors of
production: land, labor, capital Ntra- entrepreneurship;
profit and its functions;' the 14 or -dikrninishing returns; and
many others. Advanced.

THE OREGON TRAIL
Black and white,
25 minutes

Ency410Plia 3,ritannica
Ect uzati °nal Corporation

425 rb)-11._ Michigan Ave.
Chic /go, Illinois 60611

This film recreatesthe sagaof tyeviestward movement and
dramatizes the experiences of migrating
to Oregon in a wagon train. It 4,004E19W they are involved
not only in the fOrcel of litstplY !)nlit also with their own
.human 'family probleMs. ;

PEANUTS AND THE PEANU'r B U' TER PLANT
Color, 10 minutes CentiAti Eldu,cational Films

1621 rst 9th St. ,

LaN,vrenW, Kansas 6604-4
A film about a highl utornattd iudastry. It covers the
growth 'of the peantit p t, ottani-oval. information 'on
peanuts, where the differ nt axe grown, and the
use of capital equipment in grgAMIng harvesting; grading
and processing peanuts. This ki pi earl be used to integrate
economics with geography aitti sievnee.

PROFIT: YOU GOTTA BE 014 OF YOUR COTTON
PICKING MIND!

Color, 9 minutes Stephen lk:Isustow Production
1649 )101161
Santa %maim , CA 90404

The concept of profit and its ftwieeints are entertainingly'
depicted in an imaginative vtision of the story of Eli
Whitney and his cotton gi tk isw explained in terms
that are somewhat di nt fie the usual economics
treatment. Students elm compare t i5 detnition with their
textbook_ definition.

RESOURCES
Color, 9 minutes Paramount O #ford Films

1 138 Ndrth Las.Palmas Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90038

The natural resources, food, minerals, lumber, water,land
and lair, and they alternative uses 5re sooplained and
discussed. While the term "Opportunity cost" is not used,
emphasis is placed on choice-makingchoosing the best
ways to use resources in order to protect the environment
and/or to provide for society's wants. The -film poses
questions fdt students toscuss and answer. Tart of
Economics for Elementary' Series.

41,CE
Color or black and white, . McGraw-Hill Texifilms
26 minutes 1221 Avenue of the Americas,

New York, NY 10020
This film stresses the worldwide importance of rice and the
methods owing it. Also included are measures taken
to imp e the uantity and quality of the commodity,

SCROOGE McDUCK AND MONEY
dolor, 15 minutes Walt Disney. Educational Media

800 Sonora Ave.
Corporation pj

Glendale, CA 91201
This is a high* ente ruing film with solid economic
content. Uncle Scroo eMcDuck ows his three little
nephews that economics affects veryone. The film
provides a brief history of the e ution of money from
barter to early and modern forms Of money.as'a medium of
exchange; the iinportance.Of saving anil prudent invest-
ment; an explapatiOn of inflaticih, deflaltion, flow of,
money, individuatlnd governrnent btidgeting and spentr-
ing; and an excellent' basic economics vocabulary.

THE STORY OF OUR MONEY SYSTEM
Color or black and white, Coronet Instructional Films
11 minutes. 65 East South Water St.

Chicago, IL 60601
Tikes the evolution of our unified money system from
bartering to convenient forms used today. This film
includes interesting material on monies= used in the
American colonies. Two functions of money, as a medium
of exchange and as a standard of value, are explained.

TRADE
,Color, 10 ininutes Param nt Oxford Films

p 1138 N Las Palmas Ave.
Hollyw , CA 90038

Natural resources, labor, capital and rofit, are introduced
and explained by illustrating the p ocesses necessary to
bring tomatoes from de farm to the middleman, from the
middleman to the supermarket and e consumer. Part of
Economics for Elementary. Series.
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WHAT IS AUTOMATION"
Color or black and 'white, ,BFA Educational Media
14 minutes 2211 'Michigan Ave.

Santa :Monica, CA 90404
This m shows an automated factory and explains how an
inc amount of automation results in a greater ability
to p uce goods in less time, allowing more time for
leisure.

WHY WE HAVE SPECIAL JOBS: THE MAN WHO
MADE SPINNING TOPS
Color, 7 minutes Learning Corporation of

America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

A delightful, and often humorous, animated film describes
the concept of specialization. Each of the inhabitants of a
small village provides for all of his wants until one day a
man makes' a spinning top for his-son. All the other fathers
wanted him to make spinning tops for their children. How
this man began to specialize in making tops and others
began to specialize in what they did best is illustrated.

WHY WE VE TAXES: INA TOWN. THAT HAD NO
(POLICE

Color, 10 minutes Learning Corporation of
America

1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

A thief enters the village depiCted in "Why. We Have
Special Jobs." The inhabitants decide that each will
contribute a portion of his income to pay a policeman and
the idea of. taxes is born.

WHY WE USE MONEY: THE FISHERMiN WHO
NEEDED A K NIFE
Color, 10 minutes Learning Corporation of

America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019.

An animated film using the same setting as the above-listed
films humorously illus,trates the inconvenientes of barter and
how, the use of money came about.

WILD 'RI VER
Color, 14 minutes Encyclopedia.Britannica

Educational Corporation
425 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611.1,

The value. of rivers for recreation; as havens for wildlife
and as a water Supply for towhs is explained. The film also
shows how water resources may be polluted by refuse, oil
and chemicals and stresses the need for conservation.

FihnStrips
_ BASIC CONCEPTS IN ECONOMICS SERIES
Six filmstrips with . BFA Educational Media
cassettes 2211 Michig n Ave.

Santa MOrliC 0IA 90406
I' Producers and Consumers..k. Why Do eople Work?
2. Factors of Production) What1)6We Need to Get Work

Done?
3. Specialization: How Do We Organize to Get Things

Done?
4. Economic Interdependeti2e: Can We 'Live by Ou'r-

selves?
5. Saving and Lending: What Do Banks Do with Our

Money? .1)
6. Our Market Economy: Who Tells People What to Do?

This series' introduces economic terms and elps students to
understand basic concepts: The lessons liarize viewers

(with the roles of consumers and pr ucers, identify the
; factors of production (the entrepreneur is omitted), recognize'

the advantages and disadvantages of specialization, describe
ways in which people,ar6 interdependent, and relate how

- economic factors affect their daily lives.

Tlu material can be used to introduce economics at the
inte!tii

=.?b-

ediate level or as review for students ho have had
economics in the primary grades. The serie has a good
teacher's-guide:

ECONOMICS IN OUR ECONOMY ,.

i full color filmstrips. Educational Enrichment
with prifited captions Materials

.110 South Bedford Ro.ld
cs Mt. 'Kisco, NY 10549

1'. Specializing & Exchanging
2. We Are All Consumers
3. WOrking & Earning 0,-
4. Economic Systems
5. Money & Exchange
6. Labor Unions
7. International Trade
8. Government Goods & Services

This series explains basic' economic concepts and helps
students to understand why people and bountries specialize,
how and why goods and services are exchanged, and ,why
goTrtunehts as well as individuals must budget. "Read-
aloud captions for each frame permit teachers to control the
speed of each program by stopping whendver student
questions and discussion warrant. The program includes a
summary wall chart that reviews the economic terms ex-
plained in the filmstriPs. Economic vocabulary is
strengthened by using a set of 36 flash cards covering key
economic ideas such as-income, division of labor,iariff, and
specialization. A 24 -page teacher's guicie suggests classroom
activities, background information, discussion questions, -

and ideas for research topics. -
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THE ECONOMY : .HOW IT WO '
Four filmstrips"with changing Times Education
cassettes Li Service
Color 1729 H St.

Washington, DC 20006
1. Our EcOnomie System: FreOlioi of Choice
2, The Government: Helping ,V3Ivt-gt Qur Goal
3. Money: Keeping the Economy Moving
4. People and Machines

The first filmstrip in this series provides a good overview of
the functiopitg of a market system and introdOes scarcity,
consumers and producers, the factors orproduction, profit
and the profit motive, and supply, and demand. Choice-
making 4 the personal, conummit
explained. In the,secon the role of
by' examining the func
assisting and/of_protec

unemployed,

policy, money and monetary
medium of exchange and a s
illustrated in the' third. Chec

and national level
ernment is explained

ons of gov mept agencies in
consumers, producers and the
ps between taxes and fiscal
olicy. The use of money as a

and 0 alue versus barter is
credit cards are alsoan

i explained. The fourth desenbes ow productivity hai in-
reased as technological advances, specialization and dIvi-

sion of labor have been Utilized in the production process.
Advanced. -

-M KET'ECO OMY
Six Imstripf with
casset s

1. Introduction
2. Subsistence Farmers,
3. Craftsman
4.' Specialized Farmer and Specialized Vendor
5. -TravelingYendor, .jt .

6. Store Owner

BFAt,ducational Media
2211 Michigan Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90406

This series deals with the relationship between producers'and
Consumers and between environment and product in a
developing country's market, economy. The filbst filmstrip
introduces the kinds of markets and the participants which are
more fully described in the Other five. With the exseption of
tke first in the series, each filmstrip opens witliTlist of
questions to help students to concentrate on the important
aspects of the material. .The teacker's guide contains de-
briefing questions and extension activities. This series can be
used with children_who have not had economics in primary
grades. ,I

CHECKING 01.1i CHECKS
Filmstripwith cassette Federal Reserve Bank of New

York
.Public Information Department
33 LikertY St.
New York, NY 10045

All there is to know about checks and how they functipn in
our banking system. This filitistrip is .accompanied by a
comid book, ' The Story of checks," and'a teacher's guide
with duplicating masters for use in suggested activities.
Excellent material for personal finance'or banking units.

URBAN WORLD--,VALUES INCONFLI&
Eight filmstrips with Coronet Instructional Films
cassettes or records 65 East. South Water St.

. -Chicago, ILI-60601
1. Megalopolis or Monster?
2. The Transportation Dilemma
3. The Pollution Dilemma
4. The Housing Dilemma
5. The Cri ilemma.
6. The Pov Dilemma ..
7. The Money Dilemma
8. The Planning Dilenruna

Each filmstrip presents an open-ended case study of a
community problem and its impact on urban areas. The
emphasis is on values in conflict which stand inthe way of
solving these problems. For example, "The Money Di-
lemma presents a Case study of conflict over whether to
build a plaground or shopping center on a vacantpiece

,land-to illustrate mone problems of most cities. The focus is.--
o'n the need for ra decision - making and citizen partici-
pation. The con nt of this material offers a vehicle through
which values are explored, and by which the student engages
in the process of arriving,at his.or her own decision for 'the
resolution of the conflict. A teacher's)` Guide indik-es
cla§sroom,strategies. Advanced. N

Bodks
Adler, Irving, and Ruth Adler, Tree' Products. New yOrk:
The John getefsompany, 1966.

This the story of trees, what they are, hoW they
grow, their uses throughout history, and describes the
many, products we tget ,from this important natural re-
source. Scientific terms have phonetic spelling in paren-
theIes to help the young readerto pronounce words such as
phloem, xylemand cambium. Godd research material for
a study' of a sutural resource and the products it provides.

Fisher, Leonard E., The Peddlers. New York: Franklin
Watts, Inc., 1968.

The story of the Yankee peddlers and their role in the
economyyf the Colonial -period illustrates the scarcity of
goods and services, the shortagi of currency and how
barter was often used during this stageof ou history.

'Golann, Cecil P., The Taming of Israel's Negev. New York:
Julian Messner, 1970.

A fascinating, account of the Negev Desert and its
development. It focuses on the different cultures, country
life in the Kibbutz and die Moshavexamples of two'
different economic systems.functioningrside by sideand

. city life with its gi'bwing commerce and industry.

Lewellen, John R., You and Transportation. Chicago:
Childrens Press, .1965. .

A dramatic and often humorous story of the growth of
cargo trasportation and the pioneers and inventors who
Contributed to it. Illustrates how improved transportatiOn
increased economic activity and our standard of living.
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Merrill, Jean, The Toothpaste Millionaire.. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972.

Twelve-year-old Rufus Mayflower set out to prove how
cheaply toothpaste could be made. -Rufus winds up in the
toothpaste business and makes a million. The story
realistically follows his rising succeSs and illustrates how
to establish a corporation, sell stock, get a bank Ician and
use a little ingenuity in advertising to outwit the competi-

_

tion.

RitchieRamon Makes a Trade'. Berkeley: Parnas-
sus Press, 1959,

story of a young Mexican boy who wants to trade .a piece
of his family's pottery, which they have brought to market
to sell, for a green parrot in a cage. This delightful tale,
written in Spanish and English, illustrates the inconveni-
ences of barter.

4

-Robertson, Keith, Henry Reed's Baby-Sitting Service. New
*York: The Viking Press, 1966.
(;`: Henry wants to earn some money during his summer

vacation. At Uncle Al's suggestion, Henry uses a ques-
tionnaire to find out whatkind of service is in demand in
Grover's Corners. Although disappointed to learn that his
best bet is baby-sitting, Henry sets up a company and by
providing a better service than his competitors, succeeds.
Henry and his partner, Midge, run into a number of
humorous difficulties which they handle with aplomb. The
story illustrates the importance of taking responsibility and-
having a positive attitude toward one=s job. I

.
Seldin, Joel, Automation. New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1965.

A number of economic concepts are covered in this book
about automation. It emphasizes the need for education it

- students are to find jobs in the new world of coinputers and
advancing technology. Included is the debate over whether 111
automation provides or eliminates more jobs. Advanced..
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